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Executive Summary & Recommendations

The arbitrary and excessive use of pretrial detention around the world is a massive form of human rights abuse that affects in excess of 14 million people a year. The right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty is well established. Yet this right is violated widely and often—in the developed and developing world alike—and the violation goes largely unnoticed. Few rights are so broadly accepted in theory, but so commonly abused in practice. It is fair to say that the global overuse of pretrial detention is one of the most overlooked human rights crises of our time.

Given that the presumption of innocence is universal, detaining arrestees pending trial should be rare. However, many jurisdictions around the world violate the principle that pretrial detention should be used sparingly, as a last resort. Instead, it has become the default setting of criminal justice systems.

One out of three people behind bars has not been found guilty of a crime. In some parts of the globe, pretrial detainees outnumber convicted prisoners. At this moment, 3.3 million people are in pretrial detention worldwide. And that is a conservative estimate, because official data ignore the tens of thousands of people detained in police stations. Cutting the number of pretrial detainees could resolve prison overcrowding, limit the spread of disease, reduce poverty, and spur development.

During the course of an average year, approximately 15 million people are admitted into pretrial detention. Some of them are detained for a few days or weeks, but many will spend months and even years waiting for their day in court. Council of Europe countries have some of the most developed criminal justice systems in the world, yet their average period of pretrial detention is almost half a year. The present global cohort of 3.3 million pretrial detainees will collectively spend an estimated 660 million days in detention—a terrible waste of human potential that comes at a considerable cost to states, taxpayers, families, and communities.

Most pretrial detainees are poor, and economically and politically marginalized. The poor and powerless lack the money to hire a lawyer, procure bail (or bond), or pay a bribe—all tools to secure pretrial release in many jurisdictions. Poor and marginalized people also lack the social and political connections and influence that can facilitate pretrial release in many places.

Ethnic and religious minorities and foreigners are significantly overrepresented in pretrial detention systems. Dalits in South Asia, indigenous people in Australia and Canada, and ethnic minorities in Israel and the United States are grossly overrepresented in pretrial detention. Mentally ill and intellectually challenged persons also face disproportionate risk of being held in pretrial detention.

Many pretrial detainees will eventually be released without trial, or tried and acquitted. Many others will be found guilty but ultimately receive a non-custodial sentence for a minor offense, or be sentenced to less time than they have already
served. In England and Wales—a jurisdiction that uses pretrial detention relatively sparingly—over half of all pretrial detainees ultimately are acquitted or receive a non-custodial sentence. Among juvenile pretrial detainees the proportion receiving a non-custodial sentence or an acquittal is even higher. In Bolivia and Liberia, where between 80 and 90 percent of all prisoners are pretrial detainees, few detainees will ever be convicted of a crime that carries a prison sentence.

There are situations under which pretrial detention is warranted. When there is good reason to think an arrestee—if released—will commit a crime, threaten a witness, or abscond, he should be held pending trial. But these conditions do not apply to most pretrial detainees. The vast majority of pretrial detainees pose no threat to society and can be safely released pending trial. Simply put, they should not be in pretrial detention.

It is a cruel irony that many jurisdictions treat pretrial detainees worse than they treat convicted prisoners. Pretrial detainees are often held in police lockups—facilities not designed for long-term occupancy, where conditions can be particularly crowded and harsh—for extended periods of time. Prison systems treat pretrial detainees as temporary and incidental and therefore devote fewer resources to them. Compared to sentenced prisoners, pretrial detainees have less access to food, beds, health care, and exercise.

While convicted prisoners are often segregated into low-, medium-, and high-security facilities, a pretrial detainee charged with minor theft will be confined in the same facilities as someone charged with a serious violent crime. Pretrial detainees are at greater risk of not being separated according to age and gender. Many jurisdictions confine juvenile pretrial detainees with adults, especially in police lockups, and in some places women are confined with men.

Especially in resource-poor countries, pretrial detainees are likely to be confined with convicted prisoners. This exposes pretrial detainees to a hardened offender subculture, where violence, abuse, and criminal gangs dominate daily life. In such places, pretrial detainees suffer the most and are often denied food, a bed, blankets, clothing, and other necessities.

The particularly poor conditions afforded pretrial detainees serve an instrumental purpose. In numerous jurisdictions, police and prosecutors seek to use the pretrial detention period as an opportunity to obtain confessions that will lead to a conviction. Many authorities condone deplorable pretrial detention conditions as a tool to induce arrestees to incriminate themselves in order to achieve a non-custodial sentence or transfer to a prison with better conditions. In some places, pretrial detainees are routinely assaulted and tortured to get them to confess to the charges against them. Assistance from international donors, intended to enhance the capacity of law enforcement, may be accelerating global detention without addressing its excesses.

Sample Timeline of Pretrial Detention and Its Consequences
Miserable conditions, the heightened risk of torture and abuse, and uncertainty about the outcome of their impending trials all contribute to a high incidence of mental health problems among pretrial detainees. According to the World Health Organization, suicide rates among pretrial detainees are three times higher than those of convicted prisoners.

It is not only detainees who are harmed by the arbitrary and excessive use of pretrial detention—the damage spreads outward to their families, communities, and the state. The overuse of pretrial detention threatens public health, feeds corruption, undermines the rule of law, and stunts socioeconomic development.

Prisons serve as vectors for the spread of communicable diseases and aggravate existing health problems for pretrial detainees and those they come into contact with after their release. Infectious diseases, including HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, and tuberculosis, are common in pretrial detention facilities, while proper health care services are not. For this reason, pretrial detention has been described by one expert as “a death sentence.”

In addition to spreading disease, pretrial detention spreads corruption—in fact, excessive pretrial detention and corruption are mutually-reinforcing. The pretrial phase receives less scrutiny than subsequent stages of the criminal justice process, giving discretion to the lowest paid and most junior actors in the system. Unhindered by accountability, the police, prosecutors, and judges may arrest, detain, and release individuals based on their ability to pay bribes. This arbitrary abuse of power destroys the justice system's credibility and undermines the rule of law in general, which can weaken governance overall.

Pretrial detention also critically undermines socioeconomic development, and is especially harmful to the poor. Not only does pretrial detention disproportionately affect individuals and families living in poverty, but the financial impact is greater. The detainee, of course, cannot earn income, and may lose his job. His family faces economic hardship due to lost income and the cost of visiting and maintaining the detainee, which can include medical expenses and bribes. And the state not only bears the direct costs (such as prison construction and guards) of jailing someone who should be presumed innocent, but it also loses out on the economic contributions (such as taxes paid) that the detainee could have made if he were released pending trial.

Virtually every country in the world could materially benefit from reducing its pretrial detention population. European taxpayers spend some $18 billion annually on incarcerating and managing the pretrial detainees in their jurisdictions. In the United States, the average annual cost to the state of detaining a juvenile is higher than the annual tuition at Harvard University. A reduction in the pretrial detention population could generate significant savings which governments could use to prevent crime through investment in education and social services, or, where
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needed, to combat crime directly through recruiting more police officers or improving their equipment.

The societal costs of excessive pretrial detention even extend into the future. Most prison environments are criminogenic; that is, prisons serve as breeding grounds for crime. Prisons psychologically harm incarcerated people, making it more difficult for them to live normal, productive lives, and more likely that they may take up crime. Being incarcerated once increases the chances that a person will be incarcerated again. And the harms reach into the next generation: Detention of parents is associated with negative outcomes for their children, including increased propensity for violence and other antisocial behaviors, increased likelihood of suffering anxiety and depression, decreased school attendance, and increased likelihood that they will also be incarcerated one day.

The manifold harms associated with the overuse of pretrial detention suggest the urgent need for remedy. But first it is necessary to understand the causes of the arbitrary and excessive use of pretrial detention. Why are so many theoretically-innocent people behind bars? Clearly, the gap between rights (the presumption of innocence) and reality (massive and arbitrary detention of people who have not been found guilty) is considerable. Many states have vague laws governing the application of pretrial detention, which fail to protect the presumption of innocence. Others have bad laws that directly flout it. Some jurisdictions lack the resources to operate a fair and efficient criminal justice system, while others may be warped by corruption or fears of being soft on crime.

Fortunately, positive reforms are possible. Both Finland and Singapore, for example, have shown that proactive and coherent policies can limit the unnecessary use of pretrial detention. In New Zealand and South Africa, the use of diversion and community-based conflict resolution mechanisms has limited the number of arrestees. In Malawi and Sierra Leone—among the poorest countries in the world—para-legal-based interventions have demonstrated how pretrial detainees can be released expeditiously in places with few lawyers. In Nigeria and the United Kingdom, duty solicitors at police stations are getting arrestees released pretrial. Australia and Mexico have seen results from pretrial evaluation services, which identify arrestees unlikely to abscond or commit a violent crime if released pending trial. In Chile and Germany, new laws have increased the use of alternatives to pretrial detention. In Liberia and India, “camp courts”—prison-based courts that hear bail applications—are succeeding in fast-tracking the release of defendants who have been remanded to detention by their countries’ overburdened regular courts. Measures like these can be extended to other jurisdictions, and thereby lessen the problem of arbitrary and excessive pretrial detention around the world.

The global overuse of pretrial detention is a widespread, deeply harmful, yet frequently overlooked, human rights violation. The following recommendations are offered toward redress.

Recommendations

To international and regional institutions and bodies:

- Call upon national governments to uphold and respect international and regional standards and norms regarding the use and conditions of pretrial detention—in particular, to focus their technical assistance and monitoring
efforts on effective and sustainable national-level implementation of rights-based pretrial justice practices.

- Support the gathering of accurate statistics on pretrial detention practices by jurisdictions worldwide. This should include data on the exceptionality or frequency of use of pretrial detention, the number of pretrial detainees held in police cells or lockups, the duration of pretrial detention, and accused persons’ compliance with the conditions of pretrial release.

- Document and disseminate good practices that reduce the arbitrary and excessive use of pretrial detention. Such knowledge sharing should be complemented by context-specific national-level assistance, monitoring, and documentation so that country-level learning strengthens both ongoing efforts at improving pretrial justice delivery nationally and similar interventions elsewhere.

- Promote criminal justice reform models that pay due attention to the pretrial stage of the criminal justice process. This should include, at a minimum, crime prevention and diversionary schemes which reduce the number of arrestees entering the criminal justice system; mechanisms which provide legal aid or assistance for accused persons expeditiously after their arrest; legally mandated and adequately resourced alternatives to pretrial detention; full judicial discretion to release accused persons awaiting trial irrespective of the charge(s) against them; and, regular judicial review of prior pretrial detention decisions.

- United Nations Security Council resolutions should provide mandates to its field operations, thereby authorizing the latter to undertake—or support government efforts to undertake—assessments of the pretrial detention situation in their countries of operation.

- The United Nations General Assembly’s Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee and/or Legal Committee should mandate a report and thematic debate on the global overuse of pretrial detention and remedial interventions to address the problem.

- The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights should ensure that reports, views, and recommendations from UN Special Procedures and Treaty Bodies relating to pretrial detention and related problems are excerpted for each country within the Universal Periodic Review process.

To donors and development agencies:

- Include pretrial justice reform in the planning of any criminal justice reform strategy supported through donor funds. This should include funding for assessments to identify the underlying drivers of the excessive and arbitrary use of pretrial detention, and to identify intervention points for improving day-to-day pretrial detention practices.

- Invest in pretrial detention reforms in a holistic and sustainable manner. Long-term interventions that address simultaneously the multiple challenges affecting pretrial justice systems have the greatest chance of success. Such investments should include monitoring and documentation efforts to improve learning from past interventions and promote the long-term and
sustainable national-level political and operational commitment to improve pretrial justice practices.

- Leverage increased funding and development aid for pretrial detention reform by linking improved pretrial justice practices to protecting not only the rights and wellbeing of detainees themselves, but also wider societal benefits such as reduced torture and corruption, improved public health, and better performance of criminal justice systems.

To national governments:

- Modernize the legal framework and associated institutional practices governing pretrial detention to bring them in line with applicable law. This may include repealing laws and practices which make pretrial detention mandatory for persons charged with certain offenses; establishing and funding the provision of quality legal aid and assistance and providing them as soon as possible after arrest; requiring prosecutors who are requesting pretrial detention to demonstrate before a court that pretrial detention is an option of last resort; and promulgating statutory alternatives to pretrial detention.

- Invest strategically in the “front end”—or pretrial phase—of the criminal justice process, in order to generate improvements and savings throughout the system. Ensure that sufficient resources are allocated to avoid delays and excessive detention—for example, by supporting mechanisms to alert courts when detainees have been held for excessively long periods. Provide support for practical alternatives to pretrial detention.

- Develop a sustained national strategy to limit the use of pretrial detention and encode it as an exceptional measure only. Such a strategy should involve the collaboration of all criminal justice agencies, including the judiciary and the legal profession, as well as relevant civil society organizations.

To criminal justice practitioners and officials:

- Develop coordinated inter-agency efforts to regularly review weaknesses and related challenges in the pretrial justice process. These should be jointly identified and then addressed collectively at the national, regional, and local level.

- Develop data collection capacities which can consistently gather information on the performance of the criminal justice system during the pretrial phase, both for day-to-day operational purposes and strategic planning and evaluation purposes.

- Collaborate with civil society organizations to improve the delivery of pretrial services—both to pretrial detainees directly and to criminal justice agencies in cases where the state is unable to do so or has elected not to provide such services.
Introduction

Detaining a person before he is found guilty of a crime is a particularly draconian decision for the state to make. Pretrial detention is one of the most severe things that can happen to a person: the detainee immediately loses his freedom, and can also lose his family, health, home, job, and community ties. As a senior British probation officer put it:

When a person is remanded in custody, they can lose their accommodation, their job, be locked away for 23 hours each day, and endure the pressures, hazards and indignities of prison life. Remand prisoners have inadequate access to legal representation, their prison conditions whilst on remand are poorer than their sentenced counterparts, and the suicide rate amongst remandees is very high. Such defendants suffer regular invasions of privacy each time they are searched and often fear danger from those incarcerated with them.1

Persons in pretrial detention have not been convicted of a crime.2 They should be considered innocent and as far as practicable be treated as such. Pretrial detainees become convicts only once their guilt has been proven in front of an impartial tribunal. Many pretrial detainees around the world are arrested and detained on flimsy evidence. A significant number of pretrial detainees eventually have the charges against them withdrawn, or are acquitted of their charges. Other pretrial detainees receive a noncustodial sentence upon their conviction because of the relatively trifling nature of their crimes, or receive a sentence that is actually less than the amount of time they have been in pretrial detention.

On an average day, some 3.3 million people are in pretrial detention worldwide, according to information provided by national prison systems. The real figure is likely to be higher, since official data rarely count those confined in police stations, for example. Pretrial detainees await trial in confinement by the state; they have not been convicted of the charge(s) for which they have been detained and are therefore legally innocent under international law and many national laws. Pretrial detainees the world over are disproportionately likely to be poor and marginalized individuals—those unable to afford the “three B’s” crucial for pretrial release: bail, bribe, or barrister.

Although they should be presumed innocent, pretrial detainees are often held in conditions worse than those of sentenced prisoners. Torture, overcrowding, and disease are rampant. Even in developed countries, so few resources are dedicated to pretrial detention that access to food, healthcare, a bed, or exercise is severely constrained.

Collectively, today’s cohort of 3.3 million pretrial detainees will spend some 660 million person days in pretrial detention.3 These numbers serve as a glaring indictment of governments’ cavalier attitude to the presumption of innocence, a
cornerstone of any criminal justice system based on the rule of law.

This report does not advocate for the abolition of pretrial detention. Unlike, for example, cruel and unusual punishment or torture, pretrial detention does not, per se, constitute a human rights violation. International human rights norms recognize the need for pretrial detention provided it is applied fairly, rationally, and sparingly.

In rare cases, pretrial detention serves important functions: namely, to ensure that arrestees who pose a risk of absconding stand trial; that arrestees who present a violent danger to the community do not commit serious crimes pending trial; and that unscrupulous arrestees do not intimidate witnesses or otherwise interfere with the lawful collection of incriminating evidence. The right to personal liberty and the presumption of innocence require, however, that strict and carefully circumscribed criteria be met before the imposition of pretrial detention.

As this report documents, the majority of the world’s pretrial detainees should not be in detention. Many pretrial detainees were arrested on minor charges. A significant number of pretrial detainees, even in countries with well-resourced and professionally staffed criminal justice agencies, will not be convicted of the charges that led to their arrest and detention. Many others will receive a noncustodial sentence for a minor offense. The majority of such arrestees would likely pose no risk to public security or the administration of justice if they awaited trial at liberty rather than in detention. Moreover, the design of the pretrial detention facility makes it likely that police will pressure them for false confessions. Violence, torture, and related physical and psychological abuses of prisoners are particularly concentrated during the pretrial stage of the criminal justice process, not least because police and others use these means to extract confessions from detainees.

Little public sympathy exists for pretrial detainees and their plight. Many people mistakenly believe that detainees should be presumed guilty by virtue of their detention status. Yet, the devastating societal impacts of the excessive and arbitrary use of pretrial detention should generate opposition to this practice.

Lack of awareness about the overuse of pretrial detention and its pernicious effects may be one reason why there is not more opposition to it. There is no extant resource that catalogues the extent of the arbitrary and excessive use of pretrial detention, its causes, or the many problems attendant to it. This report is the first attempt to comprehensively document the global overuse of pretrial detention and the damage it does.

This report begins by examining the extent of pretrial detention and its costs. It then looks at who is in pretrial detention, and the circumstances of their confinement. It considers the many causes of the excessive and arbitrary use of pretrial detention and implications for the rule of law. Finally, it looks at ways the problem can be addressed, including successful models from around the world.

A rational and effective pretrial justice system needs to balance two potentially competing rights: the right of arrestees to personal liberty and to be presumed innocent until convicted, versus the right of the community to live in safety and see arrestees stand trial and, if the evidence so indicates, convicted and punished. To achieve this balance in compliance with internationally accepted norms and standards is no easy task.

Although the problem of excessive pretrial detention is widespread and the harms stemming from it are severe, it is possible to reduce its overuse. This report explores changes made in a broad diversity of places and contexts, including
Argentina and Australia, India and Ireland, Malawi and Mexico, Sierra Leone and Singapore, Uganda and Ukraine. In all of these places, innovative interventions and reforms have succeeded in rationalizing and improving pretrial detention regimes, often under difficult circumstances. Positive, rights-based change is possible.

We are only beginning to understand the scale and consequences of pretrial detention around the world, and what can be done to improve pretrial practices in a variety of settings. Even though almost every third prisoner worldwide is a pretrial detainee, very little has been written on the topic of pretrial detention. This report seeks to fill that gap.

This report draws from an extensive global review of existing information, including reports by regional and international organizations and entities, national human rights commissions, ombudsman offices, governmental and non-governmental organizations, academia, and the media. The report includes the findings of numerous country-specific investigations undertaken by the Open Society Justice Initiative and its partners, and Open Society Foundations’ grantees; much of which was not previously available. Interviews with criminal justice officials, lawyers, academics, experts from the non-governmental sector, and pretrial detainees and their families have provided a rich and nuanced source of information which is incorporated into the report.

Although this report attempts to be as comprehensive as possible, it should be viewed as an initial exploration of the global overuse of pretrial detention, rather than the last word on the subject. It is hoped that this report will serve as a springboard for further research and reform.
On any given day, an estimated 3.3 million people are held in pretrial detention worldwide.
The Scope of Pretrial Detention Around the World: Its Extent and Cost

INTRODUCTION

At this moment, an estimated 3.3 million people are in pretrial detention worldwide, according to information provided by national prison systems. Because of systematic undercounting, the real figure is likely to be higher: for example, pretrial detainees confined in police stations are typically not included in the official data.

Worldwide, almost every third prisoner is a pretrial detainee. In parts of the globe—including Central and West Africa and South Asia—the majority of prisoners are pretrial detainees. In some countries such as Bangladesh, India, Nigeria, and Paraguay, pretrial detainees comprise over two-thirds of all prisoners. These are persons who have not been convicted of the crimes they have been charged with and who should be presumed innocent. In numerous jurisdictions, a significant proportion of pretrial detainees are never convicted.

Collectively, the roughly 3.3 million persons in pretrial detention today will spend 660 million days in pretrial detention. Some will only spend a few days in detention, but many will languish for weeks, months, and even years before their trials are completed or charges dismissed. Even among Council of Europe countries, whose criminal justice systems are relatively well resourced and efficient, the average length of pretrial detention is almost half a year.

The sheer number of pretrial detainees and the amount of time they are held belie states’ professed commitment to the presumption of innocence and starkly illustrate the extent to which excessive pretrial detention undermines human potential. The overuse of pretrial detention inflicts enormous costs on detainees, their families, and communities. Most pretrial detainees are young men in what should be their prime earning years. Many are productive members of society who are generating an income at the time of their arrest, often providing material support to their families and households.

Most pretrial detainees are suspected of relatively minor, non-violent offenses, and are unlikely to receive a custodial sentence if convicted. A significant number of pretrial detainees are also never convicted of the charges which led to their detention in the first place. This is because many are innocent and are acquitted after trial, or because the state is, for a variety of reasons, unable or unwilling to proceed with a trial.
Pretrial detention not only prevents millions of people from earning a living, it costs states—and by implication, taxpayers—billions every year. Council of Europe countries spent US$18 billion in 2010 incarcerating some 370,000 pretrial detainees. Almost half the world’s countries had a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) lower than this in 2010. In a number of countries, the annual cost to the state of incarcerating a pretrial detainee is considerably higher than the tuition and related fees of attending the world’s best universities.

This chapter, after offering a definition of pretrial detention and noting the limits of the available data on pretrial detention, will look at the number of people in pretrial detention and then examine the costs of its overuse.

**Defining Pretrial Detention**

Agreeing on a definition of pretrial detention is not as easy as it might seem. In English-speaking countries alone, people in pretrial detention are referred to variously as “remand prisoners,” “remandees,” “awaiting trial detainees,” “untried prisoners,” “unconvicted prisoners,” and “unsentenced prisoners.” In countries with other languages and different legal traditions and cultures, the terms for detention vary, too. Indeed, one can get lost in the varied nomenclature used around the world to classify pretrial detainees, but establishing a common definition is essential to gaining an accurate estimate of their number.

All criminal justice systems appear to differentiate between sentenced and unsentenced prisoners, and most afford individuals in the latter category a different legal status. Unsentenced prisoners include not only persons who are awaiting trial (i.e. “pretrial” in the literal meaning of the word), but also prisoners whose trials are underway or who have been convicted but not yet sentenced. In some countries, notably those with a civil law tradition, persons sentenced, but who have yet to appeal their sentence, are typically also classified as pretrial detainees.

Persons popularly understood to be pretrial detainees can fall into one of four categories. In chronological order, according to the flow of the criminal justice process, the categories are: (i) detainees who have been formally charged and are awaiting the commencement of their trial; (ii) detainees whose trial has begun but has yet to conclude with a finding of guilt or innocence; (iii) detainees who have been convicted but not sentenced; and (iv) detainees who have been sentenced by a court of first instance but who have appealed against their sentence or are within the statutory time limit for doing so. In some countries, notably in common law jurisdictions, persons falling in the last category are not classified as pretrial detainees. Individual criminal justice systems or jurisdictions thus have some flexibility when defining who should be counted as a pretrial detainee.

Generally not included in the definition of pretrial detention are arrested persons or suspects who have not yet appeared in front of a judicial officer for a determination whether they should be released or detained awaiting trial (also known as “remanded in custody”). Also excluded from most countries’ count of the pretrial detention population are asylum seekers, undocumented migrants, and others held administratively. While these categories of people are usually not considered to be pretrial detainees, the problems they face as a result of their detention and the impact thereof on wider society is very similar to that of pretrial detainees generally.
While there is no comprehensive international definition of administrative detention, one generally accepted description provides that, “[d]etention is considered administrative detention if, de jure and/or de facto, it has been ordered by the executive and the power of the decision rests solely with the administrative or ministerial authority, even if a remedy a posteriori (after the event) does exist in the courts against such a decision. The courts are responsible only for considering the lawfulness of this decision and/or its proper enforcement and not for taking the decision itself.”

According to the International Commission of Jurists, administrative detention may encompass several phenomena, including administrative detention and/or detention of illegal immigrants or asylum-seekers to be deported for public order or state security reasons; administrative detention of persons with mental illness; administrative detention or confinement for public health reasons; administrative detention in the context of extradition; administrative detention related to the status of aliens and asylum-seekers (deportation or refoulement); administrative detention aiming at social control and/or “rehabilitation”; administrative detention related to juveniles; and confinement during armed conflicts. According to the UN Centre for Human Rights, “administrative detention applies to a broad range of situations outside the process of police arresting suspects and bringing them to the criminal system.” This report does not consider administrative detention in its examination of pretrial detention.

Limits of Pretrial Detention Data

The pretrial detention statistics discussed below must be treated with caution. Unless indicated otherwise, the pretrial detention data come from the International Centre for Prison Studies (ICPS) which maintains a global database of prison-related statistics. It is the most comprehensive global database on pretrial numbers available, covering some 220 countries and jurisdictions. While extensive, the ICPS pretrial detention dataset does not cover some countries, including, at the time of writing, the Central African Republic, China, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Eritrea, Iraq, North Korea, and Somalia (see endnote for discussion about China).

While the ICPS database is regularly updated, the information is typically sourced from national prison authorities. This implies that the data are only as reliable as the people who collect them and as accurate as the systems that generate them. Some countries manually collate data on prisoner numbers and related information from every prison into one central database. Others collect data at irregular intervals, while some do not consistently gather any quantitative data at all. Thus, while the information for some countries is updated annually on the ICPS database, this is not the case for some jurisdictions where updates occur more infrequently.

As discussed above, individual jurisdictions’ definitions of pretrial detention influence the data provided to the ICPS. For example, according to the ICPS data, 32 percent of prisoners in Belgium were pretrial detainees in 2012. In England and Wales, some 15 percent of prisoners were pretrial detainees at that time. The much higher proportion of pretrial detainees in Belgium compared to England and Wales is at least partly a product of the way pretrial detainees are counted: in Belgium, persons engaged in appeals procedures are included in the count of pretrial detainees,
while in England and Wales they are not. Excluding persons who are appealing their conviction or sentence from the count would reduce the proportion of pretrial detainees in Belgium from 32 percent to about 26 percent.  

Most of the ICPS statistics cover only persons who are under the control of the various prison services that provide data to the ICPS. Generally excluded are persons held in police cells or lockups. Criminal suspects are usually held in police cells for not more than 48 or 72 hours until their first court appearance and thereafter transferred to a prison or pretrial detention center. However, some—mainly developing—countries hold a considerable number of pretrial detainees in police cells, often because of a lack of prison space, or because the nearest prison is too far removed from the courthouse to justify transporting pretrial detainees between prison and court until the trials have come to an end. (Detention in police lockups is examined in detail in Chapter Three, which looks at the circumstances of pretrial detention.) Consequently, only counting pretrial detainees held within a prison system substantially undercounts their real number in certain places.

The ICPS data for Brazil are unusual as they contain both the number of pretrial detainees held in facilities administered by the prison administration and those in police facilities. The Brazilian data are useful, however, as they provide a sense of the extent to which pretrial detainees are kept in police lockups in some places. Thus, according to the ICPS data, pretrial detainees held in police lockups comprise almost 10 percent of the pretrial detainee population in Brazil. Others put the proportion of pretrial detainees held in police lockups in Brazil at a bit over 13 percent.

We also know from an investigation by the Inter-American Commission’s Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons Deprived of Liberty that in early 2010 the Argentine province of Buenos Aires had a prison population of 30,132 inmates, of which 4,040 were held in police detention centers. According to official statistics, 61 percent of the province’s prisoners were pretrial detainees; however, the Rapporteur noted that this does not include those detained in police station facilities. On the presumption that all, or most, of the persons kept in police detention centers were pretrial detainees, this implies that around 22 percent of Buenos Aires’ pretrial detainees were incarcerated in police facilities.

As pointed out above, not included in the definition of pretrial detention and in the ICPS data, are arrested persons or suspects who have not been remanded to detention. Some such arrestees will appear in court, typically within 24-72 hours (although in many jurisdictions this can take much longer), where some will be remanded to detention. Many, however, will not end up in court at all. The reasons for this are varied. Some arrestees, after spending a few hours or days at the police station, will be released on police bail or a summons (citation). Others will be released because the police decide not to continue with their investigation, such as where a complainant asks that charges be withdrawn, or where someone arrested for public drunkenness sobered up and is simply released to go home. Yet others successfully bribe the police to let them go.

A case can be made that anyone arrested, who is no longer at liberty to walk away from the arresting officer, is de facto in pretrial detention. In other words, even arrestees who are subsequently not remanded to detention could be counted as pretrial detainees. However, data on this population is virtually impossible to get, and this report does not include them in its calculations regarding the number of pretrial detainees.
National arrest data are difficult to obtain for most jurisdictions. Where available, the numbers can be considerable, and certainly higher than the number of pretrial detainees reflected in the ICPS database. For example, in the United States, law enforcement agencies undertake some 13-14 million arrests annually. This figure stands in stark contrast to the roughly 490,000 persons in pretrial detention in the U.S. at any point in time. In England and Wales, police arrested 1.4 million people over a 12-month period in 2009-10 (versus approximately 11,500 pretrial detainees at any point in time during this period). In France, the police arrested 1.2 million people in 2010 (versus 15,400 pretrial detainees), and in Portugal some 49,000 arrests were recorded in 2006 (compared to 2,300 pretrial detainees). In South Africa, the police arrested 1.5 million people over a 12-month period in 2010-11 (compared to 49,000 pretrial detainees), and the Indian Police Service arrested 2.9 million people in 2010 (compared to 245,000 pretrial detainees).

The above discussion allows us to conclude that the ICPS data present a somewhat imprecise and certainly conservative figure of the number of people in pretrial detention around the world. Clearly, it is essential that all criminal justice systems increase the thoroughness and accuracy of the statistics they collect on pretrial detention, including the number of pretrial detainees, the duration of pretrial detention, the percentage of all detainees who are pretrial, and the number of pretrial detainees held in police lockups.

If arrestees who are not remanded to pretrial detention were to be counted, then the number of pretrial detainees worldwide would be considerably higher than the ICPS data reflects. Even the inclusion of all remandees who are kept in police lockups worldwide would likely increase the ICPS’s numbers by between 5–20 percent globally. Thus, the analysis which follows presents a conservative picture of the use and extent of pretrial detention.

**THE EXTENT OF PRETRIAL DETENTION**

The extent of pretrial detention can be measured in different ways. The following section will analyze and review the global pretrial detention population from a variety of perspectives: first, the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners; second, the number of pretrial detainees expressed as a rate or proportion of the general population; third, the total number of individuals in pretrial detention at a specific point in time; fourth, the cumulative number of persons admitted to pretrial detention over a year; and finally, the average duration of pretrial detention. These diverse yet complementary measures provide different lenses through which the overuse of pretrial detention can be viewed.

**Pretrial Detainees as a Proportion of All Prisoners**

A common way to express the extent of pretrial detention (and the manner in which pretrial detention data are reflected on the ICPS database) is the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners. For example, in a prison system where every fourth prisoner is a pretrial detainee, the proportion of all prisoners who are pretrial detainees would be 25 percent.

A weakness of this measure is that it is directly influenced by the number of sentenced prisoners. Thus, hypothetically, if the number of sentenced prisoners...
increases from 100 to 200 and the number of pretrial detainees remains the same at 50, then the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners declines from 50 to 25 percent—notwithstanding that the actual number of pretrial detainees remained unchanged.

In Chile, for example, the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners declined from 48.5 percent in 2000 to 21.9 percent in 2012. While this decline was partly the result of a real reduction in the number of pretrial detainees, from 16,030 to 11,267 (a 30 percent decline) over this period, the main reason for the decline was a significant increase in the number of sentenced prisoners, from 17,017 in 2000 to 40,180 in 2012—a massive 136 percent increase (Figure 1).

On its own, the proportion measure is not well suited to illuminating changes in the use of pretrial detention over time. It is, however, helpful in indicating the extent to which a prison system is burdened by pretrial detainees. After all, the ostensible purposes of prison is to punish convicted offenders, protect the public from them, serve as a warning to potential offenders, and to rehabilitate prisoners so they do not reoffend upon their release (i.e., retribution, incapacitation, deterrence, and rehabilitation). The greater the proportion of pretrial detainees in a prison system, the more difficult it is for prisons to serve these purposes.

Globally, almost one-third (32 percent) of the world’s 10 million incarcerated persons was in pretrial detention in 2012. This proportion varies considerably by region. The region with the highest proportion of pretrial detainees was Asia (40.6 percent) followed by Africa (34.7 percent). In the Americas somewhat over a quarter, and in Europe about one in five, of all prisoners were pretrial detainees in 2012 (Table 1).
Within Africa, the sub-region with the highest proportion of prisoners who were pretrial detainees in 2012 was Central Africa (59.0 percent), followed by West Africa with 55.6 percent. East and Southern Africa’s proportion of pretrial detainees—at a third of all prisoners—roughly reflected the global average (Table 2).

In the Americas, the sub-region with the highest number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners was the Caribbean (44.9 percent), followed by South America (41.1 percent), and Central America at 40.7 percent (Table 3).

Within Asia, South Asia (Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka) had the highest number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners (65.5 percent), followed by East Asia at 37.9 percent (Table 4).
In Europe, the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners varied from a high of 26.2 percent in the Nordic countries, to a low of 11.9 percent in Central Europe (Table 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Central Europe</th>
<th>Eastern Europe</th>
<th>Balkan countries</th>
<th>Western Europe</th>
<th>Nordic countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretrial detainees as a proportion of the total prison population, by European sub-region, 2012</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: World Prison Brief, International Centre for Prison Studies.

The number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners varies significantly within regions and countries. Using South America as an example, the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners ranged from a low of 23.5 percent in Chile to a high of 83.3 percent in Bolivia in 2012. In South America’s largest country, Brazil, the discrepancy in the proportion of pretrial detainees is similarly broad. In the Brazilian state of Piauí, the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners was 74 percent in 2010; in the Federal District and the state of Rio Grande do Sul, respectively, the proportions were only 20 percent and 24 percent.

Excluding countries with a population of around one million people or less to avoid statistical aberrations, the 20 countries with the highest number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners are primarily located in Sub-Saharan Africa (8), Latin America (5), and South Asia (3). Four of the five countries with the highest proportion of pretrial detainees—75 percent and higher—are in Africa (Table 6).

All but one of these 20 countries are classified as developing economies by the World Bank, with nine classified as “low-income” economies, seven as “lower-middle income” economies, and three as “upper-middle income” economies (Libya, Panama, and Peru), and one as a “high-income” economy (Uruguay). With the exception of Libya (arguably a special case given the collapse of its criminal justice administration after the recent war), the remaining upper-middle and high-income countries all fall on the lower side of the table, with none having pretrial detainee populations exceeding two-thirds of the overall prison population.

Excluding countries with a population of around one million people or less to avoid statistical aberrations, the 20 countries with the lowest number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners (Table 7) are primarily located in Europe (9), Central Asia (3), and East and South-East Asia (3 each).

Eight of the 20 countries are classified as “high-income” countries by the World Bank, six as “upper-middle” income countries, six as “lower-middle” income, and none as “low-income.”

The myriad factors that lead some countries to have much higher proportions of pretrial detainees than other countries are explored in Chapter Four: The Causes of Arbitrary and Excessive Use of Pretrial Detention.
The Rate of Pretrial Detention

Another measure of the extent of pretrial detention is the number of pretrial detainees expressed as a proportion of the general population. This pretrial detention “rate” is unaffected by changes in the actual number of sentenced prisoners and

---

**Table 6:**
Countries with the highest number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of the total prison population, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Pretrial Detainees as a Proportion of Total Prison Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>89.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of Congo</td>
<td>82.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>78.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo (Brazzaville)</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>74.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>73.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>70.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>70.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>68.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Guinea</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>66.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>66.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>63.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>63.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Excluding jurisdictions with a population of roughly a million people or less.


**Table 7:**
Countries with the lowest number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of the total prison population, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Pretrial Detainees as a Proportion of Total Prison Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonia</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England and Wales</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The Scope of Pretrial Detention Around the World: Its Extent and Cost
thus may be a better guide to assessing the scale of pretrial detention around the world. It also makes it easy to compare the extent to which pretrial detention is used between countries with different sized populations.

Out of every 100,000 people on earth, 50.4 were in pretrial detention in 2013. The region with the highest pretrial detention rate—at more than twice the global average—is the Americas (107.4 pretrial detainees per 100,000 people in the general population), followed by Asia (43.1), Europe, Africa, and Oceania (Table 8).

### Table 8:
Number of pretrial detainees per 100,000 of the general population, by region, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number per 100,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>50.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americas</td>
<td>107.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: World Prison Brief, International Centre for Prison Studies.

In Africa, the rate of pretrial detention was highest in Southern Africa at 48.4 per 100,000 of the general population, followed by East Africa at 44.2 per 100,000, and Central Africa at 43.5 per 100,000 (Table 9).

### Table 9:
Number of pretrial detainees per 100,000 of the general population, by African sub-region, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-region</th>
<th>Number per 100,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Africa</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Africa</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Africa</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: World Prison Brief, International Centre for Prison Studies.

In the Americas, North America had the highest rate of pretrial detention at 130.9 per 100,000 of the general population. This was followed by South America at 96.0 per 100,000, and the Caribbean and Central America with both at around 90 per 100,000 (Table 10).

### Table 10:
Number of pretrial detainees per 100,000 of the general population, by American sub-region, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-region</th>
<th>Number per 100,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central America</td>
<td>87.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>130.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: World Prison Brief, International Centre for Prison Studies.

In Asia, the Middle East / West Asia had the highest rate of pretrial detention at 75.0 per 100,000 of the population. Significantly lower were East Asia at 57.7 per 100,000, and Central and South Asia which both had rates below 30 per 100,000 (Table 11).
In Europe, it was Eastern Europe which recorded the highest rate of pretrial detention at 74.2 per 100,000 of the general population. Lower were the Balkans at 31.0 per 100,000, and Western and Central Europe with both at around 24 per 100,000. In the Nordic countries the rate was 18.2 per 100,000 (Table 12).

As with the data on pretrial detainees as a proportion of the total prison population (discussed above), the rate of pretrial detention varies considerably between and within countries. For example, in South America, Ecuador’s pretrial detention rate of 50.5 per 100,000 of the general population was less than a third of the Uruguayan rate of 182.5 per 100,000. In Brazil, the rate of pretrial detention varied from a low of 45.8 per 100,000 of the general population in the state of Alagoas to, at almost four times that rate, 180.2 per 100,000 in the state of Roraima.

The 20 countries with the highest rate of pretrial detainees present a different geographic pattern than the 20 with the highest pretrial detainee proportion (Tables 6 and 13). Ten of the 20 countries with the highest rate of pretrial detainees are in Latin America, but only one is in Sub-Saharan Africa (and two in North Africa). Three are in the Middle East, two in Asia, and one each in Europe and North America (again excluding countries with a population of around one million people or less to avoid statistical aberrations).37

According to the World Bank’s classification, six of the 20 countries with the highest rate of pretrial detainees are “high-income” (one in Table 6); ten are “upper-middle” (three in Table 6); four are “lower-middle” and none are “low-income” (respectively, seven and nine in Table 6).38 Jurisdictions with high rates of pretrial detainees thus have significantly higher average income levels compared to places where the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners is high.

When focusing on the 20 countries with the lowest rate of pretrial detainees per 100,000 of the general population (again excluding countries with a population of around one million people or less to avoid statistical aberrations), the picture is quite eclectic. Nine countries are located in Sub-Saharan Africa and six in Europe.
“High-income” countries comprise seven, and “lower-middle” countries six out of the 20 countries, (Table 14), followed by low-income countries (5), and upper-middle income (2) countries.

| Table 13: Countries with the highest rate of pretrial detainees per 100,000 of the general population, 2012 * |
|--------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------|-----------------|----------------------------------|
| Panama                                           | 271.1                            | Japan           | 5.5                              |
| Uruguay                                          | 182.5                            | Sudan           | 6.9                              |
| Azerbaijan                                       | 176.3                            | Egypt           | 7.7                              |
| USA                                              | 140.7                            | Burkina Faso    | 10.3                             |
| Dominican Republic                               | 127.6                            | Slovenia        | 11                               |
| Peru                                             | 120.3                            | Côte d’Ivoire   | 11.1                             |
| Bolivia                                          | 117.6                            | Finland         | 11.5                             |
| Thailand                                         | 110.4                            | Malawi          | 11.6                             |
| Venezuela                                        | 108.7                            | Ghana           | 11.8                             |
| El Salvador                                      | 107.4                            | Ireland         | 12.2                             |
| Brazil                                           | 103.6                            | Germany         | 13.7                             |
| Saudi Arabia                                     | 102.4                            | Gambia          | 14.3                             |
| Tunisia                                          | 102.2                            | Kuwait          | 15.5                             |
| Morocco                                          | 101.9                            | Guinea          | 15.6                             |
| United Arab Emirates                             | 93.9                             | Algeria         | 15.8                             |
| South Africa                                     | 90.4                             | Mali            | 15.8                             |
| Mexico                                           | 89.2                             | Romania         | 16.5                             |
| Latvia                                           | 88.2                             | Sweden          | 16.6                             |
| Paraguay                                         | 87.3                             | Uzbekistan      | 16.9                             |
| Israel                                           | 80.3                             | Mauritania      | 17.7                             |

| Table 14: Countries with the lowest rate of pretrial detainees per 100,000 of the general population, 2012 * |
|--------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------|-----------------|----------------------------------|
| * Excluding jurisdictions with a population of roughly a million people or less. Source: World Prison Brief, International Centre for Prison Studies. |

There is a marked inverse relationship between countries’ levels of economic development and their likelihood of either having a very high or very low number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners. Thus, of the 20 countries with the highest proportion of pretrial detainees, 16 are classified as either “low-income” or “lower-middle” income economies and four as either
“upper-middle” or “high-income” economies; while almost the reverse is the case in respect of the 20 countries with the lowest proportion of pretrial detainees (Figure 2).

This trend is also present, albeit less dramatically, when measuring the number of pretrial detainees as a rate or proportion of the general population. Thus, of the 20 countries with the highest rate of pretrial detainees per 100,000 of the general population, 16 are classified as either “upper-middle” or “high-income” economies and four as “low-income” or “lower-middle” income economies; while the majorities are reversed in respect of the 20 countries with the lowest rate of pretrial detainees.

In low-income and lower-middle income countries, where state capacity is weak and the criminal justice infrastructure is limited, the rate of pretrial detention (i.e. the number of detainees per 100,000 of the population) is low. The dearth of police officers and forensic capacity means that relatively few persons suspected of having committed serious offenses are arrested. Those who are arrested can often use bribery to avoid pretrial detention. On the other hand, the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all incarcerated persons tends to be high in low-income and lower-middle income countries. This is because relatively few arrestees are convicted, due to the lack of courts, judges, prosecutors and investigators, and very limited forensic capacity to undertake complex investigations. In these countries, corruption is also a factor in the low number of convictions. But these same factors mean that periods of pretrial detention tend to be long in low-income and lower-middle income countries, as discussed further below.
In middle-income countries, rising levels of prosperity (and inequality) often coincide with increases in both crime and public concern about crime. The increase in state capacity, especially increased investment in policing, that often accompanies rising prosperity means that the rate of pretrial detention tends to be fairly high (and often rising) in middle-income countries. The number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all incarcerated persons is typically more modest than in low-income countries, because the greater investigative and prosecutorial capacity in middle-income countries means that more cases go to trial. However, because of the increase in the number of suspects entering the criminal justice system, delays are common and the average duration of pretrial detention is often long.

In high-income countries, the rate of pretrial detention tends to be fairly high, as such states have the capacity to arrest and detain a relatively large proportion of persons suspected of having committed serious crimes. However, the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all incarcerated persons is low because there are sufficient court rooms, judges, prosecutors, and police investigators to ensure that trials are finalized relatively expeditiously. The average duration of pretrial detention therefore also tends to be short.

### Number of Pretrial Detainees at a Given Point in Time

Yet another, and perhaps more evocative, measure of the extent of pretrial detention around the world is the total number of individuals in pretrial detention at any given moment. While accurate and up-to-date data are not available for all countries, we know that on an average day in 2012, some 3.3 million people were in pretrial detention.\(^{39}\) It is useful to place this large number into perspective. Some 44 percent (106 out of 242) of the world’s sovereign states and dependent territories have national populations below 3.3 million people.\(^{40}\) If the world’s 3.3 million pretrial detainees were to stand in a straight line with arms outstretched and touching, they could form a continuous line stretching from London through New York City, and on to Washington D.C.\(^{41}\)

Still, the figure of 3.3 million does not adequately convey the real extent of the use of pretrial detention around the world. This figure represents a snapshot in time, and only captures the number of persons in pretrial detention on a specific day—the last day of the year, for example. But in any prison system a significantly higher number of people are placed in pretrial detention over the course of a year than can be found in detention on a particular day.

### Number of Persons Admitted to Pretrial Detention

The number of individuals directly affected by a country’s pretrial detention practices is considerably higher than the data at first glance suggest. For example, 10,864 persons were held in pretrial detention in Germany on September 1, 2010. Over the course of 2010, however, 50,704 pretrial admissions were recorded in Germany. In other words, while the conventional way of presenting the data indicates a pretrial population of just over 10,800 for Germany in 2010, close to five times that many individuals were detained during the course of that year. Scotland presents an even starker example of this disparity: the total number of pretrial admissions in 2010 was almost thirteen times as high as the count of pretrial detainees on September 1 of that year (Table 15).\(^{42}\)
Table 15:
Number of pretrial detainees on September 1, 2010 and number of pretrial admissions during 2010, selected European jurisdictions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country / jurisdiction</th>
<th>No. of pretrial detainees on September 1, 2010</th>
<th>Flow of entries to pretrial detention during 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1,381</td>
<td>9,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>12,464</td>
<td>91,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>16,457</td>
<td>47,405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>10,864</td>
<td>50,704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>27,873</td>
<td>74,586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>1,541</td>
<td>6,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>5,690</td>
<td>17,677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>8,159</td>
<td>21,624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>1,601</td>
<td>20,398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>10,960</td>
<td>27,488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


According to the Council of Europe, the 39 European prison systems for which admissions data are available held 201,378 pretrial detainees on September 1, 2011. Over the course of that year the same prison systems processed 574,608 pretrial admissions—a ratio of almost 1:3. Non-European data are very hard to come by. We know, however, that in South Africa the comparable ratio for 2006 was 1:6.3. In the United States, where 15 percent of the world’s pretrial detainees are incarcerated at any one time, the ratio was about 1:16 in 2011.

Using a relatively conservative ratio of 1:4.5 and extrapolating to the world as a whole, we can estimate that the world’s penal systems processed at least some 14.9 million pretrial admissions during 2012. If we assume that the bulk of these admissions, say 80 percent, involved unique individuals, then 11.9 million persons spent some period of time in pretrial detention in 2010. This is a large number of people. Most countries and territories (169 out of 242) have national populations below 11.9 million people. Moreover, our hypothetical line of 11.9 million pretrial detainees would now have to start at the southern tip of Africa in Cape Town, South Africa, to form one uninterrupted line going through the length of Africa to reach London, then cross the Atlantic to reach New York City, and then continue to Los Angeles and Vancouver in Canada.

The Duration of Pretrial Detention

Another way of assessing the amount of pretrial detention is to measure the number of days people spend behind bars. In 2010, in the 27 Council of Europe countries for which data are available, the average length of pretrial detention was 4.8 months or some 146 days. There is scant equivalent data for most other countries.

In England and Wales (which is not included in the aforementioned Council of Europe data) the average length of time spent on remand in 2009 was 105 days. In Ukraine (which is also not included in the Council of Europe data), the average...
length of pretrial detention was six months, although many defendants are detained for one or two years longer than this. In the U.S. federal criminal justice system, defendants not released awaiting trial spent an average of 108 days in pretrial detention in 2003-04. For defendants charged with violent offenses the average detention period was 156 days. In South Africa, the average length of pretrial detention in 2012 was estimated at 177 days.

Both England and Wales and the U.S. have adequately resourced criminal justice systems, with enough police investigators, prosecutors, lawyers, judges, and courtrooms to ensure that criminal investigations and trials can be completed relatively expeditiously. Even Ukraine and South Africa, as middle-income countries, have reasonably well resourced criminal justice sectors. This is less likely to be the case in much of the developing world and low-income countries.

In Nigeria, the average length of pretrial detention nationally has been reported at 3.7 years. In 2010, half of Nigeria’s pretrial detainees had been detained for between 5 and 17 years, according to the country’s National Prison Service, with cases having been reported of detainees awaiting trial for up to 20 years. Prisoners being held in pretrial detention for between seven and 17 years have also been documented in Benin. In Malawi, concern has been raised about periods of pretrial detention lasting between four and ten years. In Haiti, the average length of pretrial detention was 408 days (a bit over 13 months) in 2006, with 15 percent of detainees spending at least 1,000 days in pretrial detention. In Pakistan, many defendants “spend more time behind bars awaiting trial than the maximum sentence they would receive if eventually convicted.” According to Human Rights Watch, pretrial detainees “in numerous countries … make up the majority of the prison population. Such detainees may in many instances be held for years before being judged not guilty of the crime with which they were charged.”

In 2010, in the 27 Council of Europe countries for which data are available, the average length of pretrial detention was 4.8 months or some 146 days.
India: 38 Years in Pretrial Detention

In 1968, Jagjivan Ram Yadav was arrested for allegedly murdering his neighbor’s wife. His trial never began because police records were lost. As a result, the trial court could neither grant him bail nor examine the charges.

In January 2005, Jagjivan’s case resurfaced after prison authorities asked the court to rule on his status as a pretrial detainee. The district court asked the police to provide records and received the same reply as three decades earlier. Following a vigorous campaign by civil society and the media, Jagjivan was released in early 2006 after a Supreme Court directive ordering his release. Jagjivan turned 72 that year.

Ram Raj Yadav, Jagjivan’s brother-in-law, who lives in the same village, has vivid memories of Jagjivan as a vibrant young man. He has a succinct, almost brutal, explanation for Jagjivan’s introverted state today. “The jail finished him off,” he says.

Keshav Ram, Jagjivan’s 43-year-old son, comes home every two months to meet the man who is a virtual stranger. Keshav was barely a year old when his father was arrested. While growing up, his father’s absence was an eternal mystery. “My mother refused to tell me about it,” he remembers. “Everyone wore a shroud of silence.”

Jagjivan’s case is not unique in India. Boka Thakur and Rudal Shah spent, respectively, 25 years and 30 years awaiting trial without having their trials completed. Each would have received a maximum prison sentence of 14 years had they been convicted of the murder charges against him.

In conservatively estimating that the global average period of pretrial detention is 200 days (6.5 months), then the estimated 3.3 million persons in pretrial detention at any time will spend a combined total of 660 million days in detention. In other words, the people in pretrial detention at this moment will cumulatively spend more than half a billion days in pretrial detention. To put that figure into perspective: it is estimated that the manpower required to build the Great Pyramid of Khufu (Cheops), the largest pyramid in Egypt, was 52 million man-days. The Empire State Building took 875,000 man-days to build. In theory, therefore, the total time the present cohort of pretrial detainees will spend in detention equals the man-days necessary to build an Empire State Building in every country of the world, plus a pyramid the size of the Pyramid of Khufu on all seven continents, and still have about a hundred million man-days to spare.

Measuring the length of a human chain of the world’s pretrial detainees or the size of a potential labor force embodied in the pretrial detainees incarcerated today may seem frivolous. It does, however, allow us to better visualize the true extent of pretrial detention in the world today. In a crude way these accounts and the associated statistical information permit us to discern one important consequence of the widespread use of pretrial detention: the loss of liberty for a large number of people over huge periods of time.
THE COST OF PRETRIAL DETENTION

Detaining people is an expensive undertaking for most states, especially for developing countries. For poor countries, where state budgets are rarely balanced and state funding to meet even the basic needs of all citizens is inadequate, expenditure on incarcerating pretrial detainees represents a stark opportunity cost. Every bit of state revenue spent on pretrial detention results in potentially less money for crucial social services, health, housing, and education. Moreover, states that spend large sums on pretrial detention in an effort to promote public security could arguably use some of that money for economic development, education, and other activities that prevent crime.66 Alternatively, money spent on pretrial detention could be redirected to state functions which directly promote public security, such as employing more police officers or purchasing equipment which allows the police to function more effectively, such as vehicles or automated fingerprint identification systems. (The costs of pretrial detention to individual detainees, their families, and communities, is explored in Chapter Three, which considers the circumstances of detention and their impact—including financial impact—on detainees.)

The total budget of the South African Department of Correctional Services for the 2011-12 financial year amounts to R16.7 billion (approximately US$2 billion), and is estimated to be at around R20 billion by 2014-15.67 Even for a relatively prosperous African country such as South Africa, this entails a significant opportunity cost in terms of state spending foregone elsewhere. For example, just half of the Department of Correctional Services’ budget—R8 billion—could increase the country’s national budget on basic education by almost 60 percent, or national health-related expenditure by a third, or triple the budget of the South African prosecution service. In South Africa, the annual cost to the state per average detainee was R88,700 in 2010-11.68

In the U.S. as a whole, taxpayers spend about $9 billion per annum for the incarceration of pretrial detainees.69 In the U.S., the cost of incarcerating a pretrial detainee for a year can be up to $45,000.70 For juveniles the costs are even higher. According to the American Correctional Association, the average annual cost nationwide to incarcerate one juvenile was $88,000 in 2008.71

In Council of Europe countries for which data are available, the average annual cost of keeping a prisoner was AU$108,500 (approximately US$ 85,000 in 2009) in 2008-09. This is the average cost per prisoner and probably underestimates the cost of incarcerating pretrial detainees for at least two reasons. First, pretrial detainees require more intensive assessment and monitoring than longer-term convicted prisoners. Second, pretrial detainees are rarely housed in relatively inexpensive minimum security facilities.72

**Table 16:**
Average amount (in Euros) spent by states on incarcerating one pretrial detainee per year in 2010, selected Council of Europe countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average amount spent (€)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>73,402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>70,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>58,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>50,735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>31,135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>19,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>10,038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>6,935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>5,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>5,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>1,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>1,132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

US$ 48,400). This cost varied significantly between countries, from over €70,000 in the Netherlands and Ireland to around €1,000 in the Ukraine (Table 16). The roughly 370,000 pretrial detainees of the 47 Council of Europe Member States would have cost those states about €12.7 billion in 2010. This is a significant amount of money; worldwide there were 91 countries with a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) less than this in 2010, according to the World Bank.

The estimated 2010 expenditure on pretrial detention by European states is the same as the combined cost of the 2009 UN core budget, the Global Fund’s 2009 disbursements, the biennial 2008-09 budget of the World Health Organization (WHO), and the cost of feeding 23 million people for a year—roughly the population of Afghanistan or Mozambique (Figure 3).

The cost of pretrial detention in developing and middle-income economies is often considerably less than the costs to wealthy, developed economies (see, for example, the relatively low annual cost of detention in Croatia and Ukraine at Table 16). But even in such places, the relative cost of detention can be painfully high. For example, in the Philippines, in 2011 the state spent P63,620 (approximately US$ 1,475) per annum to feed, guard, and house the average prisoner. By comparison, the state’s allocation per elementary school student was about P8,600 per year. In Zimbabwe, the annual cost of feeding a prisoner was US$ 1,457 in 2011. In Nigeria, it cost the federal government an average of N73,600 or US$ 475 in 2011 to feed a pretrial detainee. While these may appear to be low amounts, in both Nigeria and Zimbabwe an estimated one-third of the population survive on less than US$ 2 a day (or US$ 730 a year).

All governments have limited resources, and all policy decisions have costs. Every amount a government spends on incarceration is money that cannot be spent on healthcare or policing or education. Moreover, and as discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three, the true cost of pretrial detention is often hidden, because the state counts only the direct costs of housing and feeding pretrial detainees. Largely overlooked are indirect costs such as the lost productivity and reduced tax payments of pretrial detainees who could have continued working if they were released before trial, or diseases transmitted from prison to the community when detainees are eventually released, to name just a few examples.

---

**Figure 3:** European expenditure on pretrial detention compared to selected global humanitarian, health and governance expenditures (US$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Amounts (in Billion USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual pretrial detention costs to European states 2010</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of feeding 23m people for one year roughly the population of Afghanistan or Mozambique</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Health Organization biennial budget 2008-2009</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Fund disbursement 2009</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations core budget 2008-2009</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: UNICEF; WHO; Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria; Worldwatch Institute.
traditional state-centric approach to calculating the costs of pretrial detention is thus both short-sighted and misleading.

In a 2008 study, the Open Society Justice Initiative sought to calculate both the direct and indirect (or “hidden”) costs of pretrial detention in Mexico as borne by the state, detainees and their families, and the general public. The study found that the cost of pretrial detention to the state is almost matched by the cost to detainees, their families, and communities.84

**Overcrowding**

Prisons are primarily designed for incarcerating convicted offenders and to serve as instruments of punishment, public security (by keeping dangerous offenders away from the public), and rehabilitation. These objectives of prison are regularly undermined by the excessive use of pretrial detention.

Pretrial detention significantly exacerbates overcrowding in prison systems around the world. An empirical analysis of the causes of overcrowding found only a weak correlation between countries’ rates of imprisonment and overcrowding, but “a strong and significant correlation between pretrial detention and the extent of overcrowding.”85 While this does not hold for all countries or regions, it goes without saying that a reduction in the use of pretrial detention would reduce prison crowding.

According to the International Centre for Prison Studies, in 2012 there were approximately 10.3 million prisoners occupying some 8.7 million prison spaces—or 1.6 million more prisoners than the available prison accommodations. Expressed another way, prisons worldwide had an occupancy rate of 118 percent.

Also in 2012, there were roughly 3.3 million pretrial detainees accommodated in prison systems worldwide. Reducing the number of pretrial detainees by half would, in theory, solve the world’s prison crowding crisis (Table 17).

| TABLE 17: Regional changes in prison occupancy rates by reducing the number of pretrial detainees by half |
|---|---|---|---|
| Region | No. of prisoners in excess of prison capacity | Occupancy rate (%) | No. of pretrial detainees | Occupancy rate (%) with pretrial detainees reduced by a half |
| Global | 1,577,800 | 118% | 3,309,500 | 99.1% |
| Africa | 230,300 | 144% | 311,100 | 114% |
| Americas | 560,200 | 119% | 975,100 | 103% |
| Asia | 1,099,000 | 139% | 1,487,600 | 113% |
| Europe | -18,800 | 99% | 376,700 | 89% |
| Oceania | 900 | 102% | 11,000 | 86% |


In practice this would be more challenging to achieve because prisoners are often distributed unevenly among prisons. In many countries, some
prisons—typically those in major urban centers—are heavily overcrowded while others have more modest occupancy levels. Moreover, exceptionally overcrowded prisons are often disproportionately filled with pretrial detainees. Reducing pretrial detention numbers would alleviate crowding and many of the negative consequences that result from it, as discussed further in Chapter Three, which looks at pretrial detention conditions.

Prison overcrowding is often worse in developing nations than in the developed world. This is partly because of more rapid population growth in such countries and the lack of resources for prison construction, but also because governments in such states typically feel less compelled to limit crowding levels to avoid legal action or international opprobrium.

In such settings, crowding can reach levels where prisons cease to function: the limited number of guards are unable to even rudimentarily monitor and control the prisoners in their care. This leads to the unofficial “appointment” of prison inmates to act as supervisors and disciplinarians of other prisoners. The day-to-day functioning of prison life is left largely at the mercy of prisoners themselves. As prison crowding levels rise further, the risk of gang warfare or riots among prisoners increases and mass breakouts become more frequent.

Some governments seeking to avert reaching this stage often undertake periodic mass releases of sentenced prisoners—in the form of collective pardons and amnesties—typically on symbolic national celebratory days or the birthday of the country’s leader. Others provide remissions on sentences, such as reducing every prisoner’s custodial sentence by a certain period of time.

Such mass releases can have serious public security consequences. Criminal justice systems spend considerable resources to apprehend and convict criminal offenders, succeeding in only a small minority of cases. Criminal justice systems’ ability to serve a deterrent function and to dispel the popular notion that “crime pays” is undermined if the few, often serious offenders who are convicted and incarcerated are released before the expiration of their judicially imposed sentences for the simple reasons that prisons have reached unmanageable levels of crowding. This situation is exacerbated when convicted prisoners are released but unconvicted pretrial detainees are not.

The mass and/or early release of sentenced prisoners also undermines public confidence in the justice system. In criminal justice systems operating within the confines of the rule of law, independent courts pass down sentences on those who have been convicted after a fair trial and a fair process leading up to the trial. Public confidence in the justice process is undermined when convicted and incarcerated prisoners are released before the expiration of their sentence because the prison system is overcrowded. This can lead to a decline in the reporting of crime and public cooperation with the police or, in more extreme cases, popular vigilantism.

Chapter Five looks in greater detail at the effect excessive pretrial detention can have on the rule of law.

**CONCLUSION**

The overuse of pretrial detention is a global phenomenon that affects approximately 15 million people per year and costs scores of billions of dollars. As noted, the exact worldwide extent of pretrial detention is impossible to assess, given the uneven
quality of national data; all countries must be more accurate in measuring their use of pretrial detention.

Although one can argue over the best way to measure the scope of pretrial detention and its costs (including direct costs to the state and indirect costs to the detainees, their families, and communities), it is inarguable that excessive pretrial detention represents a colossal waste of resources in order to jail people who should be presumed innocent. Exactly who those people are and why they end up in pretrial detention is examined in the next chapter.
INTRODUCTION

Most people in pretrial detention are poor—often desperately so—by the standards of the society in which they live. The poor are more likely to come into conflict with the law, more likely to be detained pending trial, and less able to afford the three B’s of pretrial release: bribe, bail, or barrister. Furthermore, given the link between poverty and marginalization, a disproportionate number of pretrial detainees belong to groups that are socially, economically, and politically discriminated against, including ethnic minority groups and castes, religious minorities, immigrants and non-citizens, and the mentally ill.

This chapter looks at who is in pretrial detention and seeks to explain why certain groups and individuals are overrepresented among the world’s pretrial detainees. It shows how multiple factors, including a lack of access to bail funds, bribe money, and legal representation, combine with limited formal sector employment or haphazard housing patterns to diminish detainees’ chances of securing their release awaiting trial.

Some defenders of strict detention policies argue that poor people and members of marginalized groups commit more crimes and are therefore appropriately overrepresented in pretrial detention. Even if the pool of persons selected for prosecution was a perfect demographic reflection of who committed crimes—an unlikely proposition which is beyond the scope of this report—and was decidedly weighted toward those who are poor and/or members of minority groups, this would not explain why such people are in pretrial detention in far greater numbers than individuals of greater means or status. Around the world, decisions about who is incarcerated pending trial and who is released are based on wealth: the wealthy and middle class are released, while the poor are detained. Most pretrial detainees are not likely to abscond, reoffend, or threaten witnesses—all reasonable grounds for pretrial detention. Rather, they are held in pretrial detention because they are guilty of being poor and/or from marginalized groups. Many of those persons should simply not be consigned to detention.

THE POOR

Around the world, pretrial detainee populations consist disproportionately of the poor. This holds true for both developed and developing countries. There are a host
of reasons why the poor are less likely to avoid pretrial detention, a measure which is supposed to be a last resort and a distinct exception to a bedrock international principle, the presumption of innocence.

As one expert report on pretrial detention noted:

People having stable residence, stable employment and financial situation, or being able to make a cash deposit or post a bond as guarantee for appearance at trial are considered as well-rooted. These criteria of course are often difficult to meet for the homeless, drug users, substance abusers, alcoholics, the chronically unemployed and persons suffering from mental disability, who thus find themselves in detention before and pending trial when less socially disadvantaged persons can prepare their defence at liberty.¹

The number of studies documenting the socioeconomic background of pretrial detainees is limited. However, where such information is available it consistently shows that pretrial detainees overwhelmingly come from the poorest strata of society.

In England and Wales, about a third of men and half of women remanded to pretrial detention are poor enough to receive council housing benefits. About one in ten persons entering pretrial detention have no fixed abode and are in effect homeless at the time of their arrest. The vast majority (80 percent) of pretrial detainees expect to claim state benefits of some kind upon release.² Also in England and Wales, a 2009 report by the Prison Reform Trust found that 40 percent of children in custody have previously been homeless, and more than two in three adult pretrial detainees were unemployed at the time of their arrest.³

In the Australian state of Victoria, a quarter of the state’s pretrial detainees come from 16 postcode (Zip code) areas—just over two percent of the state’s total. Fifteen percent of all remand cases derive from only one percent of postcode areas. These postcodes include some of the most disadvantaged areas in Victoria.⁴ In Scotland, half the prison population comes from home addresses in 155 (or 13 percent) of the 1,222 local government wards. In 2003, the overall imprisonment rate for men in Scotland was 237 per 100,000, but for men from the 27 most impoverished wards the rate was four times that (953 per 100,000).⁵

Some studies, while not focusing on the socioeconomic background of incarcerated persons directly, seek to measure detainees’ and prisoners’ levels of education and literacy. To the extent that formal education and literacy is related to employment prospects and income, it is possible to draw some cogent conclusions about relative poverty levels among incarcerated populations.⁶

A six-country study on prison conditions in Africa, found that “the majority of those in prison come from very poor backgrounds, often having received little education,” with only a small proportion of prisoners having formal paid employment at the time of their arrest.⁷ An audit of the prison population undertaken by Nigeria’s Justice Ministry in 2005 concluded that about 85 percent of pretrial detainees were too poor to pay for a lawyer.⁸ In India, one study estimated that 80 percent of the prison population has only a primary school education or is illiterate, while 50 percent are either unemployed or employed in low-paying agricultural activity.⁹

In the United States in the late 1990s (the latest period for which national data are available), 47 percent of inmates in local jails, of which the majority are
pretrial detainees, had not completed high school or its equivalent. This was higher than the equivalent proportion for sentenced prisoners (27 percent of federal prison inmates, and 40 percent of state prison inmates), and significantly higher than the rate for the general population (about 18 percent).10

As the above example from the U.S. reveals, where socioeconomic data are available for both pretrial detainees and sentenced prisoners within the same penal system, pretrial detainees appear, on average, to be poorer and less educated compared to their sentenced counterparts.11 This may be because people arrested for minor crimes, such as trespassing, loitering, and urinating in public, are often very poor or even homeless. In many countries, people with a verifiable address often receive a summons (citation) to appear in court or a ticket to pay a fine. But those without an address and those too poor to pay a fine end up in pretrial detention.

Why are poor and marginalized people more likely to be arrested and detained awaiting trial? While some of the reasons are self-evident—poor people lack the money for bail, to hire a lawyer, or pay a bribe—others are more subtle. Poor and marginalized people generally do not enjoy the social and political connections and influence (i.e. knowing someone viewed by the court as a person of substance who can vouch for their character and commitment to return for trial) which facilitates the release of pretrial detainees in many places. In Malawi, for example, the indigent regularly remain in pretrial detention because they cannot obtain two “sureties” or respectable members of the community to appear in court and guarantee their appearance at trial.12 Poor people are also more likely to spend time in the open—on the streets and market places—where they become easy targets for arrest by overzealous and corrupt police officers.

**Cannot Afford Money Bail**

In many jurisdictions, money bail (also known simply as “bail” or “bond”) is used as a condition for the release of defendants awaiting trial. Typically this entails the deposit of a sum of money with the court or the police by the defendant or someone on his behalf, as a guarantee that the defendant will not abscond and will adhere to any other conditions of his release. In principle, such money is returned to the defendant (or whoever deposited the money on the defendant’s behalf) upon finalization of the trial, provided the defendant did not contravene any of the conditions of his bail.

Money bail is discriminatory in its effect. Poor people often do not have the money needed to secure their release, or have to resort to multiple transactions to cobble together the funds, during which time they will remain in custody. In middle- and low-income countries, detainees also generally do not have bank accounts and access to formal loan facilities to borrow the needed money within a short period of time. Sometimes relatives can procure the money, but this often entails overcoming a number of logistical and financial hurdles. In developing countries, arrestees may not be able to make contact with their relatives to inform the latter of their arrest, because either party may lack access to a telephone. Moreover, in both developing and developed countries, relatives and friends of poor defendants typically have no savings and have to sell their few assets to procure the money necessary for bail. This can be a time consuming process that, even if successful, lengthens defendants’ stay in pretrial detention.

Around the world, a significant number of people languish in pretrial
detention simply because they are poor and do not have access to the necessary resources to post bail. In Sri Lanka, for example, defendants have the right to bail if their trial has not commenced within two years of their detention. Not only is this legal requirement routinely ignored by the courts, with many accused persons being held without bail or trial for three years and more, but, when money bail is granted, it is often set at a level beyond the financial means of detainees. In one documented case, a woman accused of drug possession was held in prison with her baby, who was 8 months old at the time of her imprisonment, for a year, because she was unable to pay the 15,000 rupee (US$134) bail set for her.

In some jurisdictions, such as in Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, and parts of Mexico, money bail may also include—in addition to a deposit serving as a guarantee of the defendant’s compliance with his conditions of release—the fine that might be imposed should the defendant be convicted, plus the compensation or restitution he will likely be ordered to pay to the victims of his alleged crime. These two additional sums of money are not returned to a defendant if he is convicted. In such jurisdictions, the sums of money a defendant (or someone on his behalf) has to procure to secure his release awaiting trial can be considerable.

A study undertaken in the Mexican state of Nuevo León in 2006 found that these additional bail obligations can significantly increase the amount of money a defendant has to deposit with the court. The study randomly selected a representative sample of cases in which defendants were granted bail. The average amount of bail set to guarantee a defendant’s compliance with his conditions of release was about 4,700 pesos (US$450 at the time). In just over a quarter of the cases, defendants were also obliged to deposit an amount to cover the potential damages accruing to the victims should the defendant be convicted. The average amount for damages was 40,709 pesos—almost ten times the traditional bail amount, and prohibitively high for the average Mexican.

In Malawi, a key reason for overcrowding of the prison system is that prisoners cannot pay bail or provide any surety. A 2011 survey of pretrial detainees in Sierra Leone found that the average bail amount set was 25 times the average weekly earnings of detainees. In other words, the average bail amount was equivalent to just more than six months’ of the average earning of detainees. In South Africa, about a third of all pretrial detainees granted bail are routinely unable to afford the amount set.

As long ago as 1978, the Indian Supreme Court authorized the pretrial release of indigent defendants on personal bond (i.e. a promise to stand trial, also known as “release on own recognizance”). Noting that “the poor are being priced out of their liberty in the justice market,” the Supreme Court observed that bail provisions in the Criminal Procedure Code “must be liberally interpreted in the interest of social justice.” Yet, over three decades later, money bail remains a prominent feature of India’s pretrial justice regime, condemning impoverished defendants to await trial in detention.

Many of India’s pretrial detainees are trapped in a quagmire of poverty and a slow moving justice system. As one commentator notes: “In a system where bail is available to those who can show proof of property and furnish financial surety, they [indigent defendants] have committed the crime of being poor... Being an undertrial [pretrial detainee] in India is an endless tale of oppression, of being forever stuck in brutish, overcrowded jails as a laidback judiciary languorously delivers its judgments.” In the Indian state of Maharashtra, for example, hundreds of pretrial
detainees are eligible for bail but cannot come up with the surety required by the law to set them free. The state’s judiciary’s attitude towards the poor has been described as one “of mistrust and non-reliance.”

The inability of the poor to raise money for bail is not limited to the developing world. In the United States, of the defendants with a public attorney who are granted financial bail, about two-thirds are not released before adjudication, presumably because they cannot afford the amount of bail set by the court.

A review of all defendants arrested in New York City in 2008 for minor (non-felony) charges found that a large number were unable to afford the financial bail set by the court. In almost three-quarters of the cases where bail was set, the bail amount was $1,000 or less. Yet, 87 percent of defendants required to post a bail amount of $1,000 or less were detained awaiting trial because they could not do so. Of these defendants, almost three out of four (71 percent) were accused of non-violent, non-weapons related offenses. An investigation of criminal justice practices in the U.S. state of Mississippi came across numerous indigent defendants who could not afford to deposit bail as low as $100 and consequently remained in pretrial detention for months.

According to the Bronx Freedom Fund, a New York City based NGO which provides loans to family and community members to post bail for indigent pretrial detainees, people’s inability to afford bail has far-reaching consequences. “The unfortunate reality is that many clients [of the Bronx Freedom Fund] in poor communities of color like the Bronx are too poor to post even modest bail of $500, $1,000 or $1,500. Forced to remain behind bars, their lives destabilize: They lose their jobs; their physical and mental health deteriorates; and their families’ social and economic network falls apart. In the face of these consequences and under the threat of continued incarceration, many defendants, whether guilty or innocent, plead guilty simply to get out of jail.”

Conditions of release other than money bail can also pose particular challenges for the indigent. For example, defendants are often released awaiting trial on the condition that they report to a police station on a regular basis. Individuals without access to private transport, too poor to afford the regular use of public transport, or who live in a rural area far from the nearest police station, find it difficult to meet such a condition. In a survey of rural inhabitants in South Africa, half the respondents indicated that they lived between 11 and 30 kilometers from the nearest police station, with 12 percent being more than 30 kilometers away. Just six percent of the respondents indicated they were able to drive themselves in private transport to the nearest police station, and 10 percent said they could use a commuter bus because of the limited availability of public transport in rural areas. In northern Kenya, for example, people reportedly need to travel several hundred kilometers to reach a court, a journey that many cannot afford.
Criminalization of Poverty

The Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights’ report to the sixty-sixth session of the UN General Assembly in 2011 discusses the difficulties the poor face in meeting the conditions of their pretrial release.28 Across developing and developed countries, release on bail pending trial is subject to increasingly stringent and onerous conditions which require individuals to, for example, demonstrate their connections with the community, have a fixed address or permanent employment, report regularly to police or make a cash deposit or post a bond as guarantee. These requirements are impossible for the poorest and most marginalized to meet in the vast majority of cases and, as a result, they are more likely to remain in detention pending a trial. This dramatically increases the likelihood that they will ultimately be convicted: not only does it put them in a vulnerable position whereby they will be more inclined to accept unfair “plea deals” or to make admissions of guilt in order to secure a swifter release, it contributes to the deterioration of the detainees’ appearance and demeanour, impedes their ability to liaise with lawyers or obtain character witnesses and causes them to lose their employment or social housing, thereby creating a disincentive for the court to give a suspended or community service sentence.

Cannot Afford Counsel

Poor people do not have access to private counsel, and most countries lack a comprehensive legal aid system for defendants too poor to afford their own lawyers. In countries where a rudimentary legal aid system operates, legal counsel is often provided only at the trial stage of legal proceedings, long after a decision has been made to detain a defendant awaiting trial. Yet, as discussed in Chapter Four, access to a lawyer at the early stages of the criminal justice process can be crucial in limiting abuse and torture at the hands of the authorities and in significantly enhancing defendants’ chances of being released awaiting trial. A 2011 UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) report on legal aid in Africa documented the dismally low availability of state-funded lawyers for indigent criminal defendants.29 In numerous African countries, the scarcity of public defenders means that legal aid at public expense is restricted to capital cases:

- Liberia, with a population of some 3.8 million inhabitants spread over a country half the size of the United Kingdom, has 21 public defenders, of which all but two are recent law graduates with limited practical experience.
- Malawi, a country of 15.5 million people, has 18 legal aid lawyers, of whom 16 are junior or have fewer than five years’ experience.
- Mozambique’s legal aid system is comprised of 16 paralegals and 17 legal assistants, who service a population of 23 million people spread across a territory the size of France and the United Kingdom combined.
- Sierra Leone has three legal aid lawyers, for a population of 6.4 million people; the three provide services only in the capital city, Freetown.
- In Zambia, the Legal Aid Board has 21 lawyers on its staff to provide services
to a population of 13 million people in a country larger than Ukraine, Europe’s second largest country.\textsuperscript{30}

In many countries, especially in the developing world where state-financed legal aid is virtually nonexistent, there exists a general dearth of professional legal personnel. Lawyers are in such short supply that they can charge a premium for their services, putting them out of the reach by all but the wealthy. Moreover, in such places the vast majority of lawyers are based in their countries’ largest urban centers, so that rural defendants have virtually no access to a lawyer. In Malawi, for example, a mere 220 registered lawyers were servicing a population of some 15.5 million people in 2011. With an average of one lawyer per every 70,000 inhabitants, only Malawians with considerable means can hope to obtain the services of counsel.\textsuperscript{31} Sierra Leone and Rwanda have about 300 lawyers each for, respectively, six and ten million inhabitants. Angola, with a population of 18 million, has around 600 lawyers.\textsuperscript{32}

Some developing countries have an abundance of lawyers, but their fees remain too high for the average defendant. Thus, Nigeria has more than 50,000 lawyers, the highest number of any country in Africa.\textsuperscript{33} Yet, it is estimated that some three-quarters of pretrial detainees in Nigeria are too poor to afford a private lawyer.\textsuperscript{34} Bangladesh has some 60,000 lawyers. In 2010, its prisons had a capacity for 29,000 inmates but contained 74,000, of which 72 percent were pretrial detainees. A review identified two blockages affecting the Bangladeshi prison system, of which one is the “lack of legal advice and legal assistance to prisoners.”\textsuperscript{35}

Even in middle-income countries, the dearth of state financed lawyers can be dire. In Sao Paulo, Brazil’s most populous city, there are three public defenders providing legal assistance during the pretrial stage of the criminal justice process to more than 2,000 people arrested every month.\textsuperscript{36} Research in the criminal courts of Istanbul, Turkey’s economic and financial center, found that less than three percent of all criminal defendants have access to a government paid lawyer.\textsuperscript{37}

The situation is better in developed countries, but only up to a point. In the United States, for example, an indigent defendant may not be imprisoned, even for a minor offense, unless afforded the right to counsel.\textsuperscript{38} In the late 1990s (the latest period for which national data are available), at the end of their case some 66 percent of felony defendants in federal courts and 82 percent of felony defendants in large state courts were represented by publicly financed counsel.\textsuperscript{39} (In the U.S., approximately 95 percent of criminal defendants are charged in state court.) These figures are indicative of both the extent of the U.S. legal aid infrastructure and the disproportionate manner in which the indigent are ensnared by the country’s criminal justice system. Indeed, according to a U.S. government report, some 87 percent of defendants charged with felonies in the U.S. are indigent.\textsuperscript{40}

However, while state funded legal aid is widely available in the U.S., the average quality of such services appears to be inferior to those provided by privately funded lawyers. A report by the Justice Policy Institute, an NGO, concludes that, “lack of quality defense may lead to pretrial detention. In places where [public]
defender caseloads are very high or the court fails to appoint counsel in a timely manner, poor people accused of criminal offenses may spend a lot of time in jail before ever speaking to a lawyer or appearing in court.\textsuperscript{41}

Only about half (52 percent) of defendants using a public defender or assigned counsel in the United States are released from jail prior to trial; by comparison, over three-quarters (79 percent) of defendants employing a private attorney were released before trial.\textsuperscript{42} Moreover, of inmates who are granted financial bail, only a quarter are released prior to their trial if they have a court-appointed lawyer, compared to almost two-thirds (66 percent) if they use a private lawyer.\textsuperscript{43} That is, defendants with court-appointed lawyers are significantly more likely to have financial bail set at amounts which they cannot afford.

Interestingly, conviction rates in both U.S. federal and large state courts are the same for defendants irrespective of whether they were represented by state financed or private counsel. Of those found guilty, higher percentages of defendants with state financed counsel were sentenced to incarceration.\textsuperscript{44} This may be because pretrial detention is in itself a predictor of the risk a defendant faces of receiving a custodial sentence. These data imply that the quality of legal counsel and / or the time and resources at a lawyer’s disposal are particularly significant during the pretrial stage of the criminal justice process.

A 2011 report, System Overload: The Costs of Under-Resourcing Public Defense, sums up the state of the U.S. public defender system as follows:

\begin{quote}
There is a chasm between a “right to counsel” and a right to quality representation in judicial proceedings. Public defense systems serve millions of people in the United States every year. Yet many systems across the country have been in a state of “chronic crisis” for decades. The defender systems that people must rely on are too often completely overwhelmed; many defenders simply have too many cases, too little time and too few resources to provide quality or even adequate legal representation.\textsuperscript{45}
\end{quote}

According to a U.S. Department of Justice review, almost three-quarters (73 percent) of county-based public defender offices lack enough attorneys to meet national caseload standards,\textsuperscript{46} while 23 percent of offices had less than half of the necessary attorneys to meet caseload standards. Only 12 percent of county public defender offices with more than 5,000 cases per year have enough lawyers to meet caseload standards.\textsuperscript{47}
USA: 30 Needless Days in Pretrial Detention

Jonathon spent 30 days in the Baltimore city jail without once speaking to a public defender. He met his attorney in the courtroom on the day of his appearance. While Jonathon’s defender “did a good job” in the courtroom, Jonathon knows that defenders “are overworked” and in his case did not conduct any investigation until the day of his court appearance. Having a defender involved earlier in the process could have saved Jonathon the 30 days in jail, which “shut [his] entire life down,” and could have avoided the collateral consequences of being locked up that Jonathon continues to suffer, including being unable to get a full-time job—or even a job interview.

The U.S. is one of only a handful of countries that provides state funded lawyers to a large swath of defendants. In Italy, for example, deficiencies in the country’s legal aid system result in a high proportion of poor defendants being denied competent legal services. While all defendants in Italy must be represented by counsel, the threshold for legal aid eligibility requires many poor defendants to go into debt to pay for their lawyer. Many of those who do qualify for legal aid miss out on the service because they are unaware that they can apply. In 2006, just over six percent of adult defendants received legal aid. The lack of adequate funding for legal aid services results in remuneration that is so low that many lawyers refuse appointment. Often, those who do accept appointment provide the accused with inadequate representation because they lack the funds to conduct even the most basic investigation of the case.

In Germany, legal aid is available in limited circumstances, based on the seriousness of the offense and the vulnerability of the accused, including financial need. The process by which indigence is determined is complicated and places undue burdens on the accused. Moreover, funding for legal aid is inadequate, especially during the pretrial phase. Many services, such as the costs of investigation by the defense, are not borne by the state, discouraging lawyers from engaging in these activities.

Cannot Afford Bribes

Of course, the ability to afford bail or legal representation only really matters after arrest. Around the world, poor people are arrested because they cannot pay a bribe to a corrupt police officer. They are then denied access to counsel because they cannot bribe a corrupt guard or prosecutor, and often held for long periods of time in pretrial detention—at times indefinitely—because they cannot bribe a corrupt judge. In criminal justice systems where corruption is pervasive, defendants are likely to be released awaiting trial only if they have politically powerful allies or the means to bribe the arresting officer, prosecutor, or judicial officer overseeing their application for pretrial release.

Corruption flourishes in the pretrial phase because it receives less scrutiny and is subject to more discretion than subsequent stages of the justice process, and often involves lower paid and junior actors in the system. Unhindered by scrutiny or accountability, police, prosecutors, and judges are able to arrest, detain, and release individuals based on their ability to pay bribes. In many countries the financial and
political incentives to corrupt the pretrial detention process are relatively numerous, rewarding, and risk free. That toxic combination—low levels of accountability combined with poor transparency around the processing of the case—is why so many pretrial detention systems are corrupt from start to finish.

There are many places where corruption is rife among police. Corrupt behavior may be especially prevalent among junior personnel who work under difficult and hazardous conditions for very little pay. These are typically uniformed officers who patrol the streets on a daily basis on the lookout for offenders. Ironically, such officers go about their daily routines with little supervision and imbued with considerable discretion about whom to arrest for which transgressions of the law. The combination of limited supervision, significant discretion, unpleasant working conditions, and poor remuneration serves as an incentive to engage in rent-seeking behavior. Corruption takes on a more systemic form when senior officers expect their subordinates to generate certain amounts of money every month by fleecing arrestees. In such a scenario, junior officers will seek to generate sufficient money though corrupt practices to both meet the demands of their superiors and to fill their own pockets.

In Bangladesh, for example, junior police officers earn very little. This is likely to have contributed to the arrest of Nur-A-Alam Nobi in Bogra, Bangladesh in 2010. Nobi, a 23-year old barber, was arrested by police on the allegation that he was suspected of having stolen something as he was walking alone late at night. The arresting officers demanded a bribe of 200 taka (about US$3) for Nobi to be released. Nobi, who earned an average of 70 taka a day, and supported a wife and three-year old child, was unable to pay the amount demanded by the police. Consequently, Nobi was confined in a cramped cell with 80 other detainees for three weeks, until finally his case was dismissed when it became clear that there was no incriminating evidence against him and that he was unable to pay a bribe.

Nobi’s case is a good example of how poor people become victims of police corruption. Nobi was walking alone late at night because he could not afford to travel by public transport and because his home was a long distance from his place of work. Nobi was thus accessible to police who were looking to make an arrest to extract a bribe. Someone with slightly more means—even within the impoverished context of Bangladesh—would have used a cheap cycle or motorcycle-rickshaw as transport home. Moreover, arresting, say, a middle class person entails risks arresting officers are unlikely to face when arresting poor persons. Wealthier people are more likely to have access to a lawyer, a local politician, or even a journalist friend who could expose the corrupt behavior of the police. While it is true that arresting poor people provides only modest returns, it is a low-risk activity for corrupt police, and they can simply arrest of a large volume of people.
A 2002 UNODC study found that, on average, more than 70 percent of lawyers surveyed in three Nigerian states had paid bribes in order to expedite court proceedings, including the implementation of bail orders, the commencement of trial, and the expediting of trial proceedings. While most of these bribes were paid to court staff and police, a fifth of respondents stated they also had to make such payments to judges. In systems where judges do not have to provide transparent and defensible reasons why a defendant is being detained pending trial, chances are higher that some judges will accept bribes to release someone from pretrial custody. Moreover, more than 40 percent of Nigerian court users (i.e. members of the public who are not lawyers) experienced corruption when seeking access to the justice system, with a large proportion specifically stating that they paid a bribe to obtain bail. According to the UNODC, “in particular the poor and uneducated, as well as ethnic minorities are more likely to be confronted with corruption... and to experience delays.”

Research on the Nigeria Police Force (NPF) revealed an organized scheme under which senior NPF officers expressly approve and profit from extortion committed by NPF personnel. There appears to be a standard practice whereby police personnel on some patrols are required to “deliver” certain amounts daily to their superiors. Failure to “deliver” can result in severe penalties, ranging from transfer to non-lucrative patrols to being dismissed from the force.

Certain locations, such as Abuja, Nigeria’s capital city, and some particular assignments such as the Ports Authority Police, are regarded as especially lucrative posts. Police officers routinely pay bribes of between ₦40,000 to ₦200,000 (approximately US$250 – US$1,250) in order to secure postings to these places—and then often must pay again to avoid being transferred out of these locations. The amount that must be paid depends on the rank and availability of positions in the desired location. Once they are in a position, those posted expect to reap rich returns on their investment. Clearly, endemic corruption in Nigeria’s police force will result in the arrest of those too poor to bribe their way out of unwarranted NPF attention. And corruption within the judiciary will result in excessive pretrial detention for those too poor to bribe their way out of jail. The net result is that Nigeria’s pretrial detention population is overwhelmingly made up of those who are too poor to pay their way out.

Country reports from the office of the Special Rapporteur on Prisons and Conditions of Detention in Africa are full of examples of corrupt practices in respect

---

**Bangladesh: 34 Corrupt Transactions over Four Months**

After a member of the Rezzak family was arrested, family members recorded the number of occasions on which they were forced to pay bribes and the amount they paid. The bribes were paid to secure basic provisions and safeguards during police custody and in hope of securing release on bail. Over the course of four months in 2008-09, the Rezzak family paid a total of 159,660 Taka (US$2,262) through a total of 34 corrupt transactions. The most significant proportion of this amount (a total of 75,000 Taka) was to detaining officers, to prevent torture and the fabrication of more charges against their relative. Other significant bribes were to lawyers and legal clerks. The remainder was for items that should have been provided by the state, including access to legal documents and food for the detained family member.
of bail. In a visit to remand cells in Bangui in the Central African Republic, the Special Rapporteur found that “police demanded money [from the detainees] before release.” In a report on prisons in Malawi, the Special Rapporteur concluded that corruption was widespread. In Benin, a prisoner told the Special Rapporteur: “The main problem is the judiciary. [The act of] prosecution in Abomey [a city in Benin] has become an avenue for getting money. If you do not have money, your case is never examined.”

A 2011 survey in Ghana found that almost a quarter of pretrial detainees (24 percent) were asked for a bribe by a state official to secure release. Of those who said a bribe was suggested, 27 percent said it was asked by police, nine percent by a magistrate, and nine percent by a clerk. Generally the bribe amount increased with the income of the detainee.

In 2008, Chief Justice of the Indonesian Constitutional Court Jimly Asshiddiqie condemned the corruption endemic to the criminal justice system of Indonesia. “First the police ‘squeeze’ [bribe] those they arrest, demanding bribes,” Justice Asshiddiqie said. “Then prosecutors squeeze the criminal. When he [the defendant] gets to court, the first man to squeeze is the registrar. And when he comes to the judges, they again squeeze the criminal, but they only get the bones.”

Indonesia: The Cost of Corruption

In 2008, Ary, a 22 year-old Indonesian man, was arrested and detained for purchasing a small packet of marijuana (cannabis). Ary was told by the police that for the equivalent of US$10,000 he would be free to go. Because his family did not have that amount of money, the police delayed filing charges against Ary for 50 days, holding him in pretrial detention while they negotiated with his family. Eventually the police agreed to accept US$500 and “reduce” the amount of marijuana seized so that Ary was charged as a user instead of a dealer. Ary’s family then began negotiating with the next officials in the justice chain, the prosecutors. The prosecution stated that Ary’s sentence would be five years. After selling belongings and borrowing from friends, Ary’s family paid the prosecution US$2,000 to reduce the sentence request to nine months. After bribing the judge US$1,000, Ary was given a nine-month sentence.

An investigation of criminal justice practices in the U.S. state of Mississippi unearthed numerous complaints from indigent defendants that court-appointed lawyers pressure poor clients and their families to give them money on the side, promising that they can get a better class of service if they pay for it. In one representative case, a court-appointed lawyer told his client’s family that he would deliver a good service for their son if they paid him $10,000. After accepting payment, the lawyer did little work on the case, leaving his client to languish in pretrial detention for a year. On the day of trial, the lawyer, who was ill-prepared, encouraged his client to plead guilty.
USA: Lawyer Demands Bribe from 14-Year Old

In 1998, 14-year old Carlos Ivy was arrested in Mississippi for the alleged robbery of $100 from an elderly woman. Ivy spent eight months in adult jail before he had his first conversation with a lawyer about the facts of his case. After one brief meeting with the lawyer, Ivy did not hear from him again for six months. The lawyer did not answer letters or return Ivy’s grandmother’s telephone calls.

Ivy was desperate to get out of the county jail, where he was the only juvenile. During his stay there, he claimed to have suffered serious mistreatment, including having his head rammed into a wall, being choked, being deprived of food, being held in a cell for intoxicated inmates, and being stripped naked for a period of days. When the lawyer finally met with Ivy again, he stated that he was doing Ivy’s case for free, and that it would help if Ivy’s family could pay him some money. Ivy’s grandmother was too poor to pay. As a result, the lawyer never investigated the case, spoke to any witnesses, or filed any motions on Ivy’s behalf.

In Mexico, an important reason for corruption in pretrial detention is that the public prosecutor’s power is largely unsupervised by the courts. With complete freedom to produce an accusation or release a suspect due to lack of evidence, public prosecutors and their police officers (investigating police) can set guilty people free if offered money.

According to one report:

The most critical moment [in Mexico] for a citizen is when the preliminary investigation is being compiled. At this stage, the public prosecutor acts as the sole authority and knows that the evidence included in the case file will carry definitive weight in the proceedings. After the preliminary investigation, very little is contributed. As a result, there is a real threat of corruption. The evidence presented by the public prosecutor can favor the victim by exacerbating the crime committed against him or can benefit the accused by distorting events to lower the possibility of his being found guilty or, if the case, to reduce his sentence.

Lacking Influence

In places where corruption and patronage are pervasive, pretrial detainees are more likely to be released awaiting trial if they have politically influential allies or connections. In such settings politicians can, and do, exert pressure on criminal justice officials to ensure that their friends and associates who have been arrested are quickly released. Often a bribe has to be paid as well to a local official, but this only serves to underscore the challenge the poor face in such situations. Defendants do not need to have direct access to, for example, the national police minister to benefit from such an arrangement. Oftentimes, a phone call to a minor local politician or a friend who has access to, and some influence over, such a politician—a businessperson, a journalist or a land owner, for example—suffices. Poor and marginalized people, who lack such connections, cannot avail themselves of this type of corruption.

As an International Crisis Group report on Pakistan observed: “Defendants with financial and political capital often evade punishment, while those without
remain in jail, most often without being convicted or convicted on half-baked and concocted evidence. Few, even within the law-enforcement agencies, trust the trial process as a credible mechanism to combat serious crime.”

In settings where rights are subservient to patronage and influence, the rights of the poor become increasingly marginalized by a system which informally accommodates the needs of its elites. Unsurprisingly, in places where political patronage is pervasive, the country’s elites care very little about promoting and maintaining efficient and fair criminal justice processes. Should they, their children, or their friends be arrested and detained, help is usually only a phone call away. The resultant neglect of the criminal justice system, through underfunding, and lack of proper oversight and management, reduces the system to one of dysfunction—or one that functions only because of corruption. Average periods of pretrial detention invariably begin to stretch into months and years, and the central purpose of the justice system ceases to be the provision of justice.

In Bangladesh, three-quarters of the annual budget for legal aid goes unspent year after year. This is largely because those with money or connections do not need legal aid, and those who are poor or powerless are not given access to the funds. If the well-connected could not free themselves with a phone call, the legal aid funds would be more likely to be used. Similarly, in South Africa, where a group of four co-defendants have appeared in court 100 times without completing their trial, such inefficiency would be unthinkable if the defendants (or the victims in the case) enjoyed some social, economic and/or political influence.

Corruption-related delays in holding trials also affect defendants’ right to a fair trial. Delays, especially multiple postponements of trial dates, discourage witnesses from attending court hearings to provide testimony. In developing countries, where individuals disproportionately rely on their labor to earn a living, public transport is erratic and expensive, and many people live far from the nearest court, individuals suffer both direct and indirect economic losses by spending a day at court. This is especially so in respect of witnesses for the defense who cannot rely on the police to provide them with transport, for example. While the following account is from Nigeria, it applies equally to many developing countries: “On the part of witnesses, who might have been to court on some occasions probably three, four or five times without being attended to, they lose interest in the case especially where they had to come to court from a distant place at their own expenses.”

**Easy and Vulnerable Targets**

In many countries, the formal criminal justice system often fails to provide justice and security to the indigent or protect their rights. According to the International Centre for Prison Studies, justice systems in poor countries exacerbate the poverty of the destitute “by bearing down most heavily on them and subjecting them to gross injustices, whilst not providing them with the protection they need.”

Poor people make easy targets for corrupt police officers or police who are under pressure to meet arrest quotas. Poor people are more likely to live on the streets or spend a lot of time on the streets. In developing countries, the indigent generally do not spend their days working in offices or factories and are unable to afford private or public transport. They are consequently more exposed to police surveillance as they walk long distances between their homes (typically outlying slums
or informal settlements) and their places of work such as city-center markets and busy street corners to peddle home grown fruit or cheap goods.

The poor are also at greater risk of committing certain petty offenses or transgressing municipal ordinances by virtue of their indigence, such as trespassing in an effort to find a place to rest or sleep, selling goods without a permit, urinating in public, and begging.

Children, especially poor children, are particularly vulnerable to arrest—and in the case of street children, readily available for arrest. The former UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, Manfred Novak, has estimated that one million children are behind bars, “many of them in prolonged pretrial detention” and the vast majority of them accused of “petty crimes or uncontrollable behavior.”

In numerous jurisdictions, police performance is measured by, among other factors, the number of arrests undertaken within a set time period. This can apply to the total number of arrests undertaken by a police precinct, so that precinct commanders place pressure on their subordinates to institute a certain number of arrests on a recurring basis. It also applies to individual police officers whose performance is evaluated, and promotional prospects are influenced by, the number of arrests they undertake. In some jurisdictions police precincts and/or individual officers are given monthly arrest quotas they are expected to meet or surpass to avoid a negative evaluation of their performance. In such situations, the number of arrests tends to surge towards the end of every month as police officers scramble to meet their quota of arrests.
Valera and Anwar were homeless teenagers, living on the streets of Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan. They were charged with stealing a computer from the orphanage where they used to live. The two boys spent ten months in pretrial detention, including four months in temporary detention isolation facilities and six months in pretrial isolation facilities. Kyrgyzstan law states that time in temporary isolation facilities should not exceed three days. Conditions were abominable—Valera and Anwar lived with eight other juveniles in a room built for four, and they were fed scraps of food, leftovers from a local bar. Throughout their detention the police tried to pressure the boys to confess to additional crimes, which they refused to do. They served a year before gaining their freedom.

A 2003 Human Rights Watch report on Kazakhstan found strong evidence that, “police as a rule do not arrest drug dealers, even when they know where the dealers are located, but prefer the more marginalized and impoverished users. Police must also reportedly fill arrest quotas, a holdover practice from the Soviet era, and they naturally seek easy targets for arrest.” Police in South Africa, Russia, and New York City have also reported the use of arrest quotas, especially in respect of persons suspected of less serious crimes, and individual officers have claimed that they suffered negative consequences for not meeting their assigned quotas.

In some places there is intense pressure on the police to solve all serious crimes committed in their jurisdiction. The inability to solve such crimes is treated as a blemish on an investigator’s record and often that of his superiors too. For individual officers this can lead to delays in promotion and increases in salary and related perks and, in high-profile cases, even to demotions or reassignment to less appealing positions or locations within the police organization. Under such pressures, officers will seek to arrest someone who is available (e.g. living on the street), too poor to post bail or retain defense counsel, and too marginalized to raise public concern about his plight.

In 2007, Vartan S., a Ukrainian who earns his living selling stationery at a marketplace, saw from some distance a corpse lying on the bank of the river on the outskirts of Kharkov where he often goes fishing. After consulting with his wife, they decided to inform the police. “I called from our home phone and I gave my name—this was my biggest mistake.” When the patrol came, he was taken to the police station to provide a signed statement. And then, two days later he was detained in the street and taken to the police station where he was badly beaten. The police stripped the 41-year old Vartan naked and for 40 minutes they hit him on his head, neck, ears, and groin. Technically, Vartan was detained on the basis of having “behaved rudely towards the police agents on duty.” But in truth the officers were trying to force him to confess falsely to killing the man whose body he found.
Vartan should never have been detained absent some credible basis for linking him to the crime. In fact, he has a solid alibi. The day the man was killed, Vartan was on his plot of land in Danilovka, 10 kilometers from Kharkov, and was seen there by several neighbors.

The ill effects of the torture on Vartan must have given pause to the police, because unexpectedly they arranged for him to be taken to a medical center. But the police warned him to insist that he was fine. Consequently, after two days of beatings, Vartan told the doctor that he had no complaints.

Fortunately, a lawyer from the Public Defenders’ Office intervened and then, in front of the prosecutor, Vartan was able to explain that his confession was extracted under duress. He was released and the “rude behavior” charge was dropped and the prosecutor did not charge Vartan with manslaughter.

Vartan’s lawyer explains that the police are evaluated on the basis of performance indicators, such as the proportion of murders that are solved or the total number of drug possession cases cleared. Thus, the police’s desperate efforts to get someone—anyone—to confess to a murder.

MARGINALIZED MINORITIES AND NON-CITIZENS

Discriminated-against minorities and foreigners are significantly overrepresented in many pretrial detention systems. This is so for a number of reasons, ranging from blatant discrimination and xenophobia to the more subtle consequences of minority or non-citizen status. For example, marginalized minorities and foreigners are often relatively impoverished and work on the margins of the formal economy (with foreigners prohibited from working legally in many places)—both factors which place members of such groups at disproportionate risk of being arrested.

In 2009, Advocacy Forum-Nepal, an NGO, interviewed almost 4,000 pretrial detainees in police detention centers as part of its regular efforts to identify persons in need of legal aid and / or who may have been tortured. Advocacy Forum found that some 65 percent of the detainees they came across were ethnic minorities or Dalits. Dalits are considered “untouchable” and suffer widespread discrimination. Comprising the poorest of the poor, Dalits constitute some 13 to 15 percent of the Nepalese population. Advocacy Forum also found that female and juvenile Dalit detainees were disproportionately likely to be tortured while in pretrial detention—in the case of female Dalits, often at rates three times higher than non-Dalit detainees.

The situation of Dalits in India is equally dire:

Dalits are disproportionately targeted by the police for a number of reasons. According to the NHRC [National Human Rights Commission], under a
theory of collective punishment, the police will often subject entire Dalit communities to violent search and seizure operations in search of one individual. Dalit communities may also be perceived by the police as inherently criminal. Dalits and other poor minorities are disproportionately represented among those detained and tortured in police custody because most cannot afford to pay police bribes. Dalits are also likely victims of police misconduct because they are rarely informed of their rights, rarely have access to an attorney, and are not able to afford bail. Police officers’ deeply embedded caste bias (most officers belong to the dominant castes) and a general lack of familiarity with legislative protections for Dalits, further compound the problem.84

High incarceration rates for indigenous people—both for pretrial detainees and sentenced prisoners—appear to be a global phenomenon.85 In Canada, persons who self-identified as Aboriginal accounted for 21 percent of the total number of adults remanded into pretrial detention in 2008-09, even though Aboriginal adults comprise about three percent of the Canadian adult population.86

In Australia, over half (57 percent) of juvenile pretrial detainees in 2007-08 were indigenous defendants (Aboriginals and Torres Strait Islanders), despite indigenous people representing only 2.5 percent of the Australian population.87 In effect, the pretrial detention rate for indigenous juveniles is over twenty times higher than the rate for non-indigenous juveniles.

Indigenous adult defendants in Australia are more likely to be refused pretrial release than non-indigenous defendants, even after controlling for other factors.88 According to Western Australia’s Law Reform Commission, indigenous people are more likely to be refused bail and “more likely to be unable to meet the requirements or conditions that have been imposed,” such as having a stable place to live.89 A 2005 survey of male indigenous pretrial detainees in South Australia found that over a third (36 percent) were homeless at the time of their arrest. And almost three-quarters anticipated no secure accommodation on release.90

In the U.S. between 1985 and 2007 (the last years for which data are available), black youth were disproportionately detained. Black youth were twice as likely as white and Native American youth to be detained for drug offenses.91 In 2009, blacks accounted for 39 percent of all jail inmates (in the U.S. pretrial detainees charged with non-federal offenses are held in local jails) but only about 13 percent of the general U.S. population.92

A review of all defendants arrested in New York City in 2008 for minor (non-felony) charges found that a large number were unable to afford the financial bail set by the court. Blacks and Hispanics constituted 89 percent of all pretrial detainees held on bail of $1,000 or less, even though these two groups comprise only 51 percent of the city’s population.93

In Texas, a review of 15,000 cases of people arrested for minor (misdemeanor) offenses in late 2010 found that over two-thirds (70 percent) of white defendants were released on bail compared to 45 percent of black defendants and 52 percent of Hispanic defendants.94 These are cases where bail was granted by the courts but the defendants were unable to come up with the money needed to facilitate their release. The racial and ethnic disparity in the data is ascribed to the relative inability of many minority defendants “to raise the money necessary to post bond on even relatively minor cases.”95
Social status is another factor which leads to discrimination by criminal justice agencies.\textsuperscript{96} Examples of such discrimination can be found in the treatment of drug users and sexual minorities. Drug use is often harshly criminalized; in some countries more than a third of pretrial detainees are charged with drug related crimes.\textsuperscript{97} Similarly, sexual minorities are criminalized in many countries for expressing their sexual preferences. In pretrial detention they often face a particular risk of torture and are held under considerably worse conditions than others.\textsuperscript{98}

Limited information is available on the proportion of foreigners among national pretrial detention populations. The countries with the most comprehensive information are the member states of the European Union. A report on pretrial detention in the EU found that the proportion of foreigners in the pretrial population is “relatively high compared to the number of foreigners in the national population.”\textsuperscript{99} This is a diplomatic understatement. In EU member states for which data are available, 30 percent of all pretrial detainees are foreigners.\textsuperscript{100} In at least seven EU member states—including larger states such as Germany, Italy, and Portugal—between one-third and two-thirds of all pretrial detainees are foreigners (Table 1).

Within the EU, foreigners are more overrepresented among pretrial detainees than among sentenced prisoners. In 2007, foreigners comprised 19 percent of sentenced prisoners among EU countries for which data are available, but 30 percent of all pretrial detainees among comparable EU countries. If this pattern holds for criminal justice systems generally, then foreigners are significantly overrepresented among pretrial detention populations around the world. The International Centre for Prison Studies (ICPS) provides information from almost 200 countries on the proportion of prisoners (both sentenced and pretrial detainees) who are foreigners. The ICPS lists 22 countries in which the proportion of foreigners exceeds one-third of the overall prison population, and 56 countries where foreigners comprise more than 10 percent of the national prison population.\textsuperscript{101}

### Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>55.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>34.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: A.M. van Kalmthout et al., Pretrial Detention in the European Union.

---

**THE MENTALLY ILL AND INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED**

People remanded into pretrial detention often have higher rates of mental health problems than sentenced prisoners or the general population.\textsuperscript{102} An international trend toward deinstitutionalization has led to significant reductions of the number of patients in psychiatric hospitals and an often concomitant increase in the number of pretrial detainees with mental health problems.

In Victoria, Australia, for example, there has been a decline in the seriousness of the criminal history of pretrial detainees, but an increasing rate of severe
mental health and drug and alcohol abuse problems among detainees. A legal aid worker in Victoria commented that the pretrial detention system “seems to have become the dumping ground for people with mental health problems and with intellectual disabilities … There has been a massive increase of people with mental health issues who are in the remand system and who’ve got nowhere to go.”

An investigation at a large remand center for men in England found that about one-third of pretrial detainees could be classified as having a psychological disorder, and around five percent of detainees were acutely psychotic. A report on all prisons in England and Wales by the Office for National Statistics discovered even higher levels of mental disorder among the prison population in general, and pretrial detainees in particular: a personality disorder was found in 78 percent of male pretrial detainees (compared to 64 percent of male sentenced prisoners), and psychosis was identified in 10 percent of male pretrial detainees (and seven percent of male sentenced prisoners).

In the U.S., persons with a serious mental illness are also overrepresented among pretrial detainee populations. While approximately five percent of the U.S. population has a serious mental illness, in pretrial detention the proportion is around three times this figure. Persons with a mental illness on average spend longer periods in pretrial detention than do healthy defendants.

People with an intellectual disability also tend to be over-represented in pretrial detention. In Australia, for example, people with an intellectual disability are more likely to be detained awaiting trial than non-intellectually impaired. Moreover, first time pretrial detainees in the Australian state of Victoria with intellectual disabilities are detained for twice the period of time compared to non-intellectually impaired detainees.

In the UK, 20 to 30 percent of offenders and suspected offenders have learning disabilities or difficulties that interfere with their ability to cope within the criminal justice system. A study by the Prison Reform Trust in the UK found that over three-quarters of prisoners with possible learning disabilities had difficulties filling in prison forms, and that “similar difficulties were likely to have occurred at the police station and in court” in respect of pretrial detainees with learning disabilities. The study concludes that “people with learning disabilities or difficulties are discriminated against personally, systematically and routinely as they enter and travel through the criminal justice system.”

People with learning disabilities or difficulties who are in pretrial detention are sometimes denied medication and treatment—either willfully as a punishment, or to entice them to confess to the charges against them, or due to neglect and official indifference. This may further undermine a person’s ability to understand legal proceedings, communicate with his lawyer, and resist official efforts to elicit a confession.

Finally, it is often assumed by the courts that defendants with mental disabilities do not have close community ties. This, and the fact that persons with mental disabilities are released awaiting trial on unrealistic conditions (e.g. to comply with a curfew order or to report regularly to a probation officer), results in defendants with mental disabilities being at greater risk of spending some time awaiting trial in pretrial detention compared to other defendants with similar backgrounds charged with similar crimes.
LOW-RISK DEFENDANTS, PERSONS ACCUSED OF MINOR OFFENSES, AND THE INNOCENT

In theory, judicial officers’ pretrial release and detention decisions are rational because they are based upon an acquired expertise about the risk factors presented by individual defendants. The theory has, however, not been substantiated by studies of bail decisions. In fact, in risk-of-flight studies, similarly situated defendants have received significantly different bail decisions. In some risk of re-offending studies, judicial officers accurately identified potential re-offending defendants in as few as five to 30 percent of the cases.\textsuperscript{114} Judicial officers’ decisions about who should be released pending trial are highly discretionary and often highly inconsistent. Most people in pretrial detention should not be there.

In a survey of detention decisions between 2004 and 2007 in the Mexican city of Monterrey, it was found that virtually all pretrial detainees resided in metropolitan Monterrey, and many of them were employed. It was also found that half of the detainees were over 30 years of age (past the age when persons are disproportionately likely to commit violent crimes), and two-thirds of the detainees were first time offenders.\textsuperscript{115} On the face of it, these defendants posed a low risk of flight, offending while awaiting trial, or interfering with the administration of justice. In other words, they should generally not have been in pretrial detention.

A 2009 UNODC survey of 30 African countries sought to identify the characteristics of those in prison, in an effort to gauge the threat they might pose to society. Prison administrations were asked to estimate the proportion of prisoners in pretrial detention charged with “minor offenses” or convicted of such offenses (the survey conflated pretrial detainees and sentenced prisoners). According to the survey results, the proportion of prisoners who have been detained or sentenced for “minor” crimes is strikingly high in many countries. In Ghana it is 90 percent, followed by Malawi and Swaziland (85 percent), Zambia (79 percent), Djibouti (75 percent), and Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, and Mali (all 60 percent or higher).\textsuperscript{116} Simply, put, these people were behind bars despite not having committed a serious crime, and despite posing no real threat to society.

An analysis of pretrial detention in five Brazilian cities found that between 2000 and 2004, judges routinely imprisoned large numbers of people accused of petty theft, even though this is a minor offense. In some places, over a third of those detained on this charge had spent more than 100 days in pretrial detention, and many spent longer on remand than the custodial sentences they eventually received.\textsuperscript{117}

In Texas, the excessive use of financial bail results in the detention of a large number of defendants who are charged with minor crimes and who pose a low risk of absconding or committing a crime if released awaiting trial.\textsuperscript{118} In New Orleans, almost 3,000 persons incarcerated in the local jail are pretrial detainees, the majority being held for drug possession, traffic violations, public drunkenness, or other nonviolent offenses.\textsuperscript{119} This seemingly unnecessary use of pretrial detention is one reason why Louisiana (in which the city of New Orleans is situated) has the highest state-level incarceration rate in the U.S., at 850 prisoners per 100,000 of the general population.
Romania: Four Years, instead of a Fine

In hindsight, Andrei should have just admitted to procuring a prostitute and paid the fine. But embarrassed at what his wife and two daughters would think, he decided to contest the charge and was placed in pretrial detention—where he spent four years. He turned 60 while languishing in Romania’s pretrial detention system, and developed thrombophlebitis and thrombosis in his right leg. The rudimentary health care available to pretrial detainees could not address his condition, and eventually he pleaded guilty because sentenced prisoners can receive specialized medical attention. Being convicted will allow him to go to a proper hospital. Although Andrei is eligible for conditional release based on his good behavior, he’s afraid his health will deteriorate further before it comes through.

In England and Wales, four out of ten pretrial detainees received a non-custodial sentence in 2009—that is, even after being found guilty, they were not held in prison because their offense was so minor. Among juveniles, three-quarters of all pretrial detainees are either acquitted or given a non-custodial sentence. Among adult pretrial detainees, around half of males and two-thirds of females are either acquitted or given a non-custodial sentence upon conviction. A senior probation officer in England commented that these statistics appear “even starker if one considers that amongst those ultimately sentenced to custody are the ones who receive a prison sentence virtually commensurate with the time already served on custodial remand. It would appear reasonable therefore to make the assertion that there are many people who are remanded into custody unnecessarily, or at least spend longer in prison than would otherwise be the case.” In Scotland, between a fifth and half of all pretrial detainees receive a non-custodial sentence.

In New Zealand, about half of all persons who spend some time in pretrial detention receive a non-custodial sentence. Studies of pretrial detainees in New South Wales, Australia, found that 56 percent of adult, and 84 percent of juvenile, pretrial detainees are released without a custodial sentence. In South Australia only about 30 percent of those remanded in custody serve additional time in prison following sentencing, whereas in Victoria, with its lower remand rate, about 60 percent of pretrial detainees spend additional time in custody after sentence. In Chile, between 2005 and 2010, less than a quarter of pretrial detainees ended up being convicted and receiving a custodial sentence. In Germany, generally only a bit over half of all convicted pretrial detainees (56 percent in 2006) receive an unconditional custodial sentence, with some 40 percent receiving a suspended custodial sentence and five to 10 percent receiving a fine.

Where custodial sentences are imposed, there is some evidence to suggest that “imprisonment appears at least in some times and places to be used in order to ‘cover’ pretrial detention: that is, pretrial detention is retrospectively justified by imposing a prison sentence.”

According to the Criminal Justice Agency of New York, in 2003-04, in “22 percent of non-felony cases with a detained defendant, the defendant was ultimately acquitted or the case was dismissed.” Among New York City defendants arrested in 2008 on non-felony charges and given bail under $1,000, 24 percent were acquitted.
In England and Wales, around one in five pretrial detainees are acquitted.\textsuperscript{134} In New Zealand, too, about a fifth of all persons who spend some time in pretrial detention end up being acquitted of the charges against them.\textsuperscript{135} A review of cases coming before three large criminal courts in South Africa found that around half of arrestees end up being released because the charges against them are withdrawn.\textsuperscript{136}

**CONCLUSION**

As this chapter has sought to demonstrate, pretrial detainees around the world are disproportionately poor.

The widespread use of money bail is discriminatory in its effect, and is one prominent reason why the poor are held in pretrial detention and why those with means are released. The indigent simply do not have the resources needed to secure their release. Even in rich countries, where endemic corruption in the justice sector is typically rarer and state-financed legal aid schemes provide some access to justice for the poor, albeit of often low quality, money bail results in persons being detained awaiting trial simply because they lack the means to deposit the requisite bail with the courts.

The fact that the poor cannot afford private counsel in most places, and that state-financed legal aid systems are underfunded and understaffed virtually everywhere, implies that the indigent are at the mercy of their interrogators. This is aggravated by the fact that legal aid schemes rarely provide legal services to defendants prior to their first court appearance. As a result, poor defendants typically have no recourse to a lawyer within the first few hours or days of their arrest. Yet, it is within this timeframe that police often exert pressure on arrestees to confess to real or imagined crimes, often sealing the latter’s fate. Indeed, the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has noted that empirical research shows those in pretrial detention have a lower likelihood of obtaining an acquittal than those who remain at liberty before their trial. This “deepens further the disadvantages that the poor and marginalized face in the enjoyment of the right to a fair trial on an equal footing.”\textsuperscript{137}

Corruption flourishes in the pretrial phase of the criminal justice process. All over the world, poor people are arrested because they cannot pay a bribe to the corrupt police officer, then denied access to counsel or family because they cannot bribe the corrupt guard or prosecutor, then held indefinitely—or found guilty—because they cannot bribe the corrupt judge. The ability to put cash in the right hands often makes the difference between freedom and detention. Once in custody, pretrial detainees are wholly at the mercy of the detaining authorities. They or their families are often forced to pay for access to services and treatment to which they are entitled under national and international law, including food, drinking water, medication, or contact with family members. Additionally, they are forced to pay to “prevent” torture or other mistreatment, and demands for bribes are often combined with the threat or actual use of torture.

The disproportionate use of pretrial detention against the poor and otherwise marginalized is, on its face, unjust and unfair. Yet, such practices may be defended by some if they result in the detention of individuals who pose a serious threat to public safety and the sound administration of justice. The available
evidence tends to suggest otherwise, however: many pretrial detainees do not pose a flight risk; are suspected of only relatively minor, non-violent offenses; and often do not receive a custodial sentence upon conviction. Moreover, a significant number of pretrial detainees are never convicted of the charges which led to their detention in the first place. Their only crime is being poor.
Circumstances of Detention and Impact on Detainees and their Communities

INTRODUCTION

Places of imprisonment are tense and overcrowded facilities in which all prisoners struggle to maintain their self-respect and emotional equilibrium despite violence, exploitation, extortion, and lack of privacy. Prisoners face stark limitations on family and community contacts, and typically have few opportunities for meaningful education, work, or other productive activities. Such hardships are particularly deplorable in the context of pretrial detention, where detainees should be considered innocent but where, paradoxically, conditions are often worse than they are for those who have already been found guilty.

Persons in pretrial detention have not been convicted of a crime. They should be considered innocent and as far as practicable be treated as such. Pretrial detainees become convicts only once their guilt has been proven in front of an impartial tribunal. Many pretrial detainees around the world are arrested and detained on flimsy evidence, with a significant number eventually having the charges against them withdrawn or being acquitted of their charges. A large number of detainees receive a noncustodial sentence upon their conviction because of the relatively trifling nature of their crimes, or receive a sentence that is actually less than the amount of time they have been in pretrial detention.

This chapter first examines how and why conditions are worse for pretrial detainees than for sentenced prisoners, then looks closely at those conditions, including the types of facilities used and the frequency of violence and abuse. The chapter also examines the impact of pretrial detention on the health of detainees and their communities, as well as the economic impact. It concludes by considering the idea that excessive pretrial detention actually increases crime.

WORSE OFF THAN CONVICTED PRISONERS

It is a cruel irony of pretrial detention that pretrial detainees are typically treated worse
than convicted inmates. In comparison to sentenced prisoners, pretrial detainees are more likely to go hungry, be victims of violence (at the hands of guards or fellow detainees), suffer overcrowding, and be denied access to health care. Unlike convicts, pretrial detainees suffer from instrumental abuse and violence at the hands of the police to entice them to confess or reveal the whereabouts of a suspected accomplice.

The physical, mental, and economic consequences of pretrial detention not only detrimentally affect detainees but also their families and wider communities. Incomes and employment lost as a result of lengthy periods of pretrial detention often hurt detainees’ families more than detainees themselves. Pretrial detainees are often at considerable risk of being subsumed into criminal gangs common to many prison settings or falling ill from a communicable disease—infections (one social, the other medical) which released detainees introduce into their communities when they are eventually released.

Many prisons are not equipped, and prison officials do not see it as their function, to provide more than the bare minimum of services to pretrial detainees. Even the bare-bones accommodations that are available to sentenced prisoners in some places, such as medical care or exercise facilities, are often denied to pretrial detainees. A UNICEF report describes this phenomenon for juvenile detainees, but the words could be applied equally to adult pretrial detainees:

> It is, somewhat paradoxically, during the pre-trial period that a child or young person is likely to face the worst conditions of detention and when relevant standards are likely to be most abused. In comparison with sentenced juveniles, he or she is at much greater risk of, for example, being in contact with adults (e.g. in police cells), being held in unhealthy accommodation, lacking supervision by specially trained staff, being without an activity programme, and having to remain in closed quarters up to 23 or even 24 hours a day.³

In Nigeria, pretrial detainees “live in the most terrible conditions, occupying the most crowded cells... In addition, there is a lot of hostility meted out to them by warders. They are treated most roughly and when food is not enough, they are the unlucky ones who have to go hungry. They are seen as ‘parasites’ who come to ‘eat up’ the food meant for convicts. The awaiting trial inmates, though not yet found guilty, are treated as if they had been and even worse.”⁴

As the situation in Nigeria described above exemplifies, in poorer countries pretrial detainees often receive less food than the already meager rations given to convicted prisoners. In Kenya, pretrial detainees are given half the food ration of convicted persons, ostensibly because they do not work.⁵ In Zambia, human rights monitors found that pretrial detainees are allowed to eat only after convicted prisoners are fed, which often leaves them with virtually nothing to eat.⁶

The deplorable conditions and treatment imposed on pretrial detainees often reflect the problems of an underfunded criminal justice system. But it is an established principle of international law that prison conditions that infringe prisoners’ human rights are not justified by a lack of resources. When a state deprives a person of liberty, it assumes a duty of care for that person. The human rights of all prisoners are established in international law by a number of conventions and covenants which have treaty status. States signing and ratifying them bind themselves to observe their provisions.⁷
The tendency for pretrial detainees to be incarcerated under worse conditions than convicted prisoners is, moreover, not confined to low-income countries. In South Africa, a middle income country, the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention found conditions of overcrowding and the incidence of disease to be much worse for pretrial detainees than convicted prisoners. In England and Wales it is widely acknowledged that pretrial detainees “occupy some of the worst accommodation in the entire prison estate.” Among other abuses, pretrial detainees in England and Wales are more likely to be included in an “overcrowding draft,” a sudden and usually unexpected shipment to another prison. This makes it difficult for detainees to become familiar with the routine of any one institution and for their families, friends, and lawyers to plan visits. In Scotland, too, conditions in custody for pretrial detainees are “at best equivalent, but most commonly worse, than those of convicted prisoners,” according to an official Scottish Prison Service report.

International norms and standards prohibit compulsory physical labor for pretrial detainees because they have not been convicted of any crime, and enforced work is seen as a punishment. Yet, in Zambia, for example, pretrial detainees are compelled to engage in hard physical labor. According to a Zambian pretrial detainee, “Everyone must work, even those that are sick. The labor may consist of breaking stones for three to four hours a day. There is no payment. Both remandees and convicts must work.” In Pakistan, remand prisoners are also routinely forced to perform labor. This is in contravention of Pakistani law and in breach of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which Pakistan ratified in 2010.

Several factors make the conditions under which pretrial detainees are held worse than those for convicted prisoners. These include the types of institutions in which pretrial detainees are held, the transitory nature of the pretrial detention population, the lack of clarity in some places about who is responsible for pretrial detainees, and the deliberate abuse of pretrial detainees to induce confessions and guilty pleas.

As discussed in the next section on the circumstances of pretrial detention, pretrial detainees are often held in police lockups for extended periods of time. Such lockups are designed to accommodate persons for short periods of time only. Space for exercise and recreational opportunities is limited and frequently nonexistent. Moreover, the location of lockups within police premises exposes detainees to abuse and torture by police.

The uncertain status of pretrial detainees—not convicted, but not at liberty—can lead to neglect and official indifference. Prison administrators regard their main mandate as the custody and rehabilitation of convicted prisoners and see pretrial detainees as a group whose imprisonment is temporary and somewhat incidental to their work. A UN Special Rapporteur on Torture found that “discriminatory treatment suffered by pretrial detainees, who may be held longer than some convicts, has been justified by the heads of some facilities on the grounds that their guilt being not yet proven, there is less responsibility and obligation, and consequently less resources, allocated to care for them.”

The transitory nature of the pretrial detention population can make it difficult for prison authorities to anticipate how many pretrial detainees they will be responsible for at any given time, which can lead to overcrowding and shortages of beds, food, and medicine. The lack of resources in the pretrial situation is often
justified by the impossibility of planning for inmates whose length of stay in the facility cannot be determined in advance. In countries where educational opportunities for pretrial detainees exist in theory, these are often wanting in practice. In England and Wales, for example, pretrial detainees are typically last when benefiting from such services because education staff consider their time is better spent concentrating on the convicted population. In police lockups, the physical constraints usually render any educational or vocational activity impossible.

Many facilities for convicted prisoners, especially in developed countries, separate prisoners according to a variety of criteria, including the danger they pose to fellow inmates and their level of psychological wellbeing. Many prison systems have low-, medium- and high-security facilities, for example. But in general, no such separation takes place for pretrial detainee populations. In most countries, an 18-year old accused of minor theft, for example, may be confined with persons ten years his senior accused of serious violent crimes. Moreover, pretrial detainees do not benefit from the progressive reduction of security that occurs for many convicted prisoners, which moves the latter to incrementally more “open” regimes based on good behavior and time served.

Given the relatively high turnover rate of pretrial detainees, plus the limited space and chaotic conditions in many police lockups and remand centers, being detained can be particularly difficult for persons with special needs and vulnerabilities. Compared to places of confinement for convicted prisoners, pretrial detainees are at greater risk of not being segregated according to age and gender. The pretrial confinement of juveniles with adults is a common occurrence in many jurisdictions, especially within police lockups. While rarer, the risk of women being detained with men is greater for those awaiting trial compared to convicted prisoners. Under these circumstances the risk of exploitation and victimization is high.

There is also an instrumental reason for the particularly bad treatment and poor conditions afforded pretrial detainees. In numerous jurisdictions, police and prosecutors seek to use the period of pretrial detention as an opportunity to obtain confessions that will lead to convictions. In some countries, especially in places where the police and prosecutors lack the human and technical resources to undertake proper investigations, confessions are crucial to the state’s ability to convict serious criminals. In Nigeria, for example, over 90 percent of criminal prosecutions are based exclusively on confessions.

A multi-country study found that “most prison systems in practice frequently deny to the remand population access to many of the facilities, rights and privileges granted to convicted inmates... in some cases, such deprivations amount to an inducement to plead guilty in order to obtain better conditions of confinement.” A Canadian study found that the detention of accused persons is an “important resource that the prosecution uses to encourage (or coerce) guilty pleas from accused persons.” Similar findings have been made regarding the French and Hungarian justice systems.

Human rights monitors visiting several former Soviet states, including Belarus and Moldova, have suggested that pretrial detention conditions are
maintained at deplorable levels expressly to force people to incriminate themselves and be sent to prison colonies where conditions are better. Indeed, detainees in Russian SIZOs (sledstvenny isolator or investigative isolator units for pretrial detainees) have been known to beg for the authorities to convict them. In addition to the difference in physical conditions, people in prison colonies may be eligible to benefit from amnesties, conditional release, and a number of rehabilitation programs to which pretrial detainees have no access.

**CIRCUMSTANCES OF DETENTION**

**General Conditions**

Official neglect, insufficient funding, and acts of omission lie behind the predominantly dismal conditions faced by pretrial detainees around the world. This is manifest in overcrowded and inadequate places of detention that offer little food and poor or non-existent health care, and with few or no opportunities for exercise, study, or recreation.

Corrupt officials who siphon away the limited public funds assigned to pretrial detention systems aggravate these problems. In addition, the abuse and torture of pretrial detainees by criminal justice officials, especially police officers and prison guards, and, at times, other inmates, is typically intentional, aimed at securing confessions or maintaining control. Before discussing these more deliberate abuses, it is important to understand the general conditions of detention, focusing first on police lockups and then remand centers.

**Police Lockups**

Defendants are held in police lockups, often for extended periods of time, for a variety of reasons. In some places, prisons or remand centers are already overcrowded and lockups are used as an overflow mechanism to lessen the pressure on the prison system. Police stations are frequently located in close proximity to the local court in which arrestees have to make an appearance for their bail hearing and eventually to stand trial. In resource-poor settings, police vehicles and fuel are in short supply. It is consequently more practical for the police to keep detainees at police stations from where they can more easily be transported to the local courthouse for remand hearings and trial proceedings.

It is also convenient for police investigators to have detainees close by and accessible, especially in places where the police rely disproportionately on admissions and confessions to solve crimes, and where detainees do not have the benefit of a lawyer shielding them from protracted periods of questioning and interrogation. More ominously, in numerous jurisdictions police officers seek to exploit the poor conditions of detention common to lockups as an inducement for defendants to plead guilty. A guilty plea and conviction gets detainees transferred to a prison with generally better conditions.

Police lockups are typically designed to hold people for short periods of time only: for a few hours as arrestees’ paperwork is processed before they are taken to court, or overnight or possibly over a weekend, to await the next court sitting. Conditions in lockups become progressively more oppressive the longer detainees are confined in them. The lack of natural light, fresh air, and even a proper chair or
bed to rest on, are tolerable only if the confinement is brief. Yet, in many places people are confined to lockups for days, weeks, and even months.

Conditions at police lockups—especially those which accommodate detainees for longer periods of time—have been variously described by human rights reporters as “filthy,” “terrible,” “substandard,” and lacking opportunities for exercise or recreation. Police lockups are notorious for “overcrowding and long stays for persons in police cells, substandard physical conditions and design faults, lack of access to health and mental health care, vulnerable persons being inappropriately held in police cells, abuse of detainees, poor sanitary conditions, lack of adequate accommodation, juveniles being held with adults, and absence of consistent training in duty of care and custodial role of police lockup staff.”

Poor conditions and treatment in police lockups are aggravated—and the worst cases invariably concealed—by the fact that lockups are often under less external scrutiny than prisons or remand centers. Occasionally, abusive conditions in police lockups come to light as a result of supranational inspection mechanisms. In most countries visited by the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, people in police custody slept on the floor without anything but the clothes they were wearing when they were arrested. Arrestees did not have beds, mattresses, or blankets, had no toilets apart from a hole or a bucket in the corner, had no toilet paper, and often had no food or water. The cells were generally dirty, overcrowded, and lacked sufficient light and fresh air. In many countries, suspects are confined in such conditions for weeks or even months, according to the Special Rapporteur. In the Central African Republic, for example, pretrial detainees are kept in police lockups for up to 18 months.

The lack of space and resultant overcrowding in police lockups can have fatal consequences. Overcrowding was one of the main causes of the deaths, by suffocation, of about 100 detainees in a police cell in Malawi. The detainees had been forced into a small cell (7 meters by 3 meters) even though ten prisoners had suffocated to death in that same cell the previous night.

Police stations rarely have the facilities to separate different categories of detainees to protect the vulnerable. In one police lockup in Equatorial Guinea, monitors found 40 people, including pregnant women, children, and men together, stuffed into a dark and filthy room with no beds and not enough room to lie down. Even in a developed country like Australia, police lockups can produce a problematic mix of detainees:

Persons detained in police cells can be an explosive mix of drunks, remand prisoners who should be kept separate from sentenced prisoners, persons needing to be kept separate because of their offences, first timers, those at risk of self-harm, young people, women and the physically and mentally ill.

In some places, such as Sierra Leone, for example, police are not legally obligated to provide food for detainees in lockups. Even where police are required, in theory, to provide food, police stations are often not equipped with a kitchen, or the kitchen and food allotment are only intended to feed the officers themselves. Consequently, a common complaint from detainees confined to police lockups for longer periods is about the lack of food. In the Central African Republic, pretrial detainees in police holding cells receive food “once a day in small quantities and of poor quality.”
In poorer countries the police often claim it is not their responsibility, but rather the task of families, to provide suspects in police cells with basic necessities to ensure survival. In Equatorial Guinea, for example, families have to bring bottles with water and plastic bags with food. Since most police lockups have no toilets, detainees use the same bottles to urinate and the plastic bags to defecate. Detainees in Togo’s lockups are not provided with food or drinking water, and must rely on their families for these necessities. If they have no family to call upon, detainees are dependent on their fellow detainees to ensure their survival.

**South Sudan: Police Lockups**

In 2011, 95 percent of the South Sudan police budget was spent on salaries, leaving little funding for infrastructure and equipment. Police stations and holding cells are generally derelict structures, including thatched mud huts, metal containers, or trees to which detainees are chained. Police detainees are not provided with food. Many rely on relatives to bring them meals or on the generosity of other inmates, while others go days without eating.

**Remand Centers and Prisons**

Although conditions in remand centers or sections of prisons allocated to pretrial detainees are usually better than police lockups, they are often marked by high levels of overcrowding. In addition, prison authorities often designate their oldest, most decrepit facilities for pretrial detainees, while using newer facilities to house sentenced prisoners. The former UN Special Rapporteur on Torture described “the combination of severe overcrowding and antiquated infrastructure” as in itself “degrading treatment,” proscribed by international law.

Expert testimony provided to a commission investigating abuse in U.S. prisons sums up a number of consequences of overcrowding for incarcerated populations.

Prisoners in overcrowded correctional settings interact with more unfamiliar people, under extremely close quarters that afford little or no privacy or respite, where their basic needs are less likely to be addressed or met. Indeed, overcrowding operates at an individual level to worsen the experience of imprisonment by literally changing the social context or situation to which prisoners must adapt on a day-to-day basis. In addition to these direct, individual level effects, however, overcrowding changes the way the prison itself functions. For one, prison systems responding to the press of numbers often forego the careful screening, monitoring, and managing of vulnerable or problematic prisoners — in part because there are too many of them to assess in a conscientious way and in part because the system lacks the capacity to address their special needs anyway.

Overcrowded detention centers and their staff are less able to provide detainees with adequate supervision, food, clothing, bedding, clean water, and adequate health care. Good hygiene, opportunity for exercise, and a healthy diet—essential
to prevent the spread of communicable disease—are more difficult to maintain if detainees have to share beds, crowd ablution facilities, and are restricted to their cells for most of the time because guards are unable to cope with the number of detainees under their supervision.

Globally, prison occupancy rates hovered around 118 percent in 2010-11, according to data collected by the International Centre for Prison Studies. The global figure masks significant regional variations. Regions with particularly high occupancy rates are the Middle East (206 percent), East Africa (181 percent), North Africa (176 percent), South America (147 percent), and South Asia (145 percent). These data do not distinguish between prisons for convicted prisoners and pretrial detention centers—partly because pretrial detainees and convicts are not confined separately in many countries—and do not include police lockups where overcrowding levels are typically highest.

In many Latin American countries, prisons are old—sometimes dating from colonial times—and consist of structures which were not specifically designed to serve as detention centers. In Argentina, 10 of the 54 prisons in the province of Buenos Aires were not constructed for the purpose of incarcerating people. Moreover, three of the prisons were constructed before 1883, and four between 1913 and 1951. In Bolivia, of the country’s 18 prisons, three were constructed before 1901, and another three between 1935 and 1957. In Guyana, of the five prisons in the country, three were built before 1860. Of Nicaragua’s eight prisons, three were not originally built to be prisons.

Many African countries accommodate most of their prisoners in facilities dating back to colonial times, when both the overall population and prisoner numbers were much lower. Zambia’s prison system, for example, consists of infrastructure built before independence in 1964 to accommodate 5,500 prisoners. In late 2010, the country’s aging prisons housed 15,300. Mukobeko Maximum Security Prison, a facility built in 1950 for a capacity of 400, housed almost 1,800 inmates (433 percent of its capacity). Lusaka Central Prison, a facility built in 1923 with a capacity of 200, housed 1,145 (573 percent of capacity). At many Zambian prisons, overcrowding is often so severe that inmates cannot lie down at night. Prisoners at Lusaka Central Prison, for example, sleep in shifts. Elsewhere detainees reported sleeping on their sides, up to five on a mattress, unable to turn over.

In Nigeria, all detention facilities visited by the Special Rapporteur on Torture in 2007 were severely overcrowded, with some facilities operating at double or triple the actual capacity, resulting in extremely poor physical and sanitary conditions. In Port Harcourt Prison, where 92 percent of all prisoners were awaiting trial,
2,420 detainees were held in a prison with the capacity for 800. In early 2012, Onitsha Prison held 898 inmates of which only 53 had been convicted. The prison is designed to accommodate 326 inmates. Bangladesh prisons house three times the inmates they were built for. The situation in several individual prisons is far worse. Narayanganj Prison, for example, holds over 1,700 prisoners in facilities designed for 200. The Bangladesh Prison Directorate points out that massive overcrowding makes it impossible for its prisons to deliver United Nations defined minimum standards of adequate light and air.

Particularly bad conditions have been documented in the pretrial institutions of the former Soviet bloc. These conditions are routinely judged by human rights monitors to be vastly worse than conditions faced by convicted prisoners in the same countries. Nigel Rodley, then the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, described pretrial facilities in the Russian Federation as places where there was insufficient room for everyone to lie down, sit down, or ever stand at the same time, and where detainees all bore festering sores and boils:

> When the door to... a general cell is opened, one is hit by a blast of hot, dark, stinking (sweat, urine, faeces) gas that passes for air. These cells may have one filthy sink and a tap, from which water does not always emerge, near a ground-level toilet around which the inmates may drape some cloth for a minimum of privacy and to conceal the squalor of the installation. There is virtually no daylight from covered or barred windows, through which only a small amount of fresh air can penetrate.

More recent accounts suggest that while conditions in some Russian facilities may have improved somewhat, extreme overcrowding, poor sanitation and lighting, and inadequate food remain common.

Overcrowded prisons can literally become death traps. Honduras, whose prisons are overcrowded by some 50 percent, has suffered repeated prison fires which have killed pretrial detainees and convicted prisoners alike, as there is no effective separation between the two groups. In 2012, a fire at Comayagua prison killed more than 350 people, most of whom were pretrial detainees. The Comayagua blaze was the third fatal Honduran prison fire within a decade: in 2003, 61 prisoners were killed in a fire at a prison in La Ceiba, and in 2004 the death toll was 170 from a fire in a San Pedro Sula prison. In all cases, pretrial detainees were among those killed.

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) annually visits more than 2,500 places of detention, which together hold about half a million people, in around 70 countries worldwide. An ICRC expert summarized detention conditions globally: “Existing infrastructures can’t deal with rising prison populations, and the problem is getting worse across the board... not just in developing countries.”
Violence and Abuse

Pretrial detention centers, like the prisons that house convicted offenders, are often violent institutions. Violence in prisons is a well-documented, nearly-universal phenomenon, driven by forced confinement, lack of resources, an entrenched culture of violence, and the presence of gangs and individuals prone to violence. Many of the factors that make prisons such violent places can also be found in the pretrial detention context, including overcrowding, a lack of guards, and official indifference. Such factors arguably have an even more detrimental effect on pretrial detainees, who are often unfamiliar with detention and the culture of violence. In addition, there are some characteristics specific to pretrial detention that makes it particularly prone to violence and abuse. These include the failure to segregate pretrial detainees according to their proclivity for violence, and failure to separate pretrial detainees from sentenced prisoners.

The violent and abusive conditions under which pretrial detainees are incarcerated is, in part, a product of the overcrowding and underfunding of prison systems detailed in the previous section. Overcrowding and concomitant lack of resources lead to violence in virtually all detention settings, whether pretrial or for convicted prisoners. However, it is worth noting that overcrowding and lack of resources are often worse for pretrial detainees than for sentenced prisoners, and hence the violence arising from it may be expected to be worse, too.

Overcrowding makes it hard for prison staff to protect pretrial detainees from violence at the hands of other prisoners. A related problem is the lack of guards in pretrial detention centers. This may stem from an overall lack of resources throughout the criminal justice system, or from the belief that pretrial detainees do not require the same level of oversight as sentenced prisoners. In Benin, a prison visited by the Special Rapporteur on Prisons and Conditions of Detention in Africa had 397 prisoners being guarded by six wardens, a guard-to-prisoner ration of 1:66.7 In the Central African Republic and Burkina Faso the nationwide ratios are, respectively, 1:72 and 1:38, while Malawi’s ratio is 1:10.8 These may be extreme cases, although a dearth of data on staffing levels in developing countries—where the ratio is likely to be the most extreme—makes this difficult to verify. In the majority of European countries the ratio of guard to prisoner is between 1:1 and 1:3.9

The lack of prison wardens means that in some cases guards will allow prisoners to discipline themselves, tacitly approving inmate-on-inmate violence as a form of discipline and control. In Togo, prison staff delegate much of their authority to the bureau interne, a group of prisoners who effectively control all aspects of life within the prison and detention facilities. Providing one group of inmates with such sweeping authority contributes significantly to an environment characterized by abuse of power, corruption, and violence.10 Pretrial detainees placed in such an environment are easily preyed upon.

In Benin, assault and battery of detainees by fellow prisoners, at the command of the guards, is common, occurring “on the least pretext, like an argument among inmates... with 45 lashes with a baton [being] not uncommon.”11 In Malawi it has been reported that cell leaders (known as nyapalas) are used in a supervisory capacity. Allegations abound of nyapalas being involved in assaults on other prisoners and also in sex trafficking.12 Other allegations directly implicate nyapalas in the administration of discipline.13
In Mexico, autogobierno, or self-rule, has become more common as prison overcrowding has increased. In 2010, self-rule was practiced in 37 percent of Mexico’s prisons, up from 30 percent in 2009, according to the country’s National Human Rights Commission. The commission classifies self-rule as inmates being permitted to manage internal functions “such as controlling keys... and overseeing dormitories.”

The UN Subcommittee for the Prevention of Torture, in its 2010 report on Honduras—where pretrial detainees are commonly mixed with sentenced prisoners—described the existence of prisoner self-rule and lack of effective control by the authorities.

The Subcommittee noted that the shortage of staff assigned to the prisons had given rise to a regime of self-governance, under the control of “coordinators” and “subcoordinators” who are prisoners who act as spokespersons in dealings between the authorities and the rest of the prison population [...] From talking with inmates, the Subcommittee learned that the coordinators and subcoordinators are in charge of keeping order and assigning spaces in each wing. This was accepted by the prison staff with whom the Subcommittee spoke, who also revealed that they never enter some wings, such as those where the members of maras [a notorious criminal gang] are held...

The system of corruption and privileges described above has spread to all aspects of daily prison life, and covers the obtaining of beds, mattresses, food, air conditioning units, televisions and radios. According to repeated and concurring statements by prisoners, weekly fees ranging from 15 to 20 lempiras are to be paid to the coordinators for cleaning and maintaining order in the wing.

The self-governance regime also applies to food; the prison staff admitted that all food portions are handed over directly to the coordinators, who take responsibility for distributing them. According to certain accounts, some of the food is distributed and some is sold to the prisoners.

A number of inmates stated that they had been beaten as punishment by other inmates or by prison staff, on orders from the coordinators, and that sometimes the coordinator himself administered the “punishment”.

Lawlessness also plagues Venezuelan prisons. With a guard-to-prisoner ratio of 1 to 60, Venezuela’s 34 prisons, originally designed to hold approximately 14,000 inmates, house over 50,000 people, of which two-thirds are awaiting trial. Every year several hundred inmates die in riots and gang fights. In the first 11 months of 2011, for example, 457 inmates were killed and over 1,000 seriously injured while in custody. According to an Inter-American Commission on Human Rights report, 4,506 prisoners were killed and 12,518 injured as a result of prison violence in Venezuela over a twelve-year period, 1999-2010.
Venezuela: Armed Prisoners and No Guards

Through a stench of urine infused with marijuana, inmates of Venezuela’s La Planta prison brandish machine guns, rifles and grenades while enjoying music blaring from a 6-foot high stack of speakers. Guards are nowhere to be seen as other inmates sharpen knives and carry pistols. One even keeps hold of his gun as he plays soccer on a five-a-side court within the prison walls. “If the guards mess with us, we shoot them,” said one prisoner.

At La Planta, in the ill-named El Paraiso (Paradise) district of Caracas, prison guards patrol only the perimeter. Inmates say they even fail to enter when violence breaks out. “I’ve seen a man have his head cut off and people play football with it,” Pedro [a prisoner] said. Walls display scorch marks from grenades and bullet holes from regular gunfights. Built in 1964 for 350 inmates, La Planta now houses 2,436, according to a whiteboard near the entrance. Many sleep on the floor in communal areas as rats scurry around them.

Human rights monitors have documented many instances of sexual violence tolerated or even abetted by detention authorities. In both Moldova and Russia, independent monitors concluded that prison officials placed sexual predators strategically within pretrial detention centers to help “keep order” in the facilities.

In New York City’s main jail (in the United States, “jails” house primarily pretrial detainees) a guard was convicted in 2010 for orchestrating the beatings of teenage inmates as part of a rogue disciplinary system. As a result of this incident the City of New York Corrections Department interviewed hundreds of teen inmates and concluded that under a practice known as “the Program,” guards were deputizing inmates, often in the teen jail, and pitting them against one another in fights as a way to keep order and extort them for phone, food, and television privileges.

In addition to overcrowding, lack of guards, and official indifference, there are three structural factors specific to pretrial detention that increase the likelihood of violence and abuse: the failure to segregate violent pretrial detainees from the nonviolent; the failure to segregate male, female, and minor pretrial detainees; and the failure to segregate pretrial detainees from sentenced prisoners.

Such separation is the norm among sentenced prisoners, but often absent in the pretrial setting. For example, sentenced prisoners are often classified according to their proclivity for violence, with more violent offenders placed in more secure facilities. But this type of segregation is not done for pretrial detainees, exacerbating the risk of violence and abuse. Similarly, pretrial detention centers lack the inducements to shape detainee behavior. Prison officials often use disciplinary sanctions on violent prisoners, while offering modest rewards (for example, television privileges) for detainees who avoid violence. Some prison systems even employ cognitive therapies, such as conflict resolution and stress management techniques, to combat violent behaviors. But such violence-prevention measures are not available in pretrial detention. Pretrial detainees cannot be given time off for good behavior, as their release schedule is contingent on the speed of the state’s investigation and subsequent trial, and therapeutic interventions are not provided to populations which are—at least in theory if not in practice—considered short-term and transient.
The failure to segregate pretrial detainees presents particular risks to vulnerable populations, such as juveniles and children. Violence against children perpetuated by adult detainees with whom they are housed has been reported in many countries, “putting them at risk of threatening behaviour, blackmail, or even rape by older prisoners.”

According to the Special Rapporteur on Torture:

The lack of separation was particularly disturbing with regard to police custody and pretrial detention, stages in which children found themselves in an environment characterized by tension, fear, abuse and violence. Once in prison, the separation was in some cases enforced only during the night, leaving children exposed to adults throughout the day. In some cases, children were not separated from adults outside of the cell during recreation time, e.g., in Paraguay and the Republic of Moldova. In a few instances, children were left to be guarded by older detainees, who not only lacked the specific training but might abuse their position.

Many of the most shocking accounts of physical and sexual abuse of children in pretrial detention derive from the failure of governments to house children separately from adults. Lack of segregation of children has been reported in places where monitors say there is officially no juvenile justice system separate from the adult system, including Belarus, Burundi, Equatorial Guinea, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Ukraine. In some places separate juvenile systems exist in theory, but in practice children are often housed with adults in police lockups and pretrial facilities.

In developed countries, too, there exist numerous documented cases of awaiting trial juveniles being confined with adults. In respect of Slovakia, the UN Committee Against Torture has expressed concern about the placement of juvenile pretrial detainees together with adults. Although rarer, a number of countries also do not consistently separate male and female detainees, leaving women vulnerable to sexual assault.

U.S. law requires the separation of juvenile and adult pretrial detainees. However, this protection does not apply to defendants 17 years and younger sent to adult court to be tried for serious offenses. Such defendants—some 5,600 at any given time in 2010, according to federal Bureau of Justice Statistics—lack protection from adult detainees. In jails intended for adults, juveniles face an elevated risk of physical attacks, including sexual assault. Juvenile inmates are 36 times more likely to commit suicide in adult jails than in youth detention centers, according to data included in a 2007 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention task force report.

In the U.S., budget pressures are pushing some juveniles accused of lesser crimes into adult jails even while their cases remain in the juvenile justice system. Their numbers have nearly doubled in recent years, from 1,009 in 2005 to almost 2,000 in 2010. The state of Florida passed a law in 2011 enabling counties to send teenagers accused of less serious crimes in juvenile court to adult jails instead of youth detention facilities. Costs drove the change: detaining an inmate in one of the state’s juvenile facilities costs counties roughly $280 per day, while jail accommodation costs $80.
Consequences of Pretrial Detention

**On the Individual**
- Physical and psychological trauma
- Abuse by police
- Exposure to disease
- Emotional stress
- Malnutrition
- Loss of productivity
- Economic hardship on family
- Spread of epidemics
- Exposure to disease
- Emotional stress
- Malnutrition

**On Families and the Community**
- Loss of housing
- Loss of livelihood
- Unable to afford bail
- Loss of tax revenue
- Loss of income
- Loss of housing
- Economic development stunted
- Loss of productivity
- Spread of epidemics
- Exposure to disease
- Emotional stress
- Malnutrition

**On the State**
- Rule of law undermined
- Trust in state broken
- Conviction of innocents
- Impunity for guilty
- Torture condoned
- Corruption enabled
- Abuse of power enabled
- Bribes expected
- Inadequate legal assistance
- Incarceration with hardened criminals
- Arbitrary detention
- Reshaping social norms
- Discrimination against the poor
- Criminogenic effect
- Erosion of public trust
- Inadequate legal assistance
- Incarceration with hardened criminals
- Arbitrary detention
- Reshaping social norms
- Discrimination against the poor
- Criminogenic effect
- Erosion of public trust
- Bribes expected
- Corruption enabled

**On the Economy**
- Loss of tax revenue
- Loss of income
- Loss of housing
- Economic hardship on family
- Spread of epidemics
- Exposure to disease
- Emotional stress
- Malnutrition
- Loss of productivity

**Rule of Law**
- Corrupt institutions
- Impunity for guilty
- Torture condoned
- Corruption enabled
- Abuse of power enabled
- Bribes expected
- Inadequate legal assistance
- Incarceration with hardened criminals
- Arbitrary detention
- Reshaping social norms
- Discrimination against the poor
- Criminogenic effect
- Erosion of public trust

**Torture**
- Perpetuation of fear
- Stigmatization of victims
- Loss of trust in institutions
- Spread of epidemics
- Exposure to disease
- Emotional stress
- Malnutrition

**Corruption**
- Erosion of public trust
- Spread of epidemics
- Exposure to disease
- Emotional stress
- Malnutrition

**Discrimination against the poor**
- Stigmatization of victims
- Loss of trust in institutions
- Spread of epidemics
- Exposure to disease
- Emotional stress
- Malnutrition

**Abuse of power enabled**
- Bribes expected
- Inadequate legal assistance
- Incarceration with hardened criminals
- Arbitrary detention
- Reshaping social norms
- Discrimination against the poor
- Criminogenic effect
- Erosion of public trust

**Inadequate legal assistance**
- Bribes expected
- Abuses of power enabled
- Bribes expected
- Inadequate legal assistance
- Incarceration with hardened criminals
- Arbitrary detention
- Reshaping social norms
- Discrimination against the poor
- Criminogenic effect
- Erosion of public trust
Another second structural factor heightening pretrial detainees’ vulnerability to violence is that in a number of places, especially in resource-poor countries, pretrial detainees are not consistently separated from convicted prisoners. In Cameroon\(^81\) and Zambia,\(^82\) for example, pretrial detainees are housed together with convicts, leading to frequent harassment of the detainees. In India, a study of 24 sub-jails (local prisons) in the Indian state of Maharashtra found that in all of them pretrial detainees and convicted prisoners were mixed.\(^83\) In Uruguay, “as a general practice, there is no separation whatsoever between pretrial detainees and convicted prisoners.”\(^84\) In El Salvador, the UN Committee Against Torture expressed concern about the authorities’ “failure to separate accused persons from convicted prisoners, women from men and children from adults.”\(^85\)

The failure to separate pretrial detainees from convicted prisoners augments the risk of violence. When mixed with convicted, long-term prisoners, pretrial detainees are exposed to a violent offender subculture. In some prisons, daily life is dominated by violence, abuse, drug addiction, and internal gang structures. A 2010 investigation at the Parappana Agrahara Central Prison in Bangalore, India, found that more than a quarter of inmates in the 18-21 years age group had rectal damage due to sexual abuse. The youngsters, most of whom were pretrial detainees, were reportedly sodomized by hardened criminals, with whom they were forced to share space in the overcrowded prison.\(^86\) Pretrial detainees, who are newcomers and who sometimes have little experience with gangs and violence, run a particularly high risk of victimization.

**Torture and Ill-Treatment**

Torture is common in pretrial detention. In fact, around the world, pretrial detainees are more likely to be tortured than sentenced prisoners are. Three primary factors put pretrial detainees at particular risk of torture: in the initial days and hours after arrest, torture is often used to extract a confession; there is less scrutiny of pretrial detention by oversight bodies; and the extremely poor detention conditions and serious overcrowding of pretrial detention facilities often in themselves amount to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment.

Reports from various Special Rapporteurs on Torture, the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture, UN treaty bodies, and non-governmental organizations show that criminal suspects are at risk of torture and other ill-treatment at all stages of their detention, from the moment of their apprehension until their release.\(^87\) Pretrial detainees’ exposure to torture is examined below, through the three distinct stages within the pretrial phase of the criminal justice process: during apprehension, in police custody, and in remand detention.
Presumption of Guilt: The Global overuse of Pretrial Detention

According to a report by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, most cases of torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment in Mexico take place during the preliminary investigation of crimes as a method to obtain confessions. “This general pattern in Mexico has also been observed in a significant number of hearings, petitions and cases examined by the Inter-American human rights system and has been the subject of consistent pronouncements of UN human rights protection mechanisms.”

Upon Apprehension

The torture of pretrial detainees often begins at the first contact with police and security officers—well before detainees are taken to police premises or other detention facilities. Some police and security forces employ “capture shock,” the deliberate use of violence during apprehension to disorient the arrestee and break down his resistance. In Nigeria, for example, it is common practice to shoot suspects in the legs and feet after they have been apprehended, to prevent them from fleeing or as a means to make them confess. The treatment of the prisoner’s wounds—or lack of treatment—then depends on the detainee’s willingness to confess.

Once apprehended, suspects risk being tortured before being brought to police premises. Suspects are sometimes tortured in police vehicles in order to extract confessions, or they are taken to a separate location where they are tortured before being taken to a police station for interrogation. In Kenya, some police are known to place suspects in the back of a car and then drive them around for hours or even days while beating them. In Indonesia, detainees are reportedly taken to private houses upon arrest, where they are tortured, sometimes for several days. The police often benefit from broad discretion in their treatment of suspects during arrest. Effective methods of recording arrests and monitoring treatment during transfers are often absent, allowing officers to avoid being held accountable.

In Police Custody

In countries as diverse as Azerbaijan, Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, Georgia, Mauritania, South Africa, and Uzbekistan, torture, beating, burning with cigarettes, electric shock, and other physical abuse are reportedly most likely to occur during the first hours of detention, especially in police custody. In police custody, investigating authorities have direct control over suspects and an immediate interest in securing a confession. Suspects are often interrogated without the presence of a lawyer or any independent monitors, allowing officials ample opportunity to exert pressure through ill-treatment.

The majority of cases of torture encountered during the fact-finding missions of a UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, Manfred Nowak, took place during the initial period of police detention. In 11 of the 15 countries visited by Nowak during his term of office, torture in police custody was found to be pervasive. Novak repeatedly expressed concern that excessive reliance on pretrial detention, combined with pressure on police to obtain confessions, leads directly to police torture of criminal suspects. “In many countries, torture of criminal suspects who are in...
police custody (before transfer to pre-trial detention facilities) is practiced in such a widespread or systematic manner that every other ‘new arrival’ at pretrial detention centres shows clear marks of beatings and other forms of torture.”\textsuperscript{96} Torture and ill-treatment occurs primarily as a means of forcing suspects to confess, or otherwise testify against themselves.\textsuperscript{97} In Kenya, a defense attorney noted that the torture of suspects is most severe at the point of arrest, and then improves as the process moves toward the courtroom: “From the time of arrest the [officers] were very brutal, including being brutal in front of the suspect’s family, and they continue their abuse at a police station. Their treatment gets better only once [the suspects] are brought to court.”\textsuperscript{98}

In Kyrgyzstan, the worst human rights abuses from law-enforcement officials take place not in prisons or pretrial detention centers (SIZOs) but in temporary detention facilities (IVS)\textsuperscript{99} administered by the police.\textsuperscript{100} Conditions in IVS facilities, which tend to be in the basement of police stations and not intended for prolonged detentions, are often extremely poor. Food is usually only bread and tea, and sanitation facilities are usually unavailable.

Allegations of police beatings and unlawful and prolonged detention in IVS facilities are common. “People are sometimes held there for three weeks and then are told what they ‘did,’” a human rights activist reported. Police investigators, themselves under pressure to increase the proportion of “solved” cases, sometimes charge pretrial detainees with a host of unsolved crimes and reportedly use beatings—or the threat of beatings—to extract confessions. “Somebody who is there for stealing a chicken, for example, suddenly finds out that he’s become a major criminal overnight, with a long list of crimes,” another human rights activist said. A former detainee confirmed this, saying:

\begin{quote}
The police take advantage of the fact that all the power is in their hands. They drag you out of the cell, supposedly for interrogation, and then begin blackmailing you, saying that you should “admit” to five or six other crimes you didn’t commit. If you refuse, then they start to beat you and threaten you: “If you don’t agree, we’ll put you in a maximum-security cell.”\textsuperscript{101}
\end{quote}

In many countries the police are not always adequately resourced or trained to use modern techniques of crime investigation. Often under intense pressure to solve cases, coercing a confession sometimes appears to be the easiest and perhaps the only way of securing a conviction at trial. In Brazil, evidence obtained by police during interrogation is often the primary or only basis of conviction.\textsuperscript{102} This both provides an incentive for the police to abuse detainees, and makes the consequences of torture particularly harsh.\textsuperscript{103} In Moldova, “torture and other cruel inhuman or degrading treatment in police custody remains widespread and systematic.”\textsuperscript{104} According to a coalition of Moldovan NGOs, the desire to collect evidence through torture is a primary reason that the Moldovan justice system practices pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{105}
Togo: Torture to Extract a Confession

Kadissoli Abalbedue, aged 27, accused of stealing food from a shop, was arrested by the gendarmerie in 2007. He was beaten during the arrest, then taken to the gendarmerie post. The police chief cuffed Abalbedue’s hands and his legs together behind his back, so that his spine was painfully bent. He lay face down on the floor of the main office, with a chair placed over his upper back and neck. He was left like this for 30 minutes.

Later, the chief returned and again forced Abalbedue to lie down with his hands cuffed behind his back. While in this position, several officers beat his back and the soles of his feet with wooden clubs for more than 30 minutes, until he confessed to stealing the food.

Abalbedue spent three days in the gendarmerie post. During that time he was always handcuffed. Every day he was tortured in a similar manner. On the second day, he was beaten with a rope belt usually worn by the gendarmes. The gendarmes continued to beat him, even after he confessed, because they thought he was lying and wanted to know where the stolen goods were hidden.

In Brazil, Human Rights Watch interviewed scores of pretrial detainees who described being tortured while in police custody.

Inmates were typically stripped naked, hung from a “parrot’s perch” and subjected to beatings, electrical shocks, and near-drownings. Many detainees remained for long periods in the precincts where they suffered the abuse, enduring continuing contact with their torturers... Although Brazil’s national prison law mandates that prisoners have access to various types of assistance, including medical care, legal aid and social services, none of these benefits are provided to the extent contemplated under the terms of the law... The situation is particularly bad in police lock-ups, where severely ill and even dying prisoners may remain crowded together with other inmates.

Even when police coercion falls short of torture, it can still be startlingly abusive. In Japan police often use prolonged interrogation sessions to coerce suspects into confessing to crimes, whether or not the suspects are guilty. Magistrates in Japan routinely grant prosecutors’ requests to detain individuals for 23 days before indictment. During this period, suspects are required to submit to interrogation for up to 8 hours a day. Suspects’ counsel may not be present during the interrogations.

In Remand Detention

After judicial review, detainees are frequently placed in pretrial detention facilities, also known as “remand detention,” to await trial. But as noted above, the nature of these facilities can vary greatly, and pretrial detainees can be housed with violent sentenced prisoners. While in pretrial detention facilities, they are no longer under the control of authorities interested in a confession, but remand detainees are still subject to being tortured by or with the knowledge of prison officials. Pretrial
detainees are abused by guards and fellow detainees as a means of punishment, intimidation, or to extort money.

Upon arrival at remand prisons, detainees risk being exposed to abusive “welcome treatments” which can be practiced by prison guards as a means of intimidation and subordination, or by other detainees to introduce newcomers to the established inter-detainee power structures. Reports of abusive initiation ceremonies such as beatings by prison guards or painful and degrading physical exercises in front of other detainees emanate from many countries. In Jordan, detainees reported that a “welcoming committee” of up to 20 officers forced them to strip to their underwear in the courtyard and subjected them to heavy beatings. When they lost consciousness, the detainees were revived with cold water and beaten again. The beatings lasted for days and no medical treatment was provided for their injuries. In Togo, detainees were subjected to beatings by fellow detainees if they did not pay an “arrival fee,” while in some Chinese detention centers staff instruct veteran detainees to torture new arrivals.

Another form of initiation is detention in “welcome cells,” allegedly for quarantine purposes or to classify detainees before placement in normal cells. Conditions in such cells are typically worse than elsewhere in the facility and detainees are often shackled or handcuffed for the entire period. These “welcome cells” are usually used as punishment cells for normal detainees, suggesting that new arrivals are placed in them as a means of intimidation and punishment rather than for administrative reasons. The two extremes of complete isolation or serious overcrowding are common, and cause a higher risk of torture and other ill-treatment for new arrivals.

In countries where corruption is widespread, pretrial detainees are easy victims of authorities who may torture them in order to extort money. In Indonesia, corruption is a “quasi-institutionalized practice” and detainees are “spared” from ill-treatment in return for the payment of money. Sometimes the most basic amenities, such as food and water, are withheld unless a bribe is received. Corruption in detention facilities can have deadly consequences for detainees who are entirely dependent on authorities.
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Indonesia: Torture to Extract Money

Eko, aged 28, a student from Central Java, was arrested by six police officers at his home, based on an order from the head of the police drug unit. Eko was kicked and punched by the officers and then taken to the local police station where he was interrogated. During interrogation he was electrocuted, had his fingers smashed with a hammer, and was beaten by four police officers for one hour. Following this treatment, Eko confessed, and the police offered to drop some charges in exchange for money. Eko did not receive any medical treatment for his injuries.

Eko was kept in police custody for two months and then transferred to a local prison where he spent six months. At the police station visitors had to pay a bribe to see him. The prosecutor at the district court offered to reduce the charges in exchange for money. The prosecutor was informed about the ill-treatment and the confession under torture, but this did not affect the outcome of the trial.

Detainees are often denied access to complaint mechanisms, a competent lawyer, or independent judge. As a consequence, they may feel forgotten by the outside world, and the severe conditions and excessive length of detention can motivate them to confess to a crime just so they can be transferred to a regular prison facility and escape the state of limbo in which they have no idea when, or if, they will be released or tried.

Children in pretrial detention facilities are particularly at risk of torture and abuse, according to human rights monitors. In at least 78 countries, it is legal to beat children in criminal detention, and beatings are inevitably not limited to places where they are legal. In Moldova, corporal punishment and forced labor in juvenile facilities is applied liberally “to prepare minors for life in adult prisons.” In places ranging from Yemen to Brazil to Laos as well as the U.S. and the UK, children reported to researchers numerous incidents of sexual abuse by guards, beatings, having meals withheld, administration of electric shocks, use of painful restraints, and being forced to stay in uncomfortable positions for hours.

For children and adults alike, the conditions of pretrial detention are often miserable, marked by overcrowding, lack of resources, violence, and abuse. Appalling conditions can be found in developed and developing countries, and at each stage of the criminal justice process. These conditions frequently have a disastrous effect on detainees’ mental and physical health, as examined in the next section.

Health Consequences of Detention for Detainees and Their Communities

Pretrial detention has a detrimental effect on the mental and physical health of detainees, and also poses a public health problem for the communities that detainees come from and eventually return to. Pretrial detainees are often sick or malnourished before their detention, making them more likely to spread and contract disease. The high turn-over and poor conditions of most pretrial detention centers make them a vector for the spread of disease, and few such facilities have
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appropriate health services. Pretrial detention is notoriously hard on the mental health of detainees because of the poor overall conditions and long periods of waiting and uncertainty. And when pretrial detainees are finally released and return to their families and communities, they bring with them the health problems—often communicable—that they picked up in detention.

The vast majority of the world’s pretrial detainees are people from poor and marginalized communities with little access to health services. Many pretrial detainees have a history of disease exposure, drug use, and alcohol consumption; are likely to have lived in overcrowded premises often lacking proper sanitation; and may suffer from malnutrition and water-borne diseases. These health problems do not improve in pretrial detention.

**Detention Conditions and Disease**

Prisons in general—and pretrial detention centers in particular—aggravate existing health problems and serve as vectors in the spread of communicable diseases. Neglected chronic diseases, infectious and noninfectious diseases, inconsistent antibiotic use, prolonged exposure to the elements, and poor nutritional status all influence the frequency and severity of disease in places of confinement. Further, the prevalence of assault, ill-treatment, and torture adds to the risk pretrial detainees face of contracting infectious diseases through open wounds or weakened immune systems.

A survey of pretrial detainees in Ghana in 2011 found that a fifth of the respondents had been ill at the time of their arrest, but that 80 percent of all respondents said they fell ill after their arrest. That is, all of the detainees ill on arrest remained ill, and 75 percent of those not ill on arrest subsequently fell ill to malaria, diarrhea, and tuberculosis, among other diseases. Pretrial detention effectively quadrupled the rate of ill-health among detainees in Ghana. In nearby Sierra Leone, a similar survey found that pretrial detention doubled the rate of ill-health among those arrested and detained.  

The poor physical condition of many police lockups, remand centers, and prisons promotes the spread of disease. Overcrowding, poor nutrition, lack of exercise, limited access to health care, violence, risky sexual practices, high rates of injecting drug use, sharing razor blades, and tattooing make places of detention a perfect habitat for the spread of infectious diseases. Both convicted prisoners and pretrial detainees face extreme health challenges in most parts of the world.

Prison populations exhibit much higher rates of communicable diseases, including HIV, tuberculosis (TB), hepatitis C, and other sexually transmitted infections, than does the population at large. HIV prevalence in sub-Saharan African prisons has been estimated at two to 50 times that of non-prison populations, while average TB incidence in prisons worldwide has been estimated at more than 20 times higher than in the general population. The alarming spread of HIV/AIDS in prisons and the high turnover of prisoners and pretrial detainees across the continent have led epidemiologists to identify prisons as an important and often overlooked engine of the African AIDS epidemic. Incarceration has also been established as a risk factor for HIV infection in Asia, and Latin America. While undoubtedly an extreme case, an account of the spread of HIV/AIDS in Lithuania is indicative of how prisons are extremely effective vectors for the spread of infectious diseases. In 2002, 263 inmates at a prison in Lithuania tested positive for HIV. Yet
before these tests, Lithuanian officials had counted just 300 cases of HIV in the whole country.\textsuperscript{132}

Similarly, TB infections spread quickly among detainees, and are particularly likely to be diagnosed late and inadequately treated, increasing the risk of transmission and the risk of drug-resistant strains of the disease developing.\textsuperscript{133} TB rates in prison are up to 100 times higher than in the outside population. In some countries, a quarter of all TB cases are among prisoners.\textsuperscript{134} In 2005, prisoners accounted for 27 percent of Russia’s TB cases, even though prisoners comprised less than one percent of the population.\textsuperscript{135} In Georgia, 1,300 cases of TB were reported among the prison population in 2010. This infection rate of 5,417 cases of TB per 100,000 of the prison population compared to 98 cases of TB per 100,000 of the general population.\textsuperscript{136} In other words, the rate of TB was over 55 times higher among prisoners than among the general population.

In Eastern Europe, overcrowding has been a principal driver of the extensive tuberculosis epidemic in pretrial detention centers and prisons.\textsuperscript{137} In Estonia, “closely connected to the overcrowding of prisons is high prevalence of tuberculosis and sexually transmitted diseases among prisoners,” according to a 2009 UN report.\textsuperscript{138} In Azerbaijan, authorities reported that overcrowding was both a cause of tuberculosis and also the main obstacle to segregating active TB cases from the rest of the population.\textsuperscript{139}

\textbf{Mental Health of Pretrial Detainees}

Just as overcrowding and poor conditions drive the spread of disease in pretrial detention centers, they also increase the incidence of mental illness. Imprisonment is known to negatively affect prisoners’ mental well-being.\textsuperscript{140} Factors which contribute to this include overcrowding, violence and intimidation, enforced solitude, lack of privacy, a dearth of meaningful activities, and inadequate mental health services. In many countries, people with mental disorders are disproportionately likely to be incarcerated, whereupon their mental disorders are usually further exacerbated by the stress of imprisonment.\textsuperscript{141}

It is possible that people who are found to suffer from a mental illness while in pretrial detention were suffering from it before their detention. However, it is documented that only a small proportion of pretrial detainees receive psychiatric help in the year before entering detention. This raises the possibility that many of those suffering mental health problems in custody developed those problems as a result of pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{142}

Suicide—one of the most extreme manifestations of mental illness—is the single most common cause of death in many correctional settings. A survey of 36 member states of the Council of Europe revealed that almost 3,000 prisoners died in penal institutions in 2003, of which a bit over half were suicides.\textsuperscript{143} According to the World Health Organization, prisoners not only have higher suicide rates compared to their counterparts in the community, but suicide rates among pretrial detainees are considerably higher than among convicted prisoners. Among pretrial detainees the suicide rate is ten times that of the outside community, while convicted prisoners have a suicide rate three times higher than in the outside community.\textsuperscript{144} In 2002, more than a third (38 percent) of prison suicides in England and Wales were committed by pretrial detainees, even though they constituted only 19 percent of the total detainee population.\textsuperscript{145}
Pretrial detainees are at heightened risk of committing suicide during the initial period of their confinement. This is not surprising, given the often particularly unpleasant, abusive, and oppressive conditions pretrial detainees face within the first days of their arrest. These initial stressors, collectively termed “confinement shock,” include, for example, the experience of being torn out of their familiar social environments, of being isolated, and of losing control over their lives. Bullying, which has been shown to be more common among pretrial detainees, is a further contributor to suicides and self-injury among detainees.

Suicide is particularly high among youths in detention. In the United States, jail inmates under 18 years have the highest suicide rate of all inmates. Moreover, youths held in jails for short periods of time—which would be disproportionally pretrial detainees—are at particularly high risk of suicide. Juvenile suicides are especially concentrated in the first week of custody (48 percent), with almost a quarter of suicides taking place on the day of admission to jail (14 percent) or on the following day (nine percent). For juvenile pretrial detainees, who may be experiencing their first separation from parents or caregivers, feelings of depression, anxiety and hopelessness are exacerbated.

In many penal systems, pretrial detainees are considered ineligible for work, educational or vocational programs. Such enforced idleness “fosters a lowering of self-esteem, loss of skills, and inevitable institutionalization.” Not knowing the outcome of their impending trial can also place a detainee under considerable strain and has been identified as a significant contributing factor in incidents of self-harm.

**Access to Health Services**

Physical and mental health services are inadequate, oftentimes nonexistent, in many prison systems around the world. Only 15 of Zambia’s 86 prisons have health clinics or sick bays, and many of the clinics have little capacity beyond distributing paracetamol, a pain reliever. In 2010, the Zambia Prisons Service employed 14 trained health staff—one physician (who worked as an administrator, not a clinician), one health environmental technician, nine nurses, and three clinical officers—serving a prison population of 15,300 prisoners. In Peru, 63 physicians are in charge of caring for almost 50,000 prisoners, and 28 out of 66 prisons do not have medical staff at all.

As inadequate as health services may be for convicted prisoners, health services are frequently even more lacking in remand facilities. The right of persons newly detained to be seen by a health professional upon admission to state custody is widely disrespected. Many low-income countries do not seem to involve their ministries of health in prison health service delivery, and even where they are involved, pretrial detention is unlikely to be a priority for improving care. The absence of qualified medical personnel to conduct intake screenings may contribute to the difficulties of detection and management of tuberculosis and sexually transmitted diseases, among other conditions. Moreover, peer education, which may be among the most effective health programs in prisons, is unlikely to be developed or sustained in the high-turnover environment of pretrial detention.

Even where health services are present in remand facilities, there is often a reluctance to start treatment for infectious diseases that require a sustained period of therapy, such as for tuberculosis, HIV, or hepatitis C. Authorities may also be less likely to be concerned about ensuring continuity of care and support for people
in temporary custody (even if “temporary” custody turns out to be of long duration), including continuing treatment initiated before arrest and detention.

Access to health care is also manipulated by authorities as a form of punishment or to force a confession. Human rights organizations have documented instances of interrogation in police custody of people who were badly injured during their arrest, and of people in withdrawal or otherwise suffering from drug dependency. These cases exemplify the practice of using the pain of withdrawal symptoms to coerce confessions. This cruel treatment of people living with drug dependency has been recognized as a form of torture by the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture.

In Zambia, pretrial detainees, in particular, suffer from restricted access to medical care. According to a 2010 Human Rights Watch report there is a contentious relationship between the Prisons Service and police on the subject of pretrial detainee security and responsibility for escorting and transporting detainees. As a result, pretrial detainees have less access to medical care than their convict counterparts. One senior prison officer justified his colleagues’ behavior as follows: “With remandees, we fear to take them [to the hospital] because we are afraid they will run away – the police will say we let them go deliberately. The police are supposed to take them to the clinic, but it’s rare, so normally they don’t go.” Such uncertainty and fears over responsibility for escapes lead to denial of treatment.

If access to health care is worse for pretrial detainees than it is for sentenced prisoners, access to mental health care for pretrial detainees is worse, still. Although global data is woefully lacking, it is estimated that mental health care for pretrial detainees in developed countries is wholly inadequate, and in developing countries is virtually nonexistent.

**Health Consequences for Families and Communities**

Pretrial detainees infected with HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, or other infectious diseases are likely to pass these on to their families and communities after their release. The high incidence of disease, lack of health care, and transitory populations that mark pretrial detention contribute to broader public health consequences as released prisoners spread disease to the rest of the population. The effect of this on poor households and communities can be devastating and may impoverish households reliant on the good health and labor of each of its members.

Given that most persons incarcerated—especially those that have not been convicted—have a high likelihood of eventually being released, the health of detainees is a fundamental public health concern. Prisons have been documented as structural factors fuelling outbreaks of HIV and TB in Africa, Eastern Europe, Russia, and elsewhere. In South Africa, where an estimated 40 percent of prison inmates are reported to be HIV positive, some 25,000 prisoners are released every month. Many of these are former pretrial detainees who have been granted bail, are acquitted, or have had their charges withdrawn.

In Latin America, diseases in prisons are so abundant that they threaten the health of the general population, according to health experts who spoke at a 2006 seminar sponsored by the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the Peruvian National Prison Institute. According to the ICRC, tuberculosis is up to 100 times more common in Peruvian prisons than among the general population, while AIDS is about six times easier to contract in Peru’s largest prison, San Juan
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de Lurigancho, than in the streets of Lima, according to Doctors Without Borders.\textsuperscript{168} Diseases are spilling from detention centers into the public at large due to the vast amount of traffic in and out of prisons—and pretrial detention centers in particular.\textsuperscript{169}

A U.S. study found that high rates of incarceration, including, to a somewhat lesser extent, pretrial detention, can have the “unintended consequence of destabilizing communities and contributing to adverse health outcomes.”\textsuperscript{170} According to the study, rates of sexually transmitted infections and teenage pregnancies consistently increased with increasing imprisonment rates. Moreover, the population released from incarceration presents an above average risk of infecting community members with sexually transmitted infections.\textsuperscript{171}

In Russia, where the emergence of multidrug resistant strains of TB present a public health crisis, pretrial detention centers and prisons “became an ‘epidemiological pump’ for spreading the disease throughout the general population.”\textsuperscript{172} Ex-prisoners and detainees, often with improperly treated TB that had mutated into the multidrug resistant form of the disease, returned to cramped housing complexes where, during wintertime, unventilated apartments provided ideal conditions for transmission to relatives, friends, and neighbors. The annual rate of new TB cases among the general population in Russia more than doubled in the 1990s to 88 cases per 100,000 inhabitants.\textsuperscript{173} By the late 1990s, hundreds of TB cases were also being recorded among Russian prison staff.\textsuperscript{174} It was only the spread of TB to the general population—through the vector of prison guards in particular—that impelled the government to act. Recently, new medical treatment regimens have helped slow the spread of TB in Russian custodial settings, according to the WHO.\textsuperscript{175}

It is important to recall that not only are pretrial detainees presumed innocent in the eyes of the law, but most of them are in fact innocent. Yet their innocence does not protect them from contracting life threatening diseases in pretrial detention. Nor does it prevent them from passing those diseases on to their spouses, children, and neighbors, ultimately sickening and destabilizing whole communities. In these instances, pretrial detention is truly, in the words of penal reform expert Vivien Stern, “a death sentence.”\textsuperscript{176}

ECONOMIC IMPACT ON DETAINEES AND THEIR FAMILIES

It stands to reason that individuals held in pretrial detention experience financial losses as a result of the detention, as do their families. An individual who is detained cannot work and is likely to lose his job. Nor, in most cases, can he engage in education or job training. And his detention doesn’t just take away income—it also adds an array of expenses, from lawyers to bribes to having to pay for food or a bed in detention. These financial impacts are not felt by the detainee alone, but extend to his family as well.

Pretrial detention disproportionately affects individuals and families living in poverty. When an income-producing member of a family is detained, the rest of the family must adjust to the loss of that income. In the developed world, these losses may be ameliorated by the state’s safety net, which may provide supplemental income, food assistance, and even housing assistance to the poor. But the economic
impact of pretrial detention can be especially severe in poor, developing countries where the state does not provide reliable financial assistance to the indigent and where the families of detainees are expected to provide food, bedding and clothing for the detainee because the state does not. This situation is exacerbated in parts of the developing world where it is not unusual for one breadwinner to financially support an extended family network.

**Manifold Impacts of Detention on the Poor: from the Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty**

The 2011 report of the Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human Rights to the UN General Assembly sums up the many consequences of pretrial detention for the poor:

- The economic and social costs of detention and incarceration can be devastating for persons living in poverty. Detention not only means a temporary loss of income, but also often leads to the loss of employment, particularly where individuals are employed in the informal sector.

- Families are forced to use their limited income or sell assets to pay for bail, legal assistance, access to goods and services within penal facilities (e.g. food or telephone usage), or travel to visit the detainee. Children’s education is also often disrupted when their parents are detained. In this context, detention represents a serious threat to the financial stability of the detainee’s whole family and serves to perpetuate the cycle of poverty.

- Detention and incarceration can also have serious health implications for the poorest and most vulnerable, who are likely to be subject to the worst treatment and conditions, including overcrowded cells, inadequate hygiene facilities, rampant disease transmission, and inadequate health care. In some cases, overcrowding in prisons can have such a severe effect on detainees that the conditions may even amount to a form of cruel and inhuman treatment.

- Those who are poor and vulnerable are therefore likely to leave detention disproportionately disadvantaged financially, physically, and personally. After their release they will have depleted assets, reduced employment opportunities, limited access to social benefits, and severed community ties and family relationships, and will be subject to added social stigmatization and exclusion, diminishing even further their prospects of escaping poverty.

Below is a more detailed examination of the financial consequences of pretrial detention for detainees and their families, as measured by income and employment, education, and a variety of detention-related expenses.

**Income and Employment**

Persons detained awaiting trial cannot work or earn income while detained, and frequently lose their jobs, even when their time in pretrial detention is relatively brief. In England and Wales, for example, half of men and two-thirds of women
who were employed at the time of arrest lost their jobs as a result of their pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{178} If the period of detention is lengthy, detainees’ future earning potential is also undermined. Those who are self-employed—common to people working in much of the developing world—are at risk of bankruptcy, losing their goods through theft, missing sowing or harvesting season, or foregoing their trading space at the local market.

In Mexico, a study estimated the amount of income lost, as a result of their detention, by the country’s pretrial detainees who were employed at the time of arrest, as 1.3 billion pesos (or about US$100 million) in 2006.\textsuperscript{179} In Argentina, the collective amount of income lost per year by pretrial detainees was calculated at nearly 40 million pesos (or over US$10 million) in 2006.\textsuperscript{180}

A U.S. study of young men awaiting trial found that arrests, more than convictions, lead to lower earnings. This seems surprising, given that an arrestee is at least legally considered innocent.\textsuperscript{181} But many prospective employers do not consider this legal nicety, seeing an arrest as an indicator of guilt and refusing to hire those with an arrest record.

Pretrial detainees are not only at risk of losing their employment at the time of detention, but also risk long-term unemployment or underemployment after release. The stigma of detention, combined with lost education or training opportunities, severely limits detainees’ lifetime earnings. This is exacerbated by the fact that most pretrial detainees are between ages 20 and 40, which should be their wage earning peak. Income lost at this point in their lives almost certainly cannot be regained.

In countries that have Social Security or some other form of retirement program, the income lost today by a pretrial detainee will also hurt him later in life due to reduced contributions to the retirement plan. In Mexico, lost Social Security contributions caused by pretrial detention have been estimated at 17.6 million pesos (US$1.4 million) annually.\textsuperscript{182}

For every pretrial detainee who loses his job as a result of detention, there is a family paying the price. In some cases, his spouse—and even his children—must find work to make up for the lost income. But in other cases, his spouse must quit work because of the demands imposed by incarceration, including court appearances, prison visits, and taking food and other necessities to the incarcerated spouse. For the already-poor, the loss of income can be crippling. If, for example, the detainee and his spouse are subsistence farmers, it is likely impossible for the spouse to take on any additional work. In such a scenario, the spouse may be forced to sell the family's belongings, hastening the descent into abject poverty.
Benin: Lost Income, Thwarted Ambitions

A prisoner in Benin, who had been in pretrial detention for 30 months, reported that his family was trying to raise money to find a lawyer. As a result of his detention, his wife’s plans to start a business—a hairdressing salon—had to be abandoned and she was forced to work instead in the far less lucrative trade of street hairdressing. Not only had her small enterprise been scuttled, but her working hours were reduced by fruitless visits to the prosecutor and her daily visits to take food to the prison. In addition, her expenses increased because of travel demands. Her husband’s arrest pushed her from the brink of middle class stability to the edge of poverty.

In Sierra Leone, a survey of pretrial detainees found that virtually all detainees (94 percent) were economically active in some way at the time of their arrest. Moreover, 80 percent of the detainees had children (an average of 2.7 children per detainee with children), of whom almost three-quarters (74 percent) were dependents younger than 16. Some 42 percent of detainees had one or more dependent spouses reliant on them, and almost a quarter (23 percent) of the detainees had one or more dependent parents reliant on them. The average total number of dependents of a detainee was 4.2. A similar survey in Ghana found that the average total number of dependents per pretrial detainee was 7.9.

Particularly in socially conservative societies, it can be difficult for families...
to support themselves without a male income provider, as women have limited opportunities for employment. In these cases, the pretrial detention of a male wage earner is practically a guarantee of dire poverty. In Afghanistan, for example, the families of detained men are commonly reduced to begging because no other options for earning income are available.\textsuperscript{186}

**Poland: Three Months in Pretrial Detention, 30 Jobs Lost**\textsuperscript{187}

After three years of renovations and construction, Krzysztof P. was about to open a new boutique hotel and restaurant in the Polish city of Krakow. Before he could do so, Krzysztof and a dozen members of the construction crew were arrested by the police. The police sealed the hotel and froze its bank accounts. Krzysztof was charged with transgressing the building code and the law for the protection of historical monuments. The prosecutor alleged that the construction of the hotel was done without a permit, which Krzysztof disputed, and that the hotel’s new roof obstructed the chimneys of neighboring building thus “endangering the life and health of its inhabitants.”

The arrested members of the construction crew were released within 48 hours, but Krzysztof spent three-and-a-half months in pretrial detention. Although Krzysztof was eventually released, 30 hotel employees lost their jobs due to his pretrial detention and resulting delays in the hotel’s opening.

---

X’s two daughters drop out of school to work in the fields and sell the harvest in X’s absence

X’s sons drop out of school

Without oxen to plow the hard soil, the harvest is smaller than in the past

The household has to sell its oxen to pay for bribes, travel for X’s wife, food and a lawyer for X

The younger son must beg for money at the market

The older son must work on their plot of land

Assaulted as part of the interrogation

---
Education
Many pretrial detainees are young adults, some of whom will have their education interrupted as a result of their detention. Other detainees may have their job training interrupted, making it harder to find a job upon release and limiting their lifetime earning potential. Education and training opportunities are virtually nonexistent in pretrial detention, even if they are available to convicted prisoners.

In addition, the education of children is often disrupted when a parent is detained. These children have to take on new roles, including providing domestic, emotional, or financial support for other family members. According to an NGO report, such children “may have to move to a new area, a new home or a new school because of imprisonment.” A review of the literature on children whose mothers are detained found that those “children's lives are greatly disrupted... resulting in heightened rates of school failure and eventual criminal activity.” Particularly in developing countries, children are commonly forced out of school and into work, to replace the lost income of detained adults.

There is a body of research—focused primarily on sentenced prisoners—linking the imprisonment of parents to negative outcomes for their children, including increased propensity for violence and other antisocial behaviors, increased likelihood of suffering anxiety and depression, and decreased school attendance. Although it is not clear that a parent’s incarceration is by itself responsible for increased likelihood of criminality in the child, it is clear that children of detained parents are more likely to one day be imprisoned themselves.

For juveniles, pretrial detention interrupts their education, making it more difficult for some to return to school and find employment. Indeed, “economists have shown that the process of incarcerating youth will reduce their future earnings and their ability to remain in the workforce, and could change formerly detained youth into less stable employees.” The failure of detained juveniles to return to school affects public safety: according to the U.S. Department of Education, school dropouts are three-and-a-half times more likely than high school graduates to be arrested.

Some argue that prison can be used by prisoners to improve their skills and human capital by, for example, completing their high school education, earning university credits or degrees, and developing occupational skills through formal training programs or work assignments. However, such opportunities are typically denied to pretrial detainees, even where they are available to sentenced prisoners. Prison administrators do not see it as their responsibility to provide educational or occupational opportunities to pretrial detainees, focusing rather on convicted prisoners in need of rehabilitation.

Detention-Related Expenses
Entering pretrial detention not only limits one's income and earning potential—it actually costs money. In developing countries, authorities often fail to provide basic necessities, so detainees must pay for food, water, clothing, and bedding. Commonly, they must also pay bribes for “privileges” such as making a phone call, securing a place to sleep, and avoiding or lessening beatings. The annual cost to detainees of these extra-legal payments has been estimated at 539 million pesos (US$42.3 million) in Mexico, and 9 million pesos (US$2.3 million) in Argentina. It is important to bear in mind that Mexico and Argentina are not considered
developing countries and that the impact of bribes paid by pretrial detainees in poorer countries may be more severe when considered as a proportion of detainees’ income or net worth.

In Equatorial Guinea, for example, a male detainee kept in police custody for several months was forced to pay for food and drinking water. Kept in a cell that was partially open to the sky, he had no protection against malaria-carrying mosquitoes. He was repeatedly denied a hearing before a judge, access to a lawyer, or contact with his family. To calculate the costs to the man and his family, it would be necessary to add up—at a minimum—the man’s lost income (both immediate and lifetime), the burden on his spouse, the lost educational opportunities for his children, the direct costs of his food and water, and the costs of his contracting malaria.

---

**Indonesia: Hidden Costs of Detention**

Ms. Rina, aged 24, from West Sumatra, was arrested by police officers after allegedly stealing a mobile phone and money two weeks earlier in order to buy drugs. The officers took Ms. Rina directly to the theft victim’s house to broker a “peace deal,” meaning that she could avoid further judicial proceedings by paying the amount of 7,700,000 IDR (about US$820) directly to the victim. Ms. Rina rejected this settlement because she could not afford the amount. She was transferred to South Jakarta Polres (or district command), where she was interrogated. Ms. Rina was then temporarily detained in a cell she had to share with one other woman and seven men, before being interrogated for a second time on the same day.

Subsequently, Ms. Rina was transferred to another cell with seven to ten women. Every cell had to pay 250,000 IDR (about US$27) in rent and so-called “peace settlements,” a fee for not being harassed. In addition, each prisoner had to pay 30,000 IDR (about US$3) per month for electricity and laundry. The payment was made either to the head of the cell, who would forward the money to the guards, or directly to the guards. Detainees who refused to pay were beaten by the guards or had to work for other inmates in return for them settling their “debts.”

In addition to lost income, the families of pretrial detainees must wrestle with legal fees, the cost of bribes to corrupt criminal justice officials, and other expenses. When an income-earner is detained, family members must adjust not only to the loss of that income but also to costs of supporting that family member in detention, including travel to visit the detainee, food and personal items for the detainee, and, often, bribes to guards. In Nigeria, “pretrial detainees reported that they are forced to pay for food, bathing, contacting family members, receiving visitors, and medication.” Wealthier detainees may have to absorb the cost of private defense counsel (although, as noted earlier, wealthier people are unlikely to find themselves in pretrial detention).
Brazil: Impact of Detention on a Poor Household

The following is an abridged account of the socioeconomic impact of pretrial detention on the detainee’s wife and children. The account is contained in a report produced by a group of Brazilian NGOs:

Sonia, who lives in the neighborhood of Benfica in Rio de Janeiro, explained that her husband was arrested in October 2008 on suspicion of receiving stolen goods. She is now left to look after four children by herself. In addition, she has to provide such items as soap, toilet paper, shaving cream, and razors for her husband. Her only regular income is the R$90 (US$40) per month she receives from the Bolsa Familia program for her children attending school. She tries to find work where she can, but this is normally nothing more than a day’s cleaning for which she receives some R$60. In addition to her family’s basic needs, Sonia has to meet the cost of a lawyer, of buying food for her husband at the market, and of travelling to see him four times a month (at R$10 per round trip). Crucially, Sonia must also find R$150 per month to pay her rent. Sonia knows that if this situation continues, she and her children will eventually lose their home. Sonia’s story is not exceptional, and it is therefore no surprise that women with a partner in prison risk becoming involved in drug dealing or other illegal activities in order to support their families.

In Malawi, neither the police nor any other government agency provides food to detainees at police stations. The detainees are entirely reliant on friends and relatives for their meals. This places a terrible burden on the families concerned, especially when a breadwinner is detained. For detainees without families, the situation is even more dire as they are dependent on fellow detainees for food. Detainees are not supplied with a uniform and are permitted to wear their own clothing, as is the practice internationally. However, if a detainee’s clothing is no longer suitable, the police service does not supply alternative clothing and detainees are dependent on their relatives to supply them with clothing. Moreover, detainees are not provided with the means to wash their clothes, but are reliant on their relatives to provide them with soap, or must send their clothes home with relatives to be washed. The police service also does not provide sanitary napkins to female detainees.

Below are case studies about two pretrial detainees in Malawi, including an analysis of the financial costs the defendants and their families suffered as a result of detention.
“Mr. L.” (detained for nine months)

In December 2009, Mr. L., a 46-year-old farmer who lives outside Lilongwe, was arrested for theft. His income at the time of arrest was average for Malawi: about MK80,000 ($530) per year. Once in pretrial detention, Mr. L. did not have any means of contacting family members and no knowledge of bail or court procedures. Fortunately for Mr. L., a group of paralegals conducted a clinic about detainees’ rights at the prison where he was kept. These paralegals discovered that Mr. L. had been in detention for nine months even though the state’s case against him was weak (e.g. no one witnessed him commit the alleged theft). The paralegals alerted the prosecutor’s office, which withdrew the charges against Mr. L. for lack of evidence.

Costs incurred by Mr. L. and his family ($1,975): Mr. L.’s nine months in pretrial detention was financially devastating for him and his family. Mr. L. suffered losses of nearly $2,000—a real fortune in Malawi. Moreover, Mr. L. lost his farm and had to work as a tenant farmer, dropping his income from MK80,000 to only MK10,000 ($66) (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Losses in MK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wife hospitalized upon his imprisonment due to stress.</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin disease contracted while in pretrial detention required treatment.</td>
<td>3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife’s visits Mr. L. at police cells, prison, and at court (food: MK30,000; transport: MK9,000; medicines and sundries: MK20,000).</td>
<td>59,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property stolen from Mr. L.’s home while he was in detention (batteries, battery charger, bicycle, seeds, tobacco, maize, chairs, radio, and farm equipment).</td>
<td>80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. L.’s wife requires medicines and treatment after contracting skin disease from Mr. L.</td>
<td>5,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nine months of lost income (MK6,670 x 9).</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diseases contracted in detention make it impossible for Mr. L. to resume work productively for some months after his release.</td>
<td>80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL COSTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>MK298,100</strong> ($1,975)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Mr. B.” (detained for five months)

In April 2009, Mr. B., age 41, from the Lilongwe area, was arrested on a charge of “theft by servant” when his employer accused him of stealing a radio. Mr. B. was not bailed and spent five months in pretrial detention until he was tried, acquitted, and released.

Costs incurred by Mr. B. and his family ($1,606): Mr. B. and his wife suffered expenses and losses of a bit over $1,600. The eventual figure is likely to be higher as Mr. B. lost a well-paying job upon his arrest. Upon his release he obtained a much lower paying job in the informal economy (Table 2).

Table 2:
Expenses and losses incurred by Mr. B. and his family as a result of his pretrial detention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEASUREABLE ECONOMIC COSTS</th>
<th>Losses in MK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With the arrest, Mr. B. lost his job with an annual salary of MK144,000. He now works in the informal economy but receives no more than MK36,000 annually.</td>
<td>108,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My B.’s wife had a small business selling clothes that contributed about MK75,000 a year. The business went bankrupt because of the time she spent providing support to Mr. B. in pretrial detention.</td>
<td>75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. B.’s wife incurred expenses to visit Mr. B. at the police station (MK1,400), at court (MK7,200), and at the prison (MK42,000) over a five-month period.</td>
<td>50,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of clothes, soap, and sundries supplied to Mr. B. by his wife.</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. B. was assaulted by other prisoners: cost of treatment at clinic.</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. B. contracted skin disease in prison: cost of (unsuccessful) treatment.</td>
<td>880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. B.’s wife began to suffer from high blood pressure problems upon Mr. B.’s arrest: treatment and medication.</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL COSTS</td>
<td>MK 242,480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

($1,606)
CRIMINOGENIC IMPACT OF DETENTION

It is likely that the overuse of pretrial detention does not reduce crime, but in fact actually increases it. Excessive pretrial detention, as discussed above, impoverishes individuals and their families, leading some into the underground economy or even outright crime. Where pretrial detainees are mixed with experienced criminals, the detainees can actually learn to become criminals in pretrial detention. The overuse of pretrial detention can also destabilize communities, breaking down social norms against committing crime, while at the family level this destabilizing effect can lead the children of pretrial detainees to eventually commit crimes themselves.

The excessive and arbitrary use of pretrial detention may bring about conditions which often quite directly increase the number of potential offenders in a society. To the extent that pretrial detention leaves the detainee without a job and reduces his prospects of finding one, it may lead him to making a living by whatever means necessary. This is especially true if being in pretrial detention exposed him to criminal gangs and culture, and taught him about crime.

There is significant evidence to show that prisons serve as “schools” or “breeding grounds” for crime. Prisons psychologically harm their inmates, making their adjustment to society upon release more difficult, with one consequence being that at least some of them will turn to crime. Much of the literature on the effects of incarceration argues that the confined spaces of prisons reinforce certain forms of negative behavior. For example, by examining the social learning contingencies that exist in prisons, it was found that prisoners face “overwhelming positive reinforcement” by the peer group for a variety of antisocial behaviors, so much so that even staff interacted with the inmates in a way that promoted a pro-criminal environment.

A U.S. study has shown that once juveniles are detained awaiting trial, even when controlling for prior offenses, they are more likely than non-detained juveniles charged with a crime to engage in future delinquent behavior, with the “detention experience increasing the odds that the youth will recidivate.” The failure of previously detained juveniles to return to school affects public safety as, according to the U.S. Department of Education, school dropouts are three-and-a-half-times more likely than high school graduates to be arrested.

In a 2008 report on Brazil, the then UN Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions, Philip Alston, noted that:

In most prisons, the state fails to exert sufficient control over inmates, and lets gangs (or other prisoners in “neutral prisons”) sort out amongst themselves matters of internal prison security. Selected inmates are often given more power over other prisoners’ daily lives than guards. They assume control of (sometimes brutal) internal discipline and the distribution of food, medicine, and hygiene kits. This practice often results in allowing gang-leaders to run prisons.

Even when a new inmate has no gang affiliation whatsoever, Alston noted that the inmate may be required by prison administrators to pick a gang with which to be affiliated. Prisoners who refuse are often assigned to a gang by the prison administration. “The state practice of requiring gang identification essentially amounts to the state recruiting prisoners into gangs. Ultimately, this contributes to the growth
of gangs outside prison and elevates crime rates more generally.\textsuperscript{210}

As is the case with convicted prisoners, pretrial detainees invariably face similar criminogenic influences, especially if detained for extended periods under crowded and poor conditions. The risk is greater in places where convicted prisoners and pretrial detainees are not separated, or where pretrial detainees charged with minor offenses are incarcerated together with detainees suspected of having committed serious crimes—both common scenarios in many overcrowded prison systems around the world.

A review of 20 EU countries found that nearly all the countries surveyed mix pretrial detainees and convicted prisoners for activities, primarily due to the lack of resources to do otherwise.\textsuperscript{211} An official survey conducted in England and Wales found that in 88 percent of prison establishments, pretrial detainees and convicted prisoners were mixed for activities and in 67 percent they shared residential accommodation. In male prisons, 38 percent of pretrial detainees shared cells with convicted prisoners.\textsuperscript{212} As discussed earlier in this chapter, in the developing world it is common for pretrial detainees to be mixed with sentenced prisoners throughout their detention.

Little research has been undertaken on the broader social impact of excessive pretrial detention, specifically on communities and society as a whole. However, there is research on the impact of mass incarceration as seen in countries such as the U.S., Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, and South Africa (all countries with incarceration rates in excess of 330 per 100,000 of the general population). It is likely that the effects of mass pretrial detention are similar to those of mass incarceration:

\begin{quote}
When most families in a neighborhood lose fathers to prison, the distortion of family structure affects relationship norms between men and women as well as between parents and children, reshaping family and community across generations. And, while families in poor neighborhoods have traditionally been able to employ extended networks of kin and friends to weather hard times, incarceration strains these sustaining relationships, diminishing people’s ability to survive material and emotional difficulties. As a result, incarceration is producing a deep social transformation in the families and communities of prisoners – families and communities, it should be noted, that are disproportionately poor.\textsuperscript{213}
\end{quote}

High rates of incarceration, including pretrial detention, can have the “unintended consequence of destabilizing communities.”\textsuperscript{214} Removals from, and releases to, communities disrupt relationships and weaken social norms, in that maintenance of these norms is based on long-term relationships. Existing social norms that once militated against committing crime are undone by the pressures of mass pretrial detention and the concomitant economic losses; increased crime follows.

If, at the macro level, excessive pretrial detention is likely to have a destabilizing and criminogenic effect on communities, at the micro level, it is likely to have that same effect on families—especially the children of pretrial detainees. The imprisonment of parents has been linked to negative outcomes for their children, including increased propensity for violence and other antisocial behaviors, increased likelihood of suffering anxiety and depression, and decreased school attendance.\textsuperscript{215} Children of incarcerated parents are also more at risk of sexually
transmitted infection and/or teen pregnancy. Although it is not clear that a parent’s incarceration is by itself responsible for increased likelihood of criminality in the child, it is clear that children of imprisoned parents are more likely to one day be imprisoned themselves.

CONCLUSION

Although an individual’s pretrial detention may last only a few weeks, the impact can be felt over the rest of his life—and indeed, into the next generation. A book on the English bail system, *Bail or Custody*, provides an example of the impact pretrial detention has on a detainee and his family, showing the far-reaching impact pretrial detention can have. The example is about a 29-year-old truck driver who lived with his wife, his retired-father-in-law, and his eight-year-old son in a council house in England. He was arrested in connection with a robbery and held in pretrial detention after police successfully opposed bail. When the case was scheduled for trial, the police withdrew their objection and bail was granted. After almost four weeks in pretrial detention, the defendant found he had lost his job and the rent on the house where he had lived for seven years was in arrears. He and his family were evicted. The mental strain of the situation caused the defendant’s wife to suffer a nervous breakdown and so disturbed his son that he had to be given psychiatric treatment. The defendant’s time in detention made it difficult to get work, yet he could not obtain unemployment benefits because he was awaiting trial and was not, according to the local labor bureau, available for work. Four months after his arrest, the defendant was tried and acquitted. But the damage was done.

In most countries, pretrial detainees suffer real privations as a result of generally deplorable conditions of detention. In many places, the conditions of detention—including the availability of food, proper bedding, health care, sanitary ablution facilities, and the level of crowding—are considerably worse than the conditions under which convicted prisoners are incarcerated. This is an outrageous state of affairs given that pretrial detainees have not been convicted of a crime and, indeed, a substantial proportion of detainees are not convicted of the crimes of which they have been charged.

In a large number of jurisdictions, the poor conditions of detention serve an instrumental purpose. The more depraved the conditions under which defendants are detained awaiting trial, the greater the incentive to admit guilt and thereby be transferred to a prison for convicted prisoners. In many places, the abuse and torture of pretrial detainees is rife as police investigators seek to extract confessions. This leads to the innocent being convicted and the real culprits going unpunished, thereby undermining public trust in the justice system.

In virtually all cases, it is poorer detainees—the poorest of the poor—who languish under the worst conditions of confinement. Without money to bribe a guard or cell leader, such detainees are most likely to be allocated the worst spaces in overcrowded cells and the last to receive the meager rations authorities provide for pretrial detainees. Unable to afford a lawyer, indigent detainees are also at greatest risk of being abused and tortured by police wishing to extract a confession or bribe, or both.

For pretrial detainees who contract disease or who are damaged physically...
or psychologically by torture during their detention, the long-term effects are so great as to be nearly incalculable. A man who emerges from pretrial detention having contracted HIV risks passing it to his wife or partner(s). He will have a shorter lifespan and reduced earning potential, which can affect the educational attainment and hence income potential of his children. And the disease will cost his family in the form of medical bills and the wages they forfeit while caring for him. For even a wealthy family, this scenario is disastrous. For an already poor family, it is a nightmare.

An obvious solution to the many problems enumerated in this chapter would be to improve the conditions of pretrial detention. A better solution would be to sharply curtail its overuse.
The Causes of Arbitrary and Excessive Use of Pretrial Detention

INTRODUCTION

International human rights treaties emphasize the essential distinction between people who have been found guilty, convicted by a court of law, and sentenced to prison, and those who have not. Because of the presumption of innocence, the law views prisoners awaiting trial (or awaiting the outcome of a trial) differently from those found guilty. The presumption of innocence is universal, and to treat a detainee as anything other than presumed-innocent is to violate international human rights norms.

International standards require that states only use pretrial detention when reasonable grounds exist to believe that the arrestee has been involved in the commission of the alleged offense, and there is a demonstrable risk that the person concerned will abscond, interfere with the course of justice, or commit a serious offense. These standards also mandate the widest possible use of alternatives to pretrial detention.

Further, the decision to detain a person cannot be arbitrary. As the UN Human Rights Commission has ruled, “The notion of ‘arbitrariness’ is not to be equated with ‘against the law,’ but must be interpreted more broadly to include elements of inappropriateness, injustice, lack of predictability and due process of law.” As a result, pretrial detention “must not only be lawful but reasonable and necessary in all the circumstances.”

Using pretrial detention excessively and/or arbitrarily is not only a violation of international norms, but often unnecessary. Most pretrial detainees pose no threat to society and should not be in detention. Many of those held in pretrial detention will have their charges withdrawn due to a lack of incriminating evidence, while others will be acquitted at trial. Still others will be found guilty of minor, non-violent offenses for which imprisonment is inappropriate or for which the maximum custodial sentence is less than the time spent awaiting trial. Yet, globally one out of three prisoners is in pretrial detention and in many places the majority of prisoners are pretrial detainees. Too many states use pretrial detention excessively, rather than as the last resort it is intended to be.

The overuse of pretrial detention reflects a fundamental lack of coherence over how the presumption of innocence should be balanced against the need to
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protect the public. Even in states with well-functioning, well-funded criminal justice systems, the presumption of innocence is more of a theory than a reality. Often, the criminal justice professionals—from police to prosecutors to judges—entrusted to apply the principle of innocent-until-proven-guilty have little clarity as to what the concept means, or how it should function in practice.

Myriad factors drive the global overuse of pretrial detention. Many of those factors stem from various violations of the right to be presumed innocent. For example, numerous jurisdictions allow courts to engage in “preventive justice”—to detain individuals for fear that they will commit a crime if released, based on the fact that they have been charged with a crime. Some jurisdictions have restrictive laws that openly flout the presumption of innocence, while others may have appropriate laws on the books, but ignore limits on pretrial detention in practice. And still other jurisdictions may have imprecise laws that lead to the arbitrary application of pretrial detention.

Politics and public pressure also play a role in the excessive use of pretrial detention. As this chapter explores, public fears about crime and populist “tough on crime” policy responses result in many people being locked up who should be released pending trial. Relatedly, there is often a dearth of political will to challenge the tough-on-crime approach. The powerful influence of police and prosecutors, as well as official corruption, are also factors.

There are other, more mundane, reasons for the excessive or arbitrary use of pretrial detention. Procedural factors, such as the lack of time allocated to bail hearings, can increase pretrial detention. A lack of coordination between the state’s criminal justice agencies, or inadequate resourcing for criminal justice systems, may result in police agencies lacking the human and technological resources to forensically investigate crimes. An almost universal dearth of quality legal assistance for arrestees during the pretrial stage of the criminal justice process often aggravates such systemic weaknesses.

Many—probably most—countries in the world use pretrial detention excessively and arbitrarily because of the factors listed above. Indeed, a number of the causes are linked and reinforce one another. Imprecise laws, for example, both impede effective collaboration between criminal justice agencies and foster corruption. Corruption, in turn, frequently leads to arbitrary detention practices and siphons away scarce resources available for providing state-funded legal assistance to the indigent. To understand why pretrial detention is so grossly overused, it is necessary to explore in greater detail its many causes.

THE PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE: AN ELUSIVE ASPIRATION

The presumption of innocence is a fundamental right accorded in international law to anyone who has been charged with an offense. Under this right, accused persons should not be declared guilty until a court has established their guilt, and pretrial detention should be the exception rather than the rule. However, while international standards protect the individual right to liberty, pretrial detention is—within limitation—acknowledged as a legitimate exception to this right.
The presumption of innocence is based on widely held ideas about the limits to state power in a free society. While even democratic states have extensive powers to investigate, prosecute, and punish, they cannot do so in violation of individuals’ autonomy and dignity. The presumption of innocence seeks to protect individuals against arbitrary and excessive state action. However, even in places like Europe where there are strong legislative and jurisprudential checks on state power, the presumption of innocence is “not a factual but a normative assumption.”

A review of the literature and European standards on the presumption of innocence provides little legal guidance on what the concept means in practice:

[The] literature seems to be utterly divided on the standards that can be deduced from the presumption of innocence curtailing pre-trial detention. Moreover, the European institutions fail to give any standards. The literature shows that existing rules can be either confirmed or rejected by the presumption.... This indicates that the presumption of innocence can be seen as an important but abstract principle operating in the background.... The presumption of innocence is thus a principle that has little operational value with regard to pre-trial detention when trying to improve or criticize it.  

Given this lack of clarity, states use pretrial detention in ways that override the presumption of innocence. Pretrial detention has become “a popular preventive instrument serving the purpose of security, and hence an intensively used one.” As Western countries in particular have become increasingly obsessed with reducing the risk of crime, they have turned to pretrial detention as a strategy. Countries such as Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Panama explicitly permit judicial officers to detain defendants as a preventive strategy.  

Preventive justice is the polar opposite of the presumption of innocence. Yet preventive justice easily validates itself in the eyes of policymakers, even in the absence of empirical data. As Laurence H. Tribe has noted:

Once the government has instituted a system of imprisonment openly calculated to prevent crimes committed by persons awaiting trial, the system will appear to be malfunctioning only when it releases persons who prove to be worse risks than anticipated. The pretrial misconduct of these persons will seem to validate, and will indeed augment, the fear and insecurity that the system is calculated to appease. But when the system detains persons who could safely have been released, its errors will be invisible. Since no detained defendant will commit a public offense, each decision to detain fulfills the prophecy that is thought to warrant it, while any decision to release may be refuted by its results.

The inevitable consequence is a continuing pressure to broaden the system in order to reach ever more potential detainees. Indeed, this pressure will be generated by the same fears which made preventive detention seem attractive in the first place.

The pressure on judges to use preventive justice compounds the already difficult task of translating the theory of the presumption of innocence into the reality of detention/release decisions. That complex process of making rights real often results in vague laws and the arbitrary application of pretrial detention.
International law calls for the following practices to protect people accused of a crime from the arbitrary and excessive application of pretrial detention:

- Following arrest, people accused of criminal misconduct are entitled to a prompt, often automatic, appearance before a judicial officer, who reviews the propriety of the arrest and decides whether pretrial detention or imposition of some form of bail is appropriate.
- All such hearings should carry a presumption in favor of pretrial release and a sense that pretrial restrictions should be proportional to the particular case and the charges brought.
- Pretrial detention must be warranted by specific conditions, such as: the arrestee poses a risk of flight, a risk to the conduct of the investigation or judicial proceeding, or a risk of further criminal activity.
- Courts must have a range of alternatives to pretrial detention available to them, which affords them flexibility in determining what sort of bail or other pretrial restriction, short of detention, is appropriate to the circumstances.

However, in practice many states disregard these international standards, even where national legislation closely mirrors these principles. The problem is that international standards are vague: a state may comply with them on paper, yet violate them in practice. As some legal scholars have noted, “there is scope for legitimate disagreement as to precisely what is meant by expressions such as ‘promptly’, [and] ‘without undue delay’ vis-à-vis the need that an accused be expeditiously brought before a court for a bail hearing and subsequently stand trial.”

The task of translating theory into practice usually falls to judges, who are asked to rule on pretrial detention versus pretrial release. Most bail regimes ask the courts to consider several criteria in bail decision-making, and to take numerous factors into account in making a determination. This is inherently difficult, and judges often do not have enough information to make such an important decision.

In addition, the judicial officers who make these complex decisions tend to be junior magistrates or judges with little courtroom experience. In England and Wales, for example, the lay magistrates who make many of the bail decisions are non-professionals who receive only limited training. Faced with uncertainty, complex criteria, and lack of information, many judges err on the side of detaining arrestees, despite laws and norms favoring pretrial release, and even though most arrestees pose no risk to the community.

Studies have documented the arbitrary work of judicial decision makers, as identical cases produce a wide variety of rulings by judicial officers. As one such study noted, even well intentioned decision makers are subject to “random fluctuations in attention, perception, mood, and so on.” Given that pretrial detention can influence an arrestee's likelihood of entering a guilty plea, receiving a conviction, and receiving a custodial sentence, these “random fluctuations” can change an arrestee's life.

According to many scholars, even professional assessors have difficulty
making detention/release judgments accurately enough to justify the detention of people against whom no criminal charge has been proven. Jack F. Williams of Georgia State University’s College of Law concluded that “studies on predicting dangerousness have shown that experts are accurate at predictions of dangerousness about one-third of the time and that experts overpredict dangerousness, yielding a false positive rate of sixty percent.” While systematic risk assessment tools offer an intriguing new avenue, most jurisdictions leave arrestees prey to the impressions of an official who understands that detention produces 100 percent compliance, regardless of its injustice.

As Williams notes, an assessment of dangerousness is prone to faulty prediction, leading to the arbitrary application of pretrial detention, or even outright abuse. The discretion granted to judges in making detention/release decisions can result in arbitrary fluctuations based on the rate of crime or the public’s fear of crime. And the potential for abuse makes groups such as ethnic minorities and migrants particularly vulnerable to excessive pretrial detention.

The wide discretion granted to judges is compounded by the vagueness of legislation governing the maximum length of pretrial detention. For example, the European Convention on Human Rights stipulates that accused persons must have a fair and public hearing within a “reasonable time,” without specifying the meaning of “reasonable.” While some E.U. member states have set maximum time limits for pretrial detention, these often come with legislative provisions enabling extension of pretrial detention after expiration of the statutory time limit. An assessment of 15 E.U. member states in 2011 found that France, Ireland, Lithuania, Romania, and Spain have no maximum period of pretrial detention. Germany and Poland allow extensions with no upper limit, while the Czech Republic and Slovakia have maximum periods of up to four years.

Equally vague laws govern the use of alternatives to pretrial detention. Typically, judicial discretion alone determines whether an arrestee is offered an alternative to pretrial detention. A review of pretrial detention laws and practices in the 27 E.U. member states found that the introduction of alternatives to pretrial detention resulted in virtually no reduction in the number of detainees incarcerated as a proportion of all prisoners. The authors of the review concluded, “even in countries where alternative measures are explicitly mentioned in law, in some cases, the law
itself does not give an explicit objective of these alternatives...even the conditions under which they might be applied are lacking.”

The reluctance to use alternatives to pretrial detention can be seen in data from two countries. In 2006 and 2007, Latvian courts imposed house arrest in 15 cases, money bail in 32 cases, and pretrial detention without bail in 27,000 cases. Similarly, between 2005 and 2007, Hungary made 381 orders of “geographic ban” (barring arrestees from leaving a specified geographic area without prior authorization), 153 orders of house arrest, and almost 15,000 orders of pretrial detention.

And while some countries have (admittedly vague) laws that allow alternatives to pretrial detention, others refuse to even consider such options. Fewer than one-third of E.U. member states have provisions allowing courts to require accused persons, in lieu of detention, to not engage in particular conduct, to adhere to supervision, to submit to electronic monitoring, or to live under house arrest, and scarcely more than half have provisions for the release of individuals who report to the police on an imposed schedule. In many cases, the refusal to consider alternatives to pretrial detention comes in response to public pressure.

RESTRICTIVE LAWS PROMOTE PRETRIAL DETENTION

While some laws and practices governing pretrial detention are vague and arbitrary, others are overly narrow and needlessly restrictive. So while even persons charged with serious offenses are presumed innocent until convicted by a court, some jurisdictions require pretrial detention for persons charged with certain crimes. Austria, for example, requires pretrial detention for anyone charged with a crime that carries a minimum penalty of 10 years or more (although there are some exceptions), and Belgium requires it for crimes carrying a penalty of more than 15 years. A number of Latin American countries have a list of offenses—typically consisting of relatively serious crimes such as robbery—for which pretrial detention is mandatory. These laws clearly violate the international norm that pretrial detention should be an exceptional measure.

Some jurisdictions, while not prohibiting pretrial release outright, restrict courts’ ability to release certain categories of accused persons before trial. In South Africa, for example, a person charged with a serious violent crime must be detained awaiting trial, unless he produces evidence which satisfies the court that exceptional circumstances exist which should permit his release. In the United States, a 1984 law creates a rebuttable presumption as to both dangerousness and flight risk in respect of persons charged with, inter alia, serious drug offenses (those carrying penalties of ten years or more) and offenses involving the use of a firearm in crimes of violence or in drug trafficking crimes. The law’s restrictive provisions have been upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court.

Another international norm routinely violated in statute is the limitation on arrestees’ time in facilities under the control of their interrogators or investigators. This time should not exceed the time required by law to obtain a judicial warrant of pretrial detention, which, in any case, should not exceed a period of 48 hours. In a number of jurisdictions, however, the domestic legal framework provides for lengthy and even indefinite periods of detention in police custody. Regulations
which provide for extended police custody only in “exceptional circumstances” often become standard practice. Some countries provide for maximum periods of police custody of up to 12 days (instead of the international norm of 48 hours), including some that have provision for repeated and indefinite extensions. Others provide vague allocations of “reasonable time.”

**FLOUTING LIMITS ON DETENTION**

Many jurisdictions have legislation stipulating, appropriately, that police custody may last for only 24 or 48 hours (or in rarer instances, 72 hours). However, in practice such laws are routinely ignored. For example, in Mauritania, the U.N. Working Group on Arbitrary Detention found that police custody is not extended in writing as required by law; in most of the police stations visited by the Working Group, authorities were not able to produce extension authorizations despite a number of detainees claiming to have been in detention considerably beyond the permitted 48 hours. The Working Group also found that prosecutors often obscure such violations through authorizations written after the fact. Prosecutors and judicial officers rubberstamp applications for extended custody without looking into the merits of individual requests. Some prosecutors, the Human Rights Council reported, lack “professional distance” from police authorities and instead collude in ways that violate arrestees’ rights.

In Kenya, police flout the statutory requirement that persons be brought before a judicial authority within 24 hours of arrest by transferring arrestees between police lockups, which allows them to describe the transfer as a release and fresh detention, thus starting a new 24-hour cycle. The U.N. Human Rights Council has reported flagrant non-compliance, in several countries, with the rule that all detainees must be brought before a judicial authority within 72 hours.

The Malawi Constitution requires that arrested persons be brought before a court within 48 hours of arrest for charging and a bail hearing. However, an audit of five police stations in 2010 found that police custody regularly exceeded 48 hours. In Lilongwe, Malawi’s capital, 13 percent of arrestees had been in police custody for more than five days at the time of the audit. In Nepal, time limits are also frequently flouted, with one report indicating that persons detained by the police were taken before a court within the time limit in only about half of all cases.

**PUBLIC PRESSURE AND POPULIST POLICY RESPONSES**

Public policy is not developed in a vacuum. Examples abound of policymakers exploiting public fear of crime—or, conversely, being driven by it—to restrict the pretrial release of defendants awaiting trial.

In 1989 the Irish Supreme Court took the position that preventive detention—denying pretrial release because the accused may commit an offense while out on bail—amounts to a denial of the presumption of innocence. The court held that, “The accepted method of preventing the commission of future offences is the threat of conviction and punishment... [A]ny imprisonment before conviction has a substantial punitive content and it would be improper for any court to refuse bail as
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However, a plebiscite overturned the 1989 Irish Supreme Court decision. Pressure from the Irish police, who argued that “bail banditry” had become a problem, resulted in a 1996 referendum that amended the Irish Constitution to allow for the refusal of bail to a person charged with a serious offense. Despite opposition to this constitutional change by, among others, the Law Reform Commission of Ireland, the popular vote carried the proposal.

A 1997 South African law requiring arrestees accused of serious violent crimes to present evidence in order to obtain pretrial release followed a period of rising crime and fear of crime in the country in the mid-1990s. In a 1999 ruling, the South African Constitutional Court upheld the restrictive law.

In Latin America, the number of pretrial detainees vastly exceeded the number of sentenced prisoners, until a wave of reforms in the 1990s—including reforms specifically aimed at decreasing pretrial detention—largely succeeded in addressing the problem. However, as increasing violent crime and increasing fear of crime—both fed by the drug war—became prevalent in the region, a counter-reform backlash took hold. Between 1999 and 2007, ten Latin American countries adopted counter-reforms which restrict the right to pretrial release, either through legislation or executive decree.

Public concerns about crime—or, at least, the translation of such concerns into official policy—are often based on perception, rather than facts. In a number of developed countries, the use of pretrial detention has increased, even as violent crime has declined. In Australia, the total number of convicted prisoners increased by around 20 percent between 1995 and 2004; over the same period, the number of pretrial detainees jumped almost 150 percent. An underlying reason for this trend has been a hardening of public and official attitudes towards people abusing alcohol and drugs and, relatedly, toward people with mental health problems. An analysis of trends among pretrial detainees in the Australian state of Victoria, for example, showed declines in seriousness of criminal history at the same time as there were indications of increasingly severe drug and alcohol abuse and mental health problems. These changes in detainee characteristics are one of the significant reasons for Victoria’s increase in pretrial detention numbers in recent years.

In many jurisdictions, alarmist media reporting on judges deemed “soft” on crime for releasing someone awaiting trial who is charged with a serious offense, or who subsequently commits an offense, places pressure on judges to err on the side of detention rather than release. In other places, such as Ukraine, judges are reluctant to use alternatives to pretrial detention because professional success depends on being perceived as tough on crime. As one Dutch judge commented, “If you are skilful, you can detain virtually anyone.”

A similar fear of being perceived as soft on crime dogs many politicians. In some countries, interference by politicians in the operational functions of the police and even prosecution is rife. Police may carry out arrests on the orders of a political or an administrative authority (such as a governor, government representative, or the military) rather than on the basis of an independent investigation into an alleged criminal offense. Where politicians and prosecutors campaign for election based on their crime-fighting bona fides, it is not surprising to find high rates of pretrial detention, even if the overuse of pretrial detention has not been shown to reduce crime.
DEARTH OF POLITICAL WILL

For politicians and government officials, seeking to reduce pretrial detention is a risky business. In the United States, for example, controversy over the furlough of a convicted murderer and accusations of being soft on crime in the 1988 presidential campaign “changed the course of that race.” Thus, pressure for reform often comes not from politicians or officials, but from international bodies or as the result of intolerable prison conditions abruptly exposed due to a disaster such as a prison fire or riot. However, even in such cases, official enthusiasm for reform is often short-lived because of political risk and the popular backlash governments may face when they seek to reduce pretrial detention numbers.

In India, for example, various state governments and the federal government have set up several committees to suggest ways to reform the country’s prison system, including the overuse of pretrial detention. One of the most well-known and comprehensive of these was the All India Committee on Jail Reforms, 1980-1983, which submitted 639 recommendations to the central government on all areas of prison administration and prisoner rights. Yet, “almost all of the recommendations of this and other committees lie gathering dust without the political will to implement them.” This remains so, even though the Supreme Court and the High Courts in India have commented at length upon the deplorable conditions inside prisons and the resulting violation of prisoners’ rights. The National and State Human Rights Commissions in India have also, in their annual reports, drawn attention to the appalling conditions and urged governments to introduce reforms—all to little avail.

In neighboring Bangladesh, government commissions were set up in 1957 and in 1978 to recommend prison reforms. In both cases, the process of implementing these has been extremely slow. The recommendations contained in the Bangladesh Jail Reform Commission Report of 1980 remain largely unimplemented. In 2002, the government set up a Ministerial Committee for Jail Reforms, headed by the state minister for home affairs. Almost a decade later, the recommendations remain unimplemented.

In Nigeria, the federal government has frequently expressed an ostensible interest in improving prison conditions and access to justice for pretrial detainees. The establishment of a Presidential Taskforce on Prison Reforms and Decongestion led to the release of some 8,000 prisoners in 1999. However, no long-term policy was adopted to address the problems of pretrial detention and within a few years the country’s prisons were as congested as they were before the release. In 2001, then Minister of Interior Chief Sunday Afolabi said that the government would review prison laws and initiate prison reforms. In 2002, then President Olusegun Obasanjo described the situation of inmates awaiting trial as “inhuman.” Over the next five years, the number of committees and reports built up:

- A 2005 report by the National Working Group on Prison Reform and Decongestion (which reviewed 144 Nigerian prisons) lamented the high proportion of prison inmates who were pretrial detainees.
- An Inter-Ministerial Summit on the State of Remand Inmates in Nigeria’s Prisons was established in 2005 to review the report of the previous Working Group on Prison Reform. It recommended the federal government address prison crowding and the problem of pretrial detainees, with special
attention to a shortage of defense counsel.

- The Presidential Committee on Prison Reform and Rehabilitation was established in 2006. President Obasanjo said that the federal government would implement the committee’s recommendations. ⁶⁰

- Another committee, the Presidential Commission on the Reform of the Administration of Justice, followed. The president asked the commission to undertake a case-by-case audit of various categories of inmates, such as pretrial detainees.

- In 2007, the Committee on the Harmonization of Reports of Presidential Committees Working on Justice Sector Reform reiterated the commission’s recommendations.

At the time of writing, none of the aforementioned working groups, summits, committees, and commissions had changed Nigeria’s pretrial justice system or reduced the number of prisoners awaiting trial. Over the last 20 years, the proportion of pretrial detainees has consistently hovered between two-thirds and three-quarters of all prisoners confined in Nigeria’s overcrowded prison infrastructure. ⁶¹

Nigeria represents, perhaps, a particularly egregious case in which promises have been broken and the federal government’s own appointees’ findings ignored, but it is fair to say that political considerations block penal reform in general—and the reduction of pretrial detention in particular—throughout the world.

**POLICE AND PROSECUTORIAL INFLUENCE**

Police and prosecutors nearly always favor pretrial detention over pretrial release. The police are typically convinced that a defendant is guilty, and the prosecution service, working closely with the police, adopts this position. ⁶² For police and prosecutors, the excessive use of pretrial detention offers two important benefits. First, pretrial detainees are guaranteed to stand trial, cannot interfere with witnesses and the criminal investigation, and do not pose a risk to public security. Second, pretrial detainees—especially those without legal representation—are at the largely unfettered beck and call of detectives and prosecutors for repeated questioning, and are more likely to cooperate with their interrogators by making admissions or confessions.

In the United States, prosecutors have the authority to pursue a plea agreement and bargain with an arrestee. Federal prosecutors, who prosecute the most serious violent crimes and drug-related offenses, have discretion over pretrial detention, which allows them to use it as a bargaining chip during plea negotiations. This system “converts pretrial detention from a method of protecting society from crimes committed by criminals out on bail into a tool which helps prosecutors obtain information or convictions.” ⁶⁵ Threatening someone with pretrial detention can be persuasive: pretrial detainees are more likely to be convicted and, if convicted, given a custodial sentence compared to similar arrestees who await their trials at liberty. ⁶⁴ Even for detainees unaware of this dynamic, it may be tempting to accept the plea bargain, rather than endure indefinite pretrial detention.

Studies undertaken in Canada and the United States provide empirical support for the contention that pretrial detention may pressure arrestees to plead guilty,
even if they are innocent. The literature suggests that there are numerous reasons that a detainee may opt to plead guilty. For example, he may not want to be in the legal limbo pretrial detention implies, and a conviction may prompt a move to a less crowded custodial facility. Moreover, if a guilty plea will not involve additional prison time, detainees have an obvious motivation to plead guilty. A Canadian study found pretrial detainees made 2.5 times as many guilty pleas as those released on bail, and that the prosecution is much more likely to coerce a guilty plea if an arrestee is in pretrial detention. Another study found that juveniles are more likely to plead guilty if they are in pretrial detention.

In contrast, if arrestees are released pretrial, they are more likely to resist pleading guilty and have their charges withdrawn. A U.S. study found that arrestees released pending trial are more likely to work with a lawyer and try to mount a vigorous defense in order to avoid a prison term. A Canadian study found that arrestees at liberty awaiting trial were 2.3 times more likely to have their charges withdrawn than those who had been detained.

**Kyrgyzstan: Arrested for One Crime, Charged with 24 More**

Six months into his stay at a pretrial isolation facility in Kyrgyzstan, 30-year-old Anatoli suffered a heart attack. He was taken to the hospital but returned to detention after a week and handcuffed to a bed. An orphan from a young age, Anatoli supported himself from the sale of scrap metal and was accused of stealing some from a geological expedition. While he admitted to this crime, he was innocent of the 24 additional unresolved cases the police attributed to him in an effort to meet a quota of “solved” cases. Some of these crimes—such as supposedly stealing a mobile phone from a theatergoer at a performance on a day when the theater was actually closed—never even occurred. His legal aid attorneys obtained an acquittal for all but three of the cases and Anatoli was released through an amnesty after serving nine months in pretrial detention.

The judiciary’s role in upholding the law, including the principle of presumed innocence, might moderate prosecutorial zeal for pretrial detention. However, in many jurisdictions the judiciary slavishly follows the direction of the prosecution in respect of bail decisions.

In Poland, official data for the years 2001–2007 reveal that the courts comply with prosecutors’ requests for pretrial detention in approximately 90 percent of cases. Appeals to a higher court against the initial detention decision only very rarely alter the outcome. According to a study published in 2004, Belgian prosecutors request pretrial detention in virtually all cases (92 percent), with the prosecution’s request being granted in 63 percent of cases. In France, pretrial detention hearings have been described as “little more than a procedural formality, with ... inappropriate weight being placed on the perceived guilt of the accused.”

Judicial deference to the prosecution is especially prevalent in the countries of the former Soviet Union. Russia transferred the right to make pretrial detention decisions from the prosecution to the judiciary in 2002, only to see judges approve at least 90 percent of all prosecutorial applications for pretrial detention.
Armenia, Georgia, and Ukraine, courts grant over 90 percent of requests for pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{76}

Even in jurisdictions with a long tradition of judicial independence in other areas of criminal justice, courts usually adhere to prosecutors’ detention requests. Research suggests the Crown Prosecution Service (C.P.S.) in England and Wales usually follows police recommendations in respect of bail, and that judicial officers follow suit.\textsuperscript{77} One study in England and Wales found that in 86 percent of cases, judicial officers followed the prosecution’s request to detain a defendant awaiting trial.\textsuperscript{78} The study concluded that “the C.P.S. recommendation was very influential on the magistrates’ remand decision,” noting that “magistrates simply ‘rubber stamp’ the [prosecution’s] decision.”\textsuperscript{79} One analyst observed that “the ‘presumption’ in favour of bail is, in practice, illusory and that, in contrast, there is a strong working presumption in favour of remanding the accused in custody if that is what is requested by the CPS.”\textsuperscript{80}

**CORRUPTION**

Official corruption is a major factor in the global overuse of pretrial detention. Police officers, prosecutors, and judges in many countries are underpaid; consequently, these actors may make decisions about arrest, investigation, charge, and pretrial detention to generate income, rather than to uphold the law or protect public safety.\textsuperscript{81}

Corruption among police officers may include arrests to exact a bribe, to meet arrest targets, or to harass sections of the community.\textsuperscript{82} Corruption among prosecutors may include charging an arrestee with an offense that is more serious than the evidence warrants. This is done for a variety of purposes, including inducing a person to confess and/or plead guilty to a lesser charge, or to extract a bribe.\textsuperscript{83} And corruption among judges may result in pretrial release for those who can pay bribes and pretrial detention for those who cannot.

In many developing countries, the police and the judiciary are seen as the two most corrupt institutions, according to Transparency International.\textsuperscript{84} The organization’s 2013 Global Corruption Barometer identifies the police as the institution most often reported as the recipient of bribes; almost three in 10 of those who had contact with the police worldwide report paying a bribe. The judiciary follows in second place, with almost a quarter of those who had contact with judges reporting paying a bribe.\textsuperscript{85}

Corruption and excessive pretrial detention are mutually reinforcing. A criminal justice system that overuses pretrial detention is susceptible to corruption, and an environment marked by corruption will likely lead to over-reliance on pretrial detention. The two form a vicious cycle: a dysfunctional justice system leads to corruption, and corruption undermines rational and rights-based pretrial justice practices.\textsuperscript{86}
Corruption is so prevalent in the pretrial phase because it is the part of the criminal justice process that receives less scrutiny and is subject to more discretion than subsequent stages, and often involves lower paid and junior actors in the system. Relatively unhindered by scrutiny or accountability, police, prosecutors, and judges arrest, detain, and release individuals based on the ability to pay bribes. In many countries, the financial and political incentives to corrupt the pretrial detention process are numerous, rewarding, and risk free. That toxic combination—low levels of accountability combined with poor transparency around the processing of cases—causes systematic corruption in many pretrial detention systems.\(^8^8\)

In criminal justice systems with pervasive corruption, only arrestees with political connections or the means to bribe officials achieve pretrial release. A review of arrest and detention practices in 21 African countries found that in many places, the release of persons wrongfully arrested and the prompt handling of investigations depend on bribes rather than observance of legal procedure.\(^8^9\) In addition, pretrial detention has been used to interfere in commercial disputes; for example, in Senegal, the police arbitrarily arrest and detain taxi drivers for days at a time, without charge, during disputes between taxi drivers’ associations.\(^9^0\)

The African Policing and Civilian Oversight Forum reports that in some countries police routinely round up the poor, women, homeless children, migrants, and refugees in mass arrests, then subject them to beatings, sexual abuse, and extortion.\(^9^1\) In Kenya, for example, police have executed nightly raids in shantytowns without search or arrest warrants, beating residents and demanding money under threat of arrest.\(^9^2\) In Nigeria, police are known to detain sex workers as a way to extort sexual favors; the practice is known as “fringe benefits.”\(^9^3\)

Ironically, widespread corruption may lead to the overuse of pretrial detention by judges seeking to demonstrate that they are not corrupt. That is, corrupt judges make a show of placing almost all arrestees in pretrial detention, as a way to distract attention from their releasing those arrestees who pay bribes. According to the International Bar Association, judges in Brazil have increased their use of pretrial detention partly in response to accusations of corruption.\(^9^4\)

---

**Ghana: Torture Motivated by Profit**

In a 2011 survey of male pretrial detainees in Ghana, almost half (49 percent) said they had been tortured by a state official after their arrest, with a third suffering permanent physical injury as a result. Being tortured was significantly associated with being bribed. Among those detainees from whom a bribe was solicited (about a quarter of surveyed detainees), 70 percent were tortured. The majority (74 percent) of detainees tortured said this was done to extract a confession, while 11 percent said it was done for “punishment.”\(^8^7\)
Pakistan: Multiple Bribe Points

Pakistan’s The International News reported on bribery in 2011. The article described the experience of a man named Umair, who had been in pretrial detention for six years and described paying a multitude of bribes. His relatives paid bribes to get access to him; he had to bribe an officer to be produced in court for his own trial. Another official sought a bribe for an expedited appearance before a judge and the opportunity to share a meal with his family within the court’s corridors.

PROCEDURAL FACTORS

In many criminal justice systems, the very process of deciding between pretrial detention and release is warped in favor of detention. For example, the bail hearing may be too brief to consider all the facts or make an accurate determination of the likelihood that the arrestee will abscond if granted pretrial release. In many jurisdictions, it is impossible to challenge a pretrial detention decision once it is made, or the structure of the system may make it impossible for the detainee to get in front of a judge.

In general, courts devote minimal time to considering the question of bail. Although determining whether to deprive a presumed-innocent person of his liberty pending trial is one of the most serious decisions a state can make, it is often made in an instant. In England and Wales, one study found that courts processed 62 percent of remand cases in less than two minutes each. A study of London magistrates’ courts found the remand decision was made in five minutes or less in almost 90 percent of cases. In South Australia, the median time taken for contested bail hearings is about five minutes. A study in Cook County in the United States found a judge processing 101 cases in 75 minutes. As one observer reflected, “The Cook County Bond Court is not a legal system. It is a machine. Its mantra is efficiency over justice. Mechanized administration over individual rights.”

These processing periods prevent judicial officers from adequately considering available alternatives to pretrial detention or a defendant’s personal circumstances, such as his character, health, mental state, and financial situation. Such quick decisions increase the risk of arbitrary imposition of detention without bail. They also lead to the assignment of bail without regard for finances, effectively denying pretrial release to poor people.

Once people are in pretrial detention, it is very hard to get out. The European Convention on Human Rights confers the “right to periodic review of loss of liberty on the basis that the initial grounds for detention may no longer exist.” A 1989 ruling by the European Court of Human Rights held that an opportunity to review the lawfulness of pretrial detention must be provided at “reasonable intervals.” Yet an assessment of 15 E.U. member states in 2011 found that eight had restrictions on the right to a regular and reasoned review of the decision to remand in custody. In some E.U. member states, no legislative provisions for periodic review of pretrial detention decisions exist. In these countries, the defendant and/or his
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legal representative has to proactively seek such a review or appeal against the initial pretrial detention decision.\textsuperscript{104} Outside the European Union, many jurisdictions have no provision for review of the decision to keep a person in pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{105} India and Bangladesh, for example, routinely extend pretrial detention without the detainee appearing in person before a judge.\textsuperscript{106}

In Nigeria, a practice called a “holding charge” increases the frequency and duration of pretrial detention. This practice empowers any magistrate—a low-level judicial officer—to order pretrial detention for any arrestee charged with a capital offense, such as armed robbery or murder. The arrestee is to be held in pretrial detention pending the conclusion of the police investigation. As the Nigerian Bar Association notes, a magistrate does not need to review evidence before ordering a holding charge: “the only trigger for this remand order is a police charge sheet accusing the person in question of committing a capital crime.”\textsuperscript{107}

Most importantly for the police, the magistrate has the power to order pretrial detention using the holding charge, but he does not have the power to grant bail or conduct a trial—only a more senior judicial officer can do that. But, in practice, more senior judges are often not informed that a holding charge has been issued. Thus, once they have obtained a remand order under the holding charge, the police enjoy almost unfettered power to keep an arrestee in pretrial detention as long as they deem necessary.\textsuperscript{108} Individuals have been kept in jail for years under the holding charge for crimes they did not commit. Nigeria’s Presidential Commission on the Reform of the Administration of Justice found 110 individuals who had been in pretrial detention for more than 10 years.\textsuperscript{109} While the states of Lagos and Ondo have abandoned the practice, other jurisdictions maintain it.\textsuperscript{110}

Another procedural contributor to excessive pretrial detention is the suspension or violation of habeas corpus (in those jurisdictions that provide for it). Detainees’ lack of awareness of their rights, lack of access to courts and lawyers, and ineffective or corrupt judicial authorities all contribute to such violations.\textsuperscript{111} Some jurisdictions require a prosecutor’s approval to bring a detainee before a judge, which allows prosecutors and police to prevent judicial review.\textsuperscript{112} In other places, the costs involved make filing a writ of habeas corpus effectively impossible.\textsuperscript{113}

LACK OF COORDINATION BETWEEN CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES

A fair and effective pretrial justice system, especially one that minimizes the use of pretrial detention, requires the coordination—and, at times, active collaboration—of a range of criminal justice agencies, including police investigators, prosecutors, defense lawyers, judicial officers and, ideally, agencies tasked with supervising defendants released awaiting trial. Given the multiplicity of agencies and professions involved in the pretrial justice process, effective coordination is a perennial challenge in most jurisdictions.

The lack of coordination between, and even within, criminal justice agencies typically lengthens the duration of police investigations. Prosecutors need to communicate and consult with one another to avoid case files collecting dust on a detective’s or prosecutor’s desk. Arrestees need to be brought before court in a timely manner for their initial remand hearing or, once in pretrial detention, to be
returned to court for reviews of their pretrial detention at regular intervals. Court-based hearings can typically proceed only with the presence of the arrestee, a police investigator, witnesses, a judicial officer and, in many cases, defense counsel. A lack of coordination bars the progress of such hearings.

In less developed countries, coordination can be a particular challenge. Rural courts often do not have full-time sitting judicial officers, and a lack of transport or guards can result in detained defendants not being brought to court in a timely manner. The following account from Sierra Leone provides a glimpse of the coordination required to get a detainees to court for trial.

For a detainee’s case to be heard at the given date requires six things to perfectly coincide. First, the Magistrate must arrive to town on the predetermined date. Second, the complainant/plaintiff must be present. Third, relevant witnesses must be [present]. Fourth, the prosecuting police officer must be present. Fifth, the detainee must be present. And sixth, the preceding court cases must not take longer than anticipated. However, the requirements needed for a case to proceed are infrequently met. Often, a lack of fuel, backed up court cases at another site, and unforeseen logistical problems arise and cause an absence. Witnesses rarely come to court as the costs associated with going to court are high and in many cases insurmountable (basic travel costs, etc.). Prosecuting officers often do not show up. Interviews with officials at [X] Prison suggest that prisoners are not always transferred to court on the day of their hearing. Moreover, court cases often take longer than expected and the queue of cases is never quite finished.114

Similar problems have been reported in India and Nigeria, and evidence suggests they exist in many other jurisdictions.115 Once a person has been remanded to pretrial detention, a lack of communication and coordination among different criminal justice agencies may mean that he is literally lost in the system.

In Nigeria, there is a “near total failure of coordination and information management between the various agencies at the state and federal levels involved in the criminal process.”116 “The police, a federal agency, have primary responsibility for investigating crimes. Most crimes, however, are state crimes, prosecuted by state-level prosecutors, and overseen by the state directors of public prosecutions (DPPs). Trial courts are mostly state courts. Cases may stall because the police transfer an investigator from one state to another, without notification to the relevant state prosecutors who will require the officer as a witness.”117 DPPs have no control over the police, and case files often go missing between the agencies. If their records get lost, detainees can be condemned to remain in pretrial detention almost indefinitely.

A presidential committee’s audit of Nigeria’s prison system in 2005 found that almost 30 percent of pretrial detainees had been affected by poor coordination between agencies. Four percent of pretrial detainees were in custody because their case files were missing, eight percent because the police investigator had been transferred, and another 17 percent because of delays in the investigation.118

Malawi has similar problems. The DPP has nominal authority over the police prosecutors who handle the vast majority of all criminal prosecutions, but in practice a separate ministry and hierarchy of command actually supervises.119 Moreover, the referral of cases by local prosecutors to regional and national
headquarters strictly follows the police bureaucracy. For example, a homicide docket cannot be sent directly to the DPP’s office without first being channeled through the police’s regional prosecutions office, which invariably results in delays.

Agencies in the United States also exhibit poor coordination. In his analysis of the pretrial detention crisis in the late 1980s, the chief of the Program Services Branch Probation and Pretrial Services Division of the United States Courts concluded that “notably absent while the crisis was continuing was any type of systematic analysis of the situation. The various agencies charged with detention have issued reports and hold regular meetings about the problem among themselves...[but] these scattered efforts do not add up to a coherent plan based upon the input of all relevant parties.” In both developed and developing countries, presumed-innocent people are behind bars because of bureaucratic ineptitude.

It is essential that criminal justice practitioners coordinate their efforts more carefully and thoroughly. They should also regularly review their efforts and performance, and jointly identify and address shortcomings.

### THE ROLE OF LIMITED RESOURCES

Although the overuse of pretrial detention is costly to states, a criminal justice system’s lack of resources actually increases pretrial detention and the costs associated with it. The lack of material and personnel resources results in more people being kept in pretrial detention for longer periods.

Where the police and prosecution have limited investigative abilities due to a lack of forensic equipment or qualified investigators, or both, they must solve crimes by catching people in the act or through the use of confessions.

One consequence of limited investigative abilities is that police focus on minor offenses, because it’s typically easier to catch people in the act of, for example, theft or urinating in public, while investigating a serial killer or a white collar criminal requires greater resources. A 2009 study by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime found that in most of the 30 African countries surveyed, less than half of pretrial detainees and convicted prisoners had been charged with serious offenses. In Ghana, Malawi, Swaziland, and Zambia, over three-quarters of all prisoners were incarcerated for minor crimes.

While the presumption of innocence makes all pretrial detention inherently suspect, the pretrial detention of individuals not even accused of major crimes has a particularly low likelihood of protecting public safety. Another consequence of the lack of resources is an overreliance on confessions, in lieu of proper police investigations that can be resource-intensive. This leads to the use of pretrial detention to coerce confessions. In Nigeria, a 2008 report by the Presidential Committee on Police Reform acknowledges that “the standard of Police investigation is very low and hardly goes beyond taking statements and coercing suspects to confess.” The Nigerian police often lack the capacity to prosecute serious crimes. For instance, out of 5,883 robbery suspects held in four of Nigeria’s most populated prisons between 2000 and 2005, only 48 robbery convictions were secured and 4,014 were acquitted. In countries where conviction rates are low because of a lack of criminal justice capacity, there is a temptation to use pretrial detention not to “attain its primary goal of upholding order and security and facilitating investigations, but rather, as...a form of sanction.”

In addition, the lack of criminal justice resources can cause delays that
lengthen pretrial detention. For example, many resource-poor jurisdictions do not have the technical systems to track arrestees as they move through the system, or to track persons released awaiting trial. So people are kept in pretrial detention simply because the system lacks capacity to monitor them if they are released pending trial. In jurisdictions that lack the photocopiers to produce duplicate case files, the original case file containing all pertinent materials must be shared among police, prosecutors and judges. At best, this causes delays—and at worst the files or parts of them get lost, resulting in indefinite pretrial detention.

A scarcity of police vehicles or fuel to run them can slow down the pretrial process and thereby increase both the average duration of detention and the average number of detainees. In Nigeria, despite a policy recommendation that the Nigeria Police Force should have at least 30,000 vehicles, the force was reported in 2008 to have only 5,900 serviceable vehicles—less than a fifth of the recommended minimum. More recently, a shortage of fuel for police vehicles in Malawi in 2011-12 significantly restricted the police’s ability to transport pretrial detainees to court for bail hearings or trial proceedings. In Harare, the capital of Zimbabwe, pretrial detainees could only be transported to court two days a week in 2011, which created a huge case backlog.

Kyrgyzstan: Extended Pretrial Detention Due to Fuel Costs

A former inmate from the southern town of Kyzylkyya in Batken province described his experiences in a local IVS (Izoliatory vremenogo soderzhaniia), where suspects are confined until a prosecutor determines whether to pursue the case. Officially, the maximum time a suspect can spend in an IVS is ten days after being formally charged:

In the old days, maybe you’d sit in the IVS for a month [while under investigation] before they took you to the Jalalabat prison. But now they only have one jeep to transport the prisoners in, and they only want to make one trip. So they wait until they have eight or ten prisoners, and then they take them all together. It usually takes six months to a year. If you want to go to the prison earlier, the police go to your parents and ask them for ten litres of petrol. Then they order an ordinary taxi to take you to Jalalabat. I sat in the IVS in Kyzylkyya for over a year. We got a bit of bread and hot tea in the morning and evening. Our relatives could bring us some more stuff, but if you don’t have police connections, nothing gets through; my mother couldn’t get me anything for eight months.

Even the shortage of something as simple as a typewriter or courtroom can substantially increase pretrial detention. For example, in Zambia prosecutors generally draft police dockets by hand because they lack a computer or typewriter. When dockets are illegible the court sends them back, delaying trials. Similarly, many jurisdictions in poor countries lack an adequate court infrastructure. Judges may share courtrooms and therefore curtail their hours, or may not be able to find an available courtroom and thus postpone hearings.
The lack of resources is not limited to criminal justice systems in developing countries. An Australian study found that many defendants were detained awaiting trial because judges felt there was insufficient personnel to manage their release and ensure their return for trial.\textsuperscript{133}

Lack of resources also undermines alternatives to pretrial detention, increasing the likelihood that courts will remand awaiting trial prisoners into pretrial detention. In many countries legislation provides for a wide range of alternatives, but lack of funds foreclose many of them. The U.S. federal system, for example, provides for home electronic monitoring and the placement of detainees in halfway houses as alternatives to pretrial detention, but some federal districts have no resources to provide them.\textsuperscript{134}

Even where resources are in short supply, it is essential that criminal justice systems invest in data collection. Increasing data collection capacity can enhance the performance of the criminal justice system throughout the pretrial detention phase, and improve both day-to-day operations and more long-term planning and evaluation.

Many jurisdictions, in the developed and developing world alike, are marked by a shortage of personnel. A lack of judges is the most obvious shortage, resulting in adjournments and incomplete trials.\textsuperscript{135} But pretrial detention can also be exacerbated by the lack of police, guards, prosecutors, court officers, and administrative staff. Perhaps most damaging to the presumption of innocence is the lack of legal representation for defendants, which is explored in the next section.

**INADEQUATE LEGAL REPRESENTATION AND ASSISTANCE**

The vast majority of arrestees lack the education, knowledge, or skills necessary to protect their right to be presumed innocent. They cannot adequately mount an application for pretrial release as they are ignorant of the (often vague) legal and factual criteria courts use in their pretrial decision making process. Unrepresented arrestees have great difficulty preparing their criminal case because, even if they do know the basis of the accusation or charge, they do not necessarily understand what a proper defense requires. Those detained awaiting trial do not have the liberty that would enable them to trace and interview witnesses, scrutinize the evidence against them, study the relevant law, and prepare their defense.\textsuperscript{136}

The availability of legal representation and assistance—especially at the very early stages of the criminal justice process—can make a significant difference to arrestees’ likelihood of being remanded into pretrial detention and, in cases where they are detained, how long they are held. An initiative in four Nigerian states, under which lawyers known as duty solicitors were stationed at police stations around the clock, reduced the number of pretrial detainees by almost 20 percent and the duration of pretrial detention by 72 percent over a one year period.\textsuperscript{137} In Malawi, the introduction of paralegals who provide legal advice and assistance to arrestees and defendants at police stations, remand centers, and courts, almost certainly played a significant role in reducing both the number and proportion of pretrial detainees in that country.\textsuperscript{138}

A study involving nearly 4,000 lower-income arrestees in the United States
found that legal representation made arrestees more than twice as likely to be released on their own recognizance from pretrial custody and more than twice as likely to have bail reduced to an amount they could afford. The study found that delaying representation until after the pretrial release determination was the “single most important reason for lengthy pretrial incarceration of people charged with nonviolent crimes. Without counsel present, judicial officers made less informed decisions and were more likely to set or maintain a pretrial release financial condition that was beyond the individual’s ability to pay.” Other U.S. studies link the provision of counsel at the bail process to early release, enhanced satisfaction with the criminal justice process, and financial savings to courts and prisons.

**USA: Pretrial Detention without a Lawyer**

According to an American Bar Association report, in some places throughout the United States, poor persons accused of crime are placed in pretrial detention “for months or even years before they have a chance to speak with a lawyer.” In the state of Georgia, for example, an individual was arrested for loitering and spent 13 months in pretrial detention without seeing a lawyer or judge, or even being formally charged. In Mississippi, a woman arrested for stealing $200 from a casino slot machine spent eight months in pretrial detention because she was unable to afford bail. Eventually, without receiving any effective legal representation, the woman pled guilty. She was sentenced to time served.

Few countries provide arrestees with free legal assistance, especially at the pretrial stage of the criminal process. Many less developed countries have few, if any, lawyers available outside of major towns and cities, so that even arrestees with some means are unable to procure private counsel.

Europe has more developed legal aid provisions than any other region. Yet, a three-year study deemed legal aid in many E.U. member states “inadequate,” noting that “a variety of factors prevent access to competent legal assistance at all stages of the criminal process.” In many E.U. member states, the law does not provide for a right to legal assistance immediately following arrest and in some states, such as the Netherlands, a lawyer is not allowed to be present during police interrogations. Even where the law provides for a right to legal assistance at the early stages of the criminal process, various practices and procedures often limit access to legal assistance in practice, especially for those who cannot afford to pay for it.

In the United States, fewer than a dozen states out of 50 ensure legal representation within the initial 48 hours after arrest, and a number of states do not provide lawyers at any part of the bail stage of the criminal justice process. Even arrestees who do have access to a state-funded lawyer can find it challenging to meet with counsel because overcrowding in pretrial detention centers leads to frequent movement of detainees. The chief of operations of the Federal Defender Service Unit of the Legal Aid Society in the United States commented on the problem:

> Many of our clients are bounced around like ping pong balls between institutions. They are awakened in the middle of the night in preparation for
In Brazil, the vast majority of persons charged with a serious offense do not have access to proper legal assistance during the pretrial phase of criminal proceedings. An investigation of 6,500 cases of robbery in the state of São Paulo in 1999-2000 showed defense lawyers made requests for provisional liberty before trial in only a quarter of robbery cases. Moreover, defense lawyers were not even present during 22 percent of cases in which their clients made their first appearance before a judge, despite the fact that this should render all subsequent proceedings null and void.\(^{147}\)

In Africa, state budget allocations for legal aid are typically minimal. A survey on legal aid in Africa found that while national laws—often entrenched as constitutional provisions—establish a right to legal aid, access to legal aid is not available at all stages of the criminal justice process, and is particularly rare at police stations and only sometimes available in prisons and the lower courts, all of which disproportionately affect pretrial detainees.\(^{148}\)

It is in the interest of criminal justice systems everywhere to collaborate with civil society organizations to improve the delivery of pretrial services. Such collaboration can improve the efficiency of the pretrial detention phase, which is especially important where the state is unable or unwilling to provide legal aid itself.

**CONCLUSION**

The causes of the arbitrary and excessive use of pretrial detention are many and often interrelated. Jurisdictions burdened by high levels of pretrial detention also frequently use detention in an arbitrary manner, detaining persons accused of minor offenses for which custodial sentences are inappropriate. As this chapter has sought to demonstrate, numerous jurisdictions are plagued by challenges and weaknesses which coalesce to produce sustained pretrial detention crises.

Problems around the arbitrary and excessive use of pretrial detention begin with definitional and normative challenges around the practical meaning of the presumption of innocence. While many policy makers and senior criminal justice officials pay lip service to the importance of upholding the presumption of innocence, political and societal forces intent on minimizing the risk of crime undermine its operational use. The factual and legal distinction between a person suspected of having committed a crime and a convicted offender has been blurred. Laws justifying the detention of defendants on the basis of their potential future actions—a preventive approach—undermine the presumption of innocence around the world.

The presumption of innocence’s limited operational value is further eroded by imprecise and restrictive laws dealing with pretrial detention. Many jurisdictions lack clear laws limiting the length of pretrial detention or the right to a regular review of continued confinement prior to trial. In developed and developing countries alike, laws abound which restrict the judiciary’s ability to release defendants awaiting trial. Such laws are not produced in a vacuum; public pressure and populist policy initiatives often produce them. Moreover, a lack of political will in many countries serves to undermine coherent policy initiatives which have the potential to address the excessive and arbitrary use of detention.
Mundane reasons for the excessive and arbitrary use of pretrial detention, such as inadequate criminal justice agency coordination or resources, are almost ubiquitous worldwide. As with the other causes of the excessive and arbitrary use of pretrial detention, these two factors complement one another. A lack of resources makes coordination—through such tools as electronic file transfers—more difficult. Insufficient police vehicles or fuel may delay an investigation or prosecution while pretrial detention continues.

Inadequate legal representation or assistance plays an important role in aggravating the excessive and arbitrary use of pretrial detention, as well. The availability of legal support, especially during the early stages of the criminal justice process shortly after arrest, can make a significant difference to arrestees’ likelihood of being remanded into pretrial detention and, in cases where they are detained, the duration thereof. Yet, even in regions with relatively developed legal aid mechanisms, such as Western Europe and parts of the United States, the law does not always provide for a right to legal assistance immediately following arrest or during the bail stage of the criminal justice process.

The problems inherent in the arbitrary use of pretrial detention run deep, as described in the next chapter, which looks at the negative impact of excessive pretrial detention on the rule of law.
The Implications for the Rule of Law

INTRODUCTION

The overuse of pretrial detention harms people, communities, and states in direct, measurable ways. Excessive pretrial detention, as documented throughout this report, contributes to torture, corruption, the spread of disease, and a host of other ills. But it also has the less visible, arguably more insidious, effect of undermining the rule of law. Often, one of the victims of excessive pretrial detention is the criminal justice system itself.

This report has thus far focused on the people who are hurt by the overuse of pretrial detention, and the many ways in which they are harmed. But there is important and potentially long-lasting collateral damage: the harm done to the ideas and practices of basic fairness, due process, and equality before the law.

This chapter explores the association between pretrial detention and violations of the procedural norms that most societies claim to live by, as well as some of the potentially far reaching consequences for the rule of law in those societies. A fair, functioning criminal justice system honors the rights to liberty and the presumption of innocence, and observes the attendant limits on arrest and detention, as well as guarantees of ready access to counsel designed to protect each of us. When these are missing, the result is not solely too many people locked up awaiting trial—it also bends the arc of criminal law towards injustice and so corrodes the rule of law.

At its extremes, excessive pretrial detention begs the question of whether states acknowledge the relevant norms as binding sources of law. On paper, international law—reflected in numerous treaty provisions, and authoritative interpretations applicable around the world and in particular regions—holds that pretrial detention should be the exception, rather than the rule, used for the narrow and specific purposes of ensuring that a defendant is brought to trial and does not interfere with the legal process. It is clear that the patterns of excessive pretrial detention documented in this book are violations of fundamental norms. The ability to detain a person who is presumed innocent is one of the most profound and draconian powers the state has. And yet it is hard to find another legal concept that is not only so readily ignored in practice, but treated as if it does not mean what it plainly says.

In every region of the world, legislators foreclose any chance of pretrial release for broad and/or vague categories of crimes, heedlessly following the blithe pronouncements of tough-on-crime politicians. Prosecutors openly adopt lockstep policies in opposition to release, and judges seem to forget that each case is to be decided on its own merits before routinely dispatching defendants into remand.
custody. The evidence compiled in this report suggests strongly that pretrial detention is overused: it is employed far more than necessary to cover those relatively exceptional cases where society, and the legal process, cannot be safeguarded by any means other than locking the accused behind bars. Such overuse degrades the rule of law and damages the relationship between the public and the criminal justice system.

The potential for such damage is intertwined with the ease with which pretrial detention lends itself to direct abuse of those in custody. Physical and psychological violence (and neglect), extortion, and other forms of corruption are more common during pretrial detention than in other stages of the criminal process. In holding cells or police lockups, custodians are free to act without significant procedural constraints or outside observers of their conduct. Even the most formal elements of the pretrial phase—relating to the judicial processes by which liberty or detention are determined—typically present the judicial officer with wide latitude to detain and little oversight in the form of defense counsel or reviewing courts. Because this “front end” of the criminal process is less formally regulated and generally far more neglected (in oversight terms) than later stages, the dangers are not merely those collateral to detention such as physical abuse or corruption. The conduct of the process itself can become distorted and devalued.

This chapter looks at several forms of procedural abuse relating to pretrial detention: arbitrary arrest, lack of access to counsel, prolonged or indefinite detention, lack of redress, and lack of accountability. It also looks at the results of these abuses, including the mass release of prisoners due to overcrowding, and the damage to public confidence in the criminal justice system. Taken together, these abuses and their consequences present a potent threat to the integrity of law enforcement. This section also explores the possibility that the loss of credibility is reflected in public opinion, representing an erosion of confidence in the relevant institutions and even in the rule of law as a credible governing principle.

**ARBITRARY ARREST AND DETENTION**

Overuse of pretrial detention is often associated with two other violations of fundamental freedoms: arbitrary arrest and detention, which are themselves notorious gateways to other grave abuses. Where police officers have the motive and the means to arrest illegally, they will often have subsequent reason and ability to detain someone, frequently acting outside of legal norms. When researchers examined files for the 179 juvenile detainees at Malawi’s Zomba Central Prison in 1999, they discovered not one had been lawfully detained. Sri Lanka’s police roundups are often so random that officers frequently do not bother to file formal arrest reports. Although three-quarters of Sri Lankan detainees ultimately have their cases dismissed or are acquitted, they spend months, even years, in illegal detention. According to Zambian pretrial detainees, police arrest and detain family members when their primary targets cannot be found. One female detainee told Human Rights Watch investigators that Zambia’s prisons are congested because “they arrest entire families when they just are looking for one person. They will arrest six at a time, even old ladies who can’t walk.”

In Mexico, the government’s highly publicized arrests and detention of those it claims are linked to organized crime have been derisively described as “a catch and
It's practically a daily ritual: Accused drug traffickers and assassins, shackled and bruised from beatings, are paraded before the news media to show that Mexico is winning its drug war. Once the television lights dim, however, about three-quarters of them are let go. Records obtained by The Associated Press showed that the government arrested 226,667 drug suspects between December 2006 and September 2009, the most recent numbers available. Less than a quarter of that number were charged.

Where arbitrary arrests have led to conviction, the excesses of pretrial detention may be to blame. In its review of cases in five Mexican states, Human Rights Watch linked a high percentage of those crimes that are “solved” to incriminating statements made under duress:

In nearly all cases, the only evidence offered by authorities of suspects’ guilt was incriminating statements given following torture or other abuse. There appeared to be no independent evidence to corroborate these coerced statements and it is not clear what evidence established reasonable suspicion about the individuals prior to their detention. To the contrary, the evidence in several of the cases we researched strongly suggests that authorities erred in targeting these particular individuals. For example, court records establish that a victim of torture who was accused of kidnapping a civilian was not even in Mexico when the alleged kidnapping took place.

In recent years, Mexico has expanded the use of a form of pre-charge detention, known as arraigo, which allows officials to detain someone without charges for up to 40 days in order to facilitate a criminal investigation—and can be renewed for up to an additional 40 days. Arraigo detainees are held, it seems, everywhere—in prisons, converted apartment buildings, and, as is now officially acknowledged, on military bases. The legal threshold standard for an arraigo order is loosely defined. In theory, arraigo requires a suspected link to organized crime, but in practice that requirement is of little significance. Although government statistics are murky, data from the federal prosecutor’s office (PGR) acknowledged 8,595 people held under arraigo between January 2008 and October 2012 with perhaps half again as many held by state authorities. Arraigo’s ostensible “detain to investigate” purpose is itself a troubling inversion of accepted law and practice, but the greater problem is that it undermines the role of judges in safeguarding the presumption of innocence and is an invitation to the abuse of detainees. Echoing concerns from numerous national and international sources, the nongovernmental Mexican Commission for the Defense and Promotion of Human Rights has stated that “arraigo violates among others, the rights of personal liberty, legality, presumption of innocence, due process and the right to an effective recourse.”

Special courts (created by a much questioned agreement between the government and the Federal Judicial Council and designed to issue orders for arraigo, home searches, and wiretaps) routinely (95 percent of the time) grant prosecutors’ requests for this pre-charge detention—which typically lasts the full 40 days. The PGR asserts that its prosecutors are able to formulate charges against those
detainees in 90 to 95 percent of the cases. However, even government officials now acknowledge that once they bring those charges before ordinary criminal courts, prosecutors overwhelmingly fail to demonstrate sufficient evidence to initiate a proceeding.44 According to available figures, only slightly more than three percent of those detained under arraigo have ultimately been convicted of a crime, which suggests that the arraigo net is cast far too broadly and that arraigo’s benefits to investigation are negligible.15

The lengthy detentions made possible by arraigo increase the possibility that arraigados will be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.16 A 2008 United Nations field mission examined medical records for about 70 of the 130 detainees held at the National Arraigo Center, a large holding facility in Mexico City. According to the records, nearly half of the arraigados showed signs of recent violence.17 The arraigos ordered between mid-2008 and mid-2010 generated 120 formal complaints to the National Human Rights Commission; of these, 77 alleged torture, the most of any category of complaint. Aside from the extended length of detention, arraigo raises the risk of abuse because it formally leaves the prosecution and its agents, rather than the judge, as the responsible legal authority, thus reducing oversight and detainee protection.18 Little judicial supervision is available, and some authorities have even made the cynical argument that amparo (a fundamental writ that can be used like habeas corpus) does not apply since an arraigo detention does not qualify as a deprivation of liberty—its “purpose” being to aid investigation, not detain.19

Perhaps not surprisingly, arraigo has encountered some hostility from judges, including those on Mexico’s Supreme Court, which in 2005 declared arraigo unconstitutional.20 That decision likely prompted the government of President Felipe Calderon to insulate arraigo from legal attack by successfully insisting, during negotiations for the 2008 constitutional reform, that arraigo be expressly included in the constitution.21 Having made arraigo a central weapon in a disastrous “war on drugs” that has left 70,000 dead and countless disappeared, tortured, or traumatized, the Calderon government and its successor have failed to act on calls from numerous rights groups, jurists, and on at least nine separate occasions, an organ of the United Nations, to eliminate the practice.22

Arraigo brings into relief the vices of Mexico’s pretrial justice regime: detention before investigation or charge, lax judicial oversight (some of which is dictated by statute), prolonged detention, detainee abuse, and ultimately, ineffectiveness in building criminal prosecutions. Like other abuses linked to excessive pretrial detention, arraigo further fuels suspicion and cynicism regarding criminal justice processes and institutions.23

In Nigeria, a scheme somewhat similar to arraigo allows police officers to detain an individual over long periods before he is charged, often with the intent to extort bribes. In this arrangement, an arrestee is brought before a magistrate who has limited jurisdiction, and a “holding” charge is assigned, although the police have not conducted an investigation and are not yet in a position to proffer formal charges. Such holding charges are frequently used for serious crimes (armed robbery, for example) over which magistrates lack jurisdiction. Nigerian law permits the magistrate to remand the individual to pretrial detention while the police investigate and obtain legal advice from the prosecution service, but does not grant the magistrate the power to otherwise move the case forward. If the police or prosecutors simply fail to move on the case, the detainee is effectively in limbo, at the mercy of
authorities who can often keep him there indefinitely until he pays a bribe or is able
to find a lawyer to intervene. While Nigerian detainees under the holding charge
are ostensibly under a lawful remand order, their custody is essentially indefinite,
since no court is truly seized of their case. Relief is available if the detainee can find
counsel willing to challenge his detention before a court of general jurisdiction, but
for many, that may be next to impossible.

A 2007 Nigerian Supreme Court judgment effectively validated this practice
on the grounds that police need to ensure that suspects remain in custody while the
alleged crime is investigated and proper charges are formulated. This practice, and
the court’s defense of it, prompted profound cynicism from observers. The Nigerian
Bar Association characterized the holding charge as a grant of “unfettered powers to
keep the accused person as long as they [i.e. the state authorities] want, even when
the delay in arraignment is entirely their fault,” and noted the “many recorded cases
of detention where the threat of a holding charge has been employed by the police
to extort money from individuals.”

Arbitrary detention is of course corrosive to the rule of law—and even more
so when it is unacknowledged or takes place before charges are even filed. Practices
such as arraigo and the holding charge breed cynicism about the criminal justice
system, and that cynicism is furthered when a country’s highest court steps in to
defend the practice.

RESTRICTED ACCESS TO LEGAL COUNSEL

Restricting detainees’ access to counsel—especially during the earliest period of
detention when the risk of mistreatment is greatest—is often used to ensure that the
police are able to hold defendants pretrial. Police often view their job as gathering
enough incriminating information to warrant a judicial remand order at the initial
court appearance, which typically occurs within 24 to 72 hours of arrest. Not surpris-
ingly, police see defense lawyers as a hindrance, and seek to prevent arrestees from
having legal representation.

Police can exploit pretrial detention to keep a suspect from a lawyer even
where the law provides for counsel. In Zambia, for example, the law provides for
free legal assistance for those facing felony trials who cannot afford a lawyer, and
for lesser offenses, defendants may request legal aid. Yet 60 percent of adult male
prisoners and some three-quarters of adult female and juvenile prisoners in six
Zambian prisons reported having no legal representation whatsoever.

Even children appearing before the Zambian High Court are rarely repre-
sented by counsel. As one teenager reported: “I had no representation, I stood on
my own behalf. It was my first time in a police station or in court. I was just speak-
ing, and I was scared. So I didn’t know what I was saying.... As young people, it is
very threatening to see the inside of the court. Even if you are not guilty, you end
up pleading guilty.” Without advocates at their side, defendants can get pushed
around, haphazardly funnelled through a process which they recognize is unfair
but are powerless to navigate effectively. One inmate at Zambia’s Choma Prison
reported that he did not intend to plead guilty, but the magistrate decided he should
plead guilty and “checked it on the form.”

Although the criminal procedure code of Azerbaijan guarantees criminal
defendants access to legal counsel immediately after arrest, police are typically
allowed to detain individuals during a period of “operational search activities” that can last several days. During this time, detainees are generally not granted access to a lawyer.\textsuperscript{29} It is unsurprising, in this permissive context, that “[p]re-trial detention has become the rule in Azerbaijan. Most suspects are given pre-trial detention, especially if they are accused of serious crimes. The refusal by the prosecutors to choose pre-trial detention is extremely rare.”\textsuperscript{30}

The practice of forcing arrestees into pretrial detention by denying them access to counsel is not limited to developing countries. Monitoring of more than 1,000 European trials by the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe revealed that judges regularly failed to inform defendants of their right to counsel; as a result, only defendants knowledgeable and intrepid enough to demand a lawyer obtained representation.\textsuperscript{31} Other recent studies of several longstanding EU member states and Turkey demonstrated that the right to counsel is severely undermined in both law and practice, resulting in far less protection against the potential for arbitrary pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{32}

Even when access to counsel is permitted, police or prosecutors frequently delay it until after the police have interrogated a suspect—regardless of the dictates of international or domestic law. In other instances, police and prosecutors may seek to undermine the effectiveness of defense counsel. In Brazil, it is common for the authorities to wait until just before the suspect is brought before the judge to assign defense counsel, and the absence of an opportunity to learn about the case negates much of the benefit of representation.\textsuperscript{33} Amnesty International found that police in the Philippines, regarded to be systematically involved in torture of detainees, have solved the problem of interfering defense counsel (a right of each detainee under Philippine law): they torture suspects until they waive their right to an attorney.\textsuperscript{34}

Until recent reforms, Mexico’s judiciary routinely rationalized the denial of counsel during the initial interrogation by elevating the evidentiary value of pretrial confessions extracted by the police (without defense counsel present) over that of a statement made in open court in the presence of defense counsel and the judge. The perverseness of this logic, particularly in the context of police notoriously prone to extortion and abuse of detainees, signaled the extent of the system’s dependence on the authorities’ unfettered ability to detain.\textsuperscript{35} The conventional wisdom is that in Mexico the police “detain in order to investigate” rather than vice versa.\textsuperscript{36}

When authorities refuse a detainee contact with counsel, they transform the legal process into a much more one-sided affair. Without representation, the defendant’s chances of gaining release before trial diminish considerably. Once deprived of liberty, and stripped of much of his capacity to assist in his own defense, a defendant—even if represented—faces a much greater chance of conviction simply as a result of the earlier decision to hold him in pretrial detention. In a rigorous analysis of the link between pretrial detention and case outcomes, the New York City Criminal Justice Agency (CJA) found that cases with a non-felony defendant who was released until the case ended had a 50 percent conviction rate, while non-felony defendants detained throughout had a conviction rate nearly double that (92 percent). The CJA found that “pretrial detention had an effect on conviction after controlling statistically for the number and severity of arrest charges, the offense charged, the defendant’s criminal history, demographic characteristics, borough, and length of case processing, among other factors.”\textsuperscript{37}

The CJA concluded that, “pretrial detention has an adverse effect on case outcomes, especially the likelihood of conviction.”\textsuperscript{38} A 2009 study of criminal cases
in the Mexican state of Nuevo Leon conducted by the Justice Initiative and the Monterrey-based NGO Renace found that those detained at different stages of the process consistently experienced a slightly (ranging from approximately 4.5 percent to 10.5 percent) higher rate of conviction than their counterparts who were at liberty during the process, although the researchers cautioned that this difference might also reflect other related disadvantages accruing to detention, including less access to adequate counsel and the fact that judges’ views of the likelihood of convicting defendants may be reflected in their decisions regarding bail and pretrial release.  

Clearly, defendants who are in pretrial custody are at a distinct disadvantage in terms of preparing their defense. Their options are much more limited in meeting with counsel, who will have to travel to a detention center. Meetings in custody may well be constrained by the circumstances of space and privacy that the facility provides. Moreover, a detained defendant may simply not be able to provide exculpatory documentation to his counsel. One recent project in Rio de Janeiro used a social worker to help document that defendants have a stable domicile. The study found that this simple ability to demonstrate an address made a significant difference in the defense’s ability to convince the judge to grant pretrial release.  

Denial of access to counsel sets off a chain reaction that increases the defendant’s likelihood of being held in pretrial detention, which in turn increases his likelihood of being convicted.

## Duration of Detention

Disregard for the critically important time limits on different phases of pretrial detention is also common. International law and most domestic legal frameworks call for individuals to be brought before a judge within a few days of arrest, in large part to guard against abuse. In many jurisdictions, legislation provides that police custody may last for only up to 24 or 48 (sometimes 72) hours, often renewable for a limited number of times by a judicial officer. However, in practice such laws are routinely ignored in a number of places. For example, in Mauritania, the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention found that police custody is not extended in writing as required by law and in most of the police stations visited by the Working Group authorities were not able to produce extension authorizations despite a number of detainees claiming to have been in detention considerably beyond the permitted 48 hours. The Working Group also established that prosecutors often cover up the fact that people are held beyond the legal time limit for custody.  

Prosecutors and judicial officers rubberstamp applications for extended custody without looking into the merits of individual requests. Some prosecutors seem to lack the “professional distance” from the police authorities and instead collude to violate defendants’ rights in the name of fighting crime.  

In a pattern frequently recounted in Kazakhstan and other parts of Central Asia, detainees, defense lawyers, and human rights investigators report that police falsify the starting point of detention, registering individuals into custody only after hours in the back of a police car, or even days of illegal detention in a clandestine “safe” house where they are illegally interrogated and often abused. Similarly, Kenyan police have been accused of holding suspects in police cars for hours, often while torturing them, in order to extract a confession or “soften up” the suspects before they are brought to a police station and their detention “officially” begins.  

Mexico City authorities failed to bring detainees before a judge within the
constitutionally mandated time frame in half of all cases, according to one 2003 study. Human Rights Watch’s Zambian prison study found that 97 percent of the prisoners interviewed had not seen a magistrate or judge within 24 hours of arrest, as Zambian law requires. In fact, many had been held for months—and some more than two years—without ever having seen a judicial officer to review their detention. Overall, the surveyed male inmates were held in pretrial detention for an average of four months, and female inmates for an average of one month, prior to seeing a judge or magistrate for the first time. One bitter pretrial detainee at the Lusaka Central Prison told investigators, “It is better even to be found guilty... I have [been detained] four years now, but my case is not disposed of.”

Despite legal limits intended to ensure a reasonably prompt trial and restrict the overall length of pretrial detention, it can reach alarming lengths, far beyond permissible bounds, with no visible repercussions for those responsible. Official Nigerian figures suggest that the average duration of pretrial detention is nearly four years, and trending higher. While the methods by which these data are collected is unclear, it almost certainly means that shockingly long detention is at least not infrequent and—as evidenced by the abuse of holding charges, described above—that the system is either unwilling or unable to effectively monitor and prevent unlawfully prolonged detention.

In India, a combination of corruption, court delays, and a striking propensity for lost case files has given rise to epic miscarriages of justice, with detainees spending 20, 30, even 50 years awaiting trial. Sri Lankan law, which sets a flat maximum of 12 months detention prior to trial regardless of the nature of the offense, has proven of little assistance to the 23 percent of pretrial detainees who had been incarcerated for more than a year as of 2009.

Malawi’s constitution requires that arrested persons be brought before a court within 48 hours of arrest to be charged and for a bail hearing. However, an audit of five police stations in 2010 found that arrestees were regularly kept in police custody for more than 48 hours. For example, in the capital city of Lilongwe, 13 percent of arrestees had been in police custody for more than five days at the time of the audit. In Nepal, time limits are also frequently ignored, with one report indicating that persons detained by the police were taken before a court within the time limit in only just over half of all cases.

Homicide defendants in Malawi’s four central prisons can wait ten years for trial because of a combination of prosecuting authorities’ failure to acknowledge that they are unable to put together an effective case and defendants’ lack of access to legal advice. In many cases, defendants could have left jail sooner by actually pleading guilty to manslaughter and simply serving the sentence for that crime.

Most of the situations cited above involve detention periods that simply flout local law: defendants are forgotten or trapped, or both, by detaining authorities who manage to avoid judicial oversight. However, countries have also ratified extremely long detentions in national law. Spain, for example, permits up to four years of pretrial detention for persons accused of any crime that carries a prison sentence of more than three years. Slovakia also has a four year limit. Portugal’s is two-and-a-half years, while in Luxembourg defendants can be jailed for a period equal to their expected sentence before protections are triggered that would typically lead to their release. Prosecutors in Azerbaijan routinely extend the three months statutory period for pretrial detention up to five times, according to the U.S. State Department’s country report. Such deliberate flouting of international and domestic law—or
manipulation of laws to contravene international norms—weakens the rule of law and people's sense that the system is fair.

LACK OF REDRESS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

The damage done by violations of the rules is often compounded by failures of accountability. In many cases, people who suffer abuse through the pretrial detention process actually have fewer avenues for recourse than convicted prisoners. Unfortunately, the relevant institutions provide precious little relief for abuse, even when a detainee is able to lodge a complaint before a judge. Judges everywhere are particularly loath to remedy arbitrary arrest or prolonged detention because it would typically mean releasing before trial someone who may be guilty of the crime alleged; across different countries and legal systems, courts look for ways to consider the initial taint “cured” so as to avoid release. Not only do a significant number of states, such as Belgium, set no limit on the duration of pretrial detention, but some have no mechanism for penalizing the failure to bring the case to conclusion and hence end pretrial detention within a reasonable time.58

Despite the universal prohibition on torture and the use of coerced confessions, only a relative handful of countries take seriously the obligation to inquire further into defense allegations that incriminating statements were extracted under unlawful pressure. In Spain, for instance, Amnesty International documented a pattern of physical abuse of criminal suspects by police for the purposes of obtaining confessions, which is facilitated by collusion between the police and the judiciary to ensure that investigations of torture do not prosper. Police officers support one another by refusing to report or testify about abuse of detainees, and police insist on being present when abused detainees are examined by physicians, dissuading detainees for reiterating the allegations. Police often file retaliatory charges against detainees who have alleged abuse, claiming that the detainees resisted arrest or were abusive toward the police.59

A UN mission to Honduras on the prevention of torture found that while police stations typically feature a register of detainees, the register is often incomplete, or has been altered by the police with impunity.60 Meanwhile, police stations typically do not record complaints of ill-treatment by detainees.61 Detainees are not routinely examined by medical personnel upon arrival, an important safeguard against abuse.62 Even when detainees arrive injured at detention, police have discretion over whether the accused can see a doctor, which often precludes the documentation of abuse detainees have suffered during arrest.63 Of some 50 cases in Central Asia where detainees made official complaints about torture, virtually all also alleged that judicial and/or prosecutorial officials failed to investigate the allegations.64 Too often, judges systematically credit the denials of the police over the allegations of detainees.

Internal accountability mechanisms offer the promise of review and possible accountability for official malfeasance. But such internal accountability mechanisms frequently lack independence, and instead serve as window dressing. Investigators who will have to work with, or even answer to, the subject of the investigation, have a palpable incentive to find in favor of the accused abuser. Where accountability mechanisms lack the bureaucratic muscle to make an independent stand, they become complicit. A junior employee assigned to investigate his boss or
other officers with greater seniority faces a dilemma, and the greater the pattern of institutional malfeasance the greater the likelihood that the office as a whole will conform to the prevailing norm. Reports from the Philippines, for example, indicate that members of the bodies charged with investigating claims of police abuse are “often either subordinate” to or otherwise know the persons accused of the violation, “and often do not act in the interest of those making complaints.”

External oversight bodies which lack the political will or legal authority to compel cooperation, obtain evidence, and impose meaningful sanctions clearly engender in the eyes of frustrated observers a sense of police impunity and the belief that predatory officials will be able to continue with business as usual. When it was founded in 2001, Nigeria’s Police Service Commission appeared to be a potent oversight body with far ranging powers to investigate police misdeeds. And such power seemed necessary: the Nigeria Police Force killed between 2,500 and 7,200 “armed robbers” between 2000-2004, and killed 785 “armed robbers” during a particularly busy 100-day period in 2007. But the Nigeria Police Service Commission did not investigate any of these killings—because it had delegated investigative authority back to the police force itself. The commission’s existence, then, arguably does little to stem the tide of extrajudicial killings by police—but does much to sow cynicism among Nigerians.

The weakness of some accountability mechanisms can be seen in low reporting rates. A lack of complaints can indicate lack of faith in the mechanism’s effectiveness, or even fear that lodging a complaint will trigger reprisals. For example, police in Honduras are known to engage in torture, which is likely abetted by the total absence of institutional safeguards against torture in police custody. Yet the number of detainee complaints of abuse was described as “extremely low” in a United Nations field report. The UN investigative mission emphasized that:

... staff assigned to police stations should systematically provide information to all persons deprived of their liberty about the right to make a request or complaint regarding their treatment in custody. Every request or complaint must be promptly dealt with and replied to without undue delay, and steps must be taken to ensure that the detained person does not suffer prejudice as a consequence of making the complaint.... Police personnel should not interfere in the complaints procedure or screen complaints addressed to the competent authorities, and should not have access to the content of the complaints.

The absence of oversight mechanisms and the corresponding lack of accountability can indicate that the police and prosecuting authorities are stronger than the rule of law. Where such mechanisms exist but are ignored or deliberately weakened, they promote cynicism.

MASS RELEASES DUE TO OVERCROWDING

The overcrowding that sometimes results from excessive use of detention can undermine confidence in the system in unexpected ways. Responding either to budgetary concerns, court orders, or the threat of enforcement actions against overcrowded conditions, authorities sometimes engage in “outlet valve” releases of
“excess” prisoners who would otherwise fit the legal criteria for continued custody. These releases do not represent an improvement in detention practice (e.g., better decision-making about who should be detained, or a move toward greater respect for international norms). As somewhat arbitrary acts designed to meet other exigencies, mass releases may simply reinforce the view among those affected that the rules of the game can always be trumped by external considerations. In addition, such agency may be perceived as a threat to public security that would undermine confidence in the responsible institutions.

Some U.S. municipalities have been forced by overcrowding litigation to release detainees rapidly, without the time or resources to determine which pretrial detainees should remain in detention because, for example, they are likely to abscond. In Philadelphia, the jail system operated under a series of court orders and consent decrees for two decades (from the mid-1970s to the mid-1990s) obligating the authorities to engage in mass releases which had the effect of superseding and rendering nearly meaningless pretrial release decisions made in municipal court at the first appearance stage. Because those most likely to abscond were no longer those most likely to be detained, rates of failure to appear during the period of the consent decree rose to three-to-four times the normal level: the detention-heavy practices had boomeranged, ultimately weakening the criminal justice system’s control over those pretrial detainees who posed the highest risk.

In mid-2010, almost 1,000 convicted criminals were released from Irish prisons before serving their full custodial sentence. In effect, almost a fifth of Ireland’s prison population was released prematurely. The figures highlight the pressure on cell space within the prison system, which forced officials to push temporary release numbers to their highest levels in more than 15 years. The revelation came just days after it emerged that a man jailed for the fatal assault of a teacher had 64 previous convictions and was on temporary release at the time of the attack.

The irony here is twofold—and not lost on the public. The overcrowding occurs because so many people are being held in pretrial detention, even though they have not been convicted. But the official response to this overcrowding (which, again, is caused by holding too many presumed-innocent people) is to release a large number of those prisoners who have been found guilty.

**IMPACT ON PUBLIC CONFIDENCE**

Perhaps most troubling about the distortions of law and process described above is that if such patterns of official misbehavior permeate public consciousness, they may undermine confidence in those particular actors, institutions, and processes. The abuses relating to pretrial detention stretch across the police, courts, and corrections systems. Prolonged conduct of this sort (and the impunity that accompanies it) almost certainly breeds profound cynicism among the agents in these institutions. It clearly appears to corrode trust among the detainees on the receiving end. It is unclear how much the broader public becomes aware of what happens to those jailed awaiting trial. Existing research across the relevant institutions suggests that to the extent the public is aware of the systemic abuses attendant to excessive pretrial detention, it results in deep mistrust, apathy, and perhaps even a lack of confidence in the broader legal system.

Public attitudes towards law enforcement are influenced by the concept
of procedural legitimacy: that individuals recognize the criminal justice system as legitimate—and therefore more or less voluntarily submit to it—as long as the system operates in a manner that is fair. Research findings strongly suggest that for the public, the fairness of the outcome is less important than the way in which authorities act.\textsuperscript{73}

More recent conceptual writing has suggested that legitimacy is constructed as much by the governed as by their public officials. Drawing from political science, Anthony Bottoms and Justice Tankebe argue convincingly that across cultures and geographical boundaries, the mechanisms of legitimation are essentially the same.\textsuperscript{74} They argue that even clever use of “presentational rules” to cloak self-serving or abusive behavior will do little to fool people who have experienced or witnessed corrupt officials in action.\textsuperscript{75} Whatever legitimacy people may attach to the formal norms, they will view the law in practice as legitimate only to the extent they perceive it as serving the public interest, and not corrupt or abusive.

Much of the research in this area concerns police, for whom such findings have especially profound implications. Police operate in public, and cumulatively they come into contact with enormous numbers of people. People tend to share widely their encounters with the police, and as they spread, these accounts shape the perceptions of the police among third parties who may never have experienced any, or similar encounters. Among particular groups, individual encounters may be used to exemplify what criminologist David Smith calls a community’s “grand narrative” about their treatment by the police: in interactions among group members, individual anecdotes reinforce other anecdotes, news accounts, and opinions, multiplying and generalizing a perception of the police.\textsuperscript{76}

Prisons are less of a daily fixation for the public and the media than the police are,\textsuperscript{77} and detainees are simply less visible to, and less able to communicate with, the general population.\textsuperscript{78} Their mistreatment is less likely to have the viral impact on public perceptions of the relevant officials than encounters with police that may be recorded and can readily by recounted by people still at liberty. Nonetheless, powerful accounts of prison abuse or scandal, when publicized, can go a long way to shaping public perceptions. In the case of the 2010 overcrowding and release scandal in Ireland, opposition politicians were quick to highlight the impact on public confidence in government institutions:

\textbf{The only response of the Government to overcrowding is the flawed operation of the temporary release system. Yesterday’s newspapers highlighted that over 200 people sent to jail for non-payment of fines were released at the gates of prisons. What message does this send about the administration of justice and respect for our laws?}\textsuperscript{79}

Two years later, the former head of Ireland’s largest prison publicly complained that although the overcrowding was a scandal that also led to physical abuse and sexual assault, the “biggest scandal of all is that the public has become conditioned that it’s normal.”\textsuperscript{80}

Although pretrial detention shares some characteristics with prison, including its relative isolation and ominous lack of transparency, pretrial detainees remain more palpably under the jurisdiction of a court and subject to its processes, compared to convicted prisoners for whom the courtroom is a memory. It therefore seems more likely to be experienced by detainees as part of the criminal justice
process, rather than as a discrete ecosystem, or as an entirely separate episode from the legal process itself in the way that a lengthy prison term might be viewed. The malfeasance of one’s custodians may simply reinforce the negative impressions left by corrupt or negligent court clerks or judges—and vice versa, particularly since it may be judicial officers as much as jailers who are responsible for unwarranted detention or who offer to sell release for a price.81

CONCLUSION

The overuse of pretrial detention has many different causes, and many different and negative outcomes. Most of those outcomes can be quantified, both individually and collectively, such as the number of people detained and the human hours of productivity lost. But the excessive use of pretrial detention also has outcomes that are harder to measure, if no less pernicious. It damages the rule of law and undermines the criminal justice system. When people are arbitrarily arrested or denied access to counsel, it hurts the entire system. When pretrial detention stretches for weeks or even months, legitimacy is lost.

If national governments wish to maintain the legitimacy of their criminal justice systems, they must enact and enforce pretrial detention laws that reflect the contents and values of international standards and norms, and ensure that these laws are understood and consistently applied by judges, prosecutors, and other criminal justice actors. To avoid undermining the rule of law, the use of pretrial detention must be both made more rational and reduced, as discussed in the next chapter.
Reducing the Arbitrary and Excessive Use of Pretrial Detention

INTRODUCTION

It is important to acknowledge that there are valid reasons for states to use pretrial detention. Crime and insecurity are major concerns in some places, and some states simply lack the resources to operate an efficient criminal justice system that moves people through pretrial detention quickly. In addition, pretrial detention can be a tool of justice, to prevent a suspect from absconding, intimidating witnesses, or interfering with the investigation. However, governments around the world grossly overuse pretrial detention. This chapter will look at how excessive incarceration in general, and pretrial detention in particular, can be sharply curtailed—including in places marked by crime, insecurity, lack of state resources, and inefficient criminal justice systems—without compromising public safety.

There are many paths to successful reform. This chapter looks first at the political conditions that can create fertile ground for reforming the overuse of pretrial detention, even in environments where excessive pretrial detention is common. The next section describes changes in law and policy that have reduced the arbitrary and excessive application of pretrial detention, followed by sections on the use of data to assess the use of pretrial detention and on coordination among criminal justice agencies. Subsequent sections of this chapter examine reducing over-incarceration, the roles of lawyers and paralegals, and government programs that have succeeded in reducing pretrial detention.

Reforming the use of pretrial detention is both urgent and possible. By focusing on the conditions and actions that have made reducing pretrial detention possible in various places around the world, it is possible to identify strategies that can decrease the excessive use of pretrial detention in every jurisdiction.

POLITICAL CONDITIONS THAT SUPPORT PRETRIAL DETENTION REFORM

As noted earlier, in the chapter examining causes of the overuse of pretrial detention, politicians and voters often support a tough-on-crime approach that favors excessive pretrial detention. However, this is not universally true, and some political
circumstances can actually work in favor of reform. Few countries have the resources and conditions that made the reform and reduction of pretrial detention possible in Finland and Singapore, which are described below. However, many states possess one or two similarities to these countries, and reformers should look to exploit these to their advantage when seeking to implement rational and rights-based pretrial justice policies.

**The Finnish Case**

Finland has one of the lowest rates of pretrial detention worldwide: less than one-fifth of its prison population is comprised of pretrial detainees, at 10-15 detainees per 100,000 inhabitants. Its overall incarceration rate is lower than the Scandinavian average. Yet during the 1950s the country’s incarceration rate exceeded most of Europe’s, with a rate four times as high as the Scandinavian average. Between 1966 and 2004, the Finnish parliament undertook 25 legislative reforms, all seeking to reduce the use of incarceration. This revolutionary and sustained decline in the use of imprisonment and pretrial detention over the last 50 years provides a number of instructive points for reformers, starting with the political conditions that made Finland’s transformation possible.

To begin with, Finnish authorities have demonstrated a widespread political will and consensus to reduce prisoner numbers. Civil servants, the judiciary, prison authorities, and, crucially, elected officials, all shared a commitment to reducing incarceration. Finland is a unitary state with a single written criminal code. Nationally organized institutions administer justice, making policy implementation relatively straightforward.

An unusual media market also made reform possible in Finland. Some 90 percent of Finns read a newspaper daily, one of the highest rates in the world, and almost 90 percent of newspapers are sold by subscription. This means that newspapers do not have to be alarmist: they do not rely on startling headlines to sell newspapers at a newsstand. During Finland’s period of reform, crime control never became a central issue in Finnish elections.

With the political will for change and a non-sensationalist media in place, a relatively small group of experts was able to drive the reform process. These professionals had close personal and professional contacts with senior politicians, but they themselves were civil servants in the justice ministry. An intensifying era of Nordic cooperation that emerged in the 1960s also prompted change, including the promotion of liberal ideas about crime and criminal justice policy. The exchange of ideas among Nordic countries, including legislative models developed by Finland’s neighbors, especially Sweden, strongly influenced the Finnish penal reforms of the 1960s and 1970s. In making the case for liberal penal policy, reformers referenced positive experiences gleaned from other Nordic countries and the need for inter-Nordic harmonization.

These conditions led to the creation of improved laws and policies, but, as this chapter will discuss in more detail later, good laws will not create change without good practice. Finland’s judiciary and prosecution service had the freedom and the will to implement good practices because they enjoy constitutionally guaranteed independence, because they (as well as the police) are permanently appointed non-partisan career officials, and because Finnish judges and prosecutors have training in criminology and criminal policy. In cooperation with universities, Finland
provides regular courses and seminars for judges and prosecutors to improve their knowledge of pretrial detention and sentencing practices.

This political atmosphere made it possible for Finland to develop social and situational crime prevention strategies, decriminalize certain conduct, introduce alternatives to imprisonment and pretrial detention, expand diversionary mechanisms and mediation, and introduce juvenile justice mechanisms that allowed social welfare and child protection measures to address misconduct by all children under 15 and many of those aged 15-17.

Singapore’s Education

Far from Scandinavia, Singapore has also benefited from a concerted and sustained policy initiative that substantially reduced its number of prisoners. After peaking in 2002 with 18,000 prisoners, Singapore’s prison population declined to just under 13,000 in 2010 (the latest year for which data are available), with the imprisonment rate declining from almost 400 per 100,000 of the general population to around 250. Although this is still a high rate of imprisonment, the sustained reduction in prisoner numbers over an eight-year period is remarkable. The use of pretrial detention in Singapore has also declined, and in 2010 less than eight percent of the prison population was comprised of pretrial detainees, an exceptionally low proportion by global standards.

A reduction in recidivism from 44 percent for the 1998 release cohort to 27 percent for the 2008 release cohort significantly contributed to the declining prison population. The Rehabilitation Framework, developed in 2000, and the Yellow Ribbon Project, launched in 2004, transformed Singapore’s recidivism rate. The project engages the community in accepting ex-offenders and their families, including signing up thousands of employers willing to hire ex-offenders and organizing numerous community activities to raise awareness. Under its auspices, some 1,700 volunteers, almost as many as regular prison staff, provided training and counseling for prisoners in Singapore in 2008.

Annual public opinion surveys undertaken by the Singapore Prison Service find that more than 80 percent of the Singaporean public is aware of the Yellow Ribbon objectives and 70 percent are willing to accept ex-offenders either as friends or colleagues.

Like Finland, Singapore has a number of advantages in promoting and implementing penal reforms. Singapore is a democracy, but the same ruling party has been in power since Britain granted the nation self-government in 1959, making for policy continuity. Moreover, the government benefits from a strong state apparatus and an experienced and qualified civil service. Singapore is a relatively small country—both in terms of population (about five million) and physical size—which, no doubt, facilitates the deployment of publicity campaigns such as the Yellow Ribbon Project.

Some of the commonalities of the Finish and Singaporean experiences are useful in highlighting those factors which facilitate penal reform. These include a political system which can sustain a policy position without being driven off course by the day-to-day vagaries of public, media, or party political opinion; a system of government which has the capacity to implement policy; and a broad social consensus about the utility of the reform.
Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic

Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic represent the only two successful examples of sustained penal reform efforts in Latin America, but their examples suggest what’s possible in countries quite different from Finland and Singapore. In both countries reformers introduced change at the highest level of government—the presidency and the respective ministry—with continuity a key to the reforms’ success. As one study summarized, “Continuity has been uninterrupted in the reform programme [of both countries]. It is indispensable for the penitentiary reform to outlast the different administrations and for it to last from eight to ten years in order to become consolidated. In Costa Rica the process started in 1975 and it has been able to survive for eight administrations. In the Dominican Republic it started in July 2003 and it is into the third administration.”

As seen in the following section, even modest reforms to those particular practices which tend to increase pretrial detention and other misuses of incarceration are possible and often produce significant and positive change.

LAWS AND POLICIES TO REDUCE PRETRIAL DETENTION

Without good laws, consistently good practice is impossible. Moreover, explicitly bad laws abet and encourage practices which undermine the presumption of innocence. While some of the proposals below represent compromises with the principle of presumed innocence inasmuch as they make a distinction between minor and major offenses, history suggests that political forces make it palatable to treat as innocent people accused of minor offenses. Such laws form a foundation to scale back pretrial detention, and may lead to greater changes and further reduction in the use of pretrial detention. This section examines specific laws and policies that have been shown to reduce pretrial detention.

Laws should provide judicial officers with wide discretion to release defendants awaiting trial. Some countries classify numerous offenses as “non bailable”—that is, persons charged with such offenses cannot be released awaiting trial. In many Mexican states, for example, courts cannot grant pretrial release to any person charged with robbery, serious assault, stock theft, or assisted suicide. Ecuador’s non bailable offenses include all crimes punishable with prison terms of five years or more, as well as all hate, sexual, or domestic-violence crimes. Austria bars pretrial release for most persons charged with a crime that carries a minimum penalty of 10 years or more. In Zambia, a person charged with theft of a motor vehicle and who has previously been charged with the same offense cannot be released on bail. South Africa requires any person charged with a serious violent crime to adduce evidence satisfying the court that exceptional circumstances exist which in the interest of justice permit the defendant’s pretrial release—essentially placing the onus on the defendant to show why he should be released awaiting trial. Changing these policies to allow judicial discretion will decrease the arbitrary imposition of pretrial detention.

Laws should ban pretrial detention where logical. Mexico’s federal constitution prohibits pretrial detention for persons charged with offenses for which the potential sentence upon conviction excludes imprisonment. Chile also addresses
pretrial detention in cases where the potential sentence excludes imprisonment, but requires such suspects to show they have local family ties to avoid detention.\textsuperscript{13} A number of Mexican states prohibit pretrial detention for juveniles charged with “non-grave” or minor offenses, and prohibits it altogether for children under the age of 14 years.\textsuperscript{14} Brazil prohibits pretrial detention for persons charged with an offense for which the potential maximum sentence is four years of imprisonment or less, provided such a person is not charged with a crime involving domestic or family violence committed against a vulnerable person (i.e. a child, woman, elderly person, or physically disabled person) and has not previously been convicted of a serious crime.\textsuperscript{15} Ecuador’s laws stipulate that pregnant women cannot be held in pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{16}

Unfortunately, these laws have limited effects, and tend to exist in places where other conditions support excessive use of pretrial detention. Their language may cover a very limited number of people—for example, Mexico imposes imprisonment for most offenses. In addition, some of these laws only require that individuals be released if they make bail, which may be set too high to help many suspects. However, they represent foundations on which to build and models that other jurisdictions could follow; correctly applied, they would decrease pretrial detention.

India has a stronger bar on mandatory pretrial detention. The law requires that a person charged with a bailable offense be granted bail by the police or the courts. If the defendant is unable to furnish any surety within a week of arrest, the person is deemed “indigent” and released on a personal bond without sureties for his appearance.

\textit{Laws should set an upper time limit on the legally permitted duration of pretrial detention.} France, for example, requires the length of pretrial detention be “reasonable,” given the seriousness of the alleged offense and the complexity of the investigations, and stipulates the maximum length of pretrial detention—ranging from four months to four years—based on the maximum penalty the defendant would face if convicted.\textsuperscript{17} Denmark uses a “proportionality principle,” generally disallowing pretrial detention in excess of two-thirds of the expected custodial sentence.\textsuperscript{18} Under Greek law, lengths of pretrial detention vary according to the nature of the alleged offense, ranging from six months to one year, and only permitting pretrial detention longer than 18 months in exceptional circumstances.\textsuperscript{19} In the Netherlands, once a defendant has been remanded in custody the trial must commence within 104 days.\textsuperscript{20} Moreover, pretrial detention in the Netherlands must terminate as soon as the pretrial detention period together with the period of police custody equals the anticipated custodial sentence upon conviction.\textsuperscript{21} Poland stipulates that pretrial detention should not exceed three months, but permits extension by nine months. Thereafter, only the appellate court can extend the duration of pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{22} In England and Wales, legislation governs the maximum period of pretrial detention, and if a trial has not commenced within the statutory time limit the defendant must be released on bail. Only a few enumerated exceptions allow for an extension of the maximum period of pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{23}

\textit{The law should provide for a variety of alternatives to pretrial detention.} It is important that judges have a wide range of flexible bail conditions available to them. Such alternatives to pretrial detention can include precluding defendants from engaging in particular conduct, leaving or entering specified places or districts, or meeting specified persons. They may also include ordering defendants to remain at a specific address; report on a periodic basis to a court, the police, or other authority;
surrender passports or other travel documents; or provide financial or other forms of security so as to guarantee attendance at trial.\textsuperscript{24}

**Alternatives to Pretrial Detention: The Danger of “Net Widening”**

England and Wales introduced conditional bail in the late 1960s in an attempt to reduce the number of pretrial detainees. Since then, the use of conditional bail has steadily increased. Today a majority of defendants released on bail by the courts have conditions attached to their bail. The police were empowered to impose conditions on police bail in 1995, and police conditional bail has also risen.

These increases raise the specter that conditional bail, rather than narrowing the net of detention, increases the net of conditions. Suspects who might have been released on their own recognizance now must satisfy conditions. Empirical evidence relating to the effectiveness of the increased use of conditional bail is sparse. Anthea Hucklesby’s 2001 study suggests that police conditional bail has been subject to net widening.\textsuperscript{25} George Mair’s 2002 study also found that only half of cases of conditional bail displace the use of custodial sentences.\textsuperscript{26}

The Law Society of England and Wales finds that the defense are increasingly offering a package of conditions as part of a bail application, which may preempt a remand in custody, but raises the concern that this implies “an acceptance that the defendants would be refused unconditional bail,” and that as a result, bail conditions are “frequently imposed unnecessarily.”\textsuperscript{27}

Unfortunately, a review of pretrial detention laws and practice in the 27 E.U. member states found little evidence that the introduction of alternatives to pretrial detention resulted in a reduction in the number of detainees incarcerated as a proportion of all prisoners. But, as noted above, these kinds of options give judicial actors something on which to build.\textsuperscript{28} Other modifications prescribed in this chapter, especially the education of judicial system actors and the public, may make such programs more effective in decreasing pretrial detention.

*Laws and guidelines should regulate the use of conditional bail.* While in most cases preferable to pretrial detention, conditional bail does restrict the liberty of defendants, especially when courts impose multiple conditions simultaneously. Judicial officers must carefully weigh the advantages and disadvantages of each condition in order to find appropriate forms of intervention that can serve as an effective alternative to detention. Judicial officers should verify that defendants are able to meet the requirements they set. Without this verification, conditions act as de facto pretrial detention. The U.N. Office on Drugs and Crime has developed the following considerations for judicial officers evaluating conditional bail:\textsuperscript{29}

- Requirements to appear in court should not be excessive in number. Scheduled hearings should be meaningful in that they move a case toward completion.
- Where bail is considered necessary to ensure the appearance of the accused for trial, courts should set bail amounts that are proportionate to the defendant’s
means. Otherwise, high bail amounts discriminate against the poor.

- Judicial officers should tailor restrictions of movement as narrowly as possible and take the defendant’s circumstances into account. Legitimate activities such as going to a job should remain possible.

- Before requiring a defendant to surrender certain documents, judicial officers should consider whether the defendant needs the documents to work, withdraw money, or interact with the state bureaucracy. In some countries, courts may order that the counsel for the defendant take possession of such documents, with leave to allow their appropriate use.

- Judicial officers should limit direct supervision in the community, an intrusive alternative that greatly limits freedom and privacy.

*States should take prison overcrowding into account.* A 2001 law requires South African courts to consider release of those detained on unaffordable bail if overcrowding poses a material and imminent threat to the human dignity, physical health, or safety of pretrial detainees who are unable to pay their bail amounts, and who have been charged with less serious offenses. Over an 18-month period in 2009–2010, prison authorities made applications with respect to some 34,700 pretrial detainees, and the courts released 23,200.

*States should make provisions to address the fact that even low bail amounts may be unaffordable.* South Africa also took action to address unaffordable bail amounts for poor detainees. In 2007–2008, some 8,300 persons who were granted bail were held in pretrial detention in South Africa because they could not afford the bail amounts set at R1,000 (U.S.$ 125) or less. Half of those pretrial detainees had bail set at under R500 and many under R100. South Africa took action, releasing those who could not afford small bail fees, and developed a protocol to address the problem of unaffordable bail fees. All those with bail set at less than R1,000 have the right to reappear before the court if within 14 days of the court having granted bail they have not managed to raise the monies. By 2010, the number of pretrial detainees with bail amounts less than R1,000 had decreased by 47 percent, to 4,458.

These measures not only reduced the number of persons in pretrial detention, but also improved the functioning of the courts at several of the pilot sites where the reform was tested.

*Laws should dictate a system of mandatory review* as a check on unnecessary delays and to reduce the burden on the defendant of finding “new facts” with which to present a fresh bail application. Defendants cannot be expected to understand the reasons for delays in the prosecution of cases and the onus should be on the prosecution to show to a court at regular intervals why the continued detention of a defendant is necessary and reasonable. Evidence suggests that effective regular review can be at least as effective as statutory time limits in controlling the length of pretrial detention. Neither Finland nor Sweden limits the duration of pretrial detention, but an effective review process ensures short average periods of pretrial detention.

*Laws should require the review of bail decisions.* A number of Latin American jurisdictions have incorporated the automatic review of bail decisions into their respective criminal codes. Costa Rica, El Salvador, Paraguay, the Dominican Republic, and Venezuela all require that bail applications be reviewed every three months.
Unfortunately, legal changes do not always prevent the excessive use of pretrial detention. For example, both Bolivia’s and Malawi’s new codes of criminal procedure contain fixed limits on the amount of time defendants can be held in pretrial detention. Yet prolonged detention remains a problem in both countries due to factors such as judicial corruption, lack of public defenders, poor case-tracking mechanisms, and judicial officers who claim to be ignorant of the new law.37 In Russia, the country’s judiciary routinely ignores laws promoting the release on bail or personal recognizance of defendants charged with economic crimes and stipulating that seriously ill detainees need not await trial in jail.38 In the early 1970s, the U.S. Congress and state legislatures enacted “speedy trial” acts to ensure that criminal cases were decided quickly. These laws set specific deadlines which, if not met, could lead to dismissal of cases. The mere adoption of these laws, however, has generally failed to shorten disposition times.39

In a similar vein, the Italian criminal procedure code contains abundant language aimed at curbing excessive use of pretrial detention. It requires “serious circumstantial evidence of guilt,” specific facts to support allegations that the accused might tamper with evidence, and requires authorities to name “specific conduct” or previous convictions to support an allegation of likely repeat offense. Yet representatives of the Italian criminal bar association allege that Italian courts systematically violate the principle that pretrial detention remand must be a last resort. They added that the police use pretrial detention as an “investigative tool” to compel defendants to incriminate themselves and others in exchange for release or for the substitution of home arrest.

In spite of these challenges, it’s clear that states can implement a number of laws to decrease pretrial detention. Where practice falls short, some of the measures described below, such as the use of data and the intervention of legal practitioners to invoke the law, can build on the foundation that the right laws supply.

**THE ROLE OF DATA IN ASSESSING THE PROBLEM**

Obtaining and understanding data on a criminal justice system’s performance is no easy task. This is especially the case with respect to pretrial justice, the efficient delivery of which requires the coordinated actions of a range of criminal justice agencies and the people who work within them. As one expert has said of the dearth of reliable criminal justice data and research worldwide, “most of the penitentiary systems do not provide meaningful data.”40

It is important for justice systems to have effective information management systems that provide current, accessible information on the status of cases and defendants. The UNODC *Handbook on Prisoner File Management* highlights the importance of maintaining accurate files:

> Creating and maintaining prisoner and detainee files is an essential tool for protecting and upholding [human rights] standards...an essential component of effective prison management and plays an important part in improving the transparency and accountability of prison administrations....41
When it comes to preventing or decreasing the abuse of pretrial detention, data about judges’ decisions to release defendants pending trial can aid reform. This data includes the charges against individuals released, the conditions imposed on them, and characteristics such as employment status. It also includes the results of release decisions, such as the number of released defendants who abscond, (re) offend while awaiting trial, or interfere with the administration of justice. Showing that most released defendants comply with the conditions of their release should help the argument for reducing the use of pretrial detention. By correlating information about defendants with the results of release decisions, data can point the way to releasing additional defendants pretrial, if the data show that indicators such as being charged with a nonviolent crime or having a job make defendants more likely to comply.

Judicial officers could also improve their bail decisions if states collected statistical evidence. This evidence could facilitate the authorization of catch-all categories establishing the risk that a defendant would abscond, offend, interfere with witnesses, or otherwise obstruct justice. Statistical analysis could unlock component parts of a release-on-bail decision and develop a weighting scheme informed by objective measures. It could measure which conditions effectively prevent negative outcomes without unduly disadvantaging the poor or imposing lengthy pretrial detention.

However, even basic data on the number of pretrial detainees and the length of their detention can prompt targeted and effective interventions. In Brazil, for example, the National Council of Justice (Conselho Nacional de Justiça, or CNJ), a statutory body, created an ad hoc initiative called the mutirão (literally, “the help that members of a family give to one another”), in an effort to deal with the backlog of cases underlying the country’s high pretrial detention numbers. The number of pretrial detainees more than quadrupled between 1995 and 2009 in Brazil. A small team based in Brasília coordinated the assembly of groups of judges, drawn from different areas to examine a single state’s caseload.

Between 2009 and 2011, after examining 383,893 cases, the mutiroes freed almost 10 percent of the defendants: 36,893 people who had been detained irregularly. Hundreds of these people had spent far longer in pretrial detention than the sentences for the charges they faced could have brought. In one state, Bahia, the mutirão discovered that while the prison authorities had recorded a prison population of between 10,000 and 11,000 in January 2009, there were actually around 15,000 people in detention facilities, approximately a third of whom were awaiting trial.

In Ecuador, the law limits the period that pretrial detainees may be held after indictments have been issued but before conviction or sentencing, to six months in the case of less serious crimes and one year in the case of serious crimes. A review of pretrial detainees identified almost 12,000 being held in violation of these principles in August 2007. Lawyers employed by a reformed and better-resourced criminal defense system identified these cases and ensured that the detainees were released or brought to an expedited trial. By September 2009, all of them had been released.

In 2003, a census of three Kenyan prisons, including the main Nairobi remand center, found that 86 percent of pretrial detainees accused of bailable offenses had been granted bail but could not meet the conditions set by the court. A number of defendants were released pending trial, following a reduction in money bail amounts or other changes in condition of release.

**PREASSUMPTION OF GUILT: THE GLOBAL OVERUSE OF PRETRIAL DETENTION**
In 1999, a number of Malawian NGOs conducted a study of the conditions of juveniles in three of Malawi’s largest prisons. The study found that of the 179 young people in the juvenile section in Zomba Central Prison, not one had been lawfully detained. None of the juveniles had legal representation or had been charged with offenses that would justify remand to prison.47

These ad hoc undertakings suggest what can be achieved by data collection mechanisms that gather relevant pretrial justice indicators on a sustained and real-time basis. At its most basic, every criminal justice system should know who is in pretrial detention. That is, states should have information on every pretrial detainee’s demographic background (e.g. age, gender), the charge(s) he faces, the date the detention began, and the date of the next court appearance. The dearth of data hamstrings judicial officers who seek to make decisions that will support the integrity and credibility of the justice system, protect the community, and assist in the protection of the defendant’s rights. Data could give judges information about the extent to which bail and pretrial detention practices achieve their lawful aims. The availability of data on issues such as failure to appear, the reasons for failing to appear, offending on bail, and interference with witnesses and victims is generally so poor that the effectiveness of pretrial detention cannot be analyzed with any degree of accuracy.48 As Australian scholars Sarre, King, and Bamford note, “To facilitate quality assurance, reliable data must be collected and made publicly available. To understand the contribution of each set of decision-makers to remand rates requires systematic, comparable and accessible data on remand hearings and remand outcomes.”49

A more sophisticated data collection mechanism will seek to identify bottlenecks within the criminal justice system as a prelude to developing interventions which can address these most effectively. For example, in the early 2000s, the Nizhny Novgorod Project on Justice Assistance developed a “jail monitor” to measure the duration of pretrial detention for different stages of the criminal justice process (Table 1).50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of proceeding</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>Jan. 2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From arrest to arrival at SIZO*</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From arrival to indictment</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From indictment to verdict</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From verdict to end of appeals</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From adjudication to exit from SIZO</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total time in detention (days)</strong></td>
<td><strong>161.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>148.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>130.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* SIZO is the Russian acronym for a pretrial detention center.

This approach pinpoints where delays are occurring within the broader pretrial justice system. In Table 1 we can see, for example, that detainees covered
by the Nizhny Novgorod project spent roughly a third of their total time in pretrial detention from arrival at a pretrial detention center (SIZO) up to the point of being indicted or charged. That is, the police took 6-7 weeks to finalize their investigation for the prosecution to then proceed to trial. As a result of this analysis, the Nizhny Novgorod project persuaded the police to employ assistant investigators to expedite the police’s investigative work.

Data collected at the Ikoyi Prison in Lagos, Nigeria, on the duration of each detention for all persons exiting pretrial detention (which includes those being sentenced to detention following trial) revealed, contrary to the expectation of most Nigerian criminal justice officials, the average stay was 73 days and one-third of detainees exited within a week, most having been released on bail. However, four percent of pretrial detainees at Ikoyi Prison remained in pretrial detention for more than a year, and researchers from the Lagos State Attorney General’s office, the Lagos-based CLEEN Foundation, and Harvard University determined that these individuals accounted for almost half the prison space occupied at the prison over time. An additional four percent of pretrial detainees were held between six and 12 months. In general, the prosecution of defendants who stayed in pretrial detention for above average lengths of time was discontinued or withdrawn (after an average of 121 days in pretrial detention) or dismissed by the courts (after an average of 111 days). Completing within six months all of the cases where a defendant was in pretrial detention for at least a year would reduce the remand population by 17 percent.

A comprehensive approach to data gathering and analysis provides a foundation for substantial change, not just in the overuse of pretrial detention but in penal reform in general. As the Twelfth United Nations Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice observed in 2010, “Successful initiatives tend to be those founded on empirical understanding validated by key stakeholders.”

COORDINATION BETWEEN CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES

In many jurisdictions, a lack of coordination and cooperation between the various criminal justice agencies responsible for pretrial justice contributes to the duration of pretrial detention. Even with limited resources, addressing this disconnect can achieve substantial change. As the cases below illustrate, regular meetings at the local level to address bottlenecks in the criminal justice system can have a significant effect.

In 1998, the government of Uganda appointed a Case Management Committee comprising senior local representatives of the various criminal justice agencies—including police, probation, prosecution, prisons, magistracy, and judiciary—to address an extreme backlog of criminal cases. Monthly committee meetings tracked the progress of cases through the system from the very beginning of the criminal justice process, identifying the major bottlenecks and seeking solutions. For example, cases could be transferred from police to court more quickly and an available magistrate could begin taking evidence from available witnesses to ensure faster disposal of simple cases. The committee also developed a joint simplified procedure to discontinue the prosecution of certain cases in which the defendant had
not been formally arrested. This procedure disposed of some 600 cases clogging up the system in a single district.\textsuperscript{55} Other actions to cut delays include better control of case files, statistical reports to identify bottlenecks, trials held on consecutive days to reduce adjournments, and steps to encourage better witness attendance at court.\textsuperscript{56}

Uganda has established similar case management committees nationally under the auspices of the Chain Link Initiative. In addition to improving coordination among criminal justice agencies, the initiative has improved case management through coordination with citizens. For example, in one district a chief magistrate assigned a clerk to monitor the grounds around the court premises to ensure that persons waiting there knew what to do and where to go. The court’s entrance now has posters and guides for court users in multiple languages.\textsuperscript{57}

Malawi established Court Users’ Committees meeting regularly at the local, regional, and national levels to identify problems and develop local solutions. The committees enable justice system actors to address temporary crises and reduce the caseload by referring appropriate cases for diversion or to traditional authorities for local settlement. They also encourage the police to speed up investigations and gather evidence before defendants are remanded in custody, rather than afterwards.\textsuperscript{58} In an example of the committees’ success, a team of paralegals, supported by prison officers, raised the matter of overcrowding of a particular prison at the local Court Users’ Committee meeting. In response, the chief magistrate of the area visited and inspected the prison in question. The following day he returned with three magistrates, police prosecutors, and court clerks and released a number of pretrial detainees to ease the congestion.

Malawi’s National Taskforce of Court Users’ Committees has developed guidelines to encourage members to speed up case processing times and reduce the use of pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{59} These include:

- Police applications for warrants of arrest shall be made after investigations have been finalized unless good reasons can be advanced for doing otherwise.
- Trials involving minor offenses should be finalized within three months of the defendant’s arrest.
- Objections to bail should cite good reasons.
- Trials of minor offenses should be conducted on the day of pleas, with police summoning witnesses in advance.
- Frequency of trial adjournments should not exceed three in total.
- Witnesses present at court should be heard whenever and wherever practicable.

In Liberia, the Ministry of Justice established a Case Flow Management Committee in 2004 to address prison overcrowding. More than 90 percent of Liberia’s prisoners are pretrial detainees and defendants charged with minor offenses often spend long periods in detention awaiting trial. The committee reviews the individual files and status
of pretrial detainees and makes a monthly recommendation to the solicitor-general to drop charges in appropriate cases.50

In Bangladesh, the Madaripur Legal Aid Association (MLAA) participates monthly in a Case Coordination Committee meeting designed to manage cases efficiently, thus reducing backlogs and prison overcrowding. At the meeting, the MLAA’s paralegals present the committee with cases that need immediate attention. These typically have to do with pretrial detainees not having trial dates set, persons who have been in pretrial detention for long periods of time, and pretrial detainees not knowing how to deposit bail money to facilitate their pretrial release. The committee members, who represent various criminal justice agencies, work together to provide quick and practical solutions to urgent problems. Each meeting begins with an update on the status of previous cases and ends with a plan for resolving pending problems.61

The South African government developed an Integrated Justice System initiative following the end of apartheid to transform the criminal justice system “into a modern, efficient, effective and integrated system.”62 As part of the initiative, the Court Centre Project (CCP) brings together representatives from the safety and security, justice, correctional services, and welfare departments at the local level to create an integrated team to expedite the court process. Team members ensure that case files are ready for trial two days in advance, and ensure the timely delivery of files as well as detained arrestees at trial. CCP also provides improved information management. A user-friendly and simple computer-based data-capture and -management program stores information contained in each case file and charge sheet. The system manages the court rolls, and tracks and controls the pretrial detention period of detainees. The system also allows for the identification of trends, such as the number of juveniles standing trial, the length of cases, and the number of dockets that are missing. In response to this data, the CCP established reception courts, where all first appearances, remands, bail applications, and guilty pleas are heard. This ensures that courts can prioritize trial-ready cases.

Most of the initiatives described above require a relatively modest application of effort on the part of criminal justice officials. The impact of monthly meetings between members of agencies working together to expedite cases has been impressive and should be replicated elsewhere.

**REDUCING THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO COME INTO CONFLICT WITH THE LAW**

The criminal justice system is akin to a funnel. The large end represents encounters with the law when the police stop and question people. The funnel narrows as the police arrest some people they stopped, and summon others to court. It narrows again as some of those arrested will be charged, and again to prosecutions, to convictions, and to the imposition of a custodial sentence.53

The narrowing of the funnel at each stage varies by jurisdiction. In countries where police are numerous and efficient, arrest numbers may be high. In places where prosecutors have a duty to prosecute all cases in which sufficient evidence exists of the probable guilt of the suspect (the so-called “legality principle”), prosecution rates tend to be high. Countries with corrupt police but under-resourced
criminal justice systems may have many arrests but few prosecutions and convictions.

In the United States, which has tough penal laws and imposes custodial sentences relatively frequently, most arrests do not result in conviction and imprisonment. U.S. law enforcement makes some 13-14 million arrests annually, or about 4,500 arrests per 100,000 of the general population. Relatively few of these are for violent crimes. In 2009, for example, U.S. police made 13.7 million arrests, of which 582,000 were for serious violent crimes, 1.3 million for minor assaults, and 1.7 million for property crimes. Other arrests were for vandalism, transgressing liquor laws, drunkenness, disorderly conduct, and curfew and loitering law violations (2.2 million), drug abuse violations (1.7 million), and driving under the influence (1.4 million).  

Over a typical year, the United States gives a custodial sentence to 700,000 to 750,000 people, or about 250 persons per 100,000 of the population. Of these, 200,000 to 250,000 go to prison for violating a condition of their parole. In short, of the 13–14 million annual arrests, only about five percent culminate in a custodial sentence.  

However, most arrestees spend some time in pretrial detention—some just a few hours at the police station, but most at least overnight pending a bail hearing. Many, however, will spend weeks in detention before making bail, being acquitted at the end of their trial, or receiving a non-custodial sentence upon conviction. The U.S. criminal justice system moves quickly compared to others, so that the average period of pretrial detention tends to be low. In other countries, however, where defendants can wait months and years for trial, an arrest can lead to long periods of detention.

Countries with long pretrial detention durations will naturally see the strongest results from lowering arrest rates. The major ways to decrease arrest rates are crime prevention, decriminalization, and alternatives to incarceration such as restorative justice.

**Crime Prevention**

The following four principal approaches all contribute to a reduction in offending and crime and, thereby, arrest and pretrial detention:

- **Crime prevention through social development (or social crime prevention).** This includes social, educational, health, cultural, and environmental measures that help reduce the risks of offending and victimization. Social approaches offer support to the most vulnerable populations or geographic areas.

- **Situational crime prevention approaches.** Such approaches seek to reduce the opportunities for and benefits of offending, as well as increasing the risks of being caught, primarily through the design of the built environment.

- **Community or locally-based crime prevention.** Such measures help to change the conditions in neighborhoods that influence crime, victimization, and the resulting insecurity.

- **Prevention of recidivism.** Such programs focus on the social reintegration of offenders.
A growing number of countries are adopting broad public safety policies that include a component devoted to prevention. The International Centre for the Prevention of Crime (ICPC) identified 37 countries in this category in 2008, and 57 in 2010. After a global review of crime prevention policies, the ICPC concluded that key elements of successful policies include a sense of trust between the population and public institutions, particularly the police, justice, and the educational sector; the active participation of the population involved in prevention strategies; and prevention strategies which constitute public policies in and of themselves, which are not annexed to other policies. They also specify that prevention strategies must benefit from adequate and specific resources in terms of funding and governance.

Modest crime prevention interventions can have a significant impact on reducing offending behavior. For example, a review of 13 studies in the United States and United Kingdom found that improved street lighting—an example of situational crime prevention—resulted in a decline in reported crime in public spaces by about a fifth.

**Colombia: Crime Prevention Initiative Reduces Homicide Rate in Medellín**

Medellín, Colombia’s second largest city, achieved a remarkable plunge in crime between 2002 and 2007. The city had the highest rate of homicide in the world in 1991 at 381 murders per 100,000, and while it halved over the next 10 years, in 2001 it was still one of the highest rates of homicide globally. The control exerted by armed groups of drug traffickers, paramilitaries, and guerrilla groups in many parts of the city maintained a high rate.

The Medellín mayor’s office played a key role in implementing local regulation to control the consumption of alcohol and the carrying of guns in public spaces, focusing attention on areas with the highest rates of violence. Through a peace and reconciliation program, *Proyectos Urbanos Integrales* (Integrated Urban Projects), the city undertook large-scale investment to provide public services to informal settlements on the mountainsides surrounding the city, particularly transport, education, housing, and the creation of green spaces. Selling these as an investment in the city as a whole, stressing solidarity and the need to reduce inequality, the city worked with civil society organizations, whose presence in, and knowledge of, their neighborhoods, as well as their legitimacy within them, had sustained independence from armed groups in preceding years. Between 2002 and 2007 homicide rates in the city fell from 174 to 29 per 100,000, a startling achievement.

**Decriminalization**

Decriminalization is the abolition of criminal penalties in relation to certain acts, sometimes replaced by regulatory permitting or fines. A number of countries have decriminalized acts over the last few decades such as loitering, being a “rogue and vagabond,” hawking, being an “idle or disorderly person,” the possession or recreational use of certain drugs, consuming alcohol in public, breastfeeding in public, homosexuality, prostitution, and public nudity.

According to the U.N. Office on Drugs and Crime, jurisdictions that have
decriminalized vagrancy have thereby significantly reduced rates of both pretrial detention and overall imprisonment. In Uganda in the 1990s, 50 percent of the young persons in pretrial detention centers had been charged with “being idle and disorderly”; the removal of this offense from the statute book in 1999 reduced the number of young persons in pretrial detention dramatically.

The United States would see a significant plunge in pretrial detention and in incarceration rates if it were to decriminalize the possession of marijuana. In 2010, arrests in the United States for possession of marijuana exceeded 750,000 people, including more than 50,000 in New York alone, some whom possessed less than 25 grams of the drug.

**Restorative Justice, Alternative Dispute Resolution, and Diversion**

Restorative justice focuses on the needs of victims, offenders, and the involved community, instead of satisfying abstract legal principles or punishing the offender. Victims typically take an active role in the process, while offenders are encouraged to take responsibility for their actions.

Restorative justice understands crime as an offense against an individual or community, rather than the state. It involves both victim and offender and focuses on their personal needs. In addition, it supports the offender in avoiding future offenses. Restorative approaches to crime date back thousands of years and many traditional societies still use them. Restorative justice typically does not include arrest, or, therefore, pretrial detention. It may proceed in a courtroom or within a nonprofit or community organization. It typically proceeds with much more speed than formal courtroom processes, as well.

**Sierra Leone: The Customary Justice System**

With only 250 lawyers in Sierra Leone (90 percent of whom work in the capital), most people in Sierra Leone trust and rely on customary law for justice problems such as domestic violence, child abandonment, forced marriage, corruption, police abuse, economic exploitation, abuse of traditional authority, and denial of the right to education and health care. Almost 60 paralegals trained by Timap for Justice help address individual justice-related problems, as well as community-level problems, by drawing on both customary and formal institutions. In general, these approaches do not involve pretrial detention, because most proceedings do not involve jail time and happen swiftly.

In numerous developing countries throughout most parts of Africa, and large parts of Asia and Latin America, customary justice systems dominate dispute settlement. The United Kingdom’s Department for International Development estimates that in many countries on these three continents people address 80 percent of their disputes to traditional or customary legal systems.

A survey of some 2,500 Liberian households in 2008–2009 found that more respondents favored taking disputes of a criminal nature to a customary forum rather than a formal forum or court, even with respect to serious offenses such as murder and rape. Of all the cases the households had taken to a forum—for
disputes of both a criminal and civil nature—over a 12-month period (some 2,000 cases in total), they consistently preferred the outcome and “service” they received from the informal over the formal forum (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Customary</th>
<th>Formal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outcome was fair</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>85.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat or very satisfied with the outcome</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>78.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat or very satisfied with respect shown</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would return to this forum</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Afghans, to take another example, widely use community-based dispute resolution mechanisms—the workings of which most citizens, especially outside urban areas, understand better than formal courts—to resolve criminal (and civil) matters. These mechanisms handle over 80 percent of disputes in Afghanistan.

Diversion programs using a restorative approach to justice vary from country to country. They may include formal police caution, conciliation, community service, or individual, family, or group therapy. In principle, diversion refers to the channeling of certain criminal cases away from the criminal justice system, usually on certain conditions. It may require offenders to acknowledge responsibility for the offense and agree to make amends for the crime, often by performing community service or compensating the victim. Sometimes the offender is sent to a course or program to deal with a specific problem.

In practice, diversion programs represent an expansion of default practice. If countries investigated, prosecuted, and imprisoned all suspected offenders, the system would be unable to cope with the numbers. Consequently, police and prosecutors exercise a degree of discretion in deciding whom to take action against and whom to ignore. Jurisdictions that incorporate diversion into a legislative framework provide structures and guidelines to criminal justice officials who might otherwise exercise their discretion in an arbitrary or discriminatory manner, and generally exercise greater diversion than they would without an official policy and clear guidelines.

A review of legislation relating to diversion worldwide indicates that many countries provide diversion to drug- and alcohol-dependence treatment programs, some of them in ways that decrease pretrial detention.

Jurisdictions seeking to decrease pretrial detention specifically and over incarceration generally need to develop specific criteria to assess a case’s suitability for diversion, such as the nature of the offense, admission of guilt, the age of the accused, and the victim’s preferences. Specific criteria will make decisions regarding diversion efficient, and thereby decrease pretrial detention—not just for the defendant in a diverted case, but also for defendants in cases that benefit from a more efficient system. Thailand successfully reduced its 250,000 inmates in 2002 to 185,000 by 2008, 28 percent of whom were pretrial detainees, through a diversion program. It included the development of community mediation centers to settle
minor disputes within communities, the encouragement of the use of prosecutorial discretion not to prosecute under certain circumstances, the initiation of drug diversion programs, and the inclusion of pretrial diversion among the mandates of a new probation department.83

Papua New Guinea cut the number of juveniles in pretrial detention by 62 percent between 2001 and 2007 through a diversionary protocol.84 A Juvenile Justice Working Group consisting of 21 government and community agencies collaborated to establish a comprehensive juvenile justice system, based on restorative justice, Melanesian traditions, and contemporary juvenile justice practices.85 Activities included the implementation of a Police Juvenile Policy and Diversionary Protocol encouraging police to use pretrial detention as a last resort for juveniles. The protocol encouraged police to issue cautions or refer children to community mediation rather than formally arresting them, particularly for minor and non-violent crimes. A specialized Police Juvenile Policy Monitoring Unit monitors police compliance with the protocol, and a network of NGOs has been trained to document abuse and provide care, support, and advocacy where required.

The program also provides diversion at the court level through a Juvenile Court Diversion Programme. When children come before the court charged with minor crimes, the court has the discretion to refer them to community mediation rather than proceeding with the formal trial. Local mediators have been accredited to facilitate resolutions between the child, his parents, the victim, and community members. In addition, Juvenile Court Magistrates throughout the country have received training on juvenile justice principles to ensure child-sensitive handling of children by the formal court system and the imprisonment of children only as a last resort.

In a program targeted to accused adults and children, South Africa reduced the average period in which it addresses disputes through the Community Peace Programme which it established in the mid-1990s. The program seeks to mobilize local knowledge and capacity around issues of dispute-resolution and community-building. Groups of residents in poor communities facilitate the resolution of local disputes and support local entrepreneurs who are engaged in projects and enterprises that address the root causes of local conflicts. Centered on activities in 180 sites across the country, the program has achieved an average dispute resolution time of three days and a 99 percent success rate in finding solutions to disputes, 91 percent of which are of a nature that might carry jail time and pretrial detention under other models of resolution.86

South Africa’s Child Justice Act, implemented in 2010, provides for the possibility of diversion in all matters involving juveniles in conflict with the law. Within the first six months of its operation (the latest period for which data are available), almost 8,000 juveniles were diverted from the formal criminal justice process. Over the same period the number of juveniles in pretrial detention in South Africa declined from 425 to 290.87 By late 2011, the number of detained juveniles had declined to a record low of 196.88

Places where customary legal proceedings continue to have the trust of the people can typically avoid the excessive use of pretrial detention; many may be able to avoid almost all of its use. The Lilongwe Declaration on Accessing Legal Aid in the Criminal Justice System in Africa has this to say about the role of non-formal means of conflict resolution:89
Traditional and community-based alternatives to formal criminal processes have the potential to resolve disputes without acrimony and to restore social cohesion within the community. These mechanisms also have the potential to reduce reliance upon the police to enforce the law, to reduce congestion in the courts, and to reduce the reliance upon incarceration as a means of resolving conflict based upon alleged criminal activity. All stakeholders should recognise the significance of such diversionary measures to the administration of a community-based, victim-oriented criminal justice system and should provide support for such mechanisms provided that they conform to human rights norms.

THE ROLE OF LAWYERS AND PARALEGALS

Particularly in countries where legal processes do not work efficiently and effectively, lawyers and paralegals have the potential to make a positive contribution to decreasing a country’s reliance on pretrial detention in a variety of ways and at various stages of the criminal justice process. For example, in countries where the proportion of prisoners who are in pretrial detention is high, legal advisors can identify those people in pretrial detention who are eligible and suitable for release and help them seek their release and push for their rights. Interventions between the different stages of the criminal process—for example, during the period between charge and trial—can help to ensure that relevant procedural steps (such as the transfer of case materials from police to prosecutor) occur in a timely fashion.

Ensuring accused persons’ access to effective legal assistance at all stages of the pretrial justice process involves particular demands, and requires:

> an effective mechanism for ensuring that suspects and defendants know of their right to legal assistance, and can make an informed choice in legal representation free from undue influence;
> an effective mechanism to allow arrestees to contact a suitably qualified lawyer or paralegal without delay;
> legal services structured and managed to allow the provision of prompt and qualified legal assistance;
> ready access by lawyers and paralegals to arrestees in police detention, remand centers, and prisons, and facilities for lawyers and paralegals to consult with arrestees in private; and
> appropriate training and accreditation, and systems of monitoring, to ensure that lawyers and paralegals have the necessary knowledge and skills.
Nigeria: University Law Clinics

The Network of University Legal Aid Institutions (NULAI) Nigeria was established in 2003 as a non-governmental, non-profit organization to promote clinical legal education, legal education reform, legal aid, access to justice, and the development of future public interest lawyers. NULAI promotes pretrial detention work among law clinics in Nigeria and throughout Africa. Beginning in 2008, six legal clinics in Nigeria, catalyzed by NULAI, started to specialize in pretrial detention, providing litigation support, dispute resolution mechanisms, legal aid, and paralegal services. In 2009, NULAI signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Legal Aid Council of the Nigerian Ministry of Justice to collaborate on building a network of legal and paralegal personnel for prison visits, data collection, and the provision of legal aid to those in pretrial detention in Nigeria. NULAI is also working to build a network of university-based law clinics around Africa that provide pro-bono legal services to the indigent while training a new generation of skilled law students committed to public service.

The Importance of Paralegals in Many Jurisdictions

Paralegals can perform many of the functions listed above, and in many cases represent the best hope that significant numbers of defendants can receive legal assistance. As a World Bank report concludes, paralegals provide “first aid” in access to justice in many African countries:

...properly construed, paralegal services should be viewed as especially necessary in sub-Saharan Africa because of the poor extent of access to justice available to most Africans. In systems suffering from high prisoner remand populations and extensive court delays, there can be little or no case for bolstering the private legal profession or even the government public defender offices while the more urgent need for paralegal services is neglected. Paralegals should be viewed as a priority in building credible systems of justice in Africa.91

This section will discuss the role of paralegals in decreasing the abuse of pretrial detention, and the mechanisms that allow them to expand their role to serve the needs of many populations. Paralegals can and do provide primary legal aid services in numerous developing countries, decreasing the remand population, unnecessary detention, and case backlogs, and supporting the speedy processing of cases, diversion of young offenders, and the “equality of arms” between the defendant and the prosecution during the bail process in court. Given the relatively simple nature of the legal processes that lessen pretrial detention—prosecuting cases requires more expertise—it’s an issue particularly ripe for address by paralegals.

In many countries, a lack of legal recognition inhibits the effective use of paralegals, as does the resistance of professional bar associations. Jurisdictions that allow paralegals access to people in police or prison custody can expect to decrease the overuse of pretrial detention. England and Wales require that police treat accredited paralegals who work under the supervision of a fully qualified lawyer as lawyers in most respects, and research on the system has shown that accredited paralegals provide competent advice and assistance.92
Paralegal schemes—whether enjoying official recognition or not—have had a significant, measurable impact on pretrial detention populations in a range of countries. In Bangladesh, a paralegal program operating in three prisons resulted in the release of almost 2,000 pretrial detainees over four years. In Malawi, over a seven-year period the Paralegal Advisory Service contributed to a fall in the proportion of prisoners held pretrial from 35 percent to 17 percent. In Sierra Leone, paralegals operating in one prison reduced the pretrial population by 50 percent in one four-month period in 2009.

Working in five prisons in Rwanda, ten paralegals conducted awareness
raising sessions for 3,000 pretrial detainees over a one year period, preparing detainees for their next court appearance by role playing bail applications, applications for release, pleas in mitigation (for defendants who wished to plead guilty), and cross-examination. Between October 2009 and October 2010, the paralegals assisted with the pretrial release of almost 200 detainees, and the permanent release (through a dismissal of charges) of 625 pretrial detainees.100

According to an International Development Law Organization (IDLO) report, paralegals are especially effective during the early stages of the criminal justice process, and consequently have a particular role to play in decreasing pretrial detention.101 They can screen cases in prisons, police stations, and courts; filter the caseload; and advise and assist those in conflict with the law at police stations, courts, and in prisons. Paralegals can, moreover, advise defendants on the law and procedure so that they understand the status of their case and how to navigate the criminal justice system in their own case. They can also link all the actors involved in the criminal justice process and facilitate communication and coordination to speed the application of justice. In advising pretrial detainees, they can make it possible for people to invoke legal limitations on pretrial detention and improve the success of bail applications.

Uganda’s Paralegal Advisory Services (PAS) has been giving legal advice and assistance to pretrial detainees held in police stations, remand centers, and prisons since 2005. In 2007, PAS expanded its operations with 38 paralegals and 39 social workers, working in 38 prisons covering 57 percent of Uganda’s prison population. An evaluation of PAS’s work over an 11-month period between August 2009 and June 2010 revealed that its paralegals and social workers contributed to the release of almost 24,000 pretrial detainees (Table 3).102

| TABLE 3: Pretrial detainees released following PAS intervention, August 2009 – June 2010 |
|-----------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|----------------|
| Nature of release | PAS intervention | No. released |
| Mediation and diversion | Arreestees / detainees diverted from the criminal justice system | 1,245 |
| Police bail | Detainees helped to obtain police bail through negotiations with police and tracing of sureties | 8,527 |
| Release after maximum bail period expired | Detainees educated and successfully requesting release after completing maximum pretrial detention period of 60 days for minor offenses | 3,351 |
| Bail in court | Detainees obtaining bail using the advice offered by paralegals in trainings on self-representation during bail proceedings | 2,652 |
| Other releases | Cases dismissed, discharged or acquitted after follow-up by paralegals through the criminal justice institutions | 8,182 |
| Total | | 23,957 |
Between 2005 and 2010, the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners in Uganda declined from 63 percent to 55 percent. At prisons where PAS operated, the proportion of pretrial detainees declined to 25 percent compared to 75 percent for prisons where PAS was not active.

Paralegals in Malawi Provide Pretrial Counsel: A Case Study

In October 2009, the Paralegal Advisory Service Institute (PASI) in Malawi deployed four full-time paralegals to two new project sites. One is a rural site in the village of Mangochi, and one is an urban site in Kanengo in the main industrial zone of Lilongwe, the capital city. At both project sites PASI began to provide paralegals at police stations for adult arrestees and detainees, augmenting PASI interventions focused on prisons and courts.

An evaluation of the new service revealed that PASI’s paralegals assist pretrial detainees in a variety of ways. They provide support to arrestees making bail applications at the police station and court, trace relatives and sureties for bail, and screen and refer delayed cases for expeditious processing. Paralegals not only provided key information to improve the success of bail applications but made it possible for detainees to make bail. PASI also made a fairly big impact on dropped charges. Helping the detainee to understand the charges, the laws, and police procedures empowered defendants to argue their cases by, for example, providing a better explanation or alibi, all of which contributed to dropped charges.

The evaluation also revealed that PASI’s paralegals sped up the time elapsing between arrests, charges, and the final disposal of minor cases by employing a number of activities originating at the police stations, such as tracing family members, witnesses, and sureties; awareness raising and information dissemination among arrestees (e.g., explaining the right to bail, discussing pleas to a lesser charge); and preparing detainees for their court hearings. Such efficiency gains bring about both individual and institutional benefits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time periods</th>
<th>Mangochi</th>
<th>Kanengo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From arrest to laying of charges</td>
<td>1-4 days</td>
<td>1-2 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From laying of charge to disposal of case (without trial)</td>
<td>2-3 days</td>
<td>1 day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From arrest to conclusion of case (with trial)</td>
<td>2-3 months</td>
<td>1 month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 demonstrates that speed of case handling increased at both project sites such that at the 30-day point from arrest most cases were completed. Prior to the initiative, case handling took two or three months.
The same investigation found that PASI’s public outreach and education programs had impact in ways relevant to pretrial detention, as the following table shows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impacts indicating increased trust</th>
<th>PASI’s role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More witnesses attending court, leading to a more efficient criminal justice process.</td>
<td>• PASI traced and contacted defense witnesses to ensure their attendance at court and provided them with guidance on what to expect and do in a courtroom setting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• PASI helps to convene Court User Committee meetings where coordination issues are discussed and solutions thereto developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved public understanding of bail issues and increased number of defendants on police and court bail.</td>
<td>• PASI helped to improve community understanding of the law and the pretrial process, conducting 4-5 awareness sessions per site affecting about 4,000 people, and putting out posters in the communities explaining bail and related laws.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved community-police relations and better communication between police and community members.</td>
<td>• Addressing problems between the community and the police over bail issues at both project sites, bail became a key PASI subject at community outreach events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better understanding of how the justice system works by defendants and their families.</td>
<td>• PASI educated suspects and defendants about their rights and the operations of the pretrial justice process, including the average likely length of detention and possible reasons for delays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigilantism has dropped and the public is more willing to cooperate in investigations and take suspects to the police. (Misunderstandings about bail contributed to acts of vigilantism against defendants released awaiting trial.)</td>
<td>• The incidence of vigilantism against awaiting trial defendants declined over the evaluation period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Knowledge of the law surrounding pretrial release improved (see Table 6).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The same study also looked at pretrial detainees’ knowledge before and after PASI’s intervention. The table below shows that PASI increased detainees’ knowledge of the law by some 40 to 50 percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple choice questions</th>
<th>Kanengo % correct</th>
<th>Mangochi % correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2009</strong></td>
<td><strong>2010</strong></td>
<td><strong>2009</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For how many days can a suspect be kept in police station cells? (<em>2 days</em>)</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which bail is free? (<em>police bail</em>)</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When can a suspect apply for bail? (<em>first appearance</em>)</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who cannot be admitted as a surety? (<em>your spouse</em>)</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the maximum number of days a case can be adjourned before it is dismissed? (<em>15 days</em>)</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At which time must the detainee be informed of the reason for his or her arrest? (<em>as soon as possible upon arrest</em>)</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which is a legitimate objection to bail that can be raised by a prosecutor? (<em>defendant is a flight risk</em>)</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which of the following cannot help the detainee to communicate with lawyers and members of his/her family upon arrest and detention? (<em>the court</em>)</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What does the law say a convicted prisoner can do if he or she is not happy with the conviction or sentence? (<em>appeal</em>)</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonable force may be used by the police to...? (<em>effect arrest</em>)</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVERAGE OF ALL SCORES</strong></td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These improvements in knowledge tend to decrease the use of pretrial detention because defendants are empowered to assert their rights. The same study found improvements in police understanding of the same issues, which decreases violations of suspects’ rights.

PASI’s program, in which almost 2,000 of the 2,800 pretrial detainees counseled by the added paralegals went home more quickly, alleviated poverty for affected families. Ninety percent of families in Malawi live at a subsistence level, which means that the cost of visiting a detained relative and providing supplies, as well as lost income from the between 80 and 90 percent of pretrial detainees who were family breadwinners, could be extremely disruptive. PASI’s work also saves the state money in three ways: (i) providing a needed service to pretrial detainees which the state should be providing in many cases; (ii) reducing police caseloads and the number of people in pretrial detention at any one time, thus saving money for police, courts, and prisons; and (iii) reducing pretrial detention and thereby returning workers to farms and businesses—a benefit to the broader economy.

**Legal Practitioners’ Role at the Police Station**

Lawyers and paralegals can have a significant impact by identifying, advising, and representing those who may be eligible for pretrial release at the point of decision-making about pretrial detention, at the investigative stage, or following the commencement of formal criminal proceedings. One role of legal practitioners is to speed the process; another is to provide legal assistance to defendants. Using their knowledge of the law and their client’s circumstances, lawyers and paralegals can identify individuals who are eligible for release from the police station, and can assist them in proving their suitability for release. They can identify juvenile offenders and block their classification as adults. Legal practitioners can also inhibit police abuse of detainees and locate relatives and others who can assist detainees.

Availability at short notice is a key requirement for those legal advisors working at the investigative stage of the criminal process. The demand for legal assistance in these circumstances is difficult to predict, and requires a speedy response. Ad hoc arrangements rarely answer this need. Effective legal assistance at the investigative stage of the criminal process requires:

- an effective and accountable mechanism for ensuring that suspects are informed of their right to legal assistance, and allowed to contact a lawyer or paralegal, without delay;
- a method of funding legal assistance that ensures access to assistance during a review of eligibility;
- legal services structured and managed to allow a suitably qualified adviser to provide assistance without delay, and by a method (for example, by telephone or in person) appropriate to the seriousness and complexity of the alleged offense and the suspect’s circumstances.

To meet these demands, a range of police station advice and assistance schemes—using a mixture of private lawyers, public defenders, and paralegals—has been established in several countries.

England and Wales provide suspects who have been arrested and detained by the police with state-funded legal advice and assistance irrespective of their
financial circumstances. Law firms under contract with the Legal Services Commission provide advice at the police station. The contract requires them to have the staff available and procedures in place to ensure that a lawyer or paralegal is always available at short notice. Paralegals working under the supervision of a lawyer often provide advice.\textsuperscript{106}

Ukraine has three Public Defender Offices established by the International Renaissance Foundation, an NGO, to pilot new models of legal aid in criminal cases. Together, they employ 26 defense lawyers, providing legal advice and assistance to people detained by the police. Each office ensures that a lawyer is always on duty and available to provide assistance to a detainee at short notice.\textsuperscript{107}

In Nigeria, since 2005 the Rights Enforcement and Public Law Centre has operated a police-duty solicitor scheme under an agreement between the National Police Force, the Legal Aid Council, and the Open Society Justice Initiative. With the consent and support of the police, the Federal Ministry of Justice, and the Legal Aid Council, this non-governmental partner serves the major police precincts of four states: Imo, Kaduna, Ondo, and Sokoto. Duty solicitors attend designated police stations on a 24-hour schedule, and the police must permit access. The duty solicitors advise suspects and detainees and advocate on their behalf, applying for bail or discharge from detention. Twenty duty-solicitors comprising four Legal Aid Council lawyers and sixteen Youth Service lawyers work as duty-solicitors in the project states. Over an 18-month period between January 2008 and June 2009, the duty solicitors had contact with over 3,500 pretrial detainees, of which 2,600 were released from detention. Detainees assisted by the duty solicitors spent an average of eight days in pretrial detention, compared to a period of many months typical for Nigeria.\textsuperscript{108}

The table below lists the achievements of the Rights Enforcement and Public Law Centre in reducing pretrial detention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of releases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2,548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2,332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2,601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>3,394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13,886</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Rights Enforcement and Public Law Centre

In Sierra Leone, the NGO Timap for Justice employed ten paralegals in mid-2009 to work at police stations in three districts of Sierra Leone; today it employs 58.\textsuperscript{109} Timap reaches and assists over half of all arrestees who come through the police stations in its three target districts. Over a one year period in 2011-2012, the paralegals provided assistance to 5,781 people in police stations. They succeeded in securing police bail in half of the cases. In addition, they succeeded in getting the charges dropped entirely in 28 percent of the cases, usually due to mistakes of identity, misunderstandings of facts, or lack of evidence.\textsuperscript{110} Timap is thus successful in securing release—either without charge or on bail—for approximately 80 percent of the people its paralegals assist in police stations.

**Legal Practitioners’ Role at the**
Remand Hearing and at Court

Legal advice and assistance at remand hearings can have a significant impact on the pretrial detention population, both in terms of the number of people in pretrial detention and the time spent in pretrial detention. For example, data from the United States show that defendants in Baltimore, Maryland, who were given legal representation were required to provide about a third less bail, were significantly more likely to be released on their own recognizance, and spent significantly less time in pretrial detention before final disposition of their cases than unrepresented defendants.111

An experiment in a German court district revealed that the early assignment of defense counsel—at the remand hearing before the beginning of trial—resulted in average pretrial detention periods two months shorter compared to those defendants who did not have access to a lawyer. The systematic assignment of lawyers during the remand hearing stage and beyond, it was concluded, reduced the average time spent in pretrial detention by 16 percent.112

A legal practitioner who has interviewed an unrepresented detainee before a court hearing can advise the detainee about the right to apply for bail (if applicable in the legal system) and how to present facts that are relevant to such an application, such as the names of relatives who may be able to raise bail deposits or act as sureties. Even in systems that do not generally permit non-lawyers to speak for litigants at a pretrial hearing, pragmatic judicial officers may often allow a paralegal to speak for an indigent defendant on matters of bail.113

Paralegals can improve the quality of self-representation among defendants, especially during the pretrial phase of the criminal justice process. Awareness-raising and education on self-representation, demystifying the court processes through role playing, and providing expertise about the bail process and the grounds on which judicial officers typically base their pretrial release decisions all perform this function. As a result, defendants become more active players and partners in the administration of justice, typically resulting in more successful bail applications at court. This, in turn, may help to check corruption in the criminal justice institutions. Knowledge of the processes and procedures of the criminal justice system by the public reduces vulnerability to manipulation and extortion of money by corrupt officials.114

Legal Practitioners’ Role at Prison

Lawyers and paralegals can assist detained defendants who never received bail in preparing and lodging bail applications. They can train prisoners individually to prepare bail applications or offer group workshops to inform remand prisoners about court procedures, court etiquette, and their options for gaining representation by a lawyer or acting for themselves. Just as contacting detainees’ relatives at the police station has proven invaluable to people who might have no other means of contact, lawyers and paralegals offering assistance in prison can contact relatives and other sources of help with bail.

As part of their prison-based work, legal practitioners typically seek to identify pretrial detainees whose remand warrants have expired, who have been in pretrial detention longer than the statutory maximum allows, who wish to plead guilty, and who are terminally ill. These identifications can lead to release, changing the conditions of bail, granting bail where it was previously refused, setting a
new trial date, accepting a guilty plea, or discharging a matter. Between 2007 and September 2011, PASI paralegals in Malawi facilitated 91 camp courts in which magistrates visited prisons and addressed cases, resulting in 1,490 successful bail applications, 603 cases where charges against the defendants were withdrawn, and 858 cases where either a new court date was set or the duration of the remand warrant extended.

In a number of African countries, paralegals conduct regular prison-based clinics aimed primarily at guiding pretrial detainees to apply the law in their own case. The paralegals use a range of participatory learning and forum theatre techniques, including role plays, games, and songs, that enable detainees to, for instance, apply for bail, make a plea in mitigation (should they wish to plead guilty), cross-examine witnesses and police officers, and make an appeal.

In 2008, the Bangladesh Ministry of Home Affairs and the Prison Directorate initiated a project to reduce the country’s pretrial detention population, including a scheme to bring a group of paralegals to three prisons. Paralegals in this project gather information on the legal status of pretrial detainees and then present this information to a judge or lawyer and request the appropriate action. The paralegals also hold clinics in prison to educate pretrial detainees on basic legal procedures, from arrest to appeal, so that detainees can apply criminal law and procedures in their own cases if they lack the means to engage legal assistance. Paralegals also provide assistance to locate pretrial detainees’ family members.

Bangladesh’s paralegals also work with prison officers to screen and filter pretrial detainees whose cases require attention, typically because legal time-limits have been exceeded or bail is appropriate. From time to time, paralegals target groups such as pretrial detainees charged with homicide whose cases seem to have stalled in the criminal justice process and assist the authorities to push these cases along quicker.

Between 2008, when the Bangladesh project launched, and early 2012, paralegals have succeeded in obtaining the release of almost 2,000 pretrial detainees. Moreover, in two of the project prisons, all pretrial detainees under the age of 18 years had been released by April 2012.

In Kenya, Muslims for Human Rights (MUHURI), an NGO that provides paralegal services to defendants, has offices inside a number of prisons, which are open every weekday. Overcoming initial resistance by pretrial detainees and prison wardens, both of whom suspected paralegals of intending to report on them, MUHURI’s paralegals provide basic legal advice and legal aid clinics, and contact relatives and counsel for detainees. They also monitor respect for human rights at the prisons they visit, making impromptu cell visits and reporting concerns to their own leadership for follow-up with senior prison administrators.

The role for legal practitioners in addressing the excessive use of pretrial detention is broad, especially in places where laws intended to limit detention might not be enforced without oversight, and where defendants might not be able to afford counsel. Paralegals clearly represent a powerful tool in many jurisdictions, and programs using them should be expanded.
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS THAT REDUCE PRETRIAL DETENTION

A number of programs implemented by criminal justice agencies in countries around the world have effectively reduced the use of pretrial detention. This section presents interventions that decrease pretrial detention at the point of arrest, interventions involving prosecutors, interventions involving courts and judicial officers, and interventions held at prisons and remand centers.

Interventions at the Point of Arrest

Police summons and police bail both can have the effect of decreasing pretrial detention. The first alleviates the need to arrest a suspect, book him at the station, and then hold him just to appear in court and get a court date. The second requires arrest and booking, but eliminates detention afterward, releasing the arrestee on bail.

Police Summons

In many cases where offenses are minor, empowering police to issue a summons rather than make an arrest is effective and appropriate. It saves police time and resources and, crucially, reduces the number of people detained in a police lockup before their first court appearance.\(^{117}\)

A.B.A. Standards: Components of an Effective Citation Release Process\(^{118}\)

The American Bar Association (A.B.A.) pretrial release standards encourage the use of summons in cases involving minor offenses. The standards state: “[A] police officer who has grounds to arrest a person for a minor offense should be required to issue a citation in lieu of taking the person to the police station or to court. In determining whether an offense is minor, the police officer should consider whether the alleged crime involved the use or threatened use of force or violence, possession of a weapon, or violation of a court order protecting the safety of persons or property.”

A.B.A. stipulates the need for:

- Accurate and reliable information by the police about the identity, background, and living situation of the person being considered for a citation.
- Workable criteria for determining eligibility for citation release.
- Training of law enforcement to make informed decisions regarding citation release.
- Minimizing the period of time between the issuance of the citation and the defendant’s first scheduled court date.
- The capacity for rapid response to track defendants who miss their first court date.
In 2011, the U.S. state of Kentucky required police to issue a summons for dozens of minor offenses, such as possession of marijuana or drug paraphernalia, as long as police believe the suspect is no danger to himself or others and will appear in court to answer the charge. Advocates argued for the change based on likely cost savings.

The U.S. city of New Orleans implemented a similar measure in mid-2008, making the use of a summons mandatory for most cases of nonviolent municipal offenses. The effect was dramatic: the portion of people suspected of committing offenses in this category given a summons, instead of being arrested and held, increased from less than 25 percent to 41 percent in 2009 and 68 percent by late 2010, as the graph below shows.

**Figure 1:**
Changes in the proportion of summons issued versus arrests for suspected infringements of the New Orleans Municipal Code, 2008-2010 *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Summons Issued</th>
<th>Arrest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March-May 2008</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2009</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2010</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Excluding public intoxication and domestic violence.

Requiring the police to issue a citation in lieu of an arrest for minor offenses saves police resources and lowers pretrial detention. These police-empowering programs should be expanded around the world.

**Police Bail**

Empowering police to release suspects on bail, either before or after charging them, rather than detaining them in custody until a judge can set bail also decreases pretrial detention. These programs require defendants either to report back to the police station or appear at a magistrates’ court on a particular date. In practice this means that defendants, once charged and bailed, must appear at the local magistrates’ court for a first hearing.

England and Wales have police bail programs. “Custody officers,” police officers of at least sergeant rank, decide whether defendants detained at a police station should be released, continue to be detained, charged, or bailed. The program seeks to make custody officers independent of the investigative process, and therefore less incentivized to make sure that a particular suspect will be present at
trial at any cost to suspects and the taxpayer. Their role is to protect the rights and welfare of suspects and evaluate any evidence that releasing a defendant could result in damage to evidence or failure to appear at trial. They can make bail conditional or unconditional, and have relatively free rein in setting conditions, but must stipulate the reasons for conditions in the custody record. Arrestees can appeal to magistrates’ courts to vary the conditions of their police bail.

This program effectively prevents unnecessary detention in England and Wales, as the release of 86 percent of arrestees on bail before their first court appearance in 2001 reflects. A similar program in South Africa has had less success, according to research findings from a study conducted in three large South African courts during 2007, which found that only three percent of suspects and defendants were granted bail on or before their first court appearance. South Africa’s program places more restrictions on release, and a 1996 decision in which the Constitutional Court declined to list the factors that should be present in the denial of bail appears to have set a tone.

The success of police bail in England and Wales suggests that additional jurisdictions should establish such programs; South Africa’s example suggests that the design of the program and the guidance given to police and prosecutors will determine the success of police bail in decreasing pretrial detention.

Interventions Involving Prosecutors

Prosecutors’ role in decreasing pretrial detention can occur through prosecutorial discretion, early engagement of prosecutorial offices, and changes in prosecutorial policy.

Prosecutorial Discretion

Prosecutorial discretion can be a powerful mechanism to reduce the number of people entering the criminal justice system, and thereby the number of pretrial detainees and courts’ caseloads. In some civil law jurisdictions, prosecutors have very little discretion; an investigating judge makes the decision to prosecute after a preliminary inquiry, or law requires that every case be prosecuted where sufficient evidence exists to do so. In other civil law systems the prosecutor has discretion to prosecute, to dispose of a case upon the fulfillment of conditions by the accused person, or not to proceed at all. Some civil law systems grant this discretion on a limited basis. In common law systems, exercising discretion whether to prosecute is generally a key function of the office of the public prosecutor. The exercise of discretion may depend on a range of factors over and above the adequacy of evidence.

Most jurisdictions involve some prosecutorial discretion in the decisions as to whether to recommend the release of a suspect on bail, whether to make a plea offer to a lesser charge, or whether to allow a person to be diverted from the formal justice process, though these latter two issues require judicial approval in some countries.

The U.N. Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors requires a legal or regulatory framework that guides the exercise of discretion to ensure fairness and consistency. Moreover, reform strategies that aim to reduce the size of the pretrial detention population should consider:
increasing prosecutorial discretion to divert suitable cases away from the
criminal justice system;

• introducing guidelines and enhancing the training of prosecutors to exer-
cise their discretionary powers appropriately;

• developing tools for the prosecution services to assess suitability for diver-
sion; and

• providing guidance and information to prosecutors on community pro-
grams to which offenders may be diverted.

U.N. Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors: Alternatives to Prosecution

The Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment
of Offenders issued the following guidelines on the role of prosecutors in finding
alternatives to prosecution:

18. In accordance with national law, prosecutors shall give due consideration to
waiving prosecution, discontinuing proceedings conditionally or unconditionally,
or diverting criminal cases from the formal justice system, with full respect for the
rights of suspect(s) and the victim(s). For this purpose, States should fully explore
the possibility of adopting diversion schemes not only to alleviate excessive court
loads, but also to avoid the stigmatization of pre-trial detention, indictment and
conviction, as well as the possible adverse effects of imprisonment.

19. In countries where prosecutors are vested with discretionary functions as to
the decision whether or not to prosecute a juvenile, special consideration shall
be given to the nature and gravity of the offence, protection of society, and the
personality and background of the juvenile. In making that decision, prosecutors
shall particularly consider available alternatives to prosecution under the relevant
juvenile justice laws and procedures. Prosecutors shall use their best efforts to
take prosecutorial action against juveniles only to the extent strictly necessary.

In Russia, the number of people in pretrial detention centers (SIZOs) declined
consistently for the period 2005–2011. While a significant decrease in the number
of defendants remanded into pretrial detention before trial and declining crime
rates in general likely played the strongest role in the decrease, prosecutors may
have also had a role. Harvard researcher Todd Foglesong argues that prosecu-
tors also became more discriminating in their assessment of the need for pretrial
detention. Between 2005 and 2010, when the total number of suspects identified
by the police fell 36 percent, the number of applications for detention fell 45 per-
cent (Figure 2).
While prosecutorial discretion, when it competes with judicial discretion, doesn’t always contribute to the liberalization of a system, it’s clear that under the right circumstances giving prosecutors a role in reducing unnecessary detention can decrease its overuse. Experienced prosecutors, those with trial experience who know what a conviction will require, are well-equipped to screen cases and terminate the detention of anyone unlikely to be convicted of a charge. A study of defendants charged with serious crimes in the 75 largest U.S. counties found that prosecutors drop 23 percent of all felony cases; clearly, the dropping of charges will decrease pretrial detention.

**Early Engagement by the Prosecutor’s Office**

The sooner a prosecutor has the opportunity to review a case for its suitability to go to trial, the more this review will decrease pretrial detention. The national standards of the National District Attorneys Association in the United States provide that its members, prosecutors who work at the local and state level, have the responsibility to screen cases “at the earliest practical time.” Sensitive to the fact that inexperienced prosecutors may have difficulty assessing a case’s merit, it further stipulates that prosecutor offices should provide training and guidance to the lawyer assigned this task.

The U.S. city of Philadelphia launched a number of interventions in 2008 to reduce its pretrial detention population, following an increase by 50 percent between 2000 and 2008. Prosecutors had a strong role in each measure, beginning with a change in the formulation of charges. Early in 2010, prosecution offices began to stipulate charges according to the available evidence—that is, what could be proven in court—replacing the practice of formulating the highest charge police allegations would support. The head of the prosecution offices’ Pretrial Division described the new approach thus: “[In the past] if a fact pattern read that someone had smashed a store window, the lead charge likely would have been burglary, and...
the bail magistrate would have set bail consistent with that charge, when, without further proof of intent to commit a crime inside, that case probably would have ended in a verdict supporting vandalism. Now, without further proof of burglary, we would decline the burglary charge and charge vandalism only.”

Because Philadelphia judges use the most serious charge facing a defendant to determine bail, this had a direct effect on rates of release.

Prosecutors and defendants also began to participate in a discovery court dedicated to working out discovery issues prior to trial. The U.S. discovery procedure involves the exchange of information between the prosecutor and accused person (or her counsel) in a criminal matter prior to trial, and the process had become a major contributor to the length of the trial process in Philadelphia. Without key evidence, the prosecution could not assess a case and make a plea offer, and the defense was unable to respond. Within a year of opening the discovery court, the proportion of cases in trial court that had incomplete discovery dropped from 61 percent in 2009 to 21 percent in 2010.

Philadelphia’s pretrial detention population shrank by more than 10 percent, from 9,231 in 2009 to 8,273 in 2010. In October 2010, the city launched an initiative entitled Strategic Management Advance Review and Consolidation Readiness and Trial (S.M.A.R.T.). Under the program, prosecutors began providing defendants with a relatively early plea offer—the best he can expect to receive—in support of early finalization of the case. According to the supervising judge of the trial division of the Philadelphia criminal trial courts, “The [S.M.A.R.T.] offers are more reasonable and based on what actually can be proven. The assistant district attorneys are now giving the best offer sooner. As a result, pleas are up.”

In November and December 2010, the trial courts accepted 2,026 guilty pleas, compared with 1,363 for the same two months in 2009. Moreover, 47 percent of cases were resolved within six months in 2010, up from 39 percent in 2009.

Prosecutors’ role in determining which cases should go to trial has the potential to reduce pretrial detention, and actions that speed prosecutors’ involvement tend to speed the process of ending such detention.

**Prosecutorial Policy**

Given the significance of prosecutors in determining pretrial detention, prosecutorial policy should instruct prosecutors to request the detention of defendants awaiting trial in a sparing manner and to deal with cases involving pretrial detainees expeditiously. The ethics code for prosecutors in South Africa, for example, reminds prosecutors that they should not oppose the release of detained defendants if the interest of justice so permits, and that prosecutors have a constitutional obligation to ensure trials proceed without unreasonable delay. Moreover, cases where the defendant is in pretrial detention must receive preference, and bail applications and bail appeals should be “dealt with as a matter of urgency as the liberty of the accused is at stake.”

The South African prosecution service has also developed Awaiting Trial Detainee Guidelines, which contain detailed guidance on how prosecutors can reduce the use of pretrial detention and fast-track cases involving pretrial detainees. For example, guidelines encourage prosecutors to consider diversion and other restorative justice mechanisms as a means of avoiding prosecution and the unnecessary pretrial detention of defendants.
In England and Wales, the Crown Prosecution Service has assumed significant responsibility around the management of maximum periods allowed for pretrial detention. Its National Standard for the Effective Management of Prosecution Cases Involving Custody Time Limits places responsibilities on prosecutors and their managers for managing the prosecution of pretrial detainees, for whose cases it designates Custody Time Limit (C.T.L.), including:\textsuperscript{137}

- Prosecutors must note the expiry date on the cover of documents filed in C.T.L. cases.
- Duplicate monitoring systems, one electronic and one paper, must note the expiry date and where the responsibility for monitoring lies. In the event of a revision to the expiry date, it must appear in the systems within 24 hours.
- Managers in prosecutorial offices must carry out a weekly check of the Case Management System diary to ensure adherence to the monitoring system and monitoring of all live C.T.L. cases.
- Any C.T.L. file requiring action must be handed to a named prosecutor; it cannot be left on a desk.
- In the event of the discontinuation of a C.T.L. case, the prosecutor’s office must confirm the decision in writing immediately and send it to the court to speed release.

A number of policies contribute to a low rate of pretrial detention in England and Wales; these guidelines are certainly of value and countries around the world should adopt similar measures.

**Interventions Involving Courts and Judicial Officers**

Entities such as the International Centre for Prison Studies have identified the allocation of political responsibility for prisons to the Ministry of Justice instead of the Ministry of the Interior (or Police/Public Security) as an important element in promoting reform of pretrial detention.\textsuperscript{138} In a 2008 report they argue:

\begin{quote}
Particular dangers can arise if there is not a clear distinction between the department responsible for the police and the administration of prisons. The police are responsible for investigating crime and arresting criminals. Once a person has been detained or arrested, he or she should as soon as possible appear before a judicial authority.

If prisons are under the control of the police or within the same government department, there is a risk that investigating authorities may use pretrial detention as a tool of the investigative process or as a means to force prisoners to confess to the charges made against them.\textsuperscript{139}
\end{quote}

This potential for abuse points to the need to invest authority in judicial officers and the need to create strict guidelines for the police-led measures described above. Judicial control over investigations and prosecutions has driven a decline in pretrial detention (and incarceration rates generally) in such places as Russia in the early twenty-first century. In this period Russia reformed the criminal procedure code to provide for judicial control over investigations and prosecutions. A
significant decision shifted the power to place defendants in pretrial detention away from prosecutorial control and to the courts.140

Judicial officers also play a key role in the handling of individual decisions about pretrial detention. They typically make the final decision on release and conditions, including bail. It’s important that judges assume the role of overseeing prosecution and police by reviewing—not rubber stamping—their recommendations. Pressure from the media and politicians to err on the side of detention makes this difficult, but training and support can counteract the problem. The right culture can prompt judicial officers to take a role in the founding of courts on prison grounds to handle simple matters, as described in the section on the role of prison personnel. India’s more than a decade of alleviating pretrial detention in this manner was sparked by the actions of the country’s chief justice in 1999. Judicial officers also have an important role to play in ensuring that such courts observe rules of evidence and due process.

A study of England and Wales’ success in maintaining its low pretrial detention population credits a professional and experienced core of judicial officers that deal with pretrial decisions, noting the replacement of lay magistrates with district judges in many jurisdictions, and the resulting improvement in outcomes:

District judges are legally qualified, have greater presence and clout within courts and arguably have greater confidence in their decisions than the majority of magistrates. They also sit much more frequently than magistrates. Arguably, this means that they are more likely to take a chance and release defendants who pose bail risks. They are generally more knowledgeable about any initiatives in place in the courts which aim to divert defendants from custody. As a result they are more likely than magistrates to use such initiatives.141

States that support a knowledgeable base of judicial officers and provide options for conditional release will likely see improved management of their pretrial detention population.

**Pretrial Evaluation and Bail Support Services**

A number of countries have instituted pretrial evaluation and bail support services to rationalize the decision-making process regarding pretrial detention.142 Pretrial evaluation and bail support services have two broad goals: First, to allow—to the maximum extent possible—pretrial release pending adjudication; and second, to assure that defendants appear in court to face their charges and ensure they do not pose a threat to the public.143 While the scope and responsibilities of individual pretrial service programs vary, fully developed programs generally perform both evaluation and support services.144

Pretrial evaluation occurs in the period between the arrest and the hearing at which a judge makes the determination to either release or detain a defendant pretrial. The evaluation process identifies each arrestee’s personal characteristics and any risk he may pose to the criminal process and society. Identifying the potential risks permits the criminal justice system’s actors, including judges, prosecutors, and defenders, to make more rational pretrial decisions and recommendations and consider the most appropriate release conditions, reserving pretrial detention for exceptional cases where the risks cannot be managed by other means.
England and Wales: Bail Information Schemes

England and Wales began using court-based bail information schemes in the early 1990s. They provided verified information to the prosecution service in cases where defendants were at risk of being remanded to pretrial detention, with the aim of persuading prosecutors that most defendants could be released to await trial. Evidence suggests that these schemes had some success in diverting defendants away from custodial remands. Further, studies have documented that bail information makes prosecutors less likely to request a remand in custody, and the defense more likely to apply for bail. However, these programs decreased significantly after the mid-1990s due to changes in funding. As described below, the countries’ schemes for juveniles have been quite successful.

Pretrial evaluation begins upon arrest and can be broken down into the following activities:

- **Collection of relevant information:** Information typically gathered on a defendant includes length of residence at past and present addresses, family ties and relationships in the community, employment status and history, financial conditions and means of support, and prior criminal record. Interviews with defendants provide most of this information.

- **Verification of information:** Pretrial evaluation professionals verify information gathered in interviews, typically calibrating thoroughness to the seriousness of the charge and the nature of the information. Verifying defendants’ identities, their addresses, and other locations where they can be reached after release is the top priority. Arresting officers, criminal record retrieval systems, family members, official documentation, and employers provide verification. The time and resources available to the person collecting information affects the nature of this process.

- **Risk assessment:** Analyzing the information assists the court in determining whether to release a defendant and whether to impose conditions. Risk assessments typically use instruments such as point scales or pretrial release guidelines that assign weights to variables such as the nature and seriousness of the crime charged, and a defendant’s prior criminal record, employment status, housing situation, and family ties. Risk assessment scales should be evidence-based and regularly validated and refined.

- **Development of the opinion:** In addition to the information gathered and a score on a risk assessment scale, some pretrial evaluation services recommend a decision with respect to release and conditions. In many cases the person responsible for drafting the opinion attends hearings to answer queries that arise.

Evidence from a five year federal pilot study of pretrial evaluation schemes in the United States suggests that pretrial evaluation schemes not only reduce pretrial detention, but may also reduce the incidence of crime committed while on bail. In ten demonstration districts throughout the country, 90 percent of arrestees
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evaluated under the scheme were released awaiting trial but pretrial offending was cut in half.\(^{149}\)

Most jurisdictions that offer pretrial information schemes also provide bail support (also called “bail supervision”). These services assist arrestees in completing their pretrial release period without re-offending or failing to appear in court.\(^{150}\)

Released arrestees who miss a court appearance may do so because they do not know their date or forget it or willfully put it out of their minds. Bail support programs have developed innovative ways—such as posting or emailing reminder letters, telephoning arrestees on the morning of their court appearances, and providing a written note with the next court date to the arrestee at every court appearance—to get arrestees to appear in court on the due date.

Supervising arrestees in between court dates to curtail re-offending or witness tampering may involve linking participants with social services such as drug treatment, education and training, job development, housing services, and family counseling.\(^{151}\) Providing a rigid structure to an arrestee’s daily activities can redirect him. These services may involve weekly appointments with a pretrial services officer, which give the state a mechanism to identify absconded arrestees in advance of a court date. Many programs provide bail support to arrestees who would suffer particular hardship in pretrial detention, such as juveniles, single parents, and those with mental health problems.

General principles of best practice for bail support programs garnered from the international literature include:\(^{152}\)

- arrestees must be able to choose between bail support and pretrial detention;
- programs should emphasize support and intervention over supervision and monitoring;
- a holistic approach, with a broad needs assessment and response, providing information, support, and intervention as required;
- coordination between criminal justice agencies and social support agencies, to provide access to pathways across different service systems; and
- programs must be adaptable and responsive to local conditions.

Programs such as the Pretrial Services Agency for the District of Columbia in Washington D.C. reflect at least some of these principles. It interviews about 20,000 defendants for risk assessment purposes per year and provides supervision services for some 12,000 defendants released awaiting trial annually. The agency calls for the use of the least restrictive conditions of pretrial release to reasonably assure public safety and appearance in court, the use of detention when those assurances cannot be met, and the sparing use of financial bail.

Since its beginning in 1963, the agency has succeeded in reducing the use of money bail. The agency and its staff have persuaded the courts to release defendants on their own recognizance or some other non-pecuniary condition or, where the courts are concerned about an arrestee’s likelihood of failing to appear, by providing supervision as part of the condition of release. The proportion of arrestees released without money bail increased from zero in 1962 to 80 percent in 2008, as shown below (Figure 3). In 2008, 15 percent of defendants were held without bail and only 5 percent were granted money bail.\(^{153}\)
Mexico began making pretrial services available to juveniles in 2011. A Mexican NGO, the Proyecto Presunción de Inocencia en México (Presumption of Innocence Project) in close collaboration with the state government of Morelos, the Unidad de Medidas Cautelares para Adolescentes (Supervisory Measures Unit for Juveniles, UMECA) provides risk evaluation and bail support services for juvenile defendants in Morelos. UMECA's trained professionals provide risk assessment and supervision to defendants deemed safe to release but at relatively high risk. Based on the program’s success, Morelos introduced similar services for adult offenders, and a number of additional Mexican states, including Baja California, have announced intentions to follow suit.  

The three key objectives of England and Wales’ joint effort to provide bail supervision and support to juveniles are to reduce the use of pretrial detention, increase defendants’ attendance at court, and reduce offending on bail. The program stipulates that defendants who would otherwise be granted bail without supervision or released on their own recognizance without any condition should not receive its services.  

A review of bail supervision and support schemes for juveniles across the United Kingdom, including those operating in Scotland and Ireland, concludes that only 20 percent of juveniles on bail supervision and support schemes fail to abide by the conditions of their release. Approximately 30 percent of defendants not given bail supervision had similar failures. These results suggest supervision is highly effective, because the unsupervised group had a lower risk assessment than the supervised group. A separate review undertaken by the Youth Justice Board of the Ministry of Justice for England and Wales found that, over a two-year period, 94 percent of juveniles on bail supervision programs attended all the hearings relating to the matters for which they had been placed on a bail program. While baseline data for appearance rates prior to the introduction of the scheme are not available, the study notes that “where individual schemes have provided information the results are encouraging...the indications are that the level of offending on bail can be lower where young people are provided with adequate support and supervision, that keeps
them active and focused, than without.”157

A small Scottish study that evaluated an experimental bail supervision scheme for young people aged 16 to 25 in Edinburgh and Glasgow found that 18 percent of young people on the Edinburgh scheme committed offenses while on the program, compared to 27 percent of those not receiving supervision. Similarly, in Glasgow 33 percent of those on bail supervision programs offended, compared to 40 percent of those on bail who had not received services. As in England and Wales, the groups had not been assigned randomly and those on supervision had been deemed high risk; many of them had previously offended on bail.158

Preliminary research on bail supervision programs in the United States has also been positive.159 One study found that in the Southern District of Iowa a concerted effort to increase pretrial service interviews and risk assessments led to a 16 percent increase in the identification of arrestees appropriate for release and a 15 percent increase in the pretrial release rate. The court appearance rate increased by 2.6 percent while pretrial criminal activity fell 1.7 percent and revocations of release pending trial due to technical violations fell 2.8 percent. An independent review of the effort concluded that “the project was successful in its goal of utilizing alternatives to detention when appropriate to increase pretrial release rates while assuring court appearance and community safety.”160

Another study randomly assigned arrestees charged in three U.S. counties to be released under supervision. Ninety percent of these individuals were not rearrested and made all court appearances. In both measures the group outperformed arrestees who had been released without supervision, including the group deemed sufficiently low risk to be released on their own recognizance with no conditions.161

A study of bail supervision programs for adult arrestees in three counties in New York found that intensive supervision was very effective in preventing flight and re-arrest.162 At one of the program sites, while eight percent of people on intensive supervision were rearrested whilst on pretrial release and three percent failed to appear or absconded, 51 percent of people released without supervision failed to appear at trial or absconded, and 42 percent were re-arrested before trial.163

Given the positive findings about pretrial supervision programs, their expansion throughout the world has the potential to improve pretrial detention rates and improve public safety.

**Interventions Benefiting Detainees at Prisons and Remand Centers**

Officials at prison and remand centers have a role to play in shortening the time between arrest and trial through camp courts, and in obtaining pretrial release after a remand to custody. Both will have an overall effect of decreasing pretrial detention.

**Camp Courts**

Many factors cause delays in bringing prisoners to court. Fuel shortage can prevent transport from prison to court in Malawi164 and vehicle and personnel shortages have prevented transport in India. One study found that only 62 percent of pretrial detainees from the Bangalore Central Prison were produced in court on their remand date during the course of 2007.165 Camp courts, which bring the court to the prison to handle simple procedural matters such as bail applications, guilty
pleas on minor charges, or for the dismissal of cases for multiple detainees at a time, can address these problems.

A program in Liberia has focused since 2009 on Monrovia Central Prison, which houses the vast majority of Liberia’s pretrial detainees. Magistrates from six magisterial courts around Monrovia visit the prison to hold pretrial hearings six days a week, with one visiting each day. The courts release detainees who have been in detention for longer than their possible custodial sentence and withdraw charges where case files have gone missing or where the police’s case has weakened (e.g. because a crucial witness has disappeared or changed his testimony). Liberia’s total prison population at any one time is around 1,500 inmates, of which 85–95 percent are pretrial detainees. Over the course of about a year and a half, some 1,500 pretrial detainees gained release through the program.\(^{166}\)

In early 2012 the state governor of the Nigerian state of Ondo commissioned Nigeria’s first court to be built on prison premises. The court is to be built at Olokuta Prison in the state capital of Akure, which holds four times the detainees for which it was designed, the vast majority of them pretrial detainees.\(^{167}\)

India has held *jail adalats* (literally “prison court”) frequently since 1999. A review of 73 Indian prisons and sub-jails found that *jail adalats* disposed of over 5,000 cases over a one year period (Table 8).\(^{168}\) A review of monthly camp courts in Bihar, India, shows that they have been highly effective at reducing the backlog of bailable cases and other simple criminal cases. On one occasion, camp courts held all over the state disposed of 5,383 petty criminal cases on a single Saturday.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State / territory</th>
<th>No. jail adalats held</th>
<th>No. cases referred by prisons</th>
<th>No. cases disposed of</th>
<th>Disposal rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>59.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>3,544</td>
<td>1,874</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>35.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>52.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil Nadu</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>3,734</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>4,405</td>
<td>1,407</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>419</strong></td>
<td><strong>13,918</strong></td>
<td><strong>5,122</strong></td>
<td><strong>36.8%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It’s important that camp courts not decrease pretrial detention at the expense of justice, however. Because *jail adalats* can convict defendants who plead guilty to minor offenses, human rights advocates have expressed concern about their procedural correctness.
Those opposed to jail adalats argue that these courts are not just. They are short in procedure and exploit the vulnerability of the poor prisoners. Those who have the means are released on bail and the poor are given a dubious choice. They can stay in prison and await a trial for months or years, or they can opt to confess and be released after recording a conviction for the period (of imprisonment already) undergone.

These concerns underscore the need to ensure that there are clear and enforceable procedures which dictate the process by which jail adalats—and camp courts more generally—are conducted. Moreover, judicial officers running such proceedings should be extra vigilant in ensuring that any confessions of guilt are made voluntarily and are supported by the evidence the state has garnered against individual arrestees.

**Second Appearance Schemes**

The prison service in England and Wales operates “second appearance schemes” to identify defendants who have been remanded in pretrial detention once they are received into prison. Second appearance schemes prepare reports containing verified information on defendants for their second appearance. The scheme aims to obtain pretrial release for eligible defendants and thereby prevent them from being remanded back into detention at their second court appearance. Prison-based schemes limit the potential for net-widening, but they also have a limited scope. The program in England and Wales causes the release on bail of about six percent of people on the basis of bail information provided in prison.

Prisons offer the last opportunity to shorten pretrial detention, but programs based in them can be quite powerful and should be adopted worldwide.

**Conclusion**

Many countries use pretrial detention excessively due to a lack of recognition of the value of reform from the highest levels—including ministries, the parliament and executive bodies—on down to the electorate. Judges, prosecutors, and police may feel public pressure prevents them from using alternatives to detention.

It is consequently important to engage with, and raise the awareness of, politicians and decision makers about the negative consequences of the excessive and arbitrary use of pretrial detention, and to address concerns, including public opinion and public safety, they may have about reducing the use of detention. Reform efforts must define the problems associated with the excessive use of pretrial detention as both solvable and politically palatable.

Criminal justice actors such as the police, prosecution, and judiciary should be involved in the development of strategies and programs such as those outlined above. They should receive practical trainings on diversion, alternatives to pretrial detention, criminal justice coordination and caseflow management, and on good practices worldwide and the potential benefits of improved practices. A consultative process will generate commitment and support by all key actors and, consequently, sustainability. Representatives of civil society, including victims’ support organizations, should be involved in the consultative process, to increase public acceptance, understanding, and involvement.
Public awareness activities to engender broader support for pretrial justice reform are an important component of generating societal consensus. In many jurisdictions—arguably an increasing number as democratic regimes have grown in the post-Cold War era—the public has considerable influence on the determination of criminal justice policies by politicians, as well as on courts’ determinations as to pretrial release. The public should consequently be informed about the harmful consequences of excessive and irrational pretrial detention and the purpose and justification of rights-based reforms. Much of the public’s and politicians’ support for draconian pretrial detention practices comes from the belief that detention is an effective way of dealing with crime. Providing basic facts about pretrial detention—for example, that the majority of pretrial detainees are typically suspected of committing minor offenses or that many pretrial detainees will end up being acquitted of the charges against them—can change the public’s view of pretrial release. To this end, the public should have accurate data and reformers must nurture the cooperation of the media.

This chapter has offered a number of measures which have effectively reduced pretrial detention in jurisdictions around the world. As works both scholarly and policy-related have noted, criminal justice reform, such as reforming policies that lead to excessive pretrial detention, fail when local conditions and contexts are not taken into consideration. Interventions which show much promise in one or more places may not succeed at all in others.

To succeed, reformers must adapt the programs described herein to the particular history and culture of the target community. For instance, in countries where tension with indigenous groups has led to political unrest, civil war, and widespread human rights abuses by the military, criminal procedure reforms must take account of how the system had previously acted as a tool for the oppression of ethnic minorities. Similarly, in societies historically plagued by injustice and inequality, inclusion of a broad sector of society and a more bottom-up approach will likely prove critical to meaningful reform. It’s clear, however, that reform can be achieved, and that the benefits will extend to every level of society.
Conclusion

The global overuse of pretrial detention is a massive, if largely unnoticed, form of human rights abuse. It directly affects at least 15 million people each year, many of whom will wait months or even years—in conditions worse than those experienced by sentenced prisoners—for their day in court. Many more people are indirectly affected: they suffer from a spouse's lost income or a parent's absence; they spend money and time on jail visits or food and blankets for the detainee; they contract HIV or hepatitis C from the detainee upon his release. Broader society is also affected by the overuse of pretrial detention, in the form of wasted human potential, lost productivity, the spread of disease, and the misuse of state resources.

Excessive and arbitrary pretrial detention is not just a human rights violation, but also the nexus of other abuses and ill effects. The overuse of pretrial detention is linked to torture, corruption, and the spread of disease; it stunts economic development and undermines the rule of law.

These bad outcomes are entirely avoidable.

The international and regional standards and norms are clear: a person is to be presumed innocent until proven guilty and—except in rare instances—should be released pending trial. Simply put, many of those held in pretrial detention pose no threat to society and should not be there. Yet in the developed and developing world alike, pretrial detention remains the default setting of most criminal justice systems.

As this report has sought to document, reform is possible. Pretrial detention can be reduced, saving state resources—and upholding the law—without risking public safety.

Perhaps most shocking is not the extent or cost of this particular form of rights abuse, or the fact that it persists despite clear prohibition. What is most shocking is how little attention it receives and how little is known about it. The writing of this report required years of research by a large team of people, since no single source provides a thorough picture. Indeed, information about pretrial detention, its scope, causes, and effects, is scattered across hundreds of NGO papers, UN reports, government databases, and witness accounts. This report represents the first effort to paint a comprehensive portrait of the problem.

In fact this report is, if nothing else, a plea for further investigation of and attention to the global overuse of pretrial detention—an enormous, overlooked, and easily remedied human rights violation.
Appendix: International and Regional Standards, Norms, and Jurisprudence

Following is an overview of key international and regional norms, standards, and jurisprudence addressing limitations on, and the grounds for, pretrial detention. That is, this appendix examines the limited circumstances under which pretrial detention can be justified, and the many circumstances under which it should not be used. This section does not address the norms, standards, and jurisprudence regarding conditions of pretrial detention.¹

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS, NORMS, AND JURISPRUDENCE

The guarantee of personal liberty is a key element in the protection of human rights to which virtually all states have committed themselves, both legally and politically, at global and regional levels. It is a consistent feature of the numerous international and regional treaties, standards, and norms discussed below that any deprivation of liberty should always be objectively justified and should last only so long as this can be demonstrated as necessary under carefully circumscribed circumstances.²

International human rights treaties emphasize the important distinction between people who have been found guilty, convicted by a court of law and sentenced to prison, and those who have not. Prisoners awaiting trial or the outcome of their trial are regarded differently because the law sees them as innocent until found guilty. Underpinning the legal considerations of the applicability of pretrial detention are the right to liberty³ and the presumption of innocence.⁴

Pretrial detention is covered by several international human rights treaties. Article 9(3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights states that:

Anyone arrested or detained on a criminal charge shall be brought promptly before a judge or other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or to release. It shall not be the general rule that persons awaiting trial shall be detained in custody, but release may be subject to guarantees to appear for trial.⁵

The UN Body of Principles for the Protection of all Persons under any form of Detention or Imprisonment elaborates this further:⁶
Except in special cases provided for by law, a person detained on a criminal charge shall be entitled, unless a judicial or other authority decides otherwise in the interest of the administration of justice, to release pending trial subject to the conditions that may be imposed in accordance with the law. Such authority shall keep the necessity of detention under review.

Similarly, the UN Standard Minimum Rules for Non-custodial Measures (the “Tokyo Rules”), provide that:

- pretrial detention shall be used as a means of last resort in criminal proceedings, with due regard for the investigation of the alleged offense and for the protection of society and the victim;
- alternatives to pretrial detention shall be employed at as early a stage as possible;
- pretrial detention shall last no longer than necessary and shall be administered humanely and with respect for the inherent dignity of human beings; and
- the offender shall have the right to appeal to a judicial or other competent independent authority in cases where pretrial detention is employed.

International standards permit detention before trial under certain, limited circumstances only.

In 1990, the Eighth UN Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders established a two-part test for the application of pretrial detention. First, to overcome the right to liberty there must be grounds to believe that the individual committed the offense(s) under investigation. That is, there must be a reasonable suspicion. Second, because this criterion alone is not enough to legitimate pretrial detention, one of the following grounds must also apply: risk of the suspect absconding, risk of the suspect committing further serious offenses, and risk of the suspect interfering with the administration of justice.

Although international standards provide for the legitimate use of pretrial detention, there are circumstances in which its ostensible legitimate use becomes a violation of the right to liberty and the presumption of innocence. In its consideration of state reports, the UN Human Rights Committee has noted that in certain circumstances pretrial detention may not be consistent with the presumption of innocence. For example, pretrial detention should not be permitted if the duration is excessive, or is set according to the length of sentence if guilt is established, or if it is applied automatically.

According to the UN Human Rights Committee, pretrial detention should be used only where it is lawful, reasonable, and necessary. Detention may be necessary “to prevent flight, interference with evidence or the recurrence of crime,” or “where the person concerned constitutes a clear and serious threat to society which cannot be contained in any other manner.”

The UN Human Rights Committee has also ruled that pretrial detention cannot be arbitrary: “The notion or ‘arbitrariness’ is not to be equated with ‘against the law,’ but must be interpreted more broadly to include elements of inappropriateness, injustice, lack of predictability and due process of law.” As a result, pretrial detention “must not only be lawful but reasonable and necessary in all the circumstances.”
The seriousness of the alleged offense with which the defendant is charged is often used by courts as a justification for pretrial detention. However, while it may be a factor to take into consideration, it cannot alone justify pretrial detention. The Eighth UN Crime Congress laid out a number of other factors that may be taken into consideration when deciding whether or not to detain an individual pending trial:

In considering whether pre-trial detention should be ordered, account should be taken of the circumstances of the individual case, in particular the nature and seriousness of the alleged offence, the strength of the evidence, the penalty likely to be incurred, and the conduct and personal and social circumstances of the person concerned, including his or her community ties.¹⁵

In its jurisprudence, the UN Human Rights Committee has emphasized that domestic authorities must interrogate whether less restrictive measures than pretrial detention, such as bail and other conditions attached to pretrial release, can adequately secure the attendance of defendants at trial. Pretrial detention must be satisfactorily explained and supported by factual information. Vague and unsubstantiated assertions are insufficient. Moreover, a state cannot assume that a defendant will abscond, tamper with evidence, or obstruct the investigation of the case based on passive reasons, such as the foreign nationality of the defendant. Any risks associated with the pretrial release of a defendant must be investigated fully by the state.¹⁶

REGIONAL STANDARDS, NORMS, AND JURISPRUDENCE

Africa

The African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights provides that “[e]very individual shall have the right to have his cause heard.”¹⁷ This includes the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty by a competent court or tribunal; the right to defense, including the right to be defended by counsel of one’s choice; and the “right to be tried within a reasonable time by an impartial court or tribunal.”¹⁸

The African Charter, moreover, holds that “every individual shall have the right to liberty and to the security of his person. No one may be deprived of his freedom except for reasons and conditions previously laid down by law. In particular, no one may be arbitrarily arrested or detained.”¹⁹

As support for these rights the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights²⁰ cites its “Resolution on the Right to Recourse and Fair Trial”²¹ which states: “[p]ersons arrested or detained shall be brought promptly before a judge or other officer authorised by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or to be released.”²²

The African Commission has stated that the requirements of a tribunal include “fairness, openness, and justice, independence, and due process.”²³ A detainee must have “recourse to national courts” to challenge detention.²⁴

The African Commission has held that “a military tribunal per se is not offensive,” but warned of the lack of independence of the process when the military
tribunal is under an “undemocratic military regime” in which the military has subsumed the authority of the executive and the legislature. The tribunal must not only be impartial, but must also have the appearance of being impartial. In *Amnesty International and Others v. Sudan* in which national legislation permitted the president, his deputies and senior military officer to appoint individuals to special courts, the commission held that “[t]he composition alone creates the impression, if not the reality, of lack of impartiality.”

The African Commission has little jurisprudence determining what classifies as arbitrary detention. The commission held that the detention of individuals who protested the annulment of the presidential elections in Nigeria in 1993 and were held without charges for over three years constitutes “an arbitrary deprivation of their liberty.” In addition, arbitrary detentions include indefinite detention of individuals who protested against torture, as well as detentions “based on grounds of ethnic origin alone.” The African Commission has also held that a law allowing the government to detain people without any charges for up to three months violates the right not to be arbitrarily detained.

**Europe**

Article 5 of the European Convention on Human Rights states that “everyone has the right to liberty and security of the person.” An exception to this right to liberty is lawful pretrial detention. Article 5(1)(c) states that a person’s arrest or detention may be “effected for the purpose of bringing him before the competent legal authority on reasonable suspicion of having committed an offence or when it is reasonably considered necessary to prevent his committing an offence or fleeing after having done so.”

Article 5(3) contains a protection for pretrial detainees, stating that anyone detained in accordance with Article 5(1)(c) must be “brought promptly before a judge or other officer authorised by law to exercise judicial power.” Moreover, a pretrial detainee “shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or to release pending trial. Release may be conditioned by guarantees to appear for trial.”

Additionally, anyone deprived of liberty under the exceptions set out in Article 5 “shall be entitled to take proceedings by which the lawfulness of his detention shall be decided speedily by a court and his release ordered if the detention is not lawful” (Article 5(4)).

The European Court of Human Rights has emphasized the “fundamental importance” of the guarantees included in Article 5, which contains “a corpus of substantive rights intended to ensure that the act of deprivation of liberty is amenable to independent judicial scrutiny and secures the accountability of the authorities for that measure.”

The European Court’s jurisprudence on Article 5 and pretrial detention sets out the following general principles:

- There must be a presumption in favor of pretrial release, and the burden is on the state to show why release pending trial cannot be granted.
- Reasons must be given for refusing pretrial release and the judicial authority must consider alternatives to pretrial detention that would address any concerns it had regarding the defendant’s release.
- Pretrial detention cannot be imposed.
• purely because the defendant is suspected of committing an offense (no matter how serious or how strong the evidence against him);\textsuperscript{36}

• on the grounds that the defendant represents a flight risk where the only reason for this decision is the absence of a fixed residence, or on the grounds that the defendant faces a long prison term if convicted at trial;\textsuperscript{37}

• on the basis that the defendant will reoffend if released, unless there is evidence of a definite risk of a particular offense.\textsuperscript{38}

If financial bail is a condition of pretrial release, the amount set by the court must take into account the defendant’s individual means.\textsuperscript{39}

Continued pretrial detention must be subject to regular review.

The decision on pretrial detention must be taken expeditiously and reasons must be given for the need for continued detention (i.e., previous decisions should not simply be reproduced).\textsuperscript{40}

The European Court has found that “by reason of their particular gravity and public reaction to them, certain offences may give rise to public disquiet capable of justifying pre-trial detention... provided that it is based on facts capable of showing that the accused's release would actually prejudice public order.”\textsuperscript{41} The Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers also includes as a possible criteria for pretrial detention the situation where there are substantial reasons for believing that a defendant, if released pretrial, poses a serious threat to public order.\textsuperscript{42}

However, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights has challenged the idea that posing a serious threat to public order can be a legitimate criterion for ordering pretrial detention: “The question arises, however, whether, in a democratic society governed by the rule of law, pre-trial detention, however brief, can be legally justified on the basis of a legal notion so easily abused as that of public order.”\textsuperscript{43}

### Americas

In the Inter-American human rights system, the rights of defendants and pretrial detainees are protected in the American Convention on Human Rights\textsuperscript{44} and the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man.\textsuperscript{45}

According to the American Declaration, “Every individual who has been deprived of his liberty has the right to have the legality of his detention ascertained without delay by a court, and the right to be tried without undue delay or, otherwise, to be released,” (Article XXV) and “every accused person is presumed to be innocent until proved guilty” (Article XXVI).

The American Convention holds that every person accused of a criminal offense has the right to be presumed innocent (Article 8(2)). Moreover, any person detained shall be brought promptly before a judicial officer and shall be entitled to trial within a reasonable time or to be released without prejudice to the continuation of the proceedings. A defendant’s release may be subject to guarantees to assure his appearance for trial (Article 7(5)). Anyone who is deprived of his liberty is entitled to recourse to a competent court, in order that the court may decide without delay on the lawfulness of his arrest or pretrial detention and order his release if the arrest or detention is unlawful (Article 7(6)).
The above rights and protections for pretrial detainees were reiterated by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights in 2008 through a set of Principles and Best Practices on the Protection of Persons Deprived of Liberty in the Americas. According to the Principles and Best Practices:

- Every person has the right to personal liberty and to be protected against any illegal or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, and, as a general rule, the deprivation of liberty of persons shall be applied for the minimum necessary period (Principle III(1)).
- Pretrial detention should be used “as an exception, in accordance with international human rights instruments” (Principle III(2)).
- In order to justify pretrial detention, there must be sufficient evidence that connect the defendant with the facts of the case. This is an essential prerequisite for imposing pretrial detention, but after a certain lapse of time it no longer suffices (Principle III(2)).
- Pretrial detention is a precautionary measure, not a punitive one, which shall additionally comply with the principles of legality, the presumption of innocence, need, and proportionality, to the extent strictly necessary in a democratic society. It shall only be applied within the strictly necessary limits to ensure that the person will not impede the efficient development of the investigations nor will evade justice, provided that the competent authority examines the facts and demonstrates that the aforesaid requirements have been met in the concrete case (Principle III(2)).

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights has held that in order to detain a defendant pretrial, the state must prove that: (i) there is sufficient evidence to allow a reasonable supposition that the person committed to trial has taken part in the offense under investigation; and (ii) that pretrial detention is based upon the legitimate purpose of ensuring the defendant does not impede the investigation or elude justice.
The Right to Legal Assistance

According to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), in the determination of any criminal charge against them, persons are entitled to defend themselves in person or through legal assistance of their own choosing. Moreover, they have the right to be informed, if they do not have legal assistance, of the right to legal assistance; and to have legal assistance assigned to them, in any case where the interests of justice so require, and without payment if they do not have sufficient means to pay for it.48

The right to legal assistance set out in the ICCPR and other regional and international conventions is reiterated in the United Nations Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers, which provide that:49

- All persons are entitled to call upon the assistance of a lawyer of their choice to protect and establish their rights and to defend them in all stages of criminal proceedings.

- Governments shall ensure that efficient procedures for effective and equal access to lawyers are provided for all persons within their territory and subject to their jurisdiction.

- Governments shall ensure the provision of sufficient funding and other resources for legal services to the poor and, as necessary, to other disadvantaged persons.

International standards provide for the right to legal assistance once formal criminal proceedings have commenced, including court hearings concerning pretrial detention. It remains unclear whether the right to legal assistance applies at the pretrial, investigative stage—and particularly while a person is detained at a police station.50

It is increasingly recognized that the investigative stage is an integral part of criminal proceedings. The European Committee for the Prevention of Torture has described access to a lawyer for those detained by the police as one of the “three fundamental safeguards against the ill-treatment of detained persons which should apply as from the very outset of deprivation of liberty.”51 The UN Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers provides that governments must “ensure that all persons arrested or detained, with or without criminal charge, shall have prompt access to a lawyer, and in any case not later than forty-eight hours from the time of arrest or detention.”52

The European Court of Human Rights has taken the view that the right to legal assistance arises immediately on arrest, and has decided that it applies as soon as a person is made aware by the authorities that he is suspected of having committed a criminal offense, which could be even before an arrest takes place. Access to a lawyer may only be restricted in exceptional circumstances where there are compelling reasons to do so.53 Moreover, the European Court has determined that a suspect has a right to legal assistance during police interrogation, and that failure to permit this may irrevocably affect his right to fair trial.54 The European Union is planning to introduce a right to legal assistance during police interrogation as part of its “roadmap” of procedural rights.55
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Presumption of Guilt: The Global Overuse of Pretrial Detention
INTRODUCTION


2. That is, persons in pretrial detention have not been convicted of the crime(s) that they are alleged to have committed and which led to their arrest and detention. Some pretrial detainees may, however, have been convicted of a crime or crimes on a previous occasion.

3. In some jurisdictions—notably in countries with a civil law tradition—these numbers may include pretrial detainees who have been convicted by a court of first instance but who have appealed their conviction and/or sentence. However, this is a very small portion of the world’s pretrial detainee population.

THE SCOPE OF PRETRIAL DETENTION AROUND THE WORLD: ITS EXTENT AND COST


6. International human rights treaties distinguish between people who have been found guilty—that is, convicted by a court of law and sentenced to prison—and those who have not. Prisoners awaiting trial or the outcome of their trial are regarded differently because the law sees them as innocent until found guilty. While various international instruments make a distinction between unsentenced and sentenced prisoners, the line is typically drawn at the point of conviction rather than sentence. The International Declaration of Human Rights states that all “unconvicted” people in custody “... shall, save in exceptional circumstances, be segregated from convicted persons and shall be subject to
separate treatment appropriate to their status as unconvicted persons” (Article 10 of the Covenant). European Prison Rule 11(3) makes a distinction among untried, convicted, and sentenced prisoners. It also states that “in principle, untried prisoners shall be detained separately.” According to Penal Reform International, “prisoners in pre-trial detention, or on remand, are those who have been detained without a sentence and are awaiting legal proceedings. They are also known as untried or unconvicted prisoners.” See, Pre-trial Detention, Penal Reform International, http://www.penalreform.org/themes/pre-trial-detention (accessed June 12, 2012).

7. The Council of Europe classifies prisoners other than those who have received a “final sentence” into three sub-categories: (i) untried prisoners in respect of whom no court decision has been reached; (ii) prisoners convicted but not sentenced; and (iii) sentenced prisoners who have appealed against their sentence or who are within the statutory time limit for doing so. See, Marcelo F. Aebi, Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics (SPACE I), Survey 2004, Strasbourg, November 7, 2005, p. 30.

8. See also, Samuel Deltenre and Eric Maes, “Pre-trial detention and the overcrowding of prisons in Belgium. Results from a simulation study into the possible effects of limiting the length of pre-trial detention,” European Journal of Crime, Criminal Law and Criminal Justice, Vol. 12, Issue 4, 2004, p. 8. Deltenre and Maes define pretrial detention as the time before a “definitive conviction... the time before a judgment against which appeal is no longer possible.”

9. According to Recommendation (2006)2 of the Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers to member states on the European Prison Rules (adopted by the Committee of Ministers on January 11, 2006 at the 952nd meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies), the status of “untried prisoner” is defined in Section 94 as follows: “For the purposes of these rules, untried prisoners are prisoners who have been remanded in custody by a judicial authority prior to trial, conviction or sentence. A state may elect to regard prisoners who have been convicted and sentenced as untried prisoners if their appeals have not been disposed of finally.” According to the Recommendation, national jurisdictions can decide who should be classified as a pretrial detainee or untried prisoner. The measure of national or jurisdictional discretion the Recommendation allows is problematic when undertaking cross-national comparisons of pretrial detention numbers. For a discussion of this point, see Christine Morgenstern, “Pre-trial / remand detention in Europe: Facts and figures and the need for common minimum standards,” ERA-Forum, Vol. 9, No. 4, 2009, pp. 531-532.

10. While the period between arrest and the first court appearance should be short—usually 24 to 72 hours—in some countries the period may be lengthy and extend for days, weeks, and even months. Indications of a problematic practice of arrest and “police detention” in many European countries are given by the reports of the Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Punishment of the Council of Europe published since 1990. See also: Jon Vagg and Frieder Dünkel, “Conclusion,” in Frieder Dünkel and Jon Vagg (eds.), Waiting for Trial. International Perspectives on the Use of Pre-Trial Detention and the Rights and Living Conditions of Prisoners Waiting for Trial, Max Planck Institute, Freiburg, 1994, pp. 919-926.

11. For a discussion of the administrative detention of persons who use drugs, see: Detention as Treatment: Detention of Methamphetamine Users in Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand, Open Society Institute, March 2010.


15. Memorandum on the International Legal Framework on Administrative Detention and Counter-Terrorism, International Commission of Jurists, Geneva, March 2006, p. 3, available at http://www.mafhoum.com/resso/278525.pdf (accessed Oct. 3, 2013). Some international organs for the protection of human rights, including the UN Human Rights Committee, for example, have used the phrase “preventive detention” (détention préventive, detención preventiva) to refer to administrative detention. As the International Commission of Jurists points out, the use of the expression “preventive detention” may be misleading, notably because it is synonymous, in many national systems, with “detention in custody pending trial,” “policy custody,” “pre-trial detention,” “garde-à-vue,” “custodia policial,” and “detención preventiva.”


19. Given China's high absolute number of prisoners (2,300,000 in 2012), efforts were made to obtain an informed approximation of the number of pretrial detainees in the country. Otherwise, China’s omission from the count of pretrial detainees could significantly undercount the global figure. Based on discussions with Chinese lawyers and human rights specialists, it is estimated that China had a pretrial detention population of 940,000 in 2012—approximately 41 percent of the total prison population. This is the figure which is used for calculating regional Asian and global pretrial detention figures in this report. See also Piet Hein van Kempen, “Pre-Trial Detention in National and International Law and Practice: A Comparative Synthesis and Analyses,” p. 18, in Piet Hein van Kempen (ed.), Pre-Trial Detention, Human Rights, Criminal Procedural Law and Penitentiary Law, Comparative Law, Intersentia, Oxford, 2012, which provides a figure of 941,091 pretrial detainees in China in 2009.


23. Section 1 of recommendation 13 (2006) of the Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers to Member States on the use of remand in custody, the conditions in which it takes place and the provision of safeguards against abuse, provides: “(t) ‘Remand in custody’... does not include the initial deprivation of liberty by a police or law enforcement officer (or by anyone else so authorized to act) for the purposes of questioning.” (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 27 September 2006 at the 974th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies, available at https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=10413487]]&Site=CM) (accessed Oct. 3, 2013).

24. For example, in Christie v. Leachinsky (1947) 1 All ER 567 of 587, 1947 AC 573, Lord Simmons stated emphatically that arrest is the beginning of imprisonment.


26. The number of people in pretrial detention at any point in time—both for the U.S. and the other countries whose arrest data are cited in this paragraph—are sourced from the International Centre for Prison Studies’ World Prison Brief website, http://www.prisonstudies.org/info/worldbrief/.


available at http://www.europesourcebook.org/ob285_full.pdf (accessed Oct. 3, 2013). The table reports persons in police custody, but a footnote on p. 145 clarifies that the Portugal figure is the “Number of suspected offenders arrested by the police.”


32. The data used in this section (unless otherwise indicated as coming from a non-ICPS source) were drawn from the ICPS’ World Prison Brief database in late 2013. In some cases the data reflect national pretrial detention numbers from 2013, in most cases from 2012, and in a few cases from 2011 or even earlier. Given that the bulk of the data are from 2012, this is the year which is used in this section unless indicated otherwise.

33. Excluded from this list are countries with a small population—generally around a million or less. Their small population size easily distorts the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners as the absolute numbers of both tend to be small. For example, in Malta (population 408,000), the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners was 64 percent in 2010. The proportion was based on a pretrial detention population of 373 persons and 210 sentenced prisoners. Should the number of pretrial detainees decrease by, for example, 70 people, then the proportion of pretrial detainees would drop from 64 to 52 percent.


35. Excluded from this list are countries with a small population—generally around a million or less. Their small population size easily distorts the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners as the absolute numbers of both tend to be small. For example, in Tonga, an archipelago in the South Pacific, the number of pretrial detainees as a proportion of all prisoners was 0.6 percent in 2010 (the lowest of all the jurisdictions on the ICPS database). The proportion was based on a pretrial detention population of one person and a sentenced prisoner population of 159. Should the number of pretrial detainees increase by, for example, a dozen people, then the proportion of pretrial detainees would jump from 0.6 to 8.2 percent.


37. Excluded from this list are countries with a population of around one million people or less. Their small population size easily distorts the rate of pretrial detainees. For example, in Saint Kitts and Nevis the pretrial detention rate was 252 in 2010 (the highest of all the jurisdictions on the ICPS database). The rate was based on a small pretrial detention population of 127 people as the islands have a population of just over 50,000 people. Thus, for every 10 additional people in pretrial detention, the islands’ rate of pretrial detainees per 100,000 people of the general population increases by about 20.


41. Based on the rough calculation that the average length of outstretched arms is 1.8 meters, or 6 feet.

42. The number of persons in pretrial detention on, say, September 1, 2013, is a stock variable which is measured at one specific time, and represents a quantity existing at that point in time. The number of pretrial admissions is a flow variable which is measured over an interval or unit of time (a year in the present case).


46. In the U.S., the vast majority of pretrial detainees are held in local jails. During the 12 months ending on June 30, 2011, 16 times as many persons were admitted to such jails as were incarcerated therein at midyear 2011 (respectively, 11.8 million and 735,601). It should be noted that in 2011, 60.6 percent of local jail inmates in the U.S. were pretrial detainees; the remainder were sentenced prisoners, mentally ill persons pending their movement to mental health facilities, sentenced juveniles pending transfer to juvenile facilities, etc. The 1:16 ratio applies to all jail inmates, and may be somewhat different if it were available for pretrial detainees only. See: Todd D. Minton, Jail Inmates at Midyear 2011 – Statistical Tables, Bureau of Justice Assistance, Department of Justice, April 2012, p. 3, available at http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/jim11st.pdf (accessed Sept. 30, 2013).

47. The annual admission figures do not relate to the number of individuals, but to the number of admissions or entries. That is, the same individual may, for example, enter a pretrial detention center more than once in the same year for different cases. It is probable, however, that over a one year period the vast majority of admissions are comprised of distinct individuals. For a detailed explanation of what counts as an admission see Marcelo F. Aebi, Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics (SPACE I), Survey 2003, Strasbourg, September 29, 2004, p. 5.

48. Based on the rough calculation that the average length of outstretched arms is 1.8 meters, or 6 feet.


54. Anthony Nwapa, “Building and Sustaining Change: Pretrial Detention Reform in Nigeria,” in Justice Initiatives: Pretrial Detention, Open Society Foundations, New York, 2008, p. 86. Evidence from Lagos State tends to indicate that the 3.7 years average figure may be too high. See Todd Foglesong and
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74. Pretrial detainee numbers for Council of Europe Member States come from the International Centre for Prison Studies’ World Prison Brief.


In South Africa, for example, the country’s 239 prisons had an average occupancy level of 139 percent in 2009-2010. In 19 prisons, the occupancy rate was 200 percent or higher. At the time, pretrial detainees comprised some 30 percent of South Africa’s prisoner population, but 52 percent of inmates in the 19 critically overcrowded prisons. See Deon Hurter van Zyl, Annual Report for the Period 1 April 2009 to 31 March 2010, Judicial Inspectorate for Correctional Services, Cape Town, 2010, pp. 11-13.


WHO ARE THE WORLD’S PRETRIAL DETAINEEs?
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27. Access to Justice and Legal Aid in East Africa: A comparison of the legal aid schemes used in the region and the level of cooperation and coordination between the various actors, The Danish Institute for Human Rights, Copenhagen, December 2011, p. 29.
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2. That is, persons in pretrial detention have not been convicted of the crime(s) that they are alleged to have committed and which led to their arrest and detention. Some pretrial detainees may, however, have been convicted of a crime or crimes on a previous occasion.
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87. The United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment defines torture as: “Any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person, information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed… when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity.” See article 1.1. United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, available at http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/h2catoc.
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143. Marcelo F. Aebi, Council of Europe Annual Penal Statistics (SPACE I), Survey 2004, Strasburg, November 7, 2005, p. 52. It is likely that the number of prison fatalities outside of the Council of Europe area is higher but less well recorded. For example, in 1996, 2,531 prisoners died in Kazakhstan, roughly half of them from tuberculosis. At the time Kazakhstan had approximately 85,000 prisoners. The high death rate prompted a government official to defend his country’s death penalty on the grounds that prison conditions were so atrocious that few prisoners would survive a long sentence anyway. See, Human Rights Watch Prison Project, Prisons in Europe and Central Asia, February 15, 2007.
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THE CAUSES OF ARBITRARY & EXCESSIVE USE OF PRETRIAL DETENTION


8. See also David Garland, *The Culture of Control: Crime and Social Order in Contemporary Society*, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2001. Garland analyzes the social, economic, and political forces that gave rise to the contemporary culture of crime control in the United States and United Kingdom. He seeks to explain the radical changes that have occurred in the fields of crime control and criminal justice since the 1970s, especially the rise of punitiveness in Western countries. Garland argues that “penal welfarism” (which he sees as distinguished by a commitment to community based solutions to the crime problem, rehabilitating offenders, and creating individualized solutions for offenders) characterized criminal justice practice from the 1890s to the 1970s but has been progressively dismantled since. He suggests that the new politics of crime control have become increasingly more expressive and instrumental, and that contemporary justice policy stresses coercive control of offenders. According to Garland, this trend emerged when high crime rates became normal, the rehabilitative ideal fell out of favor, and the penal welfare complex failed to protect the public from the risks associated with crime. Garland argues that in contrast to penal welfarism, contemporary crime control policy can be distinguished by the (re)emergence of punitive sanctions and expressive justice, an emphasis on victims of crime, the politicization of crime issues and, relatedly, a focus on protecting the public from crime and criminals. This latter change notably departs from previous concerns about the need for protection from the state towards a preference for protection by the state. Public concern has become focused on developing protection from crime as opposed to the abuse of powers that
have been invested in the state and its agencies. Moreover, the discussion on crime control policies has shifted away from the experts and has increasingly become a part of the political process. Experts in the field have been increasingly excluded from the policy making process, and the public has become a new source of support for these policies. Crime initiatives are now a major part of the electoral process, and as a result crime policy is developed based on public approval of the measures. For an accessible summary of Garland’s book, see Mathieu Deflem and Chicoine Stephen, “A Summary of The Culture of Control by David Garland (2010),” online paper available at http://deflem.blogspot.com/2010/04/garland.html (accessed November 22, 2013).


12. For example, Article 9(3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights stipulates that “it shall not be the general rule that persons awaiting trial shall be detained in custody.” It is not clear what percentage of arrested people can be sent to pretrial detention under this principle.


41. Section 42(2) Malawi Constitution. Minor exceptions are made in cases where the 48 hours expire outside ordinary court hours or on a day which is not a court day. In such cases, the arrestee must be brought before a court on the first court date after such expiry.
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APPENDIX: INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL STANDARDS, NORMS, AND JURISPRUDENCE


10. The United Nations Human Rights Committee is a body of independent experts that monitors implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights by its state parties. All states parties are obliged to submit regular reports to the committee on how the rights are being implemented. The committee examines each report and addresses its concerns and recommendations to the state party in the form of “concluding observations.” The First Optional Protocol to the Covenant gives the committee competence to examine individual complaints with regard to alleged violations of the covenant by states parties to the protocol. For those countries, the Human Rights Committee functions as a mechanism for the international redress of human rights abuses.


20. The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights was established in 1986 by the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights. The commission is tasked with promoting and protecting rights and interpreting the African Charter.


42. Recommendation Rec(2006)13 of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe to member states on the use of remand in custody, the conditions in which it takes place and the provision of safeguards against abuse (adopted September 27, 2006), paragraph 7(b), available at https://wcd.coe.int/ViewDoc.jsp?id=1041281&Site=CM (accessed July 10, 2012).
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In India, a man spent 54 years behind bars in pretrial detention, waiting for a trial that would never happen because his file had been lost. In Nigeria, one study estimated that the average detainee waits over three years for his day in court. In Russia, pretrial detainees have begged for the chance to plead guilty, just so they can receive medical care. And in the United States, juvenile pretrial detainees have been forced to fight each other for their guards’ amusement.

Around the world, millions are effectively punished before they are tried. Legally entitled to be considered innocent and released pending trial, many accused are instead held in pretrial detention, where they are subjected to torture, exposed to life threatening disease, victimized by violence, and pressured for bribes. It is literally worse than being convicted: pretrial detainees routinely experience worse conditions than sentenced prisoners. The suicide rate among pretrial detainees is three times higher than among convicted prisoners, and ten times that of the outside community. Pretrial detention harms individuals, families, and communities; wastes state resources and human potential; and undermines the rule of law.

The arbitrary and excessive use of pretrial detention is a massive and widely ignored pattern of human rights abuse that affects—by a conservative estimate—15 million people a year. The right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty is universal, but at this moment some 3.3 million people are behind bars, waiting for a trial that may be months or even years away. No right is so broadly accepted in theory, but so commonly violated in practice. It is fair to say that the global overuse of pretrial detention is the most overlooked human rights crisis of our time.

Presumption of Guilt examines the full consequences of the global overuse of pretrial detention. Combining statistical analysis, first-person accounts, graphics, and case studies of successful reforms, the report is the first to comprehensively document this widespread but frequently ignored form of human rights abuse.